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ABSTRACT

Franz Schubert (1797-1828) left many musical scores containing his earliest
compositional efforts. Here 'earliest' is taken, for convenience, to refer to the works from
the first extant (1810) up to and including the lied Gretchen am Spinnrade (1814), his
first generally recognised masterpiece. This dissertation tells the story tracing those
efforts in a chronological series of analytical essays. The essays mention only incidentally
the external evidence of the home environment, lessons received, concerts attended, and
so on, but refer instead primarily to the internal evidence of the compositions
themselves, that is, the notes on the page. That story has not previously been told in
these terms. The dissertation is thus a contribution to musical analysis applied to a quite
important and certainly instructive but very little-known repertoire.
An essential feature is that the story proceeds chronologically, to the (fairly large)
extent that the exact chronology is known. Over a hundred works are involved, some
containing several movements, so the story is necessarily long. Further, music is by no
means a simple phenomenon, so the story is necessarily detailed. Another feature
contributes to the tracing of the skein of anticipations of resources used in Schubert's
later and more famous works, as well as to the evidence of derivation from models of
other composers' works.
Each work studied is provided with identifying information; musical incipits are also
provided in view of the unfamiliarity of the repertoire. This identifying information,
though necessary, is merely auxiliary to the story being told, and is accordingly set off
from the latter.
After the chronological story has been completed, a series of summaries is presented
under the various categories of musical analysis; these summaries naturally refer back to
the individual works. The ferreting out and telling of the story is itself the aim; no
hypothesis is entertained.
A review of the story yields several main results concerning the various elements of
musical composition. (1) Schubert's attitude to the important matter of sonata form
ranged from initial rather extreme experimentation possibly combined with some degree
of misunderstanding to a clearly demonstrated ability to handle it convincingly first
shown perhaps in his First Symphony D082 (October 1813). (2) Melody and text setting

also showed early extremes as in the long and wild ballad Der Taucher D077 (first
version September 1813- Apri11814), subsequently settling down, from about his first
Opera D084 (first version October 1813- May 1814), to a more suitable range of
expression which was to serve him so well. (3) Counterpoint remained something of a
weakness throughout, being used often but only in simple manifestations. (4) Harmony
and orchestration were in general well handled throughout and many experiments were
noted in methods of modulation. (5) An important factor to be found not in the notes but
in the text of the score contributed to the mastery shown in Gretchen am Spinnrade
(among other factors which are explored): Schubert's coming into contact with the
inspiring poetry of Goethe.
Three conclusions are offered on the broadest level. (1) The extent of Schubert's
progress as a composer over the period studied was on the whole slight, because of the
wealth of resources already at his disposal at the starting point at age 13. (2) The time at
which Schubert wrote his first Symphony and first Opera- about October 1813- is
proposed as marking a settling down from earlier extravagance to more acceptably
controlled writing. That applies to the two genres, instrumental and vocal music, on the
one hand, as well as to the techniques of form and expression, on the other. It thus
divides the period studied into two stages. (I naturally hope here to avoid
oversimplification and acknowledge that the division is by no means watertight.) (3) By
October 1814, the end of the present investigation, it was only in vocal music and
specifically the lied, thus not also in instrumental or stage music, that real mastery can be
recognized.
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A NOTE ON LAYOUT

Each work analysed in Part II has been provided with the necessary identifying
information. As that information is incidental to the thesis proper, it has been set off on
left-hand pages; this will facilitate consultation of the scores there referenced.
Together with the identifying information for each work or movement are provided
melodic incipits for each theme and diagrams of the musical form; those items belong
together and it was convenient to print them on left-hand pages too. The form diagrams
contribute to the thesis proper; they contain much information arranged compactly.
Synopses of vocal texts also appear on the left-hand pages.
Endnotes are printed at the end of the discussion of each work or movement
separately.

VJ.J.
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PARTI: BACKGROUND

2

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Along what path the great composers progressed early in life in the mastery of their
compositional resources is a question of much interest to musicologists and others. The
external evidence of a composer's home environment, lessons received, concerts

attended, and so on, can provide an answer to the question that remains near the surface.
A fuller answer can be attempted in those cases where the internal evidence is available that is, where sufficient of the composer's juvenilia and other early works remain extant for it is the notes on the page that embody the progress itself. Franz Schubert ( 17971828) is one of the few for whom a large amount of such internal evidence is available.
The above observations led to my series of attempts to contribute towards answering
the question for Schubert: my B.Mus. thesis (Nettheim, 1988) covering just the four
earliest pianoforte fantasies, my M.Litt. thesis (Nettheim, 1990a) reaching up to the
String Quartet D036 of November 1812, and the present thesis covering all the works up
to the lied Gretchen am Spinnrade D 118 of October 1814. That lied is Schubert's first
generally recognized masterpiece, which fact suggested the appropriateness of the
present scope.
Some material (some from Part I and some dealing analytically with the works up to
D036) is carried across here from my earlier theses so that all the works may take their
place in the whole picture, for the significance of the later works could not be conveyed
without reference to the earlier ones. 1 That earlier material has been reworked,
assimilating it to the present wider scope. The treatment of all the works from D036 to
D 118 constitutes entirely new research.
The essential part of the method adopted in this thesis is as follows.
(i) The scope and chronology of the early works to be included are determined
(Chapter 2). The chronology is known sufficiently for the purpose, though not in every
detail. A number of Schubert's main later works are also referred to - knowledge of these
works is needed in order to judge the significance of the early works, and especially to
judge which of their compositional features were, and which were not, developed into
maturity.
(ii) The literature is briefly commented upon (Chapter 3), and it appears that the

repertoire covered in this thesis has not previously been treated as a whole in the manner
adopted here.

3
(iii) The scores are accessed - they are for the most part readily available in

sufficiently reliable editions, so studies of manuscripts and autographs are generally not
needed for the present purpose (for details see Chapter 4).
(iv) Conventional analysis is applied to the scores thus accessed, producing a series
of analytical essays, one for each work, unified and primarily motivated by the objective
indicated in the title. The analytical approach is generally similar to that ofP. Goetschius
(1898, 1915) and D. Tovey (1931) with adaptation to the present purpose. An
orientation to the works is given in Chapter 5, further details of the analytical method in
Chapter 6, and the analyses themselves in Chapters 7-12. Developments which are
noticed in any analytical category- form, harmony, modulation, rhythm, counterpoint,
melody, text setting, instrumentation, and so forth - are of interest for this study. The
approach is thus empirical in that each work is analysed in the terms which seem
appropriate to it upon examination of the score, rather than according to an allembracing scheme set out in advance. That is the reason why some analytical categories
turn out to be emphasized more in the thesis and others less. The order of the analytical
essays is that of the chronology determined in step (i). The division into chapters 7-12 is
carried out for the sake of organizing the material in portions.
(v) From the analysis of the early works of Schubert (and, when appropriate, of his
models) the more instructive aspects are drawn together, utilizing the chronological
ordering, in an attempt to reveal, so far as possible, Schubert's early progress in
developing his compositional resources (Chapter 13). The chronological treatment of
each compositional aspect considered separately thus appears after each work has first
been analysed as a whole. This procedure was adopted because it allows the overall
chronology and the relations between the various compositional aspects in their context
to be preserved.

Note to Chapter 1:
Specifically, analyses of the works with the following Deutsch numbers appeared in my previous
thesis (Nettheim, 1990a): 001, 0020, 002E, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008, 009, 010, 011, 012, 094, 018, 023,
028, 029, 030, 031, 032, 036. In addition, an analysis of 0048 appeared in my first thesis (Nettheim,
1988).
1
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CHAPTER 2. SCOPE AND CHRONOLOGY

The scope ofthis thesis covers Gretchen am Spinnrade Dll8 (19 October 1814) and
all Schubert's extant compositions written earlier, thus spanning approximately the fiveyear period 1810-1814. 1 As a first approximation, this results in the range DOO 1-D 118 of
the Schubert catalogue (Deutsch and Wakeling 1951, Deutsch and Aderhold 1978).
However, after the 1951 catalogue was published revisions were made in the dating of
some works, though not in all cases in their numbering, and it is now considered that
some works with Deutsch numbers higher than D 118 might have been composed earlier
than Dll8; these are included in the thesis, and are listed below:

1810:1811:1812:128,642
1813:335,347
1814: 600, 739

Two works possibly belonging to 1813, D990E and D990F, are not included, the former
being fragmentary and the second lost. Some other works with Deutsch numbers higher
than Dll8 also have an uncertain date but there is little likelihood that they were written
before Dll8: these are not included here. Only compositions are included: exercises and
arrangements of the compositions of others can of course be instructive, but the
information they provide is of a different kind, considering the restrictive conditions
under which they were written.
Ofthe works omitted in what follows, brief mention may be made here ofDOOlA
and D039, both being fragments of Gabriele von Baumberg's poem Lebenstraum. These
are fragments with respect both to music and to text underlay, so analysis of them would
necessarily be somewhat speculative; S. Youens (1996, pp.26-33) has discussed
Schubert's adoption of the female persona and, to the limited extent possible with such
fragmentary data, the musical resources used. Again, the fragment of a Symphony in D,
D002B, is discussed by B. Newbould (1997, pp.30, 75, 82, 189, 375, 391), especially in
respect of its being modelled on Beethoven's Second Symphony (also in D) and of its use
of trombones.
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Many of the works within the time period specified above were written in
conjunction with the instruction of Salieri. These may be considered to provide some
evidence of Schubert's progress as a composer but they may also to some extent reflect
Salieri's compositional ideas, which might or might not match Schubert's own ideas.
It was decided to included these works together with an indication of their connection
with Salieri. Many of these works are short settings of Italian texts evidently chosen by
Salieri. A very different case is the opera D084 which Schubert rewrote to take into
account Salieri's advice. In general, the extent of Salieri's influence cannot be known with
certainty. The works involved include:

042,043,050 (a suggestion of Reed, 1985, p.179), 051,053,054, 055,056, 057,058,
060, 061, 062, 063, 064, 065, 067, 069, 070, 071, 076, 077 (an undocumented
possibility), 078, 084 (second version), 106 (a suggestion of A. Einstein, 1951, p.65).

Many of these are listed in the note to D043 in Deutsch & Aderhold (1978, p.44), which
note thus constitutes a convenient reference point. Other works too may of course have
been written under a certain degree of influence of Salieri, even in the absence of any
external evidence; that introduces an unavoidable small element of uncertainty in some
cases. Excluded works involving Salieri are 017 (short exercises), 024A-D (fugues),
071A and (already excluded above) 990E and 990F.
It was mentioned above that revised dating has in some cases thrown the Deutsch
catalogue numbers out of order. Two further limitations apply to the use of those
numbers to indicate chronology. Firstly, some dates are not known with certainty; these
are indicated with'?' marks in the catalogue or with a range of possible dates and the
circumstances surrounding the uncertainty are given in the catalogue. Secondly, Schubert
sometimes began a new work while one previously begun was still in progress and,
conversely, he sometimes revised a work after writing other intervening ones; in these
cases any linear ordering is to some extent arbitrary and cannot be taken literally.
The analysis of the scores to be undertaken in Part II and which forms the basis of
this thesis might well provide evidence bearing upon some of the outstanding questions
of Schubert chronology. It is however not intended here to contribute specifically to that
area; instead, the chronology based upon the 1978 Deutsch catalogue is accepted for the
present purpose. For the determination of the order of presentation of the analyses (the
order is shown in the "List of Schubert's early works in approximately chronological
order" given after the Contents at the beginning of this thesis), those having a range of
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possible dates are assigned to the centre of the range (rather than to the beginning, as
was the usual assignment in the Deutsch catalogue); this and other similar changes have
been made to the Deutsch order so as to minimize the maximum error which can result
from uncertain dating. This follows the statistical criterion known as 'minimax':
supposing, for instance, that a work is known only to belong to the year 1812, then if it
is ordered at the beginning of that year the maximum possible error would be twelve
months (which would arise if it had actually been written at the end of 1812) while the
maximum possible error is reduced to six months when it is ordered in the middle of
1812. Although the ordering of the works has general importance to this thesis, the finest
details of the ordering are in any case not crucial to it.
A chronological view by genre of the works included is given, for convenient
reference, in Table 3 at the end of this thesis (Appendix VII).

Note to Chapter 2:
1 The orthography DOOl is substituted for the conventional D.l as it assists in the orderly
presentation of columnar lists and in computer processing.
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CHAPTER 3. REMARKS ON THE LITERATURE

The primary resource for this thesis consists of the notes on the pages of Schubert's
scores, so the musicological literature is of only secondary relevance. Such literature will
nevertheless often be cited in respect of Schubert's works when they are treated
individually in Part II. In this chapter I aim to do no more than touch upon some of the
main features of the literature. I have confmed myself almost entirely to writings in the
English and German languages. Biographical material will be mentioned first, followed
by the analytical works which are more directly relevant to this thesis; a few works in
other categories will finally be mentioned.
Biographical material.
Autobiographical material consists only of Schubert's collected surviving letters
(Deutsch, 1974). These constitute a slim volume, which contributes little to the present
project; the letters seldom if ever refer to specillc technical points of musical
composition. The few letters of his childhood unfortunately throw no direct light on the
development of his compositional resources.
Biographical material is plentiful. However, its relevance here is largely limited to
providing background information: it was read as part of the preparation for the present
study but is seldom referred to in it. Prominent are Deutsch (1958) and Deutsch (1977)
and the New Grove article on Schubert which has been published separately (M.J.E.
Brown, 1982), to which may be added the more recent and occasionally more
speculative E. McKay (1996). Einstein (1951), J. Reed (1987) and Newbould (1997)
provide both biographical and analytical material.

Analytical works.
Works in this category are potentially valuable to the present project, but it turns out
that there are very few published musical analyses of Schubert's juvenilia in English and
apparently rather fewer than might have been expected in German. Indeed, it has been
aptly written that "... [Schubert's] early ... works ... traditionally have tended to be
comparatively neglected in terms of analytical attention" (Wollenberg in Newbould,
1998, p.28).
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A number of books survey Schubert's compositions as a whole. Most of these
understandably pass over the earliest works fairly quickly, but Reed (1987) and
Newbould (1997) give considerable attention to them. The earlier essays edited by G.
Abraham (1947) also provide a broad coverage.
Einstein (1951) is comparable in scope with those three, but it seems to have been
prepared rather too hastily. Details of its limitations will be seen in Part II; some
examples of the limitations will now be mentioned, indicating in the following footnotes
the Schubert works involved. First, the book contains numerous inaccuracies, sometimes
blatant ones. 1 Second, it contains analytical comments which are vague because lacking
specific detail. In particular its references to musical excerpts often lack bar-numbers or
other specific citations, imposing upon the reader a search in the scores for the material
which Einstein had in mind - sometimes the search is unfortunately fruitless, and one then
wonders whether perhaps it was Einstein rather than the reader who was at fault. 2 In one
case a reference to a biography cannot be followed up because the details are not
provided. 3 Two further criticisms of Einstein have been made by N ewbould. 4 Any large
work of this type, including the present thesis, is of course subject to human limitations,
and errors can arise from various causes including the mere magnitude of the editing
task, but it seems fair to sound a warning about Einstein's book.
Among books covering part of the field E.G. Porter's monographs (1937, 1961,
1980) have been found useful, the analytical writings ofM.J.E. Brown and of J. Westrup
generally a little less convincing (examples will be seen in Part II). R. Capell's (1928)
classic survey of the songs is not primarily analytical.
Two of the main published analytical studies of Schubert's early works are the books
by A. Orel (1941) and E. Schnapper (1937), both in German. Orel is mainly concerned
with Schubert's exercises under the supervision of Salieri, but he also discusses many of
Schubert's earliest compositions, indicating a number of Schubert's borrowings. His
views of Schubert's learning and creative processes are generally standard ones; a
translation of the relevant pages from his book is given in Nettheim (1990a, Appendix
A). Schnapper's analytical purposes and categories differ considerably from those
adopted here, and only limited references have been made to her work. Though her book
is by no means without value, many of her points seem insufficiently established by the
few examples, sometimes just one, given in each case. 5 A synopsis of her book is given in
Nettheim (1990a, Appendix B).
Previous dissertations involving Schubert studies are listed for the United States
universities in Schubert durch die Brille 18, January 1997, pp.125-133. In all there are
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155 covering Bachelors, Masters and Doctorates. None ofthose deals with the early
works as a group but three Doctoral dissertations may be mentioned here: Weekley
(1968), Allen (1988) and Jacobson (1986). Weekley's comments on the early four-hand
piano works are generally more descriptive than analytical. Allen's period of study is
1815-1816 and so outside the present scope, but he includes in his Chapter II ("Early
songs ... ") analyses ofD006, D030, D050, DlOO and D107, emphasizing word-painting
and phrase structure. Jacobson's abstract is promising, for he has "applied a systematic
approach to the analysis and evaluation of eighty selected works" including some of the
early ones: D006, D023, D029, D030, D044, D082, D087, D094, D105, D112 and
D118; he presents a theory of "functional harmonic distance as his [Schubert's] primary
means of development and expression", taking the view that "a study of [Schubert's use
of non-standard formal procedures] would seem to be one of the more reliable methods
for tracing gradual changes in Schubert's musical thought". In the event, however,
Jacobson's thesis is disappointing, as is indicated in a separate report on it given in
Nettheim (1990a, Appendix C).
The book by H.-J. Hinrichsen (1994), in German, deals with sonata form in the
instrumental works, and was originally written as a dissertation . This publication has
been somewhat obscure, at least in the English-speaking world - no review of it is known
- and came to notice only at the end of work on the present thesis, to which the
following remarks are therefore in the nature of a postscript. The section relevant here is
Hinrichsen's discussion of "the acquisition of the sonata form in the early work" (ibid.,
pp.31-49). Hinrichsen begins with two points: that Schubert did not receive instruction in
sonata-form, and that his progress in it is difficult to trace because ofthe incompleteness
of the surviving material as well as its partly uncertain dating. He marks the end of 1813
as concluding the period of the early work (ibid., pp.33,39,48), at least in respect of
sonata form, which turns out to be in close agreement with a demarcation proposed later
in the present thesis. He discusses the peculiarities of the key-scheme in many of the
early movements, suggesting that some of those movements should not be considered as
having sonata form at all because of the absence of the tension-resolution phenomenon
characterizing that form (ibid., pp.34-35). Despite that reasonable view of Hinrichsen's,
it is hardly possible to be sure just what Schubert was aiming for in those movements. He
next looks at D008 and Chusid's derivation of it from Cherubini's Overture to Faniska

(ibid., pp.35-38), discussed also in the present thesis; Hinrichsen concludes with the idea
that Schubert aimed not for tension-resolution but for "complementary equilibrium"
("komplementar Ausgleich"). He next compares D032/IV with Haydn's Symphony No.
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78 (ibid., pp.39-40) and D028 with Mozart's Trio K502 (ibid., pp.40-45), and further
movements are discussed more briefly (ibib., pp.46-49). Hinrichsen's conclusion on the
early sonata-forms (ibid., p.49) may be paraphrased as follows: Schubert had indulged
not in floundering but in controlled experimentation.
Another work coming to attention only after the work for this thesis was completed
is Hefting and Tartakoff (1998) which analyses, in traditional terms, all of Schubert's
chamber music. Like Hinrichsen as was just seen, Hefting and Tartakoff support the
conclusion to be offered later in this thesis that October 1813 marks a point at which
Schubert reached a new plateau: "... the symphony [D082] was apparently a turning
point in Schubert's maturation, for never again do we encounter in his chamber music the
rather disorganized abandon characteristic of the 'Name Day' Quartet, D. 74, and several
other pieces" (ibid., p.50).
X. Hascher (1996), also only lately accessible, uses Schenkerian analysis as well as
rhetorical categories (thema, prolatio, peroratio, propositio, iteratio, etc.) in a
systematic treatment of Schubert's sonata forms, confining attention, however, to the
first movements and overtures. His conclusion (ibid. p.419) is that, whereas Beethoven's
transformations of sonata form reinforced the form, Schubert's innovations contributed
instead to its dissolution. Hascher sees this as the paradox of Schubert, in that he could
not utilise and renew the classical forms without endangering their very existence.
Some interest has been shown in those of Schubert's works which start and end in
different keys, and such studies can have a bearing on many of the juvenile works,
whether the studies draw their examples from those works or from later works. The
interest in this area can be linked with the wide academic interest in the work of Heinrich
Schenker (1935), for Schenker's approach appears to be somewhat embarrassed by
pieces which do not finish in their starting key. Krebs (1981) has written in this area of
differing starting and ending keys. 6 Hoorickx (1974) has documented a number of
derivations of Schubert's works from others of his own works. 7 J. Kramarz (1959)
treated Schubert's use of recitative thoroughly, though confining his attention to the
lieder. 8 A number of small-scale studies will be referred to, dealing with just one or a few
of Schubert's works; these will not be collected here but will be met as they arise in Part

II.
Even analyses oflater works are potentially relevant here. Thus D. Cooke's (1959)
book on the language of music, though not dealing with the juvenilia, links analysis with
expression, and will be referred to in connection with D007, D067 and D 105/2.
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However, to survey the totality of Schubert or other analyses here would lead too far
afield.
Miscellaneous.
Schubert's student exercises have been thoroughly studied by A Mann (1986, 1987);
Hoorickx (1979) and Orel (1941) have also contributed to this area. The area is however
omitted from consideration in this thesis, because the exercises can not be considered
compositions and so do not provide direct evidence of Schubert's compositional
progress. The notes appearing on the exercise manuscripts reflect the instruction which
Schubert received, but it is the use to which Schubert may have put the knowledge so
acquired which is the evidence needed in this thesis, and that is seen only in the
compositions properly so called.
A short article by Nettheim (1999) surveys Schubert's keys, finding a consistent
distribution over Schubert's life and over the genres of his compositions. Although this
constitutes only a small piece of evidence, its confirmation of Schubert's consistency
from this aspect is worth noting.
A few works in the bibliography describe the social conditions of the Biedermeier
period (1815-1848), a topic of only marginal interest to the present project (Biba 1979,
MacDonald 1979, C. Osborne 1985); this was background reading for the thesis.
Appearing gradually during the course of my work were the wide-ranging annotations by
G. Johnson (1987-2000) to the Hyperion edition ofthe Schubert songs on CD. Extensive
further background reading, over a period of 35 years, has been included in the
bibliography only in those cases when it is cited in the thesis.
Brief mention may be made of a book on Mendelssohn juvenilia (R. Todd, 1983), of
a little interest by way of comparison, but no attempt has been made here at a systematic
survey of studies of the juvenilia of other composers.

Notes to Chapter 3:
1 D044

(wrong key); D050 (reference to non-existent crescendo); D077v2 (wrong harmonic
analysis); DlOO (wrong number of melodies); DlOl (wrong number of verses); D118 (wrong date).
2 D068; D084; D112-IV ("literal reference" not specified)
3 Dl06 (an unspecified biography of Schubert).
4 D074 (Newbould, 1992, p.39), D087 (Newbould, 1997, p.115-116).
5 Her musical examples have unfortunately been printed without tempo indications or bar numbers.
There has evidently also been inadequate proof-reading: for instance, in Ex.lO a turn is missing, Ex.12a
has g instead of gb, Ex.21b (Totenopfer) has d instead of c, in Ex.25 1st version the first f-natural
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should be f# while in the 2nd version there should be no accidental in the key signature, in Ex.27 the
last note e should bed, and in Exx 7a, 8a,8b, 12b the metre 4/4 should be 2/2.
6 Krebs explains that some apparently non-monotonal examples are really monotonal. He draws two
conclusions (ibid, p.14): (i) the beginning and ending keys are usually third-related (ii) the relationships
are often motivated by a text. He gives many examples, none however from the early Schubert works
covered here.
7 Hoorickx discusses fust some well-known examples (including Rosamunde & D432), then:
1. D- (fragment), D039.
2. D-, DOOl; D-, D007.
3. D005, D008, D009.
4. D012, D094, D018, D008.
5. D966A, D074.
6. D026, D072.
7. (a) D029, (b) D032, D003, (c) D036.
8. D032, D128.
9. D676, D027, D223.
10. D030, D017A, D033.
11. D046, D048.
12. D052, D636.
13. D105, D484; D056.
14. D239, D796/18, D946/2.
15. D303, D497.
16. D316, D322, D837.
17. D337, D585.
18. D326/12, D803; D326/14b, D797/15b.
19. D246, D435; (a) D435/2, D510; (b)D435/7, D414; (c) D759; (d) D435!14, D246.
20. D403, D877/4.
21. D459/I, D584.
22. D510 (two versions).
23. D537/II, D959.
24. D552, D972/3.
25. D614, D784.
26. D689, D723/1.
27. D701, D872, D787, D913.
28. D683, D732/11, D911!19.
29. D590, D592, D644.
30. D982, D796/7.
31. D795/14, D796/8.
32. D815,D839.
33. D976, D574.
Kramarz's conclusions (ibid., pp. 69-70, 159-160) are straightforward and unsurprising. In his
Beilage (supplement) pp. 3-7 he lists the lieder involving recitative; those falling within the present
scope are: D005, D006, D007, DOlO, D052, D059, D073, D077, D097, D098, D108, D109, Dl14,
D116.
8
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CHAPTER 4. EDITIONS OF MUSIC AND SONG TEXTS.

Given the analytical nature of this project, it is inevitable that the main bibliographic
resource consists simply of the printed editions of Schubert's music, and in some cases of
the music of other composers from whom Schubert learned by imitating their works to a
certain degree. The texts which Schubert set in his vocal music constitute a related
category. The following discussion is accordingly divided into those three areas.

The works of Schubert.
It is well-known that the Gesamtausgabe (complete edition) by Breitkopf & Hartel
(1884-1897) is by no means without error/ but it remains the only "complete" edition,
and as such is an indispensable resource.
The Neue Schubert Ausgabe by Barenreiter (1964-) is still in the process of
publication; it is not scheduled for completion for some years, but the volumes which
have so far appeared are valuable in correcting many errors of the Breitkopf & Hartel
edition (few of which however have a noticeable effect on the present project) and
providing some previously unpublished material. A translation of its Foreword is given in
Appendix IV in order to show the nature of the edition, including its treatment of the
typical editorial problems: grace notes, wedges versus decrescendos, and so on.
With the new edition of the music comes a new edition of Deutsch's Schubert
thematic catalogue (1978) replacing the previous edition (1951). Some of the undated
works at the end ofthe earlier catalogue (D966-D998) have now been assigned numbers
reflecting their approximate chronology, D993 for example becoming D002E. In other
cases extra movements have become available, as in DOll where this has forced a
renumbering of the movements. The chronology and grouping of the pianoforte dances
have been revised, again with renumbering in some cases (e.g. Dl28). Extra and fewer
bars found in some works have caused the bar numbering to be changed.
These changes can have appreciable consequences for the identification of material
discussed ~ the literature, because earlier and later published analyses may use different
work numbers, movement numbers, bar numbers, or a combination of these. A similar
problem is caused in respect of catalogues of recordings. It is as if the validity of a
currency had been revoked. In this thesis I have taken the new work numbers as the
basis, merely mentioning the old work number under "Remarks" for individual works in
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Chapters 7-12, but I have indicated both the old and the new movement numbers and bar
numbers in cases where these differ, a somewhat tedious necessity in the interests of
clarity. 2 A smaller matter is Barenreiter's non-standard font usage. 3
The series and part numbers and other details of the two main editions just discussed
are shown for each work discussed individually in Part II. Similarly mentioned there,
where relevant, are other editions than the two main ones. The well-known Peters
edition of many of the songs is one of these others, though its standard is generally lower
(see e.g. Armitage-Smith, 1974, p.36).
Manuscript and autograph sources are not directly relevant for the present project.
Similarly, editorial details are only occasionally featured here. This is because, although
they may well contribute to a consideration of interpretative details of a masterpiece (as
for example whether a slur ends over one note or the next, or whether a sign is a dot
staccato or a wedge staccato), they would here mostly distract attention from the
broader aim. Bearing in mind that most of the works studied fall some distance short of
being masterpieces, it is clear that time spent weighing such minutiae would usually not
be well spent. The main ingredients of the musical material (pitches, durations, dynamics,
etc.) are usually not in dispute. Nevertheless, textual questions have occasionally played
a part of some importance, including some cases when extra or fewer bars appear in one
edition than in another, so that steps must be taken to avoid misleading bar-number
references. The critical commentary of the Barenreiter edition, although it has not always
resolved the matter, has been the main reference consulted on matters of that kind.
The works of other composers to which Schubert referred.
Editions of works by two other composers, to which Schubert evidently referred, are
included in the bibliography: those of Cherubini and Zumsteeg. These two scores are by
now somewhat obscure, but other works cited in the analyses in Part II in respect of
comparisons between works of Schubert and other composers are readily available.
Editions and translations of set texts.
A fmal category covers editions of poetry or other texts to which Schubert set vocal
music. For the lieder a number of translations into English are available, including those
ofR. Wigmore (1988) and Reed (1985).
With respect to texts (whether or not in translation) the question arises whether to
deal with the text as it appears in the text underlay of Schubert's compositions (apart
from repetitions) or as it was originally written or published by the author of the text.
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Most translations are based on the former, no doubt because such translations are
generally made for the benefit of intending singers rather than of intending analysts. The
two texts may however differ since Schubert sometimes changed words or omitted lines
or stanzas of the original, and these alterations may conceivably be of interest to the
analyst in some cases. However, the present project does not embrace the searching out
of original text sources so that, with a few exceptions, secondary evidence will be used in
such cases.
An interesting special case in point is that of Schubert's setting of Hagars Klage
D005: here it appears most likely that Schubert did not use an edition of the poetry but
instead referred only to Zumsteeg's musical setting of the same poem, so that discovery
of the original text, even if this were feasible, would apparently not contribute to the
musical analysis of Schubert's setting. A copy of an early edition (1801) of A. von
Kotzebue's libretto of Des Teufels Lustschloss D084 was obtained through the courtesy
of the Rare Book Room of the University of Toronto's Robarts Library.

Notes to Chapter 4:
1

See for instance the letter to the present writer from Walter Diirr quoted under D005 in Part II.

2 It is to be hoped that editors of new complete editions will make such changes only in cases where
the significance of a change outweighs the confusion caused. In other words, slight errors maintained in
successive catalogue versions may be preferable to corrections causing renumbering between catalogue
versions, in cases where the corrections are of little musical consequence. Such minor corrections might
instead better be reflected in the catalogue commentary.

Barenreiter prints original text characters (including f for forte, p for piano, etc.) in a crisp upright
font, and editorial ones in a bold italic font; this reverses a tradition of well over a hundred years, thus
again leading to possible confusion. From a 1989 conversation with a member of the Barenreiter
editorial staff, the present writer learned that this policy decision was taken early and could not later be
reversed, even though it had since come to be regretted by the Barenreiter editors themselves.
3
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CHAPTER 5. BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY OF THE EARLY WORKS

Schubert's music studies
Schubert was thirteen years old when he wrote DOOl and he had already written a
great deal, none of which however survives beyond the form of anecdotes reported by
his friends. Nevertheless one should be grateful that more survives, from this point on,
than for most of the other great composers, in that Schubert was not inclined to destroy
the evidence of minor experiments. For a more fastidious composer such as Chopin, the
corresponding body of evidence for his learning and experimenting process is
comparatively slender.
At the age of nine or ten Schubert had taken lessons from a Michael Holzer, who is
recorded as having said "If I wished to instruct him in anything fresh, he already knew it"
(M.J.E. Brown, 1982, p.3). He had entered the Imperial and Royal City Seminary

(Stadtkonvict) on a singing scholarship in late 1808. The main genres of his earliest music
performance were choral, symphonic, piano four-hands and the string quartet, the latter
both at the Konvict and at home. He did well at the Konvict, sometimes substituting for
the orchestra's conductor, who said "This one's learnt it from God" (Deutsch 1977,
p.14). There was however more for him to learn, not from his school teachers but from
Salieri, with whom he began studying on June 12th 1812 and with whom he remained in
contact for some years:

Salieri made his pupil persevere with settings of texts from Metastasio 's operas and
oratorios in different styles; there have survived eleven choral pieces and three arias,
one for bass and two for soprano in which Schubert had to write out the voice-part
in the old-style clef in strict accordance with the rules [these pieces were published in
Orel (1941)] (Einstein, 1951, pp.51-52).
It remains quite possible, however, that Schubert learned much from his own
explorations.
There are many composers whose works formed Schubert's immediate musical
background, and some of these works will be referred to in detail later as their direct
influence as models becomes apparent. Other works which he would have heard have
been traced by Einstein (1951, pp.ll-29); particular works will be mentioned in the
course of Part II and the main composers are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Time Relationships of some Other Composers to Schubert.
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A notable absence among his influences is the style of Palestrina, which was not revived
until late in Schubert's life, and even then not in Vienna. The opera performances which
Schubert is reported to have attended, and the operas which he is reported to have
known but not necessarily attended, are listed by P. Branscombe ( 1982, pp.l1 0-111,
115).

Imitation
Imitation is the usual method of learning in any field. It is, however, necessary to
distinguish imitation by a learner from that by a person mature in his field, when the
notions of parody, homage and emulation more generally arise. 1 Schubert used the
imitative approach not only as a youth but also later in his life, and this point has been
well made by C. Rosen (1980, pp.285-86):

What he [Schubert] never lost was a classicistic dependence on models. This is
natural for a young composer. The fmale of his early Quartet in D major (D. 74) of
1813 is a flagrant plagiarism of Mozart's Paris Symphony, K. 297. This is no doubt
the way every composer learns his craft. But similar examples can be found from the
last years of Schubert's life ... Some ofthe borrowings are transformed into pure
Schubert; the source is then irrelevant.

In the course of the present study a number of Schubert's borrowings will be pointed out;
although in other contexts the citing of borrowings may not be especially productive, it
serves an important purpose here in assisting the study of Schubert's learning process.
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The piano at the time of Schubert.
The musical instruments have of course developed since Schubert's time, and a
knowledge of their characteristics at that time is of some value. The piano, or fortepiano,
had a narrower keyboard range compared with today's. The range then was the five
octaves from F 1 to f" (in the standard notation with c' as middle C). Effects of this
narrower range are sometimes seen in the present works, for instance at the lower end of
the range in D009 bars 110-111. Today's performer may well feel free to extend such
passages beyond the earlier limits. 2 Other characteristics of Schubert's piano have been
discussed by Bilson. 3 The orchestral instruments have of course also undergone changes,
the details of which will however not be spelled out here.

Orientation
To conclude this background discussion, an orientation to the time-frame for
Schubert's compositions is shown in Figure 2. Included in the Figure is Schubert's first
famous work, Gretchen am Spinnrade 0118; Die schone Miillerin 0795, which may be
regarded as the centre-piece of his output; and his last work, Der Hirt auf dem Felsen

0965.

Figure 2. Time-frame for Schubert's Compositions.
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Notes to Chapter 5:
1 For

the background to this topic see H. M. Brown (1982, pp.S, 35).

2 Badura-Skoda has suggested this in his 1973 edition of the "Wanderer" Fantasy D760 bars
1:66-67. (Badura-Skoda however omitted to comment on the low Fb's in bars III:151-152.) In connection
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with such adjustments at the extremes of the range, one might mention here the impression that Mozart
often made artistic compositional use of the need to keep within the artificial bounds, and one
accordingly hesitates more in his case than in Schubert's to make such "logical" adjustments.
Bilson (1979) discusses the lightness of touch, the clarity of the bass, and the 'moderator' pedal of
the piano at Schubert's time. He suggests that in some cases Schubert's music can hardly be rendered
appropriately on today's pianos, his examples including the Wanderer Fantasy D760 (p.61) and the
opening melody of the F minor four-band Fantasy D940 (p.59).
3
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PART II: ANALYTICALESSAYS (CHRONOLOGICALLY)
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CHAPTER 6. ANALYTICAL METHOD AND TERMINOLOGY

Introduction
An analytical essay will be given in the following chapters for each work in tum briefer or lengthier depending upon the significance, for the present purpose, which
emerges from the work or movement concerned.
Most of the works to be studied here are little-known and are not part of the
standard repertoire. Recordings of many of them are difficult to obtain, and in some
cases are apparently non-existent. Indeed, recordings played virtually no part in this
thesis (only a few will be mentioned in passing), for all the analyses were carried out by
silent score-reading. It may be of benefit to the reader to have the scores available,
especially as it is feasible to illustrate here only a small proportion of the references with
musical examples.

Summary of the analvtical method
The method used in the preparation of the analyses in this thesis involved three
stages.
(i) The first task was to prepare from the scores a thorough bar-by-bar analysis and
commentary on each piece. Concise diagrams (discussed below) representing the form of
each piece were also constructed at this stage. If the results of this stage were not of
suitable quality, no amount of later processing could make up for that. The work for this
stage was completed before writing the thesis and is not included in it. In that work the
opportunity was not overlooked of making use of 'keywords' suited to the subsequent
computer searching for occurrences of various musical features. For instance, any
characteristic or noteworthy use of an augmented sixth chord was indicated with the
key-word 'aug-6th'; a search of the computer files containing these analyses for instances
of that keyword later helped in tracing and documenting features involving that chord.
(ii) From the material produced in the first stage some of the main points were

extracted in various categories and presented as analytical essays (these appear in
Chapters 7-12). In the preparation of these essays a more discursive quality was sought
than in the earlier stage which had, by comparison, been one of data-gathering. The
earlier the work, the more detail is required, other things being equal, for the earlier
works can reveal the establishment of Schubert's "ground rules" which will largely be
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applied in the later works, where novel features will be the main ones to be noted. Other
things are not always equal, however: Schubert's first complete opera D084, still littleknown, warranted more extensive treatment, as did D118 (the final essay) and several
other lieder written shortly before that one.
(iii) These discussions were next assembled across the works studied (Chapter 13).

Here again the main points were extracted in various categories. A further stage of
summarization yielded a small number of main conclusions.
The method as a whole thus involved initial detail (stage (i)) and successive
summarization (stages (ii) and (iii)). In addition to the direct results of the following of
this general method, however, the various features or 'insights' gleaned along the way
constitute part of the contribution attempted.

The analyses
Two key features of this thesis are its size - that is, the large number of works and
movements whose musical contents are to be studied in detail - and the unfamiliarity of
most of those works. An exclusively discursive treatment was tried at first, but proved
unsuited. The more systematic scheme to be outlined below is therefore used for each
work and each movement. (The scheme provides general consistency, but it was
convenient to vary it a little for DOOl because of the special role that work plays as the
first one analysed.) The scheme is designed to facilitate comparisons between works and
movements: in particular, although the essays in this Part may be read from beginning to
end in the order presented, as is on the whole intended, the treatment of individual works
and movements may also be consulted in any other desired order. 1

I now comment briefly upon the items, in tum, that will be presented for each
movement.
Identifyjng information
The following information, deemed necessary, is provided: Deutsch catalogue
number, Title, Poet, (musical) Forces, Date (of composition), Editions (BrH = Breitkopf

& Hartel, Dover= reprint ofBrH, and NGA =Neue Gesamt-Ausgabe by Barenreiter are
the main ones relevant here), Remarks (indicating circumstances which are external to
the scores and which are occasionally important for the present purpose - for instance,
referral to other versions of the same work), Movements (that is, a list of movements of
multi-movement works).
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Thematic incipits

As the works are mostly very little-known, musical examples are needed to refresh
the memory - that is, to assist in keeping in mind the large amount of musical material
dealt with. The examples needed are not only of beginnings of movements (as provided
in the Deutsch catalogue) but also of subsidiary themes within movements (these are not
generally provided in the Deutsch catalogue); many hundreds of such thematic incipits
are therefore required. These would be hard to present in a short perusable space if given
with all their parts, so only a single melodic line is given for each thematic incipit.
Although one might at times like to be reminded of accompaniment textures or other
musical features as well, it turns out that the melodies alone are very suitable for the
present purpose. Recitative, being less suited to the purpose of assisting recognition, has
generally been avoided in incipits. To avoid clutter, the incipits have not been labelled as
figures. These and other musical examples were prepared with the commercial music
printing program SCORE.

Form diagrams
Form diagrams are supplied in a format which I have used over many years. I have
found this format convenient, primarily because it provides a clear and concise bird's-eye
view of the main features of the form. Although I evolved the format myself, it is fairly
similar to those used by some others (e.g. McKay, 1998, pp.70 ff.) and is therefore not
claimed as an essentially original contribution. Even for movements in which the form of
the music is not the main focus of attention, these diagrams provide a "road map" of the
movement, facilitating further discussion from other aspects. It is suited to computer
entry in a mono-spaced font, which enables the necessary vertical alignment to be
achieved readily. It is applied fairly systematically but not ruthlessly so, for it
occasionally needs to be tailored to special requirements (for instance, the long chain
formation of D084/1 does not lend itself to concise representation, and so is described at
greater length). Again to avoid clutter, the form diagrams are not labelled or indexed
formally as 'Figure x'; most are presented along with the identifying material but some,
for instance of Schubert's possible models, appear instead in the body of the essays. The
diagrams should not be overlooked as if they were a matter of routine, for they contain
details which in many cases are not spelled out in the following discussion. They are
intended as part of the contribution of the thesis.
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The abbreviation I or Int is used for Introduction, Tr for transition, C'ta for codetta.
The lengths of sections are counted beginning with the first complete bar. The
terminology for the form category will be discussed at the end of this chapter.

Svnopses of vocal texts
Synopses are supplied here not for song texts as a whole (such synopses are readily
available) but separately for each verse. This division is often needed to assist the
understanding of the significance of the analytical discussions, for the discussions are
also often divided into verses. Poetic expression is not attempted in the synopses, only
the plain facts of the matter. Reference to the original texts is of course needed on any
point of detail in connection with Schubert's text-setting.

Translations of vocal texts
I prepared complete translations for all vocal texts, but only those translations not
available in standard musical reference works are included in this thesis (in Appendix II).
I do not claim special expertise in this area, and was fortunate to have the translations
checked by Professor Olaf Reinhardt of the Department of German, UNSW. All
translations are intended to be fairly literal, sometimes forgoing idiomatic renditions so
that the meaning of individual words is apparent when possible, for that is often needed
in the study of vocal music.
Discussion
The discussions of the works constitute the heart of this thesis. A discussion is
provided for each movement; in some cases a separate discussion is also provided for a
multi-movement work as a whole. The discussions are mainly analytical, and deal with
aspects bearing on the development of Schubert's compositional resources. The
discussions embrace not only descriptions but also implications of what has been
described. Topics considered in the discussions include:
(a) Background information, editorial matters;
(b) Harmony, melody, counterpoint, fugue, modulation, tonality;
(c) Instrumentation, orchestration, dynamics, texture, accompaniment rhythm;
(d) Text setting (arioso, recitative), expression (aptness, intensity);
(e) Form: large-scale (part-forms & larger), small-scale (period-forms & smaller);
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(f) Comparisons: anticipations (oflater Schubert), reminiscences (of earlier

Schubert), borrowing (from other composers). In some cases such comparisons
may produce specific instructive conclusions directly, while in other cases they
provide a contribution towards the general task of tracing the fund of musical
material available to him and used by him.
The present analyses are generally designed to show the broad picture, more detail
being given only where it seems specially instructive. Some of the published analyses of
Edward T. Cone provide examples that are more sophisticated than what is attempted
here. For instance, Cone (in Newbould, 1998) suggests that Am Meer D951112 might at
first be heard as a binary form but that as the song progresses a point is reached after
which it might be heard instead as a ternary form. Such sophistication, even though
possibly quite convincing, would generally be out of place in the present project. That is
so because most of the present works are not masterpieces and so such sophistication is
not to be found in them.
Following the analytical discussion of a given work, a brief more general discussion
or summary of the work's significance for Schubert's compositional development is
added when this seems to assist the following of that development.
The observations to be made on Schubert's compositional resources may be assigned
to three main types; although the division is not water-tight, these types emphasize
respectively the negative, neutral and positive aspects:
( 1) Negative indications are those of his lack of maturity. This refers to
compositional resources which might be considered to be used in a somewhat faulty
manner. The judgement as to what might be considered faulty is often not easy; it is
based on the accepted compositional usage of the other great composers around
Schubert's time in their maturity, but allowance must be made for Schubert's
individuality. In making such judgements one naturally hopes to avoid any appearance of
belittling the young Schubert.
(2) Neutral indications include evidence of his borrowing from or imitating the works
of other composers.
(3) Positive indications include the early presence of resources which he was to
develop into his characteristic and mature writing.
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Quotations from the musicological literature
Quotations from the musicological literature (mainly bearing upon analytical matters)
are sometimes included in the discussions but are more often placed in footnotes
following each work. When a running commentary to a quotation is added by the present
author, the commentary is identified by my initials NN when this assists clarity. I
generally carried out my analyses before reading the analyses of others; naturally some of
my points and even some word choices have been anticipated by other writers, but it has
not proven feasible to acknowledge all of these specifically.
This concludes the brief commentary upon the items that will be presented for each
movement.

Terminology of the musical forms
The terminology to be used here derives from two books by Goetschius (1898 and
1915). That terminology is in part no longer in widespread use; it is used here
nevertheless, as its hierarchical scheme has facilitated the systematic study which the
present writer has pursued for over thirty years. Conversion to other terminologies can
readily be made, if desired, on the basis ofthe definitions to follow. One of the main
differences is that Goetschius's terminology is based upon the number of his "Parts" (see
defmition below), whereas the more modern terminologies are based upon sections that
are (in principle or in fact) repeatable as a whole (Goetschius's "Divisions") -hence the
terms "three-part song-form" (Goetschius) vs "rounded binary form" (modern- cf. D.
Randel, 1986, pp. 95-96), reflecting the fact that the same musical form may sometimes
reasonably be divided for analysis either into three or into two portions. Simpler is the
conversion from "Principal theme" (Goetschius) to "first theme" or "first group"
(modern) and from Subordinate theme" (Goetschius) to and "second theme" or "second
group" (modern).
Goetschius's defmitions of the forms will now be given in order of their increasing
scope (in his books mentioned above extensive explanation and discussion of the forms is
given, together with numerous examples from musical compositions).
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Phrase: "a series of chords in uninterrupted succession, extending (when regular)

throughfour ordinary measures in ordinary moderate tempo" (Goetschius, 1898, p.7).
Period: "the union of two Phrases" (ibid., p.62) called Antecedent and Consequent and
having the character ofthesis and antithesis, question and answer (ibid., p.63).

Group of Phrases: "a series of Phrases (at least three in number), in coherent
succession, and of similar or kindred character and style; but either too similar to, or else

too independent of, each other, to exhibit the distinctive condition ofthe Period-form... "
(ibid., p.93-94).
Double Period: "the union of two Periods, [embracing] four Phrases, so conceived and
distributed that the Period-relation is apparent between Phrases 1 and 2, between Phrases
3 and 4, and also, on a broader scale, between these two pairs" (ibid., p.101).

Part: "a coherent series of ... Phrases, to the number of two, three, four or more ...
terminating, as a rule, with a strong Tonic Cadence" (ibid., p.113).

Song-form or Part-form: "a coherent series of such Parts, to the number of 2, 3 or
more; ending, as a rule, with the complete Tonic perfect Cadence" (ibid., p.113).

Two-part Song-form: "there are two such Parts ... " (ibid., p.114).
Three-part Song-form: "the ruling principle ... is the Return to the Beginning" (ibid.,
p.129). The three Parts have the character of Statement, Departure and Recurrence

(ibid., 130)
htcipient Three-part Song-form: "the First Part is at least a full Period, while Parts II
and III each still adhere to the diminutive form of the Phrase" (ibid., p.135).

Ordinary Three-part Song-form: Part II is now also at least a Period, Part III a nearly
or quite literal Recurrence of Part I (ibid., p.139).
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Incomplete Three-part Song-form: "the Third Part is considerably shorter than Part I"
(ibid., p.181).

Five-part Song-form: This is initiated with Repetition of the Divisions of the 3-Part
form (ibid., p.196), leading to increased elaboration of the form (ibid., pp.197-204).

Divisions: the repeatable portions of a form - typically Part 1 alone, or Parts 2 and 3
together (ibid., p.196).

Group of Parts: A series ofloosely associated (rather than coherent) Parts (ibid., p.206
ff).

Song-form with 1 Trio: Principal Song, Subordinate Song (commonly called Trio) and
Da Capo ofthe Principal Song (ibid., p.210).

Song-form with 2 Trios: (This corresponds to the 5-Part Song-form on a broader scale)
(ibid., p.219).

Group of Song-forms: (This corresponds to the Group of Parts on a broader scale)
(ibid., p.220).

First Rondo (Goetschius, 1915, p.94):
Principal Theme,

Transition,

Subordinate Theme (Codetta),

Retransition,

Principal Theme, Coda.

Second Rondo (ibid., p.128):
Principal Theme,

Transition,

I Subordinate Theme, Codetta,

Retransition,

Principal Theme,

Transition,

II Subordinate Theme,

Retransition,

Principal Theme, Coda.
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Third Rondo (ibid., p.137) (also called sonata-rondo):
First Division:
Principal Theme,

Transition,

I Subordinate Theme (related key),

Retransition,

Principal Theme.
Middle Division:
II Subordinate Theme (probably a remote key), Retransition.

Recapitulation:
Principal Theme,

Transition (modified),

I Subordinate Theme (principal key),

Principal Theme, Coda.
Sonatina (ibid., p.151):
Exposition:
Principal Theme,

Transition,

Subordinate Theme (related key) (Codetta).
Retransition.
Recapitulation:
Principal Theme,

Transition (modified),

Subordinate Theme (transposed to principal key) (Codetta).
Coda.
Sonata-Allegro (or Sonata) (ibid., p.165):
1: Exposition :1
Principal Theme,

Transition,

Subordinate Theme (related key), Codetta.
Development (sectional form),

Retransition.

Recapitulation:
Principal Theme,

Transition (modified),

Subordinate Theme (transposed to principal key), Codetta.
Coda.
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A few more remarks on terminology now follow.
Goetschius's term 'to reproduce [a section]', means 'to repeat with relatively small
modifications'.
The term 'canon' is distinguished from 'fugal exposition' in that in the former the
successive entries take place at fixed intervals (usually unisons or octaves), whereas in
the latter the intervals vary (usually being fifths and fourths).
The term 'rounded' is used on the basis ofthe standard term 'rounded binary' (e.g.
Randel, 1986, p.719, the entry 'Rounded'), in which the opening material is recalled to a
certain extent at the end.
The forms of some of the early works hardly fit standard categories and the terms
used here are then modified by a'?' sign; this applies especially to early movements in
forms related to sonata form.
The harmonic notation used here is upper case for major, lower case for minor.
Chord roots are indicated by Roman numerals.
In respect of modulation I have made one contribution, I believe, to the terminology:
I use the term 'antimodulation' to refer to the tonal procedure typically taking place in
the retransition section of a large form. More explicitly, whereas an exposition usually
involves a transition modulating from the initial tonic to a related key, a recapitulation
usually involves a retransition whose material to some extent parallels that of the earlier
transition but is modified so as to avoid modulating, and thus to remain in the tonic key.

As I was not aware of any term in the literature for that very prominent tonal
phenomenon I introduced the term 'antimodulation'.
The term 'homophonic' has sometimes been used here, not quite according to its
strict usage, in the sense of 'non-fugal' in certain works including some composed in
connection with the instruction of Salieri; in any case, the distinction between
'homophonic' and 'polyphonic' music is in some cases a matter of judgement (both in this
thesis and in general) since the extent of polyphonic interest in the music must be
estimated.
It may fmally be remarked that only traditional music theory is used here? Even that
theory is in some ways not quite appropriate, for it will be seen that in many respects
Schubert did not subscribe to a text-book approach. Text-books may be considered as
devised to provide a crutch for those who need them in walking along musical paths, a
crutch for which Schubert evidently had little need. To avoid the traditional music-
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theoretical terms would however make communication more difficult and so, with
occasional reservations and self-evident modifications, those terms are used here.

Notes to the Introduction to the Analyses:
Comparison might be made with the organization adopted in some other analytical works.
Analysis of a fairly large number of mostly familiar works is seen in Tovey (1931) and Jacobson (1986),
of a large number of mixed works (some works familiar, some unfamiliar) in Porter (1961, 1980) and
Allen (1988), of a smaller number of unfamiliar works in Nettheirn (1990a) and of a moderate number
of familiar works in Baggett (1964). In most of those the purpose is however different from the main
present purpose of tracing the composer's development.
It may further be noted in respect of presentation that a person with a strong interest in Schubert's
early music will arrange access to the scores, so that extensive reproductions of scores here would be not
only impractical but unnecessary. Other material is however provided in appendices in cases where it
might be difficult to obtain otherwise. The main identifying information is kept together with the essays
on each work and movement, because placing it in further appendices would have required of the reader
a prohibitive amount of page-turning; in the future, hypertext electronic formatting will no doubt be
acceptable for theses, allowing a new solution to such problems.
1

While acknowledging Heinrich Schenker's contribution to analytical method, I have not had
occasion to apply it in the present study; one reason is that Schenker proposed a theory of masterpieces
(Meisterwerke ), and most of Schubert's early works fall well below that level.
2
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CHAPTER 7. THE FIRST SURVIVING WORK (DOOl)
As this is Schubert's first surviving work, it is naturally important in the study of his
juvenilia: it assumes the role of representative, or resultant, of his earlier works which
are known to have been written but which have not survived. The scheme of presentation
of this discussion is slightly different from that for all the following works because, on
account of its special chronological position, it sets a point of departure for what will
follow.
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DOOl Fantasie
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
Movements:

Piano 4-hands.
8th Apr- 1st May 1810.
Dover 4/90 = BrH IX,30; NGA VII/1,1.
DOOlB is a fragment of another version of DOOl, and is not dealt with here.
I.
Adagio; Andante; Allegro; Piu moto; Presto; Adagio; Allegretto; Presto;
March e.
II.
Presto; Adagio; Allegro; Allegretto; Tempo I; Adagio; Presto; Adagio;
Andante; Vivace; Comodo; Allegro; Adagio.
III.
Finale: Allegro maestoso.
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D001
The work's enormous length of 1195 bars is divided in the Breitkopf & Hartel edition
(BrH) into three movements (of348, 615 and 232 bars). The Barenreiter edition (NGA)
has not been published at the time of writing but, according to its catalogue, it will forgo
any division. For this work the BrH division is used here and, for clarity, bar numbers
will be preceded by the movement number and a colon. Misprints such as BrH's in bar
1:74 (secondo left hand b -> bb) will not generally be mentioned in what follows, but the
correction, Gb -> G natural, of a possible error in BrH's bar 11:378 would avert a most
biting and uncharacteristic dissonance.
The work may appropriately be introduced by Schubert's brother Ferdinand:
Schubert's very first pianoforte composition (1810) was a Fantasy for 4 hands in
which more than twelve different movements occur, and indeed each with a character
ofits own. 1
The indication "Trompeten" appears in secondo 's right hand in bar 6 but the material
elsewhere in this work seems pianistic rather than orchestral; one might infer that
Schubert had it in mind to write also an orchestral version.
The thematic incipits for each of BrH's three broad movements will now be shown on
the left-hand pages. The diagrams provided there are intended to indicate the large-scale
forms (X indicates 'unclear'), although the themes and keys are sometimes not clearly
defmed.
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DOOl First movement:
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The work as a whole will now be considered from several aspects.
Derivations.
Several possible relationships to earlier works of Mozart's may be noted. First,
although this piece has the distinction of being perhaps the first so-named four-hand
pianoforte fantasy ever composed, Einstein has suggested a relationship to Mozart's
pieces for mechanical organ in a clock, K594 and K608, which had been published in
four-hand arrangements. 2 Indeed, the cadence inc minor in bars 1:264-268 uses a figure
recalling K608 bars 12, 73 and 170 where the same alternating tonic and subdominant
harmonic pattern is used - see Musical Example 1; the melodic figure occurs also in the
last bar of Mozart's Fantasy K475 with which Schubert was also familiar as will be seen
under D002E. Further, a rather Mozartian theme with Alberti bass appears in bars
1:125-149.
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Example 1. Mozart K608 bar 12 (=73=170), Schubert D001 bars 264-268 (Primo and
Secondo).
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DOOl Second movement:
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Form.
Schubert's brother Ferdinand described the work succinctly (see the earlier
quotation). The title 'Fantasy' has had various meanings in musical history but here
apparently represents little more than a collection of movements with linking passages
and unifying relationships between some of the movements. The rambling form could be
related to that of the early vocal scenas (D005, D006, D007, DOlO) and considered by
analogy with these, as well as with the 'song without words' genre, as a 'melodrama
without words'.
On the next lower formal level a number of attempts at three-part song-form are to
be found in the work, showing however only an approximate understanding of the form
at this stage. Just one example will be mentioned here: a three-part song-form is given
(bars II:441-524) in which Parts 1 & 2 (bars II:441-490) are repeated, rather than the
usual Parts 2 & 3. This is a clear example, which will be reinforced by later observations,
of Schubert's approach of manipulating elements of a form irrespective of their organic
function in that form. Simply expressed, the principle appears to be "if some elements
can be distinguished, manipulate them combinatorially", reminding one, to at least a
slight extent, of the much later J. Schillinger (1946) system of musical composition.
A favourite method of Schubert's to introduce some formal cohesion, although by
extrinsic means, is already seen in this work. In this method, a new figure in a section or
movement is foreshadowed near the end of the previous section or movement; this may
be referred to briefly as the 'foreshadowing' technique (a typical example is seen in the
Piano Sonata in A, D664 of 1819, in which the last bar of the first movement
foreshadows the first bar ofthe second movement). In one case in DOOl, the extra bar at
the end ofthe double period in bars I:298-314 introduces the dotted rhythm ofthe
following March (this might be coincidental, however, for on other occasions Schubert
introduced a dotted rhythm at the end of a section which did not anticipate the next
theme, e.g. II:167-177, III:224-225). In another case, the codetta figure in bars
III: 100-102 (secondo LH) is taken up for the figure ofthe next theme. A related type of
deliberate motivic derivation seems quite likely in that bars III: 1-4 may be related to the
opening theme of the first movement, I: 1-2, by intervallic expansion. The contributions
towards unity via relationships between the themes were listed by Newbould. 3
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Second movement (new letters for Material):
Group of themes

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

"D"
"E"
"F"
"B"
"C"
Eb
Bb
eb
B
bb
bb
175
25 141
35
62
98 79
1- 99- 178- 240- 265- 406- 441-615

X
X

"A"

DOOl Third movement:
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Third movement (new letters for Material):
Form

Group of themes, rounded

Material
Keys
Length
Bars

"B" "C" "D"
"C" "A"
c
c c
c
82
48
35 32 35
1- 36- 68- 103- 151-232
"A"

c

I

r
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Still considering the large-scale form, one might at times have the impression that the
young (and sometimes the older) Schubert considered length in itself as a virtue. An
example of this is the long and apparently unnecessary waiting on the dominant of D(d)
in bars I:31-62. Finally, the beginning and ending keys of the piece are different (G major
and C major) as will be noticed in a number of other early works, a matter which will be
referred to again later.

Phrase lengths.
One of the first things one might notice about Schubert's phrases is that they are
often of odd length - odd in the numerical sense, less commonly in the musical sense.
This piece begins with a nine-bar period (with elision at the end), the 'extra' bar,
compared to an expectation of eight bars, being the seventh - see Musical Example 2. It
seems that for others (nineteenth-century composers, theorists and critics) the first
instinct is to write themes in powers of two bars (that is, in units of two, four and eight
bars), after which they might contrive to depart from this procedure for the sake of
avoiding squareness. On the other hand for Schubert the powers of two were never the
norm (unless before DOOl); thus in studying his works one should endeavour to leave
behind the preconception of 'powers of two'. The point here is not that Schubert inserted
a bar in a phrase, something which all composers have done, but that he did so right at
the beginning of his career. The significance of this insertion is increased by the
recollection of it in the following movement bars 11:551-555, where the most expressive
bar (11:553, the extra seventh bar in I:l-9) is marked.ffby contrast with the immediately
preceding pp.
There are many other examples of this kind. The Trio of the March is in two Parts,
the fust being a phrase of five bars (I: 336-340). Although this might seem an unusual
phrase-length for a March, it was apparently natural to Schubert rather than contrived by
him. The second Part also shows his typical departure from squareness: the eight bars
(I:341-348) are divided not as 4+4 but as 4+5 with elision. Another effective phrase with
a two-bar insertion (bars 11:17-18), bringing its four bars to six, is found in bars 11:14-19
(this may be compared with the insertion in bars I:l-9, Musical Example 2). An odd
number of bars is seen again in the sentence of bars III: 1-13 and in bars III:70-82, in
both cases 7 +7 bars with elision.
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Counterpoint.
Throughout his life Schubert's attempts at counterpoint show that his knowledge of
the subject was rather limited, but at the same time confirm his strong interest in that
resource. As a first example, in bars I:248-263 appears a theme inc minor constructed
from six bars of a somewhat contrapuntal texture, reproduced, and finally presented
again with something like stretto at half a bar. A rather contorted attempt at four-part
counterpoint is seen in bars 11:227-239, including parallel octaves in the primo part of
bars 11:235-236 - although Orel (1941, p.14) surprisingly admired this passage. The
subject of parallel octaves and ftfths will not be pursued relentlessly here, though some
instances will be noted, as for example the octaves in bar I:20 between melody and bass,
allowing for the D appoggiatura, and between the outer voices in bars I:295-296. By
contrast, in the songs Schubert was later to use parallel motion apparently deliberately
for emphatic effects.

Melody.
Schubert's melodies are already quite fluent - showing particularly the influence of
Haydn, according to Orel (1941, p.14), but Chusid (1962, p.78) points out that Orel's
claims "leave much to be desired with respect to concrete illustrations" (Orel has given
quotations from Schubert but not corresponding ones from Haydn). Yet there are
apparently no notable non-chord tones in this work which would add expressiveness.
Schubert occasionally used ideas derived from counterpoint in his purely melodic
writing: an example of melodic augmentation occurs in bars II: 308-332, this being the
third part of a three-part song-form, to be compared with the ftrst part in bars
11:265-284.

Modulation.
The mature Schubert is generally acknowledged to have been unrivalled in the area
of modulation, and his earliest experiments in this sphere are therefore especially
interesting. The move down a major third, for example from C major or minor to Ab
major, may be referred to first. In D001 this move occurs in two and only two situations:
(a) as a direct move between the tonics oftwo keys (11:570-572) and (b) as a move
between two chords rather than two keys, from the dominant of the first key to the tonic
of the second, as for example from a G major chord as the dominant of C major or minor
to an Eb major chord as the tonic ofEb major (I:124-125, I:179-185). In the example of
type (a), 11:570-572, Schubert has provided evidence that he regarded this move as a
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very expressive one, as he has marked the new key dolce coming immediately after ff. 4 In
type (b) the key movement happens to be up a minor third, but it may be that Schubert
was more attracted by the local chord movement down a major third. The move down a
major third was for other composers of the period a distant one, but for Schubert it was
apparently not very distant, and he assimilated it as virtually a staple resource. 5 This
might have arisen because he discovered the resource and its appealing qualities as a
chord-to-chord relationship before he had paid particular attention to key-to-key
relationships. It even seems possible that he remained for most or all of his life more
attracted to the effects achievable through local chord progressions than to the
larger-scale effects of key relationships.
A second modulatory procedure to be found involves simply stepping steadily up (or
steadily down) and stopping apparently arbitrarily wherever Schubert decided to call a
halt. The steps are often made simply in unisons. These steps are not necessarily confined
to tonal degrees, so large harmonic distances can be traversed in a brief moment, as for
instance with three whole-tone steps spanning a tritone. The examples occur in bars
I:185-194, I:195-203, 11:43-54, 11:88-98, 11:159-180, 11:182-189, 11:224-227 and
11:525-529. This is not, in its most blatant forms, a highly artistic procedure, and later
Schubert perhaps tended to avoid it.
Some interesting modulatory experiments with diminished seventh chords moving in
parallel semitone steps are to be seen in the early works. The example in DOO 1 bars
I:212-222 is relatively modest with two chords in a four-bar sequence. (Later in D009
bars 108-117 Schubert will be seen taking this procedure to an extreme with no fewer
than thirteen chords slipping downward through over an octave, accelerating from a
half-bar to a quarter-bar unit.) Enharmonic equivalence was already fully at his disposal,
as is seen in bars I:212-222 and II: 43(2)-54. Note-by-note changing from a starting
chord, a method sometimes used strikingly by Beethoven, is seen in bars 11:31-43.

Harmony.
Looking now at Schubert's harmonic resources, one can agree with Porter (1980,
p.10) that "Schubert's earliest compositions show that he was completely familiar with all
the harmony used by his predecessors", although some of his usages are eccentric by
text-book standards. 6
Finally, anticipations are seen of one of Schubert's later favourite and very effective
harmonic bases for a phrase: from the tonic to the supertonic via the supertonic's
dominant and back again to the tonic, as for example in the second theme in the first
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movement of the "Unfmished" symphony D759. This progression is seen here in bars
1:140-147, and again in a different theme in bars 11:105-114.

Summary.
In summary, the work is immature as could only have been expected, but it shows
Schubert's great enthusiasm. Harmony and melody are fairly well under control, textures
satisfactory though not distinguished, modulations experimental, counterpoint untutored,
and form merely "additive" (to use the appropriate term of Orel1941, p.14). The
enthusiasm applied to these initial resources was to be enough to produce great things.

Ferdinand Schubert, "From Franz Schubert's Life" [in German] from the Leipzig Neue Zeitschrift
fUr Musik, 23rd April-3rd May 1839, translated by Deutsch (1946, p.914), and quoted in the original
1

German by Orel (1941, p.ll).
Einstein (1951, pp.31-32). The pieces are K594 and K608, written in 1790 and 1791 respectively,
which were published by Breitkopf & Hartel in four-hand arrangements in 1800.
2

3

Cross-references between sections are confined to the following: the theme of section 1 (Adagio)
[bars I: 1-8] is the theme of section 9 (March and trio) [bars 1:315-348]; the theme of section 8
(Presto) [bars I:284-314] is the theme of section 23 (finale) [bars III:1-232]; there are strong
resemblances between sections 16, 19, 21 and 22 [bars 11:178-223, 265-404, 439-524 and 525-615];
all the themes referred to above have the common bond of a 'feminine' melodic cadence falling by a
third from strong to weak. (Newbould, 1997, p.27).
4 In later songs clear evidence of the significance of this move is provided by their text, a prominent
example being Nacht und Trttume D827 bars 14-15.

5 For a discussion of the significance of this relationship in Schubert and an attempt to trace its
origins through Handel and Purcell to Monteverdi, see Thomas (1982).
6 For example, bars I:269-270 have an eccentric resolution of an augmented sixth chord to the minor
dominant with parallel fifths; another striking augmented sixth chord in 3rd inversion occurs in bar
I:291. Other unusual harmonic progressions are found in the sentence of bars I:63-80: i iv ii bVII V; in
the unresolved 64 chord in bar 11:119; and in bar 11:446 with the somewhat peculiar combination ofF#
and Gb in the same chord.
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CHAPTER 8. TOWARDS ANEW PLATEAU (D018-D081)
From the starting point ofDOOl treated in the previous chapter Schubert's progress
will now be traced towards a point just before his first Symphony (D082) and first Opera
(D084). Those two works may be considered from some points of view (which will be
discussed) to mark a new plateau. This phase of the story is quite long, embracing some
68 works spanning a little over three years.
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D018 String Quartet in mixed keys
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Movements:

String quartet.
1810 or 1811.
Dover: 2/23; BrHV,1; NGA VI,3/1.
I
c - g:V 2/2
Introduction.
g
3/4
Presto vivace.
II
F & C 3/4
Menuetto & Trio.
III
Bb
3/4
Andante.
IV
Bb
3/4
Presto.

D018 First movement:
D018-1 (1812)
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Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Sonata
Intro.
c
39
1-

"A"

g
36
40-

(?)

(eccentric)

Devel.
g,d,D
56
76-

"A" etc.

d
73
132-

Coda
g
15
205-219
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D018
Before one even hears this work two observations can be made. First, all movements,
after the introduction, have the same 3/4 metre, which does not augur well. Second, the
key scheme for the movements of c (introduction), g, F, Bb and Bb raises again the
question on what basis Schubert put together such an unbalanced scheme. Possibly his
attention was focussed almost entirely on smaller-scale events and he thought the variety
of keys would be a good idea; further, one has the impression that a change of key was
for Schubert a kind of adventure, and to constrain an adventure would seem unnatural.
In any case, Einstein (1951, p.32) speaks of the work as "completely unsuccessful and
immature" and Westrup (in Abraham, 1947, pp.88-89) of its "extreme awkwardness".

D018/I
The first movement is probably intended to be a monothematic sonata-allegro form.
In that case, it is his earliest surviving sonata-form movement, except possibly for D0088A (the chronology is doubtful). The recapitulation is in the dominant minor, showing
that Schubert had not grasped, or did not wish to adopt, the classical idea of tonic
recapitulation seen in most of the first movements of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. The
theme (bar 40-50) consists of a chain of motives formed from voices entering
successively with crescendo, a formation which can be seen as a forerunner of the
opening of the Quartettsatz D703 (1820); an even more direct anticipation of that work
appears in the recapitulation (bars 175-191). The movement is never lyrical- the
emphasis is instead on motivic handling.
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D018 Second movement:
~

or r f
1

p dolce

[1QJ

D018-2 (1812)

f f

Trio.

I~IE]! IF

Form

Minuet & Trio

Material Minuet Trio Minuet Da Capo
Keys
F
(a-)C
F
Length
29
29
29
Bars
130-58

D018 Third movement:

Form

Theme

&

1 variation

Material Theme Variation Coda
Keys
Bb-F
Bb
Bb-F
Length
21
21
12
Bars
12243-54

1
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D018/II
Lyrical writing comes into its own in the Minuet, an incipient three-part song-form in
which both periods of the first part have the odd length of seven bars (bars 1-14 = 4+3 +
4+3). The Trio is a two-part song-form inC but with an introduction in a. The second
part contains four six-four chords the first three of which are unresolved- it seems
possible that Schubert heard that chord, at least at this early stage, as less unstable than it
has often been considered in musical theory.

D018/III
The Andante has yet another most unusual form: a theme and one variation. The
theme moves from tonic to dominant, and so a coda is added at the end to regain the
tonic. This method of ending first away from the tonic and only "tacking on" a tonic
finish was applied also in the first movement. One can not know what was in Schubert's
mind in taking that approach; perhaps he thought he should finish in the tonic as a duty,
whether or not the tonic finish was convincingly prepared, but in any case it seems that
he had (not surprisingly) not yet grasped the received notions of tonality and form.
Again the theme has odd phrase-lengths, the antecedent and consequent both being
five bars long.
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D018 Fourth movement:

0018-4 (1812)
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Material
Keys
Length
Bars
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ABCA
Intro. "A"
Bb-f
bb
18
43
119-

"B"
"C"
bb-C C-D
17
62
62- 79-

"A"
bb
9
141-

Coda=Intro.
Bb-Bb
12
150-161
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D018/IV
The final movement is also in a somewhat unusual form: ABCA framed by an
introduction and coda. The C section might be called fugal, but all its entries are in the
same key so that it has a strong element of the "round".
The first figure of the introduction is taken from the end of the previous movement
(that is, III bars 49-51 becomes IV bars 1-4). The figure did not occur previously in the
third movement; as was mentioned earlier, this is a method of linking movements which
Schubert had already used in D001 and was to use frequently later. In the movement
proper, the fugal section shows the same lack of tutoring as Schubert's other early (and
even later) attempts; in particular an attempt at stretto in bars 103-107 is soon
abandoned.

Looking back over the whole work, one sees that almost all the important themes
begin with three notes ascending by step: I (both Andante and Presto vivace), II (both
Menuetto and Trio), III (Andante) and IV (Presto) after its introduction (bar 19); also
I:41 is used pervasively in IV:79. All this thematic or motivic unity can only be
deliberate. This already hints at the "Wanderer" Fantasy D760, where the only essential
difference might be that the movements there are linked together without a break. 1
The above discussion of the separate movements nevertheless justifies Einstein's
(1951, p.33) evaluation "written, so to speak, in a state of innocence, 'before the fall"'.

After the above had been written, a reader (SW) kindly drew my attention to the fine article by
Whaples (1968) which provides a close look into the motivic unity in D018 (ibid., pp.188-189) as well
as in other early Schubert's string quartets. Whaples also discusses the wider significance of this
compositional approach.
1
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D005 Hagars Klage
Schiicking.
Voice (b-b"b) and Piano.
30 March 1811.
Dover 13/304; BrHXX,1; NGA IV,6,No.l.
The story is based on Genesis Ch 21 v 6-21- see also Ch 16 v 1-16, Ch 17 v 18-27, Ch
25 v 17.
Bars 277-278 of BrH are not in NGA; length BrH 371 bars, NGA 369 bars.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Sources:
Remarks:
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D005 (1811)
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D005
This is Schubert's earliest surviving vocal music (apart from the sketches DOOlA and
D039), and its genre is the operatic scena, or cantata-like song. The origin of the scena is
the melodrama, that is, dramatic spoken narrative with illustrative orchestral
accompaniment; Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg (1760-1802) derived the scena from the
melodrama by replacing speech with singing and the orchestra with piano
accompaniment. 1 Schubert was much attracted to Zumsteeg's works, and here took as
his model Zumsteeg's setting of the same text; as in the case of D002E and some other
works, Schubert's work can properly be studied only in relation to the model. 2
The form of both Schubert's and Zumsteeg's works, as of the scena in general, is a
collection of many movements or episodes in various tempos, metres and keys, joined by
simple linking passages; it is thus dependent entirely upon the events of the poetic text.
The word "rambling" can justifiably be applied, although higher organisation was never
intended, except for the occasional re-use of a motive or verse. The tempos, metres and
keys of both works are indicated in the diagram, where one can see the similarity of the
tempo and metre schemes of the two composers, especially for the first half of the piece,
and the very wide range of Schubert's tonality by contrast with Zumsteeg's narrow range.
In the first nine of the nineteen verses Hagar bemoans in a narrative manner the fate
of her dying boy Ishmael; in the tenth she says she will sing a lament, which follows and
continues until the return to the narrative manner in the last two verses. For about the
fust seven verses Schubert follows Zumsteeg's rather straightforward treatment, using a
number of Zumsteeg's figurations, cadential formulae, and other resources; but from that
point he strikes out in a far more expressive vein, greatly extending Zumsteeg's more
limited setting of the lament itself. It is typical also of the later Schubert to give special
attention to occasions in texts where a musical event or reference of any kind takes place
(here Hagar's song of lament).
The Barenreiter edition of Schubert's setting has two fewer bars than the Breitkopf &
Hartel edition, the repetition of bars 277-278 in verse 13 being omitted. These bars are
not referred to in the critical commentary of either edition, but Barenreiter's editor
Walter Dtirr kindly answered my letter of enquiry, explaining that at this point the
Breitkopf & Hartel version was simply in error. 3 Zumsteeg's setting has also been
reprinted by both publishers, and here one should be aware that the incomplete bar
between bars 143 and 144 (at the start of verse 10) is unnumbered by Barenreiter (Vol
VI 6/5, pp.l86-194).
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Verse

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Schubert

Zumsteeg

Rasch

3/4 c
Eb
Eb-c
2/2 Eb-g

Langsam

3/4 Eb

Geschwind

2/2 c

Langsam

Massig Langsam

Ab
Eb

12
13
14

(=10)
Ab
Massig geschwind f

15
16
17
18
19

Ab
(-14)
f
Langsam & majestatisch
Langsam ( -1) 3/4 c
(-2)
Ab-c

3/4 c-g-bb
bb-Db-Eb-c
c-D
Allegro
2/2 d
d-bb
Largo
3/4 bb-Eb-E-a
Eb
Geschwind 2/2 c-g-f-x
Ab
Adagio
Db-f
Largo,piu
x-C
largo, allegro
Allegro
G
Allegretto 2/4
Allegro
6/8 g-c
Andante
2/2
Andante
2/2 Ab
Db
Largo

Largo
Adagio

2/4 f
3/4 c-Ab

- means similar to the indicated verse.
x means unclear or rapidly changing tonality.
Synopsis:
1. Here I am sitting in the desert with my dying child.
2. He is parched, and staring at me.
3. I have no more tears to quench your thirst.
4. I would fight a lioness for her milk,
5. Or suck water from the desert to quench your thirst.
6. You show hardly any signs of life.
7. Let us die together.
8. No, I will not watch you, lest I curse God,
9. But I will try to comfort you with a lamenting song.
10. Here is my lament:
11. "God help the boy!
12. His father Abraham, who once loved him, has now rejected him!
13. Bless the boy, as you promised you would.
14. Ifl have sinned I deserve to die, but the boy is innocent.
15. I wish I had died when I left home before the child was born.
16. But a strange voice called me back to Abraham, who now rejects us.
17. The angelic voice told me that Ishmael would prosper."
18. But now we will die as outcasts.
19. Poor boy, cry to God! God, hear him!
In outline:
1- 9. My child and I are dying here in the desert- I will sing a lament.
10-19. "I was deceived- God help the innocent boy!"
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Looking now at some details, one sees in the first verse a general similarity between
Schubert's and Zumsteeg's settings, but whereas Zumsteeg remains in c minor Schubert
roams through g minor to bb minor; this is far afield in terms of traditional tonality, to
which Schubert did not evidently feel at all bound. There is a puzzling metrical and
melodic emphasis on the word "ich" of "sitz' ich" in the tenth bar, whereas that word
seemed an unlikely candidate for such emphasis; other examples of this kind will be
found in Schubert's later songs, and the matter will be mentioned again in the discussion
of Des Miidchens Klage D006. Schubert already makes various small changes to the
poetic text and repeats portions of it, as does Zumsteeg; Schubert even omitted some
lines (verse lline 2, verse 4line 4, verse 5 line 3).
As far as verse seven Schubert has followed Zumsteeg in general terms, but he goes
considerably further in setting the cataclysmic thought of verse eight, using the Iff
dynamic indication. By the eleventh verse Schubert is departing considerably from his
model; he has inserted the word "Jehova" a number of times with quite expressive vocal
leaps. 4 In the twelfth verse Schubert departs greatly from following Zumsteeg; this is one
of a number of places where Schubert has used recitative appropriately for a declamatory
or rhetorical portion of the text.
In verse 10 bars 210-11 show a characteristic Schubertian cadential figure with short
preparation of a long appoggiatura (cf Moment Musical D780/6 bars 15-16); it is similar
to Zumsteeg's music at the corresponding point (Zumsteeg's bars 151-152).
In verse 13 one notes the specially long consonant note for the first syllable of
"Liebling", which is perhaps Schubert's usual practice for the word "liebe" and its
compounds when they are used in a straightforward positive sense (compare for example
the well-known Liebe schwiirmt auf allen Wegen D239, and in this thesis D006,
0084/23 (v2 numbering) & D108; see also Nettheim, 1998, p.164). While Zumsteeg's
setting of verse 14 is still quite straightforward, Schubert's stands out as the most
extreme dramatic expressiveness in the song. In this verse is seen a typical expressive
melodic/harmonic progression of Schubert's early music which occurs also in Zumsteeg:
the melodic flattened sixth degree followed by the natural sixth and proceeding finally to
the fifth degree, with harmony lib- dim7th ofV- (i64-) V (see Musical Example 3);
instances are as follows [bracketed bar numbers are those ofthe BrH edition]:
Zumsteeg bars

112-113, 237.

Schubert bars

288,294-295,301,309-310,356
[290, 296-297, 303, 311-312, 358].
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Example 3. Schubert D005, bars 287-289[289-291].
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Recitative is again used appropriately in Schubert's verse 17. Zumsteeg's last two
verses resemble somewhat his first two, but Schubert has ended quite differently with an
impressive harp-like accompaniment, the harp being a symbol of heaven; here one may
look forward to the masterly song Dem Unendlichen D291 (1815), comparing bars
22-71 "Weht, Baume des Lebens, in's Harfengeton!" ("You tree of life, rustle harp-like
tones!"). Both composers began their work inc minor, and Zumsteeg accordingly ends
there, but Schubert has reached A flat major, perhaps on account of its suitability for the
rich arpeggios (Dem Unendlichen is in Eb major). Schubert has given a much stronger
and more musically convincing end to the piece than has Zumsteeg. 5

1

See for example Einstein (1951, pp.43-44).

2

The relationship between Zumsteeg's and Schubert's music is well discussed by H. Gal (1977,

p.64).
3

With slight corrections to the English expression, Diirr wrote on 3rd August 1989:

"I have been pleased that you not only studied my edition of Schubert's Hagars Klage but that you also
compared it with the Breitkopf & Hartel edition of 1897. The two bars mentioned by you in the
Breitkopf & Hartel edition are simply erroneous: For the second part of the song Breitkopf in fact used
the same source as I did. The repetition may have been a consequence of an erroneous copying - since at
that time the editors had no opportunity to assure themselves of the original text after having copied it. It
may be that in cases such as this a comment on the differences of the two editions could be useful. Until
now, however, we have commented on other editions only when there might have been different views
of reading a passage or in cases where critical reports and critical notes in other editions led to different
conclusions. In the numerous other cases we avoided any comment; otherwise we feared our critical
reports would appear in great part as a list of errors in other editions."
4

Schubert's vocal range for the whole work, b-b"b, is wider than Zumsteeg's, d'-a"b.

5 A detailed comparison ofZumsteeg's and Schubert's settings was given by G. Maier (1971,
pp.197-201) restricted, however, to verses 14-17.
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DOOS, DOOSA Overture for String Quintet (Quartet)
Forces:
Date:
Sources:
Remarks:

II]

D008: String quintet.
D008A: String quartet.
D008: 29 June- 12 July 1811.
D008A: After 12 July 1811.
D008: Dover-; BrH -; NGA VI,2,No.l.
D008A: Dover -; BrH -; NGA VI,3,No.3.
D008A is a straightforward rewriting for quartet.

Largo.

I~ ~ 1'1» I

D008 (1811)
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F IF

Mf

f
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Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Sonata with no repeats (eccentric)
Int
"A"
c-g-c:V c
46
39
140-

"B" "A'" Dev "A" "B"
"A'"
to coda
g
F
f
f, c
c
G
13
46
25 47
13
47
37
86- 99- 145-170- 217- 230- 277-313

Ab

Cherubini: Overture to Faniska
Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Sonata with no repeats (variant)
[A]
Intro "A" "T1" "T2"
"B" "T1" "T2"
F:I-V F
F-d d-C:V C:V Eb-C
f f-d-F:V
34
36
8
8
4
8
58
21
135- 71- 79- 8795- 153- 157II

II

"A"
"B"
"T1" "T2" "[A] Coda"
F
F
F
Ab-F F
16
58
20
16
24
181- 197- 255- 275- 291-314
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D008

An Overture for String Quintet may raise one's eyebrows today, but such
arrangements of Overtures were quite common at the time. 1 Schubert also wrote a
quartet version, D008A - the differences between the two versions are very slight and
will not be detailed here. Einstein (1951, p.36) points out that the introductory Largo is
"mysterious and rather restless, like the beginning of the 'Leonora' Overture", but the
actual model was revealed by Chusid (1962) to be Cherubini's Overture to Faniska,
whose form is shown in the diagram.
After Schubert's Largo introduction, which draws upon the same material as Hagars

Klage DOOS bars 1-9,2 follows what is apparently his first surviving attempt at a variety
of sonata form, except possibly for D018/I (the chronology is doubtful). Schubert's
recapitulation of the subordinate theme is in the dominant rather than the tonic,
unconventional to say the least. The "A"' material is so closely related to the principal
theme that it could be taken as developmental. 3 Schubert's formal scheme, apart from the
tonality, is based very closely on the Cherubini model mentioned above.
The recapitulation of what is called above the "A"' section includes one relatively
advanced feature: a small portion, bars 118-120, is omitted at bar 249, and at the time
one wonders why- the answer is provided in the final cadences (bars 290-299) for which
this material has been held in reserve. This technique is not very convincing here because
one might not notice the omission unless analysing rather closely. Nevertheless, the
feature at least reveals Schubert's awareness of what I propose to call the "holdback"
technique. An indication how he might have learned it will be seen in the discussion of
Mozart's K608 in the remarks on D009. Cherubini has perhaps also used the "holdback"
technique in that the transition material between his principal and subordinate themes,
which appears in the exposition, is omitted in the recapitulation, but appears after the
recapitulation; however, that transition material also appears after the exposition.

It should also be noted that Cherubini presented his subordinate theme first in the
"wrong" key, and Schubert might have taken this to mean that any key could be used for
that theme, without the need to follow it up with the right key. 4
As Chusid (ibid., pp.82-83) has mentioned, the Cherubini model, while using a more
conventional tonal plan, nevertheless has eccentricities which do not in some ways
constitute a good model for learning purposes. One of Schubert's favourite key
relationships, down a major third (c-Ab), is seen in the keys chosen for his (Schubert's)
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exposition; this however need not be considered eccentric. In summary, the work is not
fully convincing but reveals thoughtfulness.

1

See Chusid, 1962, p.79, footnote 5.

Chusid (1962, p.79) did not mention this relationship. It is the earliest surviving example of
Schubert's taking over material from vocal music for instrumental purposes, though the material taken
over is that of the instrumental accompaniment rather than that of the voice (cf. Newbould, 1997, p.31).
2

The form could nevertheless just conceivably be classified alternatively as a third rondo with
development instead of a middle theme. Westrup (1947, p.342) has puzzlingly located the second subject
at bar 145 instead of bar 86, and the earlier catalogue by Deutsch and Wak:eling (1951) even assigned
bar 145 as the start of a second movement.
3

Chusid's (1962) analysis is different: he considers T2 (bars 79-86) to be the subordinate theme - a
very defensible view, although that theme then does not have a tonic close.
4
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D002D Six Minuets for Winds
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Remarks:

rnJ

Trio

Winds.
1811.
Wind version:

Biirenreiter, ed. Christa Landon, 1970 (Nos.4-6
arranged by Alexander Weinmann from the piano
draft).
Piano version:
Heinrichshofen, with reproduction of MS, of D995
(with many misprints); Henle Samtliche Tanze
(1956) II pp. 116-119. Wiener Urtext Samtliche
Tanze (1973) II pp. 122-125.
A piano version exists for all except number 3 (two of these had been
catalogued as D995).
Schubert provided orchestral indications for numbers 1-3.
Numbers 4-6 exist only in piano-draft form.
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1rrfffr1rrrrrr1

p

Form
Minuet/Trio
Ml Tl
Song-form parts 3 3
Keys
c c

Minuets & Trios
M2 T2
3 3
F F

M3 T3
2 3
D

D

M4 T4
3 3
c c

M5 T5
3 2
d F

M6 T6
3 3
Bb Bb
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D002D
Landon (1970, p.3) wrote in the preface to her edition that "The minuets that are
worked out in score, Nos. 1-111, are so far the only known dances by Schubert for wind
instruments", but she had apparently overlooked the Minuet and Finale for wind octet
D072 of 1813.
The six pieces provide the analyst with twelve song-forms. As the forms are not
always handled with clarity, classification is uncertain, but apart from the third minuet
and fifth trio, which are in two parts, all are apparently intended to be three-part
song-forms, in some cases incipient (that is, having single-phrase parts two and three).
The first trio and the second minuet and trio may be confused with a two-part form and
coda, because the second part ends with a full tonic close. The occasional phrase of three
or five bars is perhaps somewhat hard to reconcile with the minuet as a dance (but cf
Mozart's A major sonata K331/II beginning with phrases of 5+5 bars).
No models are known, but much of the music is Mozartean; numbers three and six
especially seem to be too advanced to have been written unaided by Schubert at this
stage. On the other hand some of the others seem too unconventional to be following a
model at all closely. The clearest example of this type is the second part of the trio to
number four, for which it is hard to imagine Schubert having followed a model- the very
contorted but rich harmony shows his inclinations:

Harmony c:bVI bb:V9 bVI 1 1v X
Bars
9
10
11 12 13 14

g:viio43/V V6 V9b 1
15
16 17 18

The harmony in bar 14, marked X above, is apparently Fb major in first inversion,
possibly to be regarded as the Neapolitan sixth of the previous chord-root, eb, but
difficult to relate to its surroundings. Some typical melodic inflections are seen, e.g. the
exuberant leaps in Trio 6, bars 3, 15.
In summary, this set contains quite a wide mixture of levels of writing, suggesting
some borrowing and some independent attempts.
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D002E Fantasie in c minor
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Piano.
1811.
NGA VII/2,4; Heinrichshofen (many misprints).
Formerly 0993.

D002e (1811)

1J J

Form

t

1@ 1~'1

Group of themes, rounded

Material "A" "B" (Th&Vs)
Tr "C" (Cpt) "A"
Keys
c-E
E-a
a-c:V c-c:V7
c
16
Length
19
39
8
9
Bars
1175664- 73-91

t

I
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D002E
This work is based so closely on Mozart's Fantasy inc minor K475 of 1785 that it
cannot properly be studied independently of that model:

Mozart K475:
Form

Group of themes, rounded

Tr
"D"
Tr
"A"
"B"
"C"
Material "A"
c
Keys
c-b:V D a-Bb:V F-Bb:V Bb g-c:V
20
29
39
16
Length
25
16
36
6291- 130- 166-181
1- 2642Bars

The comparison shows that Schubert followed Mozart's large-scale form quite closely,
treating it like a mould and filling in the smaller levels with different forms, a theme and
variations replacing a song-form, for example (Schubert bars 17-55, Mozart bars 26-41).
This kind of more-or-less ad hoc change to some feature may be seen as typical of
Schubert's general approach to composition. Possibly he hoped in this case to learn from
his model about form; if so, he was perhaps unlucky, for he chose a piece with a most
unusual form, in fact the only one of its kind- it has been described by Rosen (1971,
p.92) as "truly abnormal by classical standards" and by E. Blom (1935, p.271) as
"planned fancifully yet logically". 1 Not only Schubert's large-scale form but also much of
his thematic material is very similar to Mozart's.
Schubert's key-scheme (c-E-a-c) could be seen as a vertical expansion of Mozart's
(c-D-... Bb-c). Key relationships at the distance of a third were to play a very important
part throughout Schubert's career; indeed Mozart's modulation at bar 26, involving
locally the direct drop of a major third (in this case between the chords ofF# major and
D major) was to become one of Schubert's favourite types.
A feature often found in Schubert's early works is his use of a chromatic bass descent
through the scale's upper tetrad (tonic down to dominant). 2 A prominent example occurs
in the theme of Beethoven's 32 Variations inC minor of 1806-07, but it is not known
how the feature first came to Schubert's attention. In Schubert's opening Largo the
descent through the tetrad is heard in bars 1-3 and again in bars 5-7, after which
Schubert continues the descent through over an octave (bars 1-13), and it is reasonable
to assume that he was impressed by the long bass descents in bars 1-25 and especially
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bars 48-90 of the Mozart work. The chromatic descent appears once again in the brief
Allegro section in Schubert's bars 64-72.
Schubert's natural inclination towards the lyrical rather than the use of separated
motivic fragments is revealed most eloquently in his second phrase, for he has taken the
two short separated non-lyrical gestures in Mozart's bar 2 and transformed them into one
continuous lyrical phrase in his bars 4-5 (see Musical Example 4). 3

Adagio

2

3

12

Example 4. Mozart K475 bar 2, Schubert D002E bars 4-5.

Of Schubert's variations on a five-bar theme (bars 17-56) the second and third are
virtually the same except for the dynamics (piano and forte respectively); the material of
the fourth variation hardly justifies the fortissimo marking.
In bars 56-63 Schubert uses a figure very similar to Mozart's in the corresponding
place (K475 bars 158-165), and writes a treble descent (from a" to d") by contrast with
Mozart's treble ascent.
Schubert's last section (bars 73-91) begins like his frrst, which had moved from the
key of c to the key of E; the music now manages to end in the home key, after some
rather awkward (antimodulation)4 progressions in bars 82-84. Bars 87-90 constitute a
brief but effective coda; this is extended by four more C's in a new rhythm, an apparently
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unnecessary extension, but it is observed that Mozart, as was his not infrequent custom,
had also added a new figure in his last bar.
In summary, the comparison between these two works shows close similarity as a
result of Schubert's filling in the mould provided by his model, and yet shows some
independent thought.

1 The possibility exists that Schubert recognized the abnormalities of the form of Mozart's Fantasy
and was drawn to the work on that account.
2 The term lamento topos has sometimes been given to this typical baroque ground bass. The term
topos refers to a stock theme in rhetoric; the history of this one, reaching back as far as the drama of

Greek antiquity, and its relation to the expression of lament have been treated by Rosand (1979). More
recently P. Williams (1997) has treated the subject at book length; of Schubert's early works he refers in
passing to 0007 (ibid. p.165) and more extensively to 0046 (ibid. pp.l67-169) but apparently not to
0002E.
3 Looking more closely in Musical Example 4, one notices that Schubert has transformed Mozart's
final leading note which is both ascending and separately harmonized into one which is descending and
an appoggiatura. This transformation of compositional resources seems capable of revealing, when
combined with similar observations over the rest of the output of the two composers, a basic difference
between their musical personalities; this is, however, a matter to be taken up in a separate research
project.

4

The term 'antimodulation' was defined in Chapter 6 under the heading 'Discussion'.
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D007 (Eine) Leichenfantasie
((A) Corpse Fantasy)
Schiller.
Voice (ab-a")(tenor 8vb?), piano.
1811(?).
Dover 13/306 = BrH XX,3; NGA IV,6,No.2.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
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D007
The nine verses of Schiller's text fall into three groups: 1-3, 4-6, 7-9 (see the
synopsis). The frrst group presents the atmosphere of a graveyard and the agony of a
mourning father. The middle group transports us completely from that scene by way of
the father's fond memories of his dead son's promising qualities. The last group returns to
the graveyard, the sinking of the coffm, brief further memories of the son, and fmality. It
is Schubert's treatment of the contrast between the middle group (verses 4-6) and the
outer groups (verses 1-3, 7 -9) which will be the main focus here. 1
This work is just as free in its tonal path as was Hagars Klage D005; the tonalities
are indicated in the form diagram, referring to the two parts of each verse (la, 1b, etc.).
The tonality of the three 3-verse sections may roughly be summarised as minor, major,
and mixed, respectively. The last verse begins with the same material and key as the frrst,
d minor, but the piece ends in g minor, which has previously appeared only briefly; an
explanation for this will be suggested later.
The vocal range is wide at over two octaves, ab - a", which is again typical of
Schubert's early long works. Together with the length of the work, about twenty
minutes, and perhaps the character of the text, this could account for its almost complete
neglect by performers. 2
A specially instructive comparison is that between the opening phrases of the first
and second main sections ofthe piece (that is, the opening phrases of verses 1 and 4);
these phrases are shown in Musical Example 5, where a straightforward English
translation is also given. The two phrases are highly parallel not only on account of their
place in the large-scale form, but in other ways which will now be detailed. First, each is
preceded by its accompaniment as a solo. Second, both phrases have the same length of
six bars arranged as 2+2+2 and following the same general course: first a two-bar motive
covering a third, then a leap and descent, and fmally an ornamented half-cadence - this
comparison is made clear in Musical Example 5 by the alignment of the two
quarter-notes of the Adagio's bars with the three ofthe Allegretto's. Third, the harmonies
are approximately parallel and, fourth, the dynamics are the same.
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Form
Verse
Keys
Length
Bars

Through-composed (scena)
1a
d-a
27
1-

Verse 4a
Keys
F-C
Length 27
Bars
149Verse 7a
Keys
Bb-g
Length 32
Bars
296-

1b
a
17
28-

2a
a-C-e
22
45-

2b
c
16
67-

3a
around f
41
83-

3b
f
25
124-

4b

5a
d-Bb
42
194-

5b
f
13
236-

6a
F
19
249-

6b
F
28
268-

Sa
Ab-x
20
351-

8b
F-d
13
371-

9a
d-a
28
384-

9b
f-g
42
412-453

c

17
1767b
D

23
328-

x indicates unstable tonality

1.
2-3.
4-6.
7a.
7b-8a.
8b.
9a.
9b.

Synopsis:
The atmosphere of a grave-yard.
A father's agony.
The father's fond memories of his son.
The grave-yard.
'Rest in peace'; the coffin sinks.
Further memories of the son.
The atmosphere of the grave-yard.
Finality.

1-3.
4-6.
7-9.

Thus, in outline, three groups of verses:
Graveyard agony.
Fond memories.
Graveyard finality.
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Example 5. Schubert D007: the two ma:in phrases, bars 11-16

= 394-399, &

155-160.

Mter the formal pair:ing is thus established, one's attention is drawn to contrasts
between the phrases. The govern:ing contrast is that between the moods of the text,
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which might be described briefly as gloom versus pleasure. The most obvious musical
contrasts are of tempo, mode, metre, and accompaniment register; these are clearly
related to the contrasted moods. One notes further an unsettled element in the Adagio by
comparison with contentment in the Allegretto, which may be linked to several
dissonances on accented beats in the former and consonance in the latter; compare also
in this respect the unsettled tonality of the former phrase, d minor to g minor, with the
stable F major of the latter. Although slightly less obvious, the most important contrast
from the point of view of illustrating Schubert's compositional process is the reversal of
the initial motive from scale degrees 3-2-1 in minor (with tonic upbeat) to 1-2-3 in
major. The main comparison to be made is, then, that between the melodic motives of
bars 11-12 (= 394-395) and bars 155-156, in the context which has been established
above.
These contrasting motives and their matching to the contrasting moods fit very well
with the analytical procedure of Cooke (1959). The details of Cooke's work will not be
spelled out here, except to mention the instructive comparison, in mood and music, of
the initial motive of the first phrase with that of one of Cooke's examples (ibid., 141):
Schubert's Der Wegweiser D911/20 (see Musical Example 6).
Mii.ssig.

Example 6. Schubert D911/20 bars 1-2.
An implication may be found here concerning the method by which Schubert

explored the expressive properties of the resources of musical composition. The question
of instinctive versus deliberate composition may be considered from two aspects: (i) the
technical resources of composition per se, and (ii) the matching of those resources to the
intended emotional or other character of the music. There can be no doubt of Schubert's
deliberate attention to the former aspect (especially in view of his many attempts at fugal
writing) but the latter one might more reasonably be contested. The example presented
indicates that, at least on this occasion, Schubert appears to have given deliberate
attention to that aspect too, even to the extent of suggesting that he adopted a theorizing
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approach. Apart from certain conditions which would need to be attached and which can
hardly be formulated explicitly, the theory might be stated simply as follows: opposite
musical resources produce opposite expressive effects.
It is worth noting an offshoot from the earlier comparison with Der Wegweiser, for it
is not only the openings of the two songs which are comparable: the endings too are
strikingly similar in both text and music, and use the same duple metre and g minor key,
even though sixteen years had passed between the two compositions - see Musical
Example 7. Among other things one notes in the fmal two bars the descending 5-3-1
pattern in the treble of the earlier song and in the bass of the later one - indeed this is a
favourite manner for Schubert's fmal cadences. Schubert moved to g minor for the last
phrases of Eine Leichenphantasie with no apparent rationale in terms of an overall key
scheme, having begun the piece in d minor, so he evidently attributed a defmite quality to
that key, valuing this above the properties of large-scale tonality, which had not yet
seriously engaged his attention. It is not a large step from here to suggest that Schubert's
attitude to modulation, in which area he was to become famous, was determined by the
qualities which he attributed to particular keys, as well as by the local effect of the
juxtaposition of two given keys, rather than by the large-scale considerations which the
earlier classical masters had dwelled upon.
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Example 7. Schubert D007 last 9 bars, D911/20 last 9 bars.
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1

This discussion was published in Nettheim (1990b).

Cf Capell (1928, p. 79): "... a prodigy of application and copiousness ... " and Robertson in Abraham
(1947, p.152): " ... graveyard elephantiasis ... ". But cfalso following remarks of Reed:
2

Moreover, he [Schiller] inspired Schubert to write the most vivid and arresting music of his early
years. The opening page of the song is wonderful, and so is the setting of the final verse.
Significantly, this song affords us the first glimpse of those recurrent motifs of death and desolation
which outline the course of his genius: the chromatically descending bass, the staccato chord groups,
the piercing minor seconds, the harmonic movement from tonic minor to dominant - all this holds
the seed from which greater songs were to grow. (Reed, 1985, p.306)
as well as the recording LP D007 (see bibliography).
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D009 Fantasie in g(/dd) minor
Piano 4-hands.
20 Sept 1811.
Dover 4/91 = BrH IX,31; NGA VII/1,1.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

D009 (1811)
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Form
Material
Part
Tempo
Keys
Length
Bars

qr

r 1r

1r

r

r r lr

Arch ( "ABCBA") or sonata (variant)
"A"
Largo
g,c
15
1-

"B"
1
2
Allegro
c
f d
120
161

"C"
Marcia

"B"
"A"
2
[Allegro] Largo

D

f,d

d,d

33
136-

38
169-

11
207-217
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D009
The opening of this work constitutes a literal re-use of the opening of Hagars Klage
D005, also marked Largo, and the following Allegro is based upon the piano part of the
eighth verse of the song (D005 bars 118-150); this, then, is the second extant instance of
Schubert's taking over material from vocal music for instrumental purposes, though the
material taken over is again that of the instrumental accompaniment rather than that of
the voice (cf. the instance seen already in D008).
At first glance, one would consider the form to be "arch" form "ABCBA", but
elements of sonata-allegro form are perceptible too. Assuming sonata-allegro form as the
basis, the analysis would proceed as follows. The principal theme is the Largo section
(which would conventionally have been an introduction) and the subordinate theme is the
Allegro section, in two parts; the development or middle section consists of the March (a
new theme for a development section is a known variety). The recapitulation has the
themes in reverse order (also a known variety), the subordinate one being represented
only by its second part, and the principal one completes the form. The most telling
feature is that whereas the initial Largo section modulates, the final one remains in its
key, and this is one of the defining characteristics of the first part of a sonata-allegro
exposition and recapitulation; the only exception one must make is that the final keys (d
minor) are different from the initial one (g minor), but this is seen in many other
examples of early Schubert - he saw no need to begin and end a piece in the same key. In
forming a judgement on the large-scale form one should bear in mind that the title of
Fantasy may be an indication that the departures from conventional form can be expected
to be more extreme than usual. Although it would not be wrong, in my opinion, to
regard this piece as being in arch form, the evidence is strong enough to consider it also,
on the terms of the young Schubert, as a variety of sonata-allegro form.
On a smaller formal level mention may be made of the Allegro theme's first part: this
is contrapuntal material consisting of several reproductions of a seven-bar phrase after an
introductory two bars. Three comments arise here: firstly the odd phrase-length is noted;
secondly the harmonies (i,V,i,V,i,V,V) are the simplest, as appears to be the case in most
of Schubert's contrapuntal work; and thirdly the introductory two bars would not be
recognized as such on hearing the piece- they would sound like the beginning of the
theme, and will only be correctly understood after analysis of what follows - this also
occurs a number of times in early and even later Schubert (as in the Klavierstuck D946
No. 3 bars 74-75), and should probably be counted as a small weakness.
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A notable experiment in modulatory means is seen in the use of downward-slipping
diminished seventh chords, first through three such chords (bars 96-1 00) and soon
afterwards through no fewer than thirteen ofthem (bars 108-112), thus spanning more
than an octave. Mter each series one note is lowered by a semitone to produce a
dominant seventh chord. Chopin was later to use such means, but of course with more
moderation and sense of purpose.
We have looked at Schubert's work to a certain extent, and it is most revealing now
to look at its undoubted models, to which Einstein (1951, p.31) has drawn attention: the
Fantasies for mechanical organ in a clock K594 and K608, published in arrangements for
pianoforte four-hands in 1800.
The Mozart models are rich works which can hardly be summed up in a few words.
The first, K594, has an "ABA" form in which the middle section is itself a regular
sonata-allegro form:

Mozart Fantasy K594:
Form

Sonata, embedded in Adagios

Material
Tempo
Metre
Keys
Length
Bars

"A"
"B"
Adagio Allegro
3/4
4/4
f
F
39
78
140-

"A"
Adagio
3/4
f

37
118-154

Some features of which the young Schubert made frequent use are noted, such as the

lamento topos (discussed already under D002E) in bars 1-7 and the usage of the bVI
area in bars 60-61.
The second Mozart work is beyond doubt a "great" work having the form of a first
rondo with ritornelli (denoted "r"), in which the "A" sections are fugues and the "B"
section a seven-part song-form:
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Mozart Fantasy K608:
1st Rondo with ritornelli

Form
Mat'l
Tempo
Metre
Keys
Leng
Bars

"r" "A"
Allegro
4/4

"r"

.

"r"
"A" "r" "A" "coda"
"B"
.Andante Allegro . . . . . . . .
3/4
4/4
I

f

f-f#

f#-f Ab

Ab-f

13
1-

45
14-

16
59-

13
159-

84
75-

f

28
172-

I

f

23
200-222

Here again are some features which Schubert was to use very frequently, especially the
progression from the second ritornello to the Andante (bars 74-75): V of fto I of Ab.
And if Schubert were to take the extraordinary tonality off# minor at bar 59 as typical (it
is to be compared with the tonic f minor), one can understand that this would not have
led him towards an understanding of normal tonal relations. But the most interesting
discovery here occurs in the second fugue: its exposition (bars 172-182) puts forth only
the three lower voices, the soprano being held in reserve - it will later be brought in with
overwhelming effect, after an intermediate tour-de-force exposition, in bar 189 after
which a powerful tonic close follows. This "holdback" technique is the one noted in
Schubert's D008, Schubert's certainly having none of Mozart's great effectiveness but
nevertheless revealing a feature which Schubert had perhaps noticed and thought worthy
of imitation.
In summary, the way in which Schubert has imitated and learned from Mozart on
large and small scales appears to be the most interesting feature of this piece.

65L
DOlO Der Vatermorder
(The Parricide)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

II]

Pfeffel.
Voice (bb-c"'b), piano.
26 Dec 1811.
Dover 13/307 = BrH XX,4; NGA IV,6,No.3.
DOlO (1811)

Allegro con moto.
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Ver
1
2
4
3
7
5
6
8
Key c-Eb-Ab-c c-eb-Db Bb-b b-Bb bb-f bb-c:V c-Eb-c c-db-c
Len
41
23
22
19
10
22
9
37
Bar
14265- 87- 106- 116- 125147-183

Synopsis:
1. A son killed his father.
2. He fled, but could not escape his conscience.
3. A henchman came across him, in despair.
4. In a rage, the son was killing some birds in their nest.
5. The henchman cried "stop- they're harmless".
6. The son replied "no, they're not, they called me a parricide".
7. Realising he was the murderer, the henchman arrested him.
8. The moral is that conscience powerfully defends virtue.
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The musical reference in the last two lines would obviously be likely to attract
Schubert: "Ein schreckliches Triumphlied ist I Dein Donner ihrem Feind" ("The thunder
of your (i.e. conscience's) voice is an awesome song of triumph to her (i.e. virtue's)
enemy"). In the event, however, Schubert's setting of the last verse is somewhat
disappointing, and one readily agrees with Reed (ibid., p.135) that this song is below the
level of the previous ones (D005, D006 and D007).
The general characteristics of the previous ballads or scenas are present, and so need
not be dwelt upon again here. The extent and speed of key changes during the course of
the song are as great as ever, but this one differs by ending where it began, inc minor:
this is probably deliberate, for several figures from the introduction (bar 1-14) reappear
in the piano part of the last verse (bars 159-183). Another notable feature is the frequent
resort to a diminished seventh chord to effect a modulation - this is certainly an easy way
out, but it is a resource which he naturally had to explore before later applying more
ingenuity.
Among examples of illustrative writing may be mentioned the piano rendition in bars
97-105 of birds falling from their nest - see Musical Example 8 - this has been done
without much subtlety, but it was perhaps not an easy task. Reed comments on this topic
that
Schubert's stock of compositional motifs is still comparatively limited, and their
significance is not precisely differentiated. So the 'flight motif which emerges here at
bar 26 [the last line of the first verse] is clearly related to the 'boiling water' motif
which plays an important part in Der Taucher [D077] and elsewhere. (Reed, 1985,
p.135).

An interesting form is seen in verse 7:

Form
Text lines
Material
Harmony
Length
Bars

Binary
1-2
"A"

c:i-V7
5
125-

Piano
"B"
V7-i
3
130-

1-2

Piano
"B"
Eb:I-ii-c:V V7-i
5
3
133138-140
"A'

II

66
Schubert has created a binary form by repeating the first half of the text. Apart from the
fact that he felt a need to recover the tonic after departing from it, something he was
evidently just beginning to feel, it is interesting to note the way in which he did so: he
used a one-bar sequence (bars 135-136) from f (ii ofEb) toG (V of c), again with the
aid of diminished seventh chords; the passage does not flow quite freely and indicates
that he had some difficulty in controlling the tonality. Still, this form is clearly a
thoughtful advance over, say, a mere varied repetition of the text.
In summary, this song is in most respects similar to its sisters, D005, D006 and
D007, and perhaps not quite up to their standard.
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Example 8. Schubert DOlO bars 97-105.
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DOll Der Spiegelritter
(The Looking-glass Knight) (Singspiel or Operetta in 3 Acts)
Librettist:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Movements:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1

Kotzebue.
Soloists, 1 SATB chorus, orchestra (strings, woodwinds, horns,
trumpets, timpani).
Begun December 1811(?) or earlier; (un-)finished 1812.
Overture: Dover 18/970 = BrHXXI,1; NGA 11,11.
Remainder: Dover 11/191 =BrHXV,12; NGA 11,11.
Only part of the first of the three Acts is extant. Nos. 2,3,8 are
fragments. Part of No. 3 was D966. No. 3 was not published in BrH,
so the Nos. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 ofNGA correspond to Nos. 1,2,-,3,4,5,6,7
of BrH. Here we use the NGA numbering.
No.
BrH p. Key
Metre Title
Bb
2/2, 4/4 Overture
1
1
F
3/4
Introduction (King & chorus)
2
14
F etc. 2/2 etc. Ensemble (unfinished)
3
Aria (King) (fragment)
4
42
D
4/4
Quintet (Schmurzo & four ladies)
5
49
D
3/8
Aria and terzett (Prince, K&Q)
6
61
D
4/4
Ensemble
7
74
G
4/4
Aria (Prince)
8
77
D etc. 4/4
Ensemble (incomplete)

Synopsis:
The King farewells the Prince on a mission.
The Prince chooses playboy Schmurw as squire.
[Not available]
The ladies humourously congratulate Schmurw.
The King & Queen somewhat tearfully farewell the Prince.
Choosing an emblem and inscription for Schmurzo.
The Prince promises to be honourable.
The magician gives Schmurzo a special mirror.
(For a translation see Appendix III)

Vocal ranges over the whole piece (Barenreiter Nos. 1,2,4,5,6,7,8), with number of semitones:

1lady
2lady
3lady
4lady
Queen
Prince
King
1 squire
2 squire
3 squire
Schmurw
Magician
Chorus

soprano
soprano
soprano
soprano
soprano
tenor
bass
tenor
tenor
bass
bass
bass
soprano
alto
tenor
bass

d' -a"
d'b -a"
d' - g"
c'#- a"
d' -a"
Bb - b'b
Eb -d'
Bb - g'
A -a'
A - e'b
Eb -e'
G - d'
c' - b"
a - e"
c#- a'
F - d'

19
20
17
20
19
24

23
21
24

18
25
19
23
19
20
21

68
DOll
This work is an operetta of the least exalted kind: the level of the humour is about
that of a primary-school play, and the emotions are "mock" rather than "real". It is little
consolation that the librettist August von Kotzebue (1761-1819) was well-known in this
area into which Schubert, so to speak, strayed. Although Kotzebue may well have
intended it as a spoof, Schubert has taken it at face value, as he was to do again later
with another libretto by Kotzebue in Des Teufels Lustchloss D084. One has, then, no
disagreement with Einstein (1951, p.21) in calling it "trite", nor with the verdict of Reed
(1987, p.ll): "tuneful and lively ... but undramatic". It is therefore hard to avoid a feeling
of regret that Schubert should have spent so much time on it and it is understandable
that, although the text has three Acts, he completed only a part of Act One.
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DOll Overture:
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Form

Sonata without repeats (eccentric key scheme)

Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Intro. "A"
Bb
Bb
48
43
149-

Material
Keys
Length
Bars

(II A II)
"B"
g
to Bb
12
11
92- 104-

(II A II)
"B"
F
to F
d
43
12
11
211- 254- 266-

"A"

(Dev)
"C"
Bb Bb-C-F
17
65
115- 132-

Dev
F
14
197-210

"C"
(Dev)
F
to Bb
17
68
277- 294-

Coda
Bb
15
362-376

69
D011/0
The Overture begins with a 48-bar Adagio introduction in and around Bb, some of
whose material appears in the movement proper. The principal theme is a three-part
song-form all of whose parts are in the tonic, the subordinate theme a period in the
submediant. A closing theme ("C" in the form diagram) soon follows but it is surprisingly
in the tonic Bb. After this a considerable amount of development occurs within the
exposition, which ends at bar 196 triple-forte in the dominant key, F major. The
development section proper, incorporating some material from "C" and the first part of
"A", is short and has no modulation. The recapitulation eccentrically shifts the whole
exposition up a fifth, and the tonic is recovered by means of modulations introduced
when the developmental part of the exposition is recapitulated. These modulations to
recover the tonic are crucial to the form, and they are handled as follows:

Development within Exposition:
Keys : Bb to
Length: 28
Bars : 132-

c

to
10
160-

F

10
170-

F

17
180-196

Development within Recapitulation:
Keys : F to
Length: 30
Bars : 294( *)

Bb to
12
324-

Bb
10
336-

Bb
17
346-362

( *)

Thus the tonic is recovered not once but twice, at the places indicated above by asterisks
(*)(bars 313 and 328-331 compared with bars 151 and 164-165). The first one prevents
F moving toG, as it would have done if the exposition were not modified, and the
second prevents Bb moving to Eb. That double recovery of the tonic was not necessary,
for a single one would have sufficed: for instance, if the first one had been modified so as
to remain in F, the tonic would have appeared in the natural course of events at bar 336.
A direct approach of the kind just suggested is of course not the only possible one; what
Schubert has done is by no means inadmissible, but it might be taken as evidence of less
than fully convincing logic. Apart from the formal problems and eccentricities the
Overture is not particularly notable, its material being not specially distinguished.
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DOll No.1: Introduction.
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3
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"B" Tr
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2
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"A"

F
45
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C'ta
F
5
140-144

BrH has 144 bars, NGA 121 bars. BrH bar numbers are used
here.
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The harmony in bar 3 is a little unusual: a chord of dominant-seventh type on the 4th
degree of the scale. The principal theme is a two-part song-form, the subordinate theme
a group of four periods. Schubert's various frequent departures from convention have by
now been mentioned often enough not to need further elaboration here. The text-setting
is quite straightforward, texts such as "Heil Euch, Herr Ritter ... " suggesting little else.
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DOll No.2: Ensemble.
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1- 26
28- 35
37- 82
88-117
121-147
151-216
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Sectional, with several part-forms
F
2/2 Allegro
d
Eb-Bb
Allegro moderato
d
Eb
6/8 Allegro
Eb
Allegretto
Eb
g-Bb
Bb
4/4 Allegro

Prince
The four squires
First squire
Second squire
Third squire
Schmurzo (4th squire)
The four squires
Prince
Choir (unfinished)

71
DOll/2
This number has been left incomplete, but is apparently nearly finished. Un-square
phrase lengths, specially of five bars, are particularly noted.
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DOll No.3: Aria (King, bass).
[Score not available.]

DOll No. 4: Quintet.

DOll/4 (1811 ?)
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D011/4
In bars 61-71 effective use is made of one-bar portions for each chorus section alone

in tum, giving the other sections a sufficient pause for breath. The repeated uniform
eighth-notes in this number convey the gesture of the ladies humorously poking their
fingers at Schmurzo.
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DOll No.5: Aria, duet and terzet.
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D011/5
This number is all quite Mozartean in style, fairly simple and effective. As throughout
the operetta, there are many odd-length phrases. The Prince's solo is specially affecting
(bars 1-68): a well-rounded two-part song-form is given a first time (bars 1-31), and then
reproduced considerably intensified and varied (bars 32-68). The King and Queen next
sing their two-part song-form, mostly in parallel thirds and sixths. Mter the sadness of
the farewell, all three sing of their resolve for the success of the mission; Schubert has
arranged the contrast as follows:
Sadness:

3/8,

Andantino,

soft,

d minor (mostly).

Resolve:

4/4,

Allegro,

loud,

D major.
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DOll No. 6: Ensemble.
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DOll/6
All the members of the ensemble chime in with their suggestions for an emblem and
inscription in this number, whose form is a long chain of phrases. The number ends in its
beginning key, but has spent most of the time in the dominant, thus lacking classical
balance.
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DOll No. 7: Aria (Prince, tenor).
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DOll/7
A three-note descending motive is used, expressing the serious mood. Some of the
music is quite Mozartean, e.g. bars 50-54. A number of odd-length phrases are seen.
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DOll No. 8: Ensemble.
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G -D D-A A
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1
2 18
28 8
6
5
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8 13 13
35
1- 29- 37- 42- 43- 48- 50- 68- 76- 89- 102- 122-

Keys -G
G
d
d-F F-Db Db-Eb Eb
Eb
Eb ...
Leng 3
16
17
17
1
21
16
8
2 ...
Bars 157- 160- 176- 193- 194- 211- 219- 240- 256-257 ...
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This number is unfinished but already quite long and contains a number of smaller
forms within it. One of them (for the chorus, bars 219-239) has an interesting
construction which may be described as a reproduced period with rounded tonality and
an element of miniature sonatina. The period on first occurrence (bars 219-228) has its
antecedent in Eb and its consequent ends on c:V; the period is then reproduced (bars
229-239) with the antecedent now inc (including the unconventional use in bar 231 of
the chord on the second degree of the scale in minor rather than diminished form) and
the consequent is deflected by means of an interesting harmonic progression to end back
inEb.
Among other features may be mentioned a striking similarity of bars 72-7 5 to the
famous opening phrase of An Die Musik D547 (1817) - see Musical Example 9; the texts
have in common a consoling tone. An apparently unnatural metrical and rhythmical
emphasis on "ich", which was noticed already at the beginning of D005, is seen again in
bar 168. Finally, a harmonic subtlety: on the last page, when the magician reveals the
magical powers of the mirror, the region of c minor (Eb:vi) has been integrated (in bars
248-252) into the tonality ofEb, including at bar 249 the use of the very distant
relationship Db

=Eb: bll of vi - see Musical Example 10. This shows good harmonic

control, the tonality having been recovered perhaps as if by "magical" powers, though
one can not prove that the return to Eb was not fortuitous. Schubert was later to make
frequent and effective use of such harmonic embedding or nesting (see Porter, 1961,

p.47).
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Example 10. Schubert DOll no. 8[7] bars 246-255.
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D006 Des Madchens Klage
(The Maiden's Lament)
Schiller.
Voice (d'-b"b[c"']), piano.
1811 or 1812.
Dover 13/305 = BrHXX,2; NGA N,3; Peters v8 p144.
Compare the two later settings: D191, D389.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I]

D006 (1811 or 1812)

Allegro agitato.

1~ ~., r

r r

Der Eich - wald

[E]

r

-

r r r lr ~r

1

1

der Eich - wald

brau- set,

Das

lr

EJ~
;J
ist

Herz

F
ge - stor - ben,

ich

p

If

J t

lr

ge - stor - ben,

ha

ge

be

lf5?)

J

nos

!f

sen

Andante.

I~~~~ J J J J IJ.
Es

[12]

brau- set,

Allegretto.

I~~·~ F If '~ F r F d•
[ill

l

Grave.

~~~~ J IF
Em

IF

rin

-

net der

(Andante.)

~~~~ F

!f

p IF

ich,

die

Form
Verse
Keys
Metre
Length
Bars

l J J
Th?--'
a

-

nen

ver

fJ
lr
geb

rr r r

Himm-li

-

sche

wills

j

lich- er Lauf,

lr

•

nicht ver

J

-

sa

~
-

Through-composed (scena)
1
2
4
3
d,F
F
d
c
4/4 3/4,4/4,2/2 2/2 2/2
33
33
13
30
13467- 80-109

Synopsis:
1. The maiden weeps in the dark night.
2. 'My heart is dead, the world is empty.'
3. Nothing can comfort one who is separated from the beloved.
4. 'The only happiness is the pain and lament of love.'

gen;
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D006
This song, although potentially a true lied, is set here as a small-scale scena, in the
manner of Hagars Klage D005. Each mood receives its attention for a few bars, as for
example at the beginning where stormy music (bars 1-10) gives way to tenderness (bars
10-14); this is by contrast with Schubert's later aiming for much more unity in setting
such texts. 1 The frrst word "Der" is given an apparently inappropriate metrical accent see Musical Example 11 - Capell (1928, p.79) says this is "like nothing else in Schubert",
but it seems that other examples occur, as in the case of Du bist die Ruh D776 bar 12:
"die Sehnsucht du", with a metrical accent on "die". In some cases the word "ich" is
involved, as in "sitz' ich" in Hagars Klage D005 bar 10 where the accent is melodic as
well as metrical. An explanation for this phenomenon might conceivably, but probably
not demonstrably, be related to a manner of speech inflection in vogue at Schubert's
time. The expressive melodic/harmonic progression to which attention was drawn in
D005 occurs again here in bars 23-27.
In the second verse, bars 39-40 seem to foreshadow the song Litanei D343 bars 4-5
in respect of melody, harmony and bass-line. Einstein (1951, p.44) points out that bars
50-53 recall Beethoven's "Moonlight" Sonata Op. 27 No.2 of 1801 (the Adagio
sostenuto bars 16-19, 52-55). The short passage in bars 53-58 is marked 'Recit. in
tempo'. A very long note for the syllable "lieb" of "geliebet" appears in bars 65-67, a
practice of Schubert's seen and discussed earlier in D005 verse 13.
In the last verse one notices in bars 97-98 and 104-106 the parallel movement
between bass and melody, a procedure Schubert often adopted. In bar 104 the high C
seems needed for the effect, so many singers would have to transpose the whole song
down. Finally in bar 107 the rhythm of bars 1 and 3 is recalled for the only time since the
frrst verse, presumably paying attention to the need for a rounding-off effect.

HolUinder has discussed Schubert's two following settings of the present text, drawing attention to
Schubert's aim to achieve greater unity of mood:
1

When Schubert returns to a poem thus set [in the broad cantata-like manner suggested by
Zumsteeg's ballads], in order to set it the second time, his invariable aim is to get the better of its
original construction, and, so to say, musically to compress the mood-content of the text into a
unified whole. Hence, these later settings, as a rule, are songs built up on the principle of the
strophe or verse- that is to say, only one melody is adhered to for all the verses of the text; in any
event they are all based on one dominating mood, which appealed to Schubert as being especially
characteristic. The second setting of Schiller's 'Des Madchens Klage' (1815) [D191], is the
well-known strophic song inC minor ... which, for its part, was only slightly worked over [in a
second version of this second setting]. In the year following, 1816, this song was set by Schubert for
the last time [D389], in a manner analogous to his second setting, yet much more feeble in
expression and in invention. (Hollander, 1928, p.566).
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D012 Overture in D
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

ITJ

Orchestra.
1811 or 1812.
Dover 18/971 = BrH XXI,2; NGA V,4.

0012 (1811 or 1812)

Adagio.

~~~~If J...._,.,..I Jpp

J Iff) 1~mf
.

IJ

>

1 ..

>

l155l

IJ

(Allegro spiritoso.)

~~~err lf-~j

t

p

Form
Mat1 Int "A"
Keys d,D D
Leng 32 75
Bars 1- 33-

Sonata (variant)
liB II

D
47
108-

"C" Trans "A"
D
to V7 D
16
34
76
155- 171- 205-

"B"
"C"
Close
A
A to D
D
47
21
48
281- 328- 349-396
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D012
Einstein has related this work to Mozart's Overture to Don Giovanni: 1

Mozart, Overture to Don Giovanni:
Form
Matl
Keys
Leng
Bars

Sonata
Int "A" "B" ncn "D" Dev. "A" "B" "C" "D" Dissolved
X
D
D
D
A
d:i-V D
A
A
D
to F:V
24 21 22 22
72
24 21 22 18
15
31
132- 56- 77- 99- 121- 193-217-238-260- 278-292

Many of the themes indeed show close resemblance. An amusing point occurs in
Schubert's development section, bars 173-178 in the lower strings, where he seems for a
moment to be developing Mozart's "C" theme (Mozart's bars 77-98) rather than his own
theme! 2 Hoorickx (1974, p.375) has pointed out that the subordinate theme (bars 108ff,
281ft) is varied in D094 bars 1:83-91. Newbould (1997, pp.88, 392) has claimed a
relationship between Schubert's first theme and Mozart's in the first movement of his
Symphony in D, K504 (the "Prague", 1786).
The greatest peculiarity in Schubert's piece is the reversal of exposition and
recapitulation, in terms of the key-scheme, for the subordinate theme appears firstly in
the tonic and secondly in the dominant. This reversal can be seen as another example of a
simple combinatorial device used by Schubert, reversing the order of the sections;
unfortunately it probably has only combinatorial value, not providing a convincing
approach to large-scale tonality. Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) was to make the same
reversal much later in the first movement of his third symphony, the corresponding keys
there being d minor and F major; presumably, however, Schubert tried it as an innocent
learning experiment, Mahler out of something like calculated fabrication. Carner (in
Abraham 1947, pp.37-38) has commented on Schubert's reversed design, but not on the
same design which he was to use also in D026.

It begins (Adagio) in a threatening minor key, like another, more famous Overture- that to Don
Giovanni. But it changes to the major before the end of the introduction and leaves the transition to
'allegro spiritoso' to the wind instruments [bars 31-32], led by the horns - with the same suggestion
of yearning which occurs in 'Der Lindenbaum' in Die Winterreise [0911/5 bars 7-8]. The Allegro
which follows again shows the unmistakable influence of Mozart's overture, even to the extent of
literal references. (Einstein, 1951, p.38).
2 It would be rather far-fetched to regard the figure Schubert used here as a version of his
(Schubert's) principal theme melodically expanded and inverted in diminution.
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D094 String Quartet in D
String quartet.
1811 or 1812 (?)(at latest 1814).
Dover 2/29 = BrH V, 7; NGA VI/3, 2.
4th movement NGA has 243 bars, BrH 246 bars.
I
D
Allegro.
II
G
Andante con moto.
III
D+Bb Allegretto.
1V
D
Presto.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
Movements:

D094 First movement:

[l]

Allegro

~·~·~ ( f?Ir

J

1r

pp

~

(Allegro)

l.j# ·~ J

- f?Ir

D094/1 (1811 or 1812 (?))

.....-....

u 1r t r t

1r

lp.

u 1r t r t

Sonata (variant)

Matl
Keys
Leng
Bars

"A"

Matl
Keys
Leng
Bars

Devel.1
dFdFd Eb c:V
53
115-

29
168-

Matl
Keys
Leng
Bars

Devel.2
c
24
273-

"C"
D
45
303-

Trans
to D
6
297-

"A"

c

r

IF:

Form

D
53
1-

~

"B"
d to
29
54"B"
D
59
197"A"

D
11
348-

v

"C"
D
12
83-

Coda
D
14
95-

"A" etc.
-D dFc:V
17
256-273

Coda
D
13
359-371

Trans.
D:V7
6
109-

:
:
:
:

82
D094/I
The large-scale form of the first movement seems to be one of the hardest to
understand in all of Schubert. Westrup speaks of its "extreme awkwardness ... the first
movement is so diffuse as to fall into no ascertainable form ... " (Westrup in Abraham,
1947, p.89). It is in D major and is presumably a variety of sonata-allegro form. It has an
exposition all in the tonic with a repeat double-bar, but it is hard to identify subordinate
and closing themes. 1 Then follows a development section (bar 115) and a recapitulation
of the principal theme inC major (bar 168); after further developmental material comes a
second development (bar 273) and then another recapitulation (bar 303) of the themes in
reverse order, both in the tonic. It might perhaps be described as a sonata-allegro with
reproduced second section. The second section refers here to the development and
recapitulation: whereas this section may be repeated by means of a repeat double-bar at
the end of the movement, it is as if Schubert has here provided a second version of this
section. The ppp ending is noteworthy - Schubert perhaps ended large movements in this
way more often than did Haydn, Mozart or Beethoven.
Although the form can not be derived from a model, a number of details recall
fragments from Cherubini and Beethoven, and indeed the latter's "Les Adieux" Sonata
Op. 81 a is hinted at in this and other movements. However, these references will not be
detailed here, because the most interesting relationships are those found in a small
section, bars 251-258, in which Schubert anticipates two of his famous later works. In
particular, compare bars 251-253 with the "Trout" quintet D667 bars 221-225, and bars
254-258 with the widely admired modulation in the song Liebesbotschaft from
Schwanengesang D951 No. 1 bars 48-52 (see Musical Example 12; the Liebesbotschaft
modulation will be referred to again under D027 and D078). In both comparisons in
Musical Example 12 the excerpts take more-or-less similar formal positions within the
piece, so far as one can judge. They come quite unexpectedly in the present work and
take one by surprise.

1

Whaples (1968, p. 193) refers briefly to these peculiarities.
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Example 12. Schubert D094 I bars 251-258, D667 bars 221-225, D957/1 bars 48-52.
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D094 Second movement:

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Elements of sonata & rondo
: A
: G
: 9
: 1-

B

A

G

G

B :
GD :
14 :

4 10
10- 15- 24-:

A

B

A

D

DG

G

16 14
14
38- 54- 68-81

D094 Third movement:

Form

Minuet & Trio

Material Menuetto Trio
Keys
D
Bb
Length
28
39
Bars
129-58

84
D094/II
This movement also has an eccentric form, a mixture of sonata and rondo but not
sonata-rondo; instead of two themes there are two parts to a single theme. Apart from its
form, this is a fairly conservative movement, not calling for special comment.

D094/III
This movement is dated somewhat puzzlingly November 1813. Both minuet and trio
are regular three-part song-forms. The regularity of form contrasts markedly with the
eccentricity of the frrst two movements, which are presumed to have been written two
years earlier.

85L

D094 Fourth movement:
Remarks:

IJJ

In the diagram bar-numbers are given for both main editions- the differences depend
only upon the question whether a fermata has a duration of one or two bars, this
question occurring three times. Note also that NGA gives the repeat of the second
division, BrH not.

Presto

l~##l t j

t

p

t

D094/4 (1811 or 1812 (?))

rd..

f

Form
Material
Keys
Length (NGA)
Length (BrH)
Bars
(NGA)
(BrH)
Bars

Elements of sonata and rondo
:"A"
: D
: 23
: 24
: 1: 1-

"B" etc. "A" :
D-E
E-A :
56
61
:
56
62
:
2480- :
2581- :

:
:
:
:

"B" etc.
"A"
d-D-A-F
D
70
33
70
34
141211-243
143213-246

:
:
:
:

85
D094/IV

Again the form, which resembles somewhat that of the second movement, is not very
convincing. A sprightly freshness is provided by the "A" theme's 6-bar phrases (2+2+2),
and by the "B" theme's vigorous off-beat leaps (BrH bars 33, 37) and Neapolitan second
harmony extended for 8 bars (BrH bars 39-46).
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D026 Overture in D
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Orchestra.
Ended 26th June 1812.
Dover 1/10 = BrH Il,2; NGA V,4.

D026 (1812)

[§]

Allegro spiritoso.

ln:J

(Allegro spiritoso.)

l$ 1#er ".Pc::r u IE 'PurJ1r ,urtJ1
l$ 1#ef

@2]

l$

r

IF"

(Allegro spiritoso.)

1#e

1~r

0

I

Section
Material
Keys
Length
Bars
Section
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

r rr
tf

Form

r

QF

I

If DF

1~r

0

tf

r rr
tf

tf

Sonata (reversed key-scheme)
Exposition
"B"
"D"
"C"
D
D
D
d
22 17
10
12
1- 23- 40- 50-

"A"

Development
"E" Cad Cad "D"
"C"
D
D
D
D,d d
14
8 12 12
10
62- 76- 84- 96- 108-

Recapitulation
"B"
"D"
"C"
D
A
A
a-D
22
17
10
22
118- 140- 157- 167"A"

Cad

= Cadences

Coda
Cad & Dev of "B"
D
121
189-309

86
D026
This is a reversed sonata-allegro form, seen and discussed earlier in D012- that is,
the exposition is entirely in the tonic, the recapitulation having the subordinate themes in
the dominant.
A formal subtlety is the delaying of the development of the first subordinate theme
until the recapitulation (an example ofthe "holdback" technique). The material is not
particularly distinguished, the main interest being in the form. The climactic buildup is
very considerable.
Saint-Foix (1929, pp.87-88) showed similarities to Mozart's Overture to Figaro,
according to Chusid (1962, p.78). Carner in Abraham (1947, p.38) comments on "the
early foreshadowing of those mysterious trombone passages in the first movement of the
Ninth Symphony." The Deutsch Catalogue (1978, p.24) points out that "the side-theme
(bars 62ff [62-7 5]) was later used in D072 I bars 67ff [67 -84] of the surviving portion"
[Here in D, there in F].
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D027 Salve Regina in F
Text:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[!§] Andante

~~~~~r
Sal -

Frm

Liturgy.
Soprano (c'-c"'); clarinets or oboes, horns, strings; organ.
28 June 1812.
NGA 1,8 (not yet published, May 1998); Carns (1993).
Figured bass is provided (presumably by Schubert).
For other settings, see 0106,0223,0386, 0676, 0811.
A second version of the soprano part (with some ornamental changes) is
given in the Carns edition, p.23.
The Carns edition has an error in bar 80 (c"b -> c") and an inappropriateft in
bar 104.

.,...-...._

r
ve,

1r
Re-gi-na,

D027 (1814)

EJ ~ M~ 1r r

sal

ve, Re - gi - na,

Through-composed, rounded

- 3
4
2
1
Txt - 1
5
"B" Tr "C" "D" Tr "E" C'ta "A" C'ta
Mat I "A" Tr
Key F-C F F-d:V d-F-f f-C c C-C:V C-F F
F
F
F
Bar 1-16- 3339- 73- 76-110-134-155-172-183-215-228

Synopsis:
[Salve Regina... ]
Hail Mary, mother of mercy...
[Ad te clamamus ... ]
We cry to thee.. .
[Eja ergo ... ]
Look upon us .. .
[Ostende nobis ... ]
Show us your blessed fruit. ..
5. [0 clemens virgo... ]
Oh pious/sweet virgin Mary!
(The text is slightly different from that used in 0106.)

1.
2.
3.
4.

87
D027
The through-composed form of this work and its rounding have been discussed
briefly by Huber:
... the work is similar in form to the through-composed ballads of about the same
period, such as the Leichenfantasie D001 and Der Taucher D077. Here, as in those
ballads, the various musical sections simply follow one another; Schubert solved the
problem of creating formal unity by repeating the opening theme, and therefore the
corresponding words, at the end. (Hans-Peter Huber, 1993, Foreword to Carus
edition, p.III).
Bars 78-79 have a large vocal descent and ascent. In the "E" section (bars 159-171)
the vocal part becomes highly operatic. The reprise of the first section (bars 183-214) is
ornamented, enhanced and extended; the vocal part is again operatic, but has a modest
fmal cadence (bar 214). The vocal range over the whole piece is wide: c' (bars 31, 204,
206)- c"' (bars 78, 131, 194). French augmented 6th chords are used at times (e.g. bars
45, 75), possibly providing too much colour for the purpose. The piece is otherwise
quite Mozartean in many ways, and quite effective, given an operatic soprano. 1
Several close resemblances are seen here to other songs of Schubert.
Bars 60-61 resemble Litanei D343 bar 5 (see Musical Example 13). Bars 110-113
resemble UngeduldD19517 bars 9-12 (see·MusicalExample 14). 2 Finally, bars 116-119
resemble both Litanei D343 bars 5-6 and Liebesbotschaft D951 /1 bars 48-50, as well as
the uncertainly dated String Quartet D094 I bars 254-256; Sonfra l'onde D078 is similar
but for the first chord being minor (iii instead ofV/vi) (see Musical Example 15).
The last of these examples is particularly instructive as its shows Schubert's mastery
of a particular melodic/harmonic resource developing from the early to the middle and
then to the late stages of his life. The harmonic symbols in the musical example are
important. The early example from D027 suffers from parallel octaves between the bass
and vocal parts (although it is true that Schubert often allowed such parallels). This
problem does not arise in D094 or D078 (both also to be considered early works) nor in
D343 because Schubert has used the dominant-seventh chord not in its third but in its
second inversion - a valuable resource here. In the late example from D95711 the initial
harmony has been "tonicized"- that is, the preceding music is in B rather than on G:V/vi
- and is also prolonged considerably with repeated bass octaves, thereby introducing a

88

hovering effect and enhancing the satisfaction brought about by the home dominantseventh when it is eventually reached. 3
In other cases, such as D 110 bars 10-12, the same harmonic but a different melodic
progression is seen; these are all special cases of a more general phenomenon for which I
propose the term "unconsummated secondary dominant". 4 Sometimes the
unconsummated element is not strictly a secondary dominant but instead just a secondary
triad or tonality, possibly in altered mode as in D957/1. The essential feature is the lack
of consummation as the music abandons its present key without waiting for resolution
and takes up another key, usually its home key. This kind of progression seems to
explain many of Schubert's very individual effects involving an unexpected change of
harmonic direction. 5
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Example 13. Schubert, D027, D343 comparison.
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Example 14. Schubert, D027, D795/7 comparison.
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D957/1 (1828)

Ziemlich Iangsam

[1)

Langsam, andiichtig

1$ ~ 1'1, e ,J )1
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Example 15. Schubert D027, D094, D078, D343, D957/1 comparison.

... probably the first piece written for Therese Grob, and the fifteen-year-old composer thought he
would put her through the coloratura hoops Mozart would have imposed on his best and most
seasoned singers (Fig. 37) [bars 76-79]. (Newbould, 1997, p.140).
Three further comparisons of this 'Ungeduld' pattern with works of other composers were shown in
Nettheim (1996b, p.120).
2

One can attempt to look into the ingredients producing the special quality of this progression: the
gentleness of the effect results partly from the outside voices both moving by step; the colour arises from
3

90
the use of the raised 5th degree, which progresses to its natural state; and to these effects is added the
satisfaction of the dominant seventh note in the top voice resolving normally.
This notion is similar to (though operating on a smaller structural scale than) the transition of
"double deception" type so named by Wollenberg (1998, p.16).
4

An example in Chopin's distinctive style is seen in his Nocturne in F major, Op. 15 no. 1 of 183031 or later, bar 8 (harmonies V/iii- V/1), marked at the vital moment dolcissimo.
5
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D023 Klaglied (Lament)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

op. 13113

Rochlitz.
Voice (f#-g"), piano.
1812.
Dover 13/309 = BrH XX,6; NGA N,6,No.4; Peters 4 p.160.

D023 (1812)

J~iJ. t JJIF"
ist da - hin,

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

r PIU't

mei-ne Freud' ist

ent-fl.oh'n,

Strophic (group of phrases)
"A"

g
21
1-21

Synopsis:
1. My peace and joy are gone. Nature's sounds suggest only lament to me.
2. I did not resist his advances.
3. His presence now makes me want to die.
4. If I could be happy with him once more I could die happy.
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D023

This lied demands close attention as it is probably Schubert's first surviving one,
distinguishing as one must the lied from the long scena. Nevertheless M.J.E. Brown
(1982) does not mention this song at all. The other, and less likely, contender for "first"
is D030 - the exact dates of composition are not known with certainty.
The poem by Friedrich Rochlitz is a simple lament, which suggests comparison with

Gretchen am Spinnrade D118 from Goethe's Faust, beginning identically ("Meine Ruh'
ist dahin" - "My peace is lost").
Opinions on Schubert's setting vary from Reed (1985, p.296) who calls it
"accomplished, stylistically assured", continuing with the remark that "This, Schubert's
first lied, already lays claim to the song as an independent musical form" to Einstein
(1951, pp.48-49) who finds it "a little too much in Mozart's 'cantabile' style". Both
writers complain that the strophic setting does not fit the last three verses musically or
descriptively. Although today's performers would not be likely to vary the repeats of
their own accord, it would have been more likely in the informal environment in
Schubert's day (see Mussard, 1987), but even this could not satisfactorily accommodate
the later verses. Nevertheless there is much to admire in the first verse.
The piano prelude sets the mood well in the space of only two bars. Already with the
first two lines Schubert has shown his flexible attitude to poetic texts by reversing the
subjects in the repetition: to Rochlitz's
Meine Ruh' ist dahin,
Meine Freud' ist entfloh'n,

My peace is lost,
My joy has departed,

Schubert has added

Meine Freud' ist dahin,
Meine Ruh' ist entfloh'n,

My joy is lost,
My peace has departed,

This shows again Schubert's liking for small combinatorial devices, though it might be
considered poetically dubious. This couplet is set first in four bars in the tonic g minor
and then at double speed in two bars with a modulation by means of a free sequence to
the mediant Bb major; by these means the tension is increased.
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The second poetical couplet is set as a musical couplet in the next four bars (bars
9-12). The piano's repeated chords at a moderate tempo serve both for the rustling of the
breeze and for the murmuring of the brook, Schubert's famous brook accompaniment not
yet being present. The bass line might be considered to suffer from stagnation in this
section, taking into account its progression through only a minor second from the last
half of bar 7 to the first half of bar 14, although justification might be found in the
purpose of expressing lamentation monotonously pervading the voices of nature. An
almost unnoticed modulation brings back the tonic for the last line which is reproduced
after an effective false cadence on a diminished seventh chord in bar 16. The missing low
Eb in the accompaniment in bar 14 reminds one ofthe limitations of Schubert's piano, the

lowest note being the low F. The piano's coda brings back the introduction continuing
into bars 3-4 and giving a rounding effect.
On the whole, Reed's verdict "stylistically assured" seems supported.
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D004 Overture in D

(for Der Teufel als Hydraulicus)

(Albrechts.)
Orchestra.
1812?
Dover 119 = BrH 11,1; NGA V,4.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

~

IF F F Ir·
11211 (Allegro.)

1~ 1#1[
I

F IJ

r F I[

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Potpourri(?)
I
D

"A"
D

"B" "C"
D

D

"D"
D

12 64 44
52
155
1- 13- 77- 121- 173-327
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D004
This overture was written for a play Der Teufel als Hydraulikus by J. F. E. Albrecht
(c. 1790). Both editions ofthe Deutsch Schubert catalogue (1951, 1978) reveal that this
play has "been set to music by various composers", but we are not told which
composers. The instrumentation excludes oboes, trumpets, and drums, and Einstein
(1951, p.37) says that it "has the obvious appearance of a suburban affair", while other
standard references pass over it in silence. In view of the un-Schubertian music here, one
would like some assurance that it is not a copy or arrangement from one of the other
composers' settings just referred to.
This piece is exceptional mainly in being unexceptional, that is, it does not show
many of the expected Schubertian individualities. There is no modulation in the whole
327 bars and the harmony is very straightforward. After the ftrst twelve bars the effective
time signature is 6/4 rather than the written 3/4 and all the phrases are based on normal
4-bar ones (counting in bars of 6/4) with, however, many extensions and much variety.
The sense of driving to a climax is notable, and in particular the chain of phrases building
up with successive entries in bars 13-77 can be seen as a distant forerunner of the
opening of the later Quartettsatz D703.
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D128 Twelve Wiener Deutsche
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
lncipits:

Forms
0
No. (1950)
No. (1978)
0
F
Keys
Length Part 1
Length Part 2
Length Part 3

Piano.
1812(?)
Dover 18/992 = BrH XXI,23; NGA VII/2,6; Henle I p.34; Wiener
Urtext II p.24.
The date and the numbering of individual Deutsche have been
revised since the first (1951) Deutsch catalogue.
See the Deutsch (1978) catalogue.

All are 3-part song-forms
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 12 6 11 5 9 10 4
F c Ab E c c F Bb
8 12 12 8 12 12 8 8
4 12 12 12 8 10 8 8
8 8 12 8 12 14 8 8

9 10 11 12
8 7 3 2
D
D
D
F
8 16 8 8
5 12 8 8
8 8 8 4

94

D128
In the following the 1950 numbering has been retained in order to avoid confusion
when consulting earlier editions including the Henle and Wiener U rtext editions, as well
as earlier references in the literature and recordings. 1
A brief introduction (no. 0 in the table) prepares F major. In no. 2 part 1 the intended
division into phrases may seem unclear, compared with part 3, but the assumption of a
musical pulse unit of two written bars clarifies such problems - that is, the effective metre
is 6/4, and the metre is shifted by one notated bar in the later portion of part 3. The

intensely motoric rhythm in no. 6 seems to be developed logically from the previous two
numbers, assuming the earlier ordering; in particular, a pattern of eighth-notes expanding
chromatically is present in no. 5 (expanding downward) and again in no. 6 (expanding
upward). In no. 7 part 3 is clearly shifted, in respect of bar-grouping, by one bar from
part 1, as was already observed in no 2. Elision might be understood in No.9 bar 13 and
no. 10 bars 5 and 9; if that reading is accepted, 5-bar phrases occur. In summary, quite a
wide range of resources is present in a small form.

1 This matter was discussed in Chapter 4. In the present case the older order has the additional
possible advantage of beginning and ending with the same key.
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D642 Viel tausend Sterne prangen
(Many thousands of stars are displayed - first two verses only of Das Feuerwerk)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

[I]

I~## I

Andantino
pl

J)

Viel

r

IF
tau

Form

-

send

Eberhard.
SATB quartet with piano.
1812 (?).
NGA III,2,No. 1.

....-......411!

I[

Ster

J

F iF
ne

pran

Q.
-

gen

D642 (1811 (?))

_,-.....,

~ IF" ; D
am Him

Through-composed, with coda

Verse
1
.
. .
Line
1-2 - 3-4 Keys
D D-A A A-b
Length 12
2 11 11
Bars
1- 13- 15- 26-

2 .
5-6
b-f#
15
37-

. . Coda
7-8 7-8
A-D D
10
11
52- 62-72

Synopsis:
1. The stars are beautiful.
2. I always enjoy them.
(For a translation, see Appendix 1.)

-

mel,
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D642
The writing is homophonic and straightforward, the melody pleasant throughout. The
unacceptable part-writing in bars 32-33 suggests that the grace-notes e as printed in
NGA should be f#. Some attempts are made at representing star-like qualities in the
piano writing, including the 32nd-note tremolos in the right-hand part of bars 61-69, but
these are not nearly as effective as the representation in, for instance, Die Sterne D939
(1828).
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D015 Der Geistertanz
(The Ghost Dance)

Poet:

Matthisson.
Voice (a-e"), piano.
c.1812.
Dover 17/956 = BrHXX,590,p.2; NGA IV,7,Anhang No.5.
There are four versions, the first two being fragments:
Version
Verses
D015
1,2,5(frrst couplet)
D015A
1,2,2a,3.
D116
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,7.
D494
1,2,2, 3,4,5, 6,7(extended).

Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Die bret

ter- ne Kam - mer

der Tod

ten er - hebt,

~

~~~ 1 \B l
Rasch

tan-zen urn Grli - ?er

Wir gau - keln, wir scher- zen

Form
Verse
Keys
Length
Bars

und

mor

sches Ge - bein

bin - ab und em-por, bin - ab

und em- por,

Through-composed (as far as extant)
1
2
c:V c-Bb-g-Eb Eb-eb eb-E
7
20
8
5
182836-

5
E ...

...
41. ..

Synopsis:
1. The cemetery trembles at midnight.
2. We spirits start up a whirling dance.
3. The dogs whine in the distance.
4. The ravens flutter by.
5. We flit up and down.
6. The heart which tormented us is now at rest.
7. Our heart is buried - we happily whisper you farewell!
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D015
This, Schubert's first setting of this text, shows a wide tonal range used expressively.
The deceptive cadence to the bVI harmony when the clock starts striking midnight is
effective. The twelve bass chords which follow are specifically numbered by Schubert on
the score - a method which is almost humorous in its blatant representation. 1 To that is
added an incongruously light-hearted melody used four times here but nowhere else in
this work, as far as the work is extant (see Musical Example 16). Recalling childhood
days, one recognizes this melodic fragment as the last line ofthe nursery tune "Hickory
dickory dock", humorously apposite here. 1 An attempt to provide external evidence that
Schubert was aware of the allusion has so far, not surprisingly, failed. But it is certainly
possible that he was aware of it, for references to that nursery rhyme go back at least as
far as 1744 (1. & P. Opie, 1951, p.206). Further, the following treble part contains in
octaves what seems like another nursery rhyme fragment so far unidentified (bars 23-26).
Very possibly, then, this is an instance of humour in Schubert, here 'schoolboy humour'.
Such instances are rare- cf. A Brendel (1992, p.35): "Schubert... hardly ever aspires to
be comical". No trace of this approach of Schubert's remains in the following setting,
D015A- one might surmise that he had meanwhile been admonished for having been too
blatant and frivolous in D015- nor in the two later settings which have an entirely
different character.

A reader (SY) has kindly pointed out that Schubert was later to represent the striking of midnight
with virtually the same musical resources (but without specifically numbering the strikes) in the lied
Gondelfahrer D808 of 1824.
1
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D015 (c.l812)
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Example 16: Schubert D015 and nursery tunes.

1 The text is: "Hickory dickory dock, I the mouse ran up the clock; I the clock struck one, I the
mouse ran down, I Hickory dickory Dock". This possible relationship was published in Nettheim (1997).
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D015A Der Geistertanz
(The Ghost Dance)
Matthisson.
Voice ([eb]bb-g"), piano.
c.1812.
Dover 17/956 = BrHXX,590,p.4; NGA IV,7,Anhang No.6.
There are four versions (see the Remarks to D015).

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

~

D015A (c.l812)
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Through-composed (as far as extant)

2
1
3
f-c:V c-Eb Eb-c:V65 c c-g-c:V ...
28
12
29
24 ...
8
1294149- 78-101. ..
-

Synopsis: [See D015.]
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D015A
This second version is a fresh start, again showing a wide expressive range. Schubert
has written in the score explicit verbal indications of the music's significance:

Bars:

Introduction:

1- 6

Mitternacht (midnight)

7- 19

Das Heulen der Winde (the howling of the wind)

21-28

Feierliche Stille (solemn calm)
Introduction and accompaniment to verse 2:

49-

Tanz (dance)

Schubert has reproduced verse 2 with his own modification of the poetic text, which
loses the rhyming scheme - a similar recombination of text phrases as was seen in D023.
Included also in this verse is an extreme leap in the voice part in bars 66-67 (b-naturalg"), suggesting that Schubert had not at this stage learned the adult voice's suitable limits,
his vocal expression emerging with what may be regarded as the exaggerated inflections
of a child (see the Musical Example 17). (Cf also the very large leaps down to very low
notes for 'hinab' in D015 bars 43 and 44.) The music unfortunately comes to a premature
halt at bar 77, where more continuity seems to be needed.
~
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D015A (c.1812)
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Example 17. Schubert DO 15A: example of a large vocal leap.

The initial melody of verse 3 may be compared with that of Schlummerlied D527 and
also Sehnsucht D516 (see Musical Example 18). In connection with the faster tempo
indication in the excerpt from D015A, it should be observed that two notated bars in that
excerpt correspond to one notated bar in the other excerpts. The comparisons in this
Example are of the kind which, while not necessarily possessing far-reaching
instructional value in themselves, nevertheless contribute to the documentation of the
skein of typical figures appearing in Schubert's works.
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Example 18. Schubert D015A, D516, D527 comparison.
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D028 Trio in Bb
(Sonata movement)
Piano, Violin and Cello.
27-28 Aug 1812.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

NGA VI,7,No.l.

k-:c-r r 1r

~

D028 (1812)

r 1r

r~f
1

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Sonata-rondo (variant)
"A"

Bb
79
1-

"B"
F
24
80-

"A"

Bb
29
104-

Devel.
g,c
28
133-

"B"
"A"
F
Bb
Bb
78
24
30
161- 239- 263-292
"A"
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D028
Westrup (in Abraham, 1947, p.102) complains ofthis work's "lack of structural
unity", but it will be seen to be rather a matter of lack of structural clarity.
This is Schubert's first approach to sonata-rondo, the largest of one-movement
forms. As a sonata-rondo, it has two main peculiarities: (i) there is a development instead
of a middle theme, and (ii) the frrst recapitulation of the Principal theme (bars
161-216-238) is in the dominant key. The frrst peculiarity loses the central contrast
normally felt to be needed in such a large form so that, contrary to Westrup, there is too

much unity - indeed, the exposition is marked to be repeated, causing the principal
theme, already appearing four times, now to be heard six times. The second peculiarity
seems not entirely unreasonable, but it means that the feeling of a recapitulation is largely
lost; such eccentric key-schemes were met earlier.
The opening theme's first phrase (bars 3-8) is so well poised that one might suspect
that the young Schubert had borrowed it. The subordinate theme, evidently bars 80-88,
is not very strongly contrasted with the principal theme. The recapitulation, as is often
the case, contains a good deal of further developmental material. In summary, a fair
attempt at a large form.
A fine recording exists (LP D028).
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D029 Andante in C
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Remarks:

ITJ

Piano.
9 September 1812.
Dover 51116 = BrHXI,9; NGA VW2,4.
Piano version of D003; see also D032/2, D036/2.

Andante.

I~IL_ji 1;

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

LV

D029 (1812)

J)j J

IJ.

J

Three-part song-form (approximately)
"A"

c

15
1-

:
:
:
:

Devel.
C-G-C
22
16-

"A"

Codetta

18
38-

56-62

c

c
7

101
D029

This piece is Schubert's second surviving work for piano solo, after D002E. It is
musically identical with the fragmentary String Quartet movement D003 throughout the
latter's 29 extant bars. Its beginning appears also in a varied form in D036/II. The music
starts as in Mozart's Overture to "The Marriage of Figaro", as Orel (1941, p.l7) has
pointed out. Some evidence of string-writing remains: the development section, for
instance, might not be considered quite "pianistic" by the standards of the mature
Schubert. As a result of the quartet's being written on the obverse of a page of the string
quartet D032, it is thought possible that it was originally intended as the second
movement of D032.
The theme begins with a nine-bar period (4+5). The "extra" bar is the eighth, and its
insertion is characteristically very expressive, becoming even more so with one of
Schubert's most typical gestures in the corresponding place in the recapitulation (bar 45).
It is unfortunate that the full close in bar 26 arrests the flow of the music at that point, as
again at bar 37. Bar 52 appears to have been rewritten as bar 53, and even in the absence
of crossing-out in the autograph bar 52 one feels that it should be omitted, despite the
fact that the Blirenreiter edition retains it. The coda is effective although, as so often, the
seven-bar phrase seems to be lacking its fmal (eighth) bar- another composer, including
the later Schubert himself, might have written the last bar as two bars, by doubling the
present note-lengths.
From the viewpoint of musical history - not the main concern here - the small lyrical
piano piece, of which this is a good example, may be seen as a culmination of the
Bohemian line of J.A.Benda, J.A.Stepan, J.L.Dusek, A.Reicha, J.V.Tomaschek and
J.H.Vorisek- see Vogel (1973).
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D030 Der Jiingling am Bache
(The Youth by the Brook)
Poet:

Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

(I]

Schiller.
Voice (c'-g"), piano.
24th September 1812.
Dover 13/308 = BrH XX,5; NGA N,4; Peters 8, 138.
For later settings, see D192, D638.

Allegretto.

D030 (1812)

I'~., J~ pIr· .PJ J IS J J3 tJI r· J\t1

n IJ t t

Ander Quel-le sass der Kna-be, Blu- men_ wander sich_ zum _ Kranz,

Form

Modified strophic

Verse
1
2
4
3
Material "A1" "A2" "A3" A4"
Length
24
22
24
18
Bars
125- 47- 71-88

Synopsis:

1. A youth sat by a stream, reflecting on his rapidly passing youthfulness.
2. It seems strange that I'm depressed, at this time of joy and hope.
3. It is because I cannot reach my desired one.
4. Come to me and we'll be happy.
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D030
Either this work or D023, of uncertain date, is Schubert's first surviving lied. The
main criticism of D023, that the one verse which had been set did not serve the other
verses well, does not apply here since the form is "modified strophic", the modifications
being considerable and reflecting appropriately the four verses. Orel (1941, p.l7) has
shown the close relationship of D030 to Schubert's Metastasio exercises for Salieri,
DOl?.
The accompaniment is the first of Schubert's many "brook" accompaniments in a lied.
It is not yet quite as seamlessly arranged as he would later be able to do. In the codetta
to the first verse Schubert's harmonic progress is seen in the correct use of a quite distant
chord: the Italian augmented sixth of the submediant (bar 22). The heavy grief of the
second verse is set in a manner which has been described as "a kind of declamation,
neither true recitative nor true arioso" (Reed 1987, p.32, referring to bars 38-41). A long
appoggiatura typical of Schubert's style (both his early and later style) appears in bar 46.
The diminished seventh for "ach" (bar 59) may today be considered rather hackneyed,
although it was probably less so in Schubert's time.
The style of the whole song is very Mozartean. A resemblance is seen to Mozart's

Abendempfindung K523 (1787), but the relationship is a general one, not one of
borrowing; both are in F major with a similar accompaniment figure (compare Reed,
1985, p.240 cited in the discussion ofDlOO). Other Mozart songs seem to peep in at
times too, and the brief simple cadence as a codetta after the last verse is a final
Mozartean touch.
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D031 Kyrie
(for a Mass in D minor)
Liturgy.
Soprano, tenor, choir, orchestra, organ.
25 September 1812.
Dover 6/171 = BrH XIV,14; NGA 1,5.

Text:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
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Mostly homophonic, then fugato, keys d,F,d.

Text [Int] Kyr Kyr-Chr [Link] Chr Kyr[Fugal] Kyr [Fugal]
Keys
d
d
d-F
F
F
d
d
Leng 22
37
8
11
32
34
86
Bars
1- 23606879111145-230
Kyr = Kyrie eleison, Chr = Christe eleison.

Synopsis: Lord/Christ/Lord have mercy upon us.
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D031
Schubert did not complete this first attempt at a Mass, but what he has done is
impressive, especially for a fifteen-year-old. The instrumentation is: flute, oboes,
bassoons, trumpets in D, timpani in D and A, strings, organ and SATB choir. The vocal
ranges are wide, the basses' being two full octaves, and the sopranos' tessitura is high,
occasionally dwelling in the neighbourhood of a" for some time, as in bars 177-183.
After the introduction reaches the dominant the first Kyrie begins tutti, the soprano
part being wide-ranging in the extreme and the bass having once more the lamento topos.
The choral writing is not conventional four-part writing - for instance, there are parallel
octaves between soprano and tenor in bars 27-28. Diminished seventh chords appear in
most phrases, perhaps reflecting the "fear of the Lord".
The overlapping of the text "Kyrie" in the bass voice with "Christe" in the other
voices at the point of transition is effective (bars 60-67). This phrase contrasts greatly
with the previous material. The almost minimum range of the melody here (and also of
the harmony and counterpoint) are typical of some later lieder, for example Wandrers

Nachtlied D768, of which the piano introduction in bars 1-2 is especially to be noted (see
Musical Example 19). Such writing has a calm but moving effect. Especially
characteristic is the mere movement of the melody up a semitone and back again in bars
61-63. This comparison shows that the mood ofD768 was already latent in Schubert at
this early stage. (The tempo indications evidently reflect the different choices of metrical
notation, the note values differing by a factor of 4.)
One of the highlights of the "Christe" section, in the relative major, is a very beautiful
phrase in bars 95-100: here the soprano and tenor soloists move in parallel tenths
throughout, other ingredients producing the beauty including the melodic tum in bar 97
and the opening-out to the subdominant in contrary motion between melody and bass in
bars 97-98. Assuming this is not taken from a model, it shows great progress (see
Musical Example 20). 1
The final Kyrie section is fugal in two sections, each on the same subject. In the
second section Schubert has made two attempts at stretto (bars 157-170), the limited
success of which shows his lack ofknowledge of the basis for writing this type of
counterpoint. In general the counterpoint does not show improvement, but it does show
both his great wish to master it and the need for instruction if that mastery were to be
attained.
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Example 19. Schubert D031 bars 60-67 (reduction), D768 bars 1-2.
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Example 20. Schubert D031 bars 95-100.

Its beauty is hardly affected by the realisation that it follows the same path as the opening phrase
of the calypso song "Jamaica Farewell" by Lord Burgess (New York: Shari Mus. Pub. Corp., 1955) as
sung by Harry Belafonte, even to the extent of the parallel thirds appearing in the accompaniment.
Rather, this probably reflects the capacity of the common resources of music to be applied in many
different ways.
1
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D032 String Quartet in C
String quartet.
September to October 1812.
I
Dover 2/2A =BrH V,2; NGA VI,3/4.
II
NGA VI,3/4.
III
Dover 2/2A =BrH V,2; NGA VI,3/4.
IV
Dover 19pp53-63 (bars 170-390) =
BrHV,2 (bars 170-390); NGA VI,3/4.
I
C
Presto
II
a
Andante
III
C+F
Menuetto (Allegro) & Trio
IV
c-C
Allegro con spirito

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Movements:

6/8.
6/8.
3/4.
3/4.

D032 First movement:

OJ

0032-1 (1812)

Presto.

y

1,1 J.

i

I
ill]

(Presto.)

1,1 pr·

dolce

It tJ

Form
Matl "A"
Keys c
Leng 39
Bars 1-

D 'I

'I

IF

'i'

r

'I

lg

'I

r

'I

Sonata (variant)
"B"
F
32
40-

"C"

c

14
72-

"A'" :
C-G :
32
:
:
86-

Devel.
"A" etc. "C"
d,a,C
c
c
:
67
11
60
: 118245-255
185-

:

:

:

:
:

:
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D032
This quartet was not published in complete form untill954 (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf &
Hartel, edited by M.J.E. Brown), so earlier commentators had access only to the first,
third, and the final part of the fourth movements, published in the BrH complete works.
The metres of the movements do not show the usually desirable variety: 6/8, 6/8, 3/4,
3/4, similar in this respect to D018. (The old Deutsch catalogue (1951, p.33) had placed
the Andante after the Minuet, which would at least break up the metre repetitions.)

D032/I
Westrup (in Abraham 1947, p.89) pointed out that the first movement "seems to
have been written after hearing Mozart's symphony in the same key, K.338 [1780] ".
Westrup must have been referring not to Mozart's first movement, which has no evident
connection with the Schubert one, but to his last movement, Allegro vivace 6/8:

Mozart K338 III:
Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Sonata
"B" "C"
G
G
42 25 67
1- 43- 68-

"A"

c

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

Devel "A"
"B"
"C"
G,c
c
c
c
44
30
25
71
135- 179- 209- 234-304

The Mozart and Schubert movements have in common the running 6/8 eighth-notes,
although these are used in rather different manners by the two composers. Some other
figures are also present in common, as for example the wide skips between single notes
in Mozart's bars 31-32 and Schubert's 74-75, and again the back-and-forth arpeggios in
Mozart's bars 115-123 and Schubert's 157-159. It appears that there is sufficient
evidence to establish occasional resemblance but not the role of a model.
Considering now Schubert's movement by itself, the beginning is in plain octaves, as
so often in first movements throughout his life (e.g. the Piano Sonatas D279, D557,
D567/568, D575, D613, D625, D784, D840, D845). There appear to be two
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subordinate themes, but the only one ("B ") which is not in the tonic is not recapitulated,
and Einstein justifiably wrote:

[The first movement] contains some brilliant writing for strings with its humming
rhythm and its violent unison passages, but the [sonata-allegro] form is not yet
mastered. In the exposition Schubert falls back too often on the tonic, and he is not
yet capable of writing a real development. The movement captures the 'spirit' of a
quartet, but it is not a quartet movement. (Einstein, 1951, p.33).

Throughout the movement there is an emphasis on motivic unity, although apparently
more out of a sense of duty than from real conviction.
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D032 Second movement:
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Form
Material
Keys
Bars
Length

First rondo (approximately)
"A"

a
116

"B"
a-C
1731

Link
c-a
485

"A'"

a
53-78
26

t ¥:11
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D032/II
The principal theme is a miniature three-part song-form, having clarity but not yet
high quality. The modulation from a minor to C major in bars 42-45 is effective, but one
recalls that the same harmonic progression was used in the first movement bars 83-86,
and even in the same keys. This impressive modulation turns out to have been made for
no subsequent purpose, just for its own sake, for there is an immediate return to the
tonic a minor. The recurrence of the principal theme is particularly interesting for its
formal construction. It is still in three-part form, now with no repeats but with the
second section (parts two and three) reproduced:

Principal theme:
Part
Keys
Length
Bars

1
a
6
1-

2

a-E
4
7-

1
a
6
11-16

Recurrence:
Part
Keys
Length
Bars

1
a-F
6
53-

2

a-E
4
59-

1
a-C
6
63-

2

a:V
4
69-

1
a-a
6
73-78

The interesting feature is the deliberate ending of part 1 at first in the "wrong" key of C
major (bar 68), and its subsequent "correction" in the last part. Particularly pleasing is
the way in which Schubert has prepared the way for the modulatory third part (bars
63-68) by introducing a modulation into the first part (bars 53-58). Precedents for such a
"correction" procedure might perhaps be found in the works of other composersindeed, its application to the exposition of the sonata-allegro form is the tonal basis for
that form - but Schubert later used the procedure frequently and in his own special ways
(examples will soon be seen in 0036/11 and D036/III).
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D032 Third movement:
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Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Minuet & Trio
Menuetto Trio (Menuetto da capo)
F
c
c
32
32
32
133-64
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D032/III
The Menuetto of the third movement is very Haydnesque; its opening material is
similar to that of the first movement. It has the somewhat unusual repeat pattern of
A :I: BB'A :I, that is, the second of the three parts is repeated individually as well as
jointly with the first part.
One of Schubert's flrst uses of cross-metre (a term used here to mean x
incommensurate units in the space of y bars - in this case 3 in 2 or hemiola) - possibly
the frrst - occurs in bars 5-6. The notational practice at Schubert's time did not allow
explicit written changes of metre in such cases, and his solution here was to use three
sforzando markings for the temporary metre and a forte-piano marking at the resumption
of the main metre. Other early examples are: D07 4/III Trio bars 67-68 and D 112/IV bars
123-124 (all these early cases have been string quartets - see Musical Example 21); see
also D084/12a bars 84-88 for a different kind of cross-metre: 4 units in the space of 3
bars. Although it is still hard to be certain that there were no other early cases, this is an
example of a result obtained from the present method (searching in the original bar-bybar analyses for a key-word, in this case 'cross-metre') which could hardly otherwise
have been obtained. It is in any case important to be aware of this sforzando notation in
the many examples in his later works, including the Impromptu D899/4 bars 68-71 and
the Klavierstiick D946/2 bar 35.
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Example 21. Examples of cross-metre or hemiola: Schubert D032/II, D074, D112/IV.
The Trio was also arranged for piano solo as D128 no. 12, there in F instead of C. Its
form is a more conventional three-part song-form, but its phrase divisions show some
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ambiguities which are quite challenging to the analyst. One of these ambiguities occurs in
the return of the first part where the insertion of bar 27 has the side-effect of suggesting
a displacement of the phrasing by one bar, so that the last four bars (29-32) may be heard
as a phrase. This lack of clarity of intention might be considered a shortcoming of the
composition, though it is acknowledged that ambiguity, when well controlled, can have a
legitimate place.
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D032 Fourth movement:
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Allegro con spirito

D032-4 (1812)
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Form

r

It r

Sonata

Matl "A"
"B" Dev
: :Dev "A" "B" Dev
Coda
Keys C C C-Eb Eb eb Eb Bblflc:V: : X c
c G d C c
Leng
94
13117 14
: : 99
19 30 57
9 13
15
Bars 162- 76: :170-269-288-318-375-390
1

1

91

1

1

1

1

I

X

=

various keys

1
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0032/IV
This movement shows another attempt at sonata-allegro form, full of events
revealing much thought. Here, apparently for the first time, the keys of the principal and
subordinate themes are conventional: c,Eb in the exposition and c,C in the recapitulation.
However, there is no shortage of unconventional features. The principal theme is a
Theme and four Variations, 1 which is too static a form for the normal sonata-allegro
organism. The subordinate theme is followed by extensive development within the
exposition, including some attempts at stretto (bars 76-92, 100-118) which in the latter
case was easy to write because the melodic material there spans only an interval of a
third. The exposition ends on, rather than in, the dominant. The development proper
which follows is not shortened at all whereas, on account of the development already
provided, it might well have been.
In the recapitulation the principal theme is reduced from four variations to one but,
as if to compensate for this, the subordinate theme is provided with a variation - that
variation, however, precedes its theme. Thus, by enthusiastically permuting everything in
sight, Schubert has produced not a Theme and Variation but a Variation and Theme!
Key management is applied logically in the developmental part of the recapitulation, for
whereas in the developmental part of the exposition the music starting from Eb (bar 75)
led to c: V, here starting from C (bar 317) would lead, by a parallel calculation, to a: V the shift which rescues the situation, so as to end not in a but in C, comes at bar 365.
The large amount of developmental material in the movement has contributed to its great
length.

In summary, this is a very long work showing much thoughtfulness and progress.

1 A more accurate term than 'variations' might be 'varied presentations', for the lengths are not
uniform.
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D036 String Quartet in Bb
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Movements:

String quartet.
19 Nov 1812-22 Feb 1813.
Dover 2/25 = BrH V,3; NGA VI,3/5.
See the following discussion.
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D036
This work is modelled in a general sense on Haydn's Quartet Op. 76 No.2 in d minor
of 1797, as has been pointed out by Einstein (1951, p.33). Reed (1987, p.35) comments
that the middle movements are the best of Schubert's early quartets, but that
The outer movements are less impressive, and it is interesting that a few months after
completing the quartet he wrote two further movements in B flat, an opening Allegro
and a Finale [D068]. They are usually regarded as a separate work, but the possibility
that they were intended to replace the corresponding movements of D 36 cannot be
excluded.

The comparison between the Schubert and Haydn works holds with respect to the
arrangement of movements (keys, metres, bars):

I
II
III
IV

Schubert
Allegro
Bb 4!4
Andante
Bb 6/8
Menuetto
Bb 3/4
Trio
D
3/4
Allegretto Bb 2/4

230
61
80
78
334

Haydn
Allegro
Andante ...
Menuetto
Trio
Vivace assai

d 4/4
6/8
d 3/4
D 3/4
d 2/4

D

154
67
37
43
267

The metres are the same, while the tempos and narrow range of keys are similar and the
durational proportions just a little less so.
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Form
Matl
Keys
Leng
Bars

Sonata (eccentric)
"A"

Bb
25
1-

"B"
Bb
6
26-

"A'"

Bb
30
32-

"B"
F
30
62X

:
:
:
:

:
:

Devel

:

65
92(2)-

:

X

= various

keys

"A"

Bb
38
157-

"B'"
Bb
7
195-

"A'"

Bb
29
202-230

112
D036/I

Haydn's first movement form is shown here:

Haydn, Quartet Op. 76/2 I:
Sonata

Form
Matl "A" "B"
Keys d
F
Leng 12 19
Bars 1- 13-

(Devel)
F
13 12
32- 45f

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

Dev

"A"

X

d
14
99-

42
57-

"B'
d
26
113II

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

Coda
d
16
139-154

Whether or not it is significant, the percentages of the three main sections are rather
similar (Schubert 40,28,32 versus Haydn 36,28,36). Haydn's rather loosely organized
movement is not a very suitable one as a model for early studies of form; for instance,
the considerable amount of development within Haydn's exposition may have led to
Schubert's over-indulgence in that respect. A number of thematic fragments are present
in common. Schubert's idea of giving the exposition's subordinate theme first in the tonic
and only later in the dominant suggests again a lack of understanding of the essentials of
the form, but it also shows his willingness to experiment. As Schubert's idea of
development at this time involved little more than variation, his exposition of the
principal theme (apart from the unwise insertion of the subordinate theme in the tonic,
just mentioned) amounts to a one-phrase theme and six variations (bars 1-25, 32-61). 1
Haydn has used a good deal of contrapuntal treatment including stretto and Schubert has
as usual tried to follow suit.

1

As in the discussion of 0032/IV, the term 'varied presentations' may be preferable.
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D036 Second movement:
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Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

~

¥

First rondo
"A"

Bb( -bb)
30
1-

"B"
Cb
8
31-

"A"

G-g-Bb
18
39-

Coda
Bb
5
57-61

¥
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D036/II
Haydn's second movement is, like Schubert's, a first rondo form:

Haydn, Quartet Op. 76/2 II
First rondo

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

"B" "A" Coda
Bb D
D
10
15 16 26
1- 16- 32- 58-67

"A"
D

in which "A" is an incipient 3-part song-form and "B" a 2-part form (part 1 reproduced).
The recurrence is highly ornamented. Schubert's form is harder to discern because of the
extra variability incorporated, but the correspondence can be made as in the earlier
diagram, where "A" is again a 3-part song-form (extended to five parts on its first
occurrence) and "B" a 1-part form. Schubert's enharmonic modulation in bars 37-38 (cb

=b =ili/G) is interesting and quite effective. Schubert's recurrence in a "wrong" key (G
major at bar 39) subsequently to be "corrected" is typical- compare the previous quartet
D032 II. Schubert's principal theme begins as a varied form of the beginning of the
Overture to Mozart's "The Marriage of Figaro" (other early works recalling the same
opera are D026, D029, D084/8 and D107).
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D036 Third movement:
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Material Minuet Trio Link
Da Capo
Keys
D
Bb
Bb-D
D
Length
12
80
66
80
Bars
181- 147-158
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D036/III
Haydn's Menuetto is "the famous so-called 'Witches' Minuet"' (R. Hughes, 1966,
p.49). It is a 3-part song-form featuring canon at one bar between the upper and lower
strings. The trio is also a 3-part song-form featuring minor/major apposition. Both
features would have appealed strongly to Schubert, but he did not follow them here certainly he lacked the knowledge to write such canons.
Schubert's Menuetto and Trio were added later (Deutsch and Aderhold, 1978, p.29).
The Menuetto is a 3-part song-form in which part 3 ends in the "wrong" key- an
extension then "corrects" this, similarly to the scheme of the previous movement. The
Trio is quite coherent despite some harmonic intricacy. The initial link in the first two
bars provides one of Schubert's favourite modulations throughout his life: dwelling on
the previous tonic (here D) and then moving directly down a major third (to Bb). Indeed,
that modulation appears in the fourth movement, bars 16-18, again from D (as V of vi)
to Bb. The link back from the Trio to the Menuetto uses a typical Schubertian
modulation: Bb: I- I aug- vi= D: iv- iv aug 6th- V (bars 147-158). The same
progression was used by Mozart in the first movement of his String Quartet K464 in A
major (1785): the transition in the exposition moves first from a minor to C major and
thence to E major with the progression just mentioned (Mozart's bars 25-36). 1

1

This comparison was kindly pointed out to me by a reader (BN).
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Form
Material
Keys
Length(Bar)
Length(BrH)
Bars (Bar)
Bars (BrH)

Sonata (variant)
"A"

"A'"

Bb
50
48
11-

Eb
24
24
5149-

"B" Devel "A"
Eb
X
Bb
45
38
86
37
45
86
75- 113- 15873- 110- 155-

"B"
"A'"
Coda
Bb
Bb
Bb
45
33
13
45
33
14
244- 289- 322-334
241- 286- 319-332
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D036/IV

Some bars are added and some subtracted in the Barenreiter edition of Schubert's
finale, compared to the Breitkopf & Hartel edition:

Breitkopf & Hartel
47- 48
109
331-332

->
->
->

Barenreiter
47- 50
111-112
334

Difference
+2

+1
-1

The differences are of little consequence, but complicate the bar-references. The form is
a variant of sonata form with two subordinate themes in the same key (very unusually the
subdominant), the first, "A"', however, being virtually a variant ofthe principal theme.
Note the reversed order of the "A"' and "B" themes in the recapitulation. The form is not
very convincing and the developmental material is not very notable. Still, it is another
attempt at large-scale form.
Haydn's finale is also in sonata form with no repeats:

Haydn, Quartet Op. 76/2 IV:
Form
Material "A"
Keys
d
Length
62
Bars
1-

Sonata
"B" Devel
F
X
31
54
63- 94-

"B"
D
75
45
148- 223-267
"A"
d

The work may be summarised as follows: the frrst two movements show Schubert
paying quite close attention to his Haydn model, the third movement is fairly effective,
but the last shows no real progress in the handling of large forms.
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D037 Die Advokaten
(The Lawyers), Op. 74
T,T,B (c'-a",d'-f'#,G-e'b), piano.
Engelhart.
25-27 Dec 1812.
Dover 12/266 = BrHXIX,1; NGA III,3.
Originally composed and published in 1805 by Anton Fischer (17781808). Schubert copied it, and a later version has some revisions
sanctioned by Schubert.

Forces:
Poet:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
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Three sections

Section
1
2
3
Singers Lawyers Sempronius L & s
Keys
G-D-G
G-C-F-Bb
G
Metres
2/2
2/4
3/4
Length
61
44
95
Bars
157-200
162-

Section 1:
Section 2:
Section 3:

Synopsis:
A very simple comical sketch.
Two lawyers demand payment from their client Sempronius.
Sempronius tries unsuccessfully to defend himself.
Sempronius finally joins the lawyers with humorous enthusiasm in
celebrating the strength of the law.
(For a translation, see Appendix 1.)
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The key scheme is amusing: the lawyers demand payment firmly in G, Sempronius's
solo moves to successively flatter keys as the lawyers flatten his attempts to deal with
their demands, and the finish in which they all join forces is again in G. The music
contains nothing remarkable at all, and a detailed comparison of Schubert's version with
Fischer's would be unlikely to be instructive, especially as it is not certain that Schubert
made the revisions. Einstein (1951, p.344) justifiably evaluated the work as "completely
worthless and absurd"; its existence is a reminder of the low standard of some of the
texts with which Schubert became involved.
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D044 Todtengraberlied
(Grave-digger's Song)
HOlty.
Voice (bass) (B-e'), piano.
19 Jan 1813.
Dover 13/310= BrHXX,7; NGAIV,6,No.6.
D038 is another setting, for T,T,B.

Poet:

Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

ITJ

Ad libitum

12=•1 fJ

Allegretto

r r lr

Gra - be, Spa- ten,

Form
Verse
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

~

r:;.,.

IF r tF vI

gra - be!

Al - les, was

ich

r
ha

Modified strophic
1
2
3
"A"
"A1" "A2" Tr
(e-)G c
C-G G-e
19
20
15
8
120- 40- 55-

Synopsis:
1. My job of grave-digging suits me well.
2. Some of the people I bury were prominent.
3. Some were attractive.
4. = 1.

1
"A"
(e-)G
21
63-83

D044 (1813)
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D044
Einstein (1951, p.49) outlines the origin ofthe song-type "Lied im Volkston", dealing
with individual professions, thus explaining its cheerfulness. The character is indeed close
to that of a folk-song, though there is more variety over the three verses than in a typical
folk-song. Einstein considers it to be in e minor, but apart from the first two bars it is in
G major. There may be missing bass notes in bars 16-17, compared with bars 78-79. The
last two bars, 82-83, remind one of the characteristic figure of Der Einsame D800 bars
2-3 in the same key and with a similar mood of contentment (see Musical Example 22).
The song is competently put together but has little significance.
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Example 22. Schubert D044, D800 comparison.
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D045 Kyrie
Forces:
Text:
Date:
Editions:

SATB choir.
Liturgy.
1 Mar 1813.
Dover 6/178 = BrHXIV,21; NGA 1,5.

fo

F

son,

Form
Text
Kyrie
Material "A1"
Keys
Bb
Length
11
Bars
1-

r
e

~

If
-

lei

Three parts
Christe
"A2"
g-Bb:V
15
12-

Kyrie
"A1"
Bb
11
27-37

Synopsis: Lord/Christ/Lord have mercy upon us.

D

D045 (1813)

r

son,

t

I

118
D045
This mostly chordal setting is simple but very impressive. Reed (1987, p.16)

comments that it has "something of the profound simplicity which Mozart was able to
call upon". That is especially notable at Schubert's age of 16.
Each part has three phrases; the lengths in part one are 3,3,5 bars, in part two 4,4,6
and a silent bar. The modulation in bars 24-25 is a highlight, though the five harmonies
are simply c = Bb:ii- II=V/V- diminished seventh ofV- 164- V.
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D046 String quartet in C
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Movements:

String Quartet.

3-7 March 1813.

Dover 2/26 =BrH V,4; NGA V1,3/6.
I
C
Adagio - Allegro con moto.
II
G
Andante con moto.
·
III
Bb & C Menuetto & Trio.
IV
C
Allegro.

119
D046
The movements were printed in the order shown, which is the most common order
for a string quartet. However, that reverses the order ofthe inner movements as written
in the parts. Other instances ofthe less usual order were mentioned by Reed (1987,
p.52): the String Quartet in Eb, D087 (November 1813) and the Violin Sonata in A,
D574 (August 1817). To those may be added the String Quartet D018 (1810 or 1811)
and the Piano Sonata in B, D575 (August 1817). It seems most likely that Schubert
intended the less usual order in D046 but, to avoid confusion, the printed order will be
followed here. In the key-scheme the Menuetto's Bb is a little eccentric.
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D046 First movement:

ITJ

D046-1 (1813)

Adagio.

12=e J
[1QJ

I~
~

Allegro con moto.

l~tlJJJJ]JJ
p . ....
~

In t IJ#nha t IT r I

t

~

(Allegro con moto.)

l~e r

p dolce

crr rrr r
1

3

3

Form
Material Int
Keys
c
Length
19
Bars
1-

Sonata (eccentric key-scheme)
"A"

c

23
20-

"B" Tr ( "B")
C-G
c
11
10
4354-

C'ta
G
18
64-

Link
G-C
82(1)-

Material Int "A"
"B" Tr ( "B") C'ta Coda
Keys
G
G
G
G-C
c
c
Length
10
30
12
9
10
14
Bars
150- 160- 190- 202- 211- 222-235

:
:
:
:

Dev
69
82(2)-

120
D046/I
Both themes are in the tonic in the exposition, both in the dominant in the
recapitulation. The tonal scheme depends upon the transition after both themes have
been presented: I-V in the exposition, V-I in the recapitulation. Either Schubert
understood sonata-allegro form fairly well and was experimenting wildly, or he
understood it only in a superficial way. The latter explanation seems the more likely,
though Carner and Westrup in Abraham (1947, pp.30-31, 90) seem to assume Schubert
understood the implications of his experiment.
The Adagio introduction strongly suggests the one in the first movement of Mozart's
'Dissonance' Quartet inC, K465, as mentioned by Einstein (1951, p.34) and Reed (1987,
p.15). Indeed, the similarity between the movements extends beyond the introductions to
include some of the materials of the movements proper. Neither of the authors just
mentioned refers to Schubert's eccentric form, and it is worth while comparing Mozart's
conventional one:

Form

Sonata

Material Int "A"
Keys
c c
Length
22 22
Bars
1- 23Material
Keys
Length
Bars

"A"

c

21
155-

Tr "B" ucn
C-G G
G
11 16 20
45- 56- 72-

C'ta
G
15
92-

ncn

C'ta

"B"Tr

c

16
176-

c

c

20
15
192- 212-

:

Dev

:
:
:

48
107Coda

c

20
227-246

We return now to Schubert's movement. The introduction constitutes a primitive
attempt at something like fugato with stretto, and so is a distant forerunner of the

Quartettsatz D703 in which Schubert attained perfection in that technique. The
introduction's ending here firmly on the tonic reduces somewhat its effectiveness in its
introductory role. Thematic unity is present, as has been pointed out by Whaples (1968,
p.191) and by Williams (1997, pp.167-169), the latter mentioning that the descending
chromatic fourth (lamento topos) with which the Adagio begins is referred to throughout
the following Allegro. But the control of the movement's form may in general be
considered rather weak.
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D046 2nd Movement: (as printed- from the parts this is the 3rd movement)

D046-2 (1813)

1,;:-aj J1) It@
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(Andante con moto.)
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Form

1

First Rondo

Material "A"
Keys
G
Length
20
Bars
1-

"B"
e
18
21-

"A"

e-C-G
29
39-67

D046 3rd movement: (as printed-- from the parts this is the 2nd movement)

IIJ

Menuetto. Allegro.

~~~~~J J IJF

D046-3 (1813)
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11031 Trio.
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Form
Material "A"
Keys
Bb
Length
98
Bars
1-

Minuet & Trio
I
"B"
Tr
DaCapo
C:V
c
e-Bb
4
30
8
99- 103- 133-140

121
D046/II
The style ofthis movement suggests an influence of Haydn, as Einstein (1951, p.34)
noted. The opening period of 4 + 3 = 7 bars is worth noting as a scheme Schubert used
at times later, for instance in the Piano Sonata in A, D664 (1819), second movement
(also 3/4 Andante and again bars 1-7).

D046/III

Einstein claims a resemblance to Beethoven's 1st Symphony, but the resemblance
seems not very close except for the Trio theme. Bars 5-7 of the Minuet remind one of
Beethoven's Piano Sonata inC Op.2/3 IV, though that relationship may well be
coincidental. An unusual feature is the key relationship Bb - C between the Minuet and
the Trio.
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D046 4th movement:
D046-4 (1813)
,...-...,_

It
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(Allegro.)
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Form

Sonata or First Rondo

Material "A":
Keys
c :
Length
21 :
Bars
1- :

Tr
C-G
17
22-

"Bl" "B2" Tr
G
D-e
G
13
22
9
39- 52- 74-

Dev

Tr

"Bl" "B2"

"A'"

X

67
83-

Matl
Keys
Length
Bars

21
150-

Note

"B2" could be considered transitional

"A"

c

c-c

c

c

Tr

c-c

c

Coda

c

17
13
22
8
10
8
171- 188- 201- 223- 231- 239-248

I

122
0046/IV

This movement is the one which has been most admired in this quartet, Einstein
(1951, p.32) calling it "a little masterpiece" and even hearing a link to the String Quintet
0956 (ibid., p.334).
It is virtually monothematic, except for the "B2" material. The form is not standard:
the succession of themes and keys suggests sonata form without repeats, yet the
character of the thematic material suggests a rondo, in which the two themes are
reproduced. A similar form, and a similar dilemma for the analyst, will be seen later in
0112/IV. This is perhaps Schubert's first large-scale movement that could fairly be said
to be well put together. The various deceptive cadences and antimodulations have been
handled quite convincingly, and the movement ends with a certainty and strength which
seem foreign to the Schubert of this time. Though many features suggest the influence of
Haydn, an extensive search has so far failed to reveal a specific model.
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D048 Fantasy
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Movements:

Piano four hands.
Apr - 10 June 1813.
Dover 4/92 = BrH IX,32; NGA VII/1, 1.
I
1-213, 213 bars
c,
II
214-288, 75 bars
Bb
III
289-489, 201 bars
Bb
N
490-504, 15 bars
Db
V
505-584, 80 bars
Bb

Adagio; Allegro agitato.
Andante amoroso.
Allegro.
Adagio.
Fuga. Allegro maestoso

D048 First movement:

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Fugue
Int Exp
c:V c
4 40
1- 5Exp

=

Ep
Eb
19
45-

Entry
Eb-Bb:V
32
64-

Ep
Entry Recap Link
Bb-F F-c:V c
c-Bb:V
42
22
40
14
96- 138- 160- 200-213

exposition, Ep

=

episode

123
0048
Several derivations from Beethoven in this work were shown and discussed in
Nettheim (1991). Comparison could also be considered between Schubert's 0048 and
Mozart's Allegro and Andante (Fantasie in F minor) K608 for mechanical organ in a
clock (1791), at least in that both works begin and end with fugues.

0048/1
The form is fugue as Schubert then understood it, or a variety or fantasy kind of
fugue - the fantasy element being that the episodes are non-contrapuntal. The
introductory bars are written in bare triple octaves; one may compare in this respect the
bare octaves beginning 0032/1 and the discussion there. The form of the fugal exposition
is Schubert's customary one, together with an 11-bar codetta:

Soprano s X X X s
Alto
- s y X s
Tenor
- - s y X
- - - s X
Bass
Bars
5 11 19 25 33
S

=

subject, x
y

= rest,

=
=

1st countersubject
2nd countersubject

His countersubjects happen to form invertible counterpoint, but he might not have
recognised that - in any case he makes no use of it, the first countersubject always lying
above the second one. Note that the tenor entry avoids the high g"' because of the
limitation of the range of Schubert's piano. For the first episode, which is not
contrapuntal but lyrical, the new key of Eb is reached simply by holding the note G while
the bass takes up Eb, a very typical Schubert modulation. The secondo accompaniment
in this episode is also similar to many of Schubert's later lieder accompaniments. The
episode appears over a pedal point on the local tonic Eb, a standard fugal resource but
applied here in a place (the first episode) where it is not appropriate, indicating once
more Schubert's shaky knowledge of counterpoint in general and fugue in particular. The
entry in bar 64 features stretto. The second episode uses the same melody as the first,
now without pedal point. The entry at bar 138 features a not very successful attempt at

stretto maestrale.
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D048 Second movement:

12141 Andante amoroso
,....-.......

p

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

First rondo with miniature themes
"B"
Tr
"A"
Cd'ta
Bb
Db Db-bb:V Bb
Bb: I-V
14
12
9
19
21
214- 228- 240249- 268-288
"A"

124
D048/II
Einstein (1951, p.32) claims that this movement is "modelled directly on the
Andantino in Mozart's C minor Fantasia (K475)", a claim which seems hard to justify.
The modulation to the second key (bars 227-228) involves stepping down a major third
(as in I bars 43-46). The subordinate theme harmonies almost exactly anticipate those in
the subordinate theme of the first movement of the "Unfinished" Symphony D759,
moving from I chromatically to ii and back again to I. The major/minor contrast, later to
be famous, is also already present in bars 249-256.
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D048 Third movement:

12891

Allegro

I'~'· e

D048/3 (1813)

lj

d IJ t

J

Form

Unconventional

Material
"A"
Dev
Coda
Keys
Bb-c#-E-g X
f
Length
73
84
44
Bars
289362- 446-489
X

=

various keys

-

I

125
D048/III
The unconventional form served here for experimentation with some other
compositional resources. The opening of this movement strongly suggests the opening of
the Allegro of Beethoven's 'Pathetique' sonata Op. 13 (1798-99) (see Musical Example
23); the successive passages marked 'X' and· 'Y' in the Example from Beethoven are
combined by Schubert simultaneously, again marked 'X' and 'Y'. Many further
resemblances occur in what follows. For instance, the choice of the key of c# (Bb:biii) in
bar 333 may be compared with Beethoven's key of eb (c:biii) for the second theme in his
Sonata. Among possible limitations may be noted parallel fifths in bar 316 and 345 and a
contorted modulation in bars 321-337.
The large-scale scheme involves (i) large sequences and (ii) sequences within
sequences (nested sequences), looking forward to such similar occasions as the last
movement of the c minor Piano Sonata D958. The sequences apparently do not have a
tonal function, but just serve as an ad hoc way to generate a large structure.
The development section includes some contrapuntal material (bars 368-390) and
some rapidly modulating sequences (bars 431-446).
The coda includes many cadences in f minor. The ascending and descending
harmonic minor scale passages in bars 470-481 secondo are rather reminiscent of a
section near the end of Beethoven's 'Appassionata' sonata 3rd movement. The rocking
thirds in bars 482-489 secondo are very reminiscent of the end of the 'Appassionata'
sonata 1st movement (see Musical Example 24.)
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Example 23. Beethoven Op. 13/1 bars 11-15,45-51, Schubert D048/III bars 289-299.
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Example 24. Schubert D048/III, Beethoven Op. 57/III, /I /I.
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D048 Fourth movement:

D048/4 (1813)

ff

F If

.

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Brief theme & link
"A" Dev/Link

Db

to bb:V
4
11
490- 494-504

128
D048/IV
This short adagio serves to break the preceding allegro from the fmal fugue. The
theme is evidently adapted from Beethoven's Sonata Op. 2 No. 3 (1795) 1st movement
opening (see Musical Example 25, in which Schubert's music follows without a break
from that of Musical Example 24). It is in Db, related to the fminor cadencing ofthe
previous movement by Schubert's favourite move down a third. Schubert has not fancied
Beethoven's double trill, perhaps finding it pianistically uncongenial, and has substituted
a rapid arpeggio figure.
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Example 25. Schubert D048/IV, Beethoven Op. 3/2/1.
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D048 Fifth movement:

lsosl

Allegro maestoso
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D048/5 (1813)
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Fugue

!Form:

s
A
T
B

Expos'n_ 1

s
-

X

y

s

X

s

-

-

S

513

=

y

s

y

X

y

X

X

-

s
517

508
505

Expos'n_ 2
- s y X

525
521

s

X

s

s

s

s

534
530

.

Dev Entries

553
537

subject. Countersubjects: x

s

s

s

=

564

first,

. .

s

Coda

s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s

581572 578 584

559
555

s

y

=

second.
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D048N
The head of the subject of this fugue is, as in the first movement, a descending
chromatic line from tonic to dominant. This theme is a slightly extended form of one
Schubert had used shortly before in the opening of his String Quartet D046.
Because his two countersubjects are not invertible he does not have triple
counterpoint with the subject, and this limits his available permutations. He has passed
the two countersubjects around in a neat though restricted scheme (see the diagram).
Presumably Schubert had not so far ever used triple counterpoint, except necessarily for
the rounds D054 and D061 of about the same time; he was to do so much later in the
Fantasy D940. Hoorickx (1979) unfortunately throws no light on this as he deals with
general matters rather than with analysis.

An interesting feature is the positioning of the final tenor entry in bar 572.
The earlier entries in bars 553-564 had omitted the tenor, so this is clearly an example of
the "holdback" technique noted earlier.
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D049 Kyrie
Text:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

r:;-;\1

1.!..::..1

(Allegro.)

I

lf~t r
Ky

(m

Liturgy.
SATB soloists (d'-b"b, bb-d",d-a', G-d'), choir, orch.
Finished 15 April1813.
Dover 6/172 = BrHXN,15; NGAI,5.

D049 (1813)
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-
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e
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lei

son,

"ABA" in text (KCK) and keys (dad) ,
"ABC", approximately, in material

Kyrie.
Text
Material I
"A"
Keys
d d
Dynamics f
f
Total
57. . .
Length
11 32
Bars
1- 12-

. .
Tr
d-C
p

. .

14
44-

Christe. . . . . . . . . . Kyrie.
"B" Tr
Link "C"
c-d d-a a
a
a
a-d
d
p, f p
f,p p
f
f
f
98 . . . . . . . . . . . .
47
20 14 12
18
4
30
47
58- 78- 92- 104- 122- 152- 156-202

Synopsis: Lord/Christ/Lord have mercy upon us.
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D049
Sections appear in homophonic, polyphonic and antiphonal textures, and mixtures of
these. 1 The counterpoint is satisfactory but not more than that. 2 The Neapolitan harmony
is used effectively in the fmal cadences (bars 192, 194), but the piece is unremarkable
from the point of view of the development of Schubert's compositional resources.

"the stringed instruments dash furiously about... within each section Schubert alternates between
humble, palpitating ... and forthright, vigorous proclamations of the same phrases. These are signs of
healthy experimentation in the problem of handling the liturgy" (Loft in Abraham, 1947, p.220).
1

"much more superficial and ostentatious than [D031], and, in spite of occasional suggestions of
devotional spirit, a true piece of 'baroque' church music" (Einstein, 1951, p.41).
2

131L

D050 Die Schatten
(The Shadows)
Poet:

Matthisson.
Voice (f#-b"), piano.
12 April1813.
Dover 13/311 = BrHXX:,8; NGA IV,6,No.7.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Freun- de,

de

Form
Verse
Keys
Length
Bars

-

ren-

~f- te sich

schon _

e - moo-sten!

Through-composed
1

2

A

A

26
1-

26
27-

3
f#-a-C
22
53-

4

c
38
75-112

Synopsis:

1. Friends' shadows rise from their graves.
2. I benefited very much from knowing you, Bonnet.
3. I would have foundered if you had not helped me.
4. Oh, to see one's loved ones again!
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0050
At the start, Schubert apparently takes the word 'Freunde' to indicate the mood and
so writes 'friendly' music; that, however, seems not the essence of the matter, for it is the
loss of a friend, rather than the friendship itself, that is the poetical issue. The interlude
for the piano in bars 23-26 is effective, based on the melody just previously sung in bars
17-20. The upward lilt in bar 25 suggests the lilt of the Viennese speaking manner.
Further, this melody resembles that of the later famous Shakespeare song "Hark, hark
the lark" 0889 of July 1826 (see Musical Example 26, showing the virtual equivalence
here of 6/8 bars to pairs of 3/4 bars).
~

Andantino con moto

D050 (1813)

~~~·~ p If~
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Allegretto

D889 (1826)
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Example 26. Schubert 0050, 0889 comparison.
Two features may be noted in Verse 4: grace-note octaves, unusual in Schubert (but
see 0077 Version 2 Verse 3); and in bar 85 the typical Schubertian figure for what may
be called 'endearment' on the word 'Liebenden': a drop of a sixth after a prepared
downbeat (see Nettheim, 1999).
Also noted is the wide range of resources for accompaniment patterns, varied
through the course of the song. The vocal range is fairly wide too (f# to b") and the
tessitura high at times, at least if to day's tuning is adopted.
The possibly inappropriate mood of the setting indicates that Schubert might at this
time have been attending mostly to the technique of song-writing, rather than diving in
expressively without full technique, as he tended to do in the earlier songs. Although it
has some of the character of a "real" Schubert song, Reed has suggested that it might be
an exercise for Salieri. 1 Einstein admired some features which, however, seem hard to
verify in the score. 2

132

"Here, by contrast [with Schubert's two earlier settings of Matthisson, D015 and D015A, in the
style of Zumsteeg], is the long, smooth melodic line, faithfully moulded to the words, and the supportive
accompaniment, which Schubert had practised under Salieri's supervision ... There is no depth of feeling
in the song, however. It seems ... rather like an exercise for Salieri..." (Reed, 1985, p.179).
1

"It is the hymn-like ending which induced him to set this song, with its passionate longing; and
what matters most to him is the modulation to C major by way of a restrained yet irresistible crescendo.
Modulation is one of his most powerful means of achieving an outlet for his feelings" (Einstein, 1951,
p.49).
The modulation (about bar 72), however, seems in no way remarkable, simply treating a:i as C:vi, and
no crescendo is to be seen in the piece.
2
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DOSl Unendliche Freude
(Unending Joy - verse 3 of Elysium)
Poet:
Date:
Forces:
Editions:
Remarks:

[!]

Schiller.
15 April 1813.
T,T,B solo voices.
Dover 18/1007 = BrH XXI,37; NGA III,4,No.3.
An exercise for Salieri; see also D053, D054. Schubert later set the
whole poem as D584.

Allegretto
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0051 (1813)
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Form
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Freu - de

~~d

durch - wal

-

p
let

D

F

das

Herz.

Three parts

Material "A" "B"
"A" Codetta
Keys
D
D-b-D:V6 D
D
Length
11
8
8
8
Bars
1- 920- 28-35

Synopsis: Here there is unending joy and no sorrow.
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D051
This is an exercise in note-against-note writing. Many phrases have odd length. In the
parallel period of the codetta, the antecedent ends on V of vi, that is, III, which is
followed by the consequent starting with I, a succession typical of Schubert and perhaps
not of other composers. The simple form is well executed and the part-writing
unexceptionable, though not ambitious.
The start ofD051 resembles the start of both D146/7 Trio bars 26-29 (1815-1824)
and D334 Trio bars 39-42 (c.1816) (see Musical Example 27 and note the two
equivalent metrical notations employed).
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Allegretto

D051 (1813)
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Trio of Minuet (Allegretto)
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D334 (c.l816)
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Example 27. Schubert D051 bars 1-2, D146/7 bars 26-29, D334 bars 39-42.
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D052 Sehnsucht
(Ach, aus dieses Tales Griinden) (Longing)
Schiller.
15-17 April1813.
Voice (bass) (c-f), piano.
Dover 13/312 = BrH XX,9; NGA IV,2b,No.8.
There is a later setting D636 (beginning of 1821 (?)).

Poet:

Date:
Forces:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I]

Allegretto

D052 (1813)
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[lQI]
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Frisch

Verse
Keys
Length
Bars

~ ~
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~

D
Stro
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Grun
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Piu allegro

12= ~" F

Form

aus

Andante

1':~ B

r IF

It

Ach,

F
hin

ein

und

oh

ne _

Wan-ken!

Through-composed (some recitative, some arioso)
1a 1b
d-F F
19 13
1- 20-

2a ( 1)
A-a
12
33-

4a ( 1) 4a(2) 4b
2a(2)-2b 3a 3b
F
c C-Ab-F f
F
F
32
14
5
12
5
36
4577- 8287101-113-148

Synopsis:
1a.
1b.
2a.
2b.
3a.
3b.
4a.
4b.

If only I could find the way out of this cold valley!

Over there are beautiful hills.
Heavenly harmonies and sweet scents come from there,
and golden fruit and flowers.
How lovely and refreshing it must be there!
But the raging waves prevent me.
Jump into that unmanned boat!
You must believe and venture, for only a miracle can take you to the lovely
land of miracles.

134
0052
The various textual details are reflected in the music, but that is done too blatantly
and it results in insufficient coherence of the whole. An example of blatant illustration is
seen in verse 1a, where the 'Ausgang' (way out) is reflected in a pianoforte passage rising
up out of the depths to a high d"' (bars 14-16). An example of insufficient coherence is
seen in verse 3b where three types of music are composed in the space of only five bars:
for a strong barrier (bars 82-84), rising waves (bar 85) and the soul shrinking back (bar
86). With the exception of verse 4b, there is too much detail. Schubert was later able
instead to set a general mood for some time, together with subtler nuances for details
within the general mood.
This may be illustrated by a comparison of 0052 with the later setting of the same
text in 0636. 1 In the later setting only the musically unified verse 4b is retained from the
earlier setting, the other verses now being far more unified. The 'Ausgang' referred to
above is now set more compactly with outward-moving chromatic steps over a small
interval (0636 bars 12-13). Verse 3b, whose earlier setting was also described above,
now shows unification of mood via both melody and accompaniment (0636 bars 73-81);
a general mood of sombreness has been adopted for the whole of verse 3b, with harmony
and small details individualizing the textual details within it. The wide melodic excursions
in some verses of the earlier setting have clearly been brought under much tighter control
as well. The comparison of these two settings also supports the remark of Schnapper
(1937, p.18, translated in Nettheim, 1990a, p.132) that at an early stage Schubert's songs
described externals, whereas he later shifted his main attention to internal feelings. 2

1 The two settings were compared also by Flothius (1982, p.82), with generally similar conclusions
to those to be drawn here.
2 Schnapper also prints a quite close comparison of bars 109-114 with eight bars of Reichardt's Der
Edelknabe und die Mallerin (p.120). Johann Friedrich Reichardt, 1752-1814, was a German composer

of much vocal music, including a setting of Erlkonig, and author of several books on composition.

135L

D053 Voriiber die stohnende Klage
(Gone, the Groaning Plaint- verse 1 of Elysium)
Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
18 Apr 1813.
Dover 12/274 = BrH XIX,9; NGA III,4,No.4.
An exercise for Salieri. See also D051, D053.
Schubert later set the whole poem as D584.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
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Material "A" "A'" Coda
Keys
A
A
A
Length
16 16
4
Bars
1- 17- 33-36

Synopsis: Elysium's bliss drowns every lament.
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135
DOS3
The verse is set in note-against-note writing in 16 bars, then again in another 16. The
upward lilt on 'Fluren' in the tenors (bar 28) is characteristic. The coda (bars 33-36)
starts as in bars 1-4, thus rounding off the piece satisfyingly. The final cadence is
characteristically quite 'feminine'; it resembles an excerpt from the famous Litanei D343
bar 10 (=bar 3). Both of these are in 4/4 metre but one bar in D343 corresponds to two
bars in DOS3. A further comparison with DOSS is shown in Musical Example 28, where
similar music is seen in triple metre.
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Example 28. A characteristic phrase in three works with different metres: DOS3, DOSS,
D343.

136L

D054 Unendliche Freude
(Unending Joy- verse 3 of Elysium)
Schiller.
3 voices.
19 April1813.
Dover 12/287 = BrH XIX,22; NGA III,4,No.5.
An exercise for Salieri, a second setting
of the same text as in D051; see also D584.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
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Andante con moto

D054 (1813)
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Synopsis: See D051.

D055 Selig durch die Liebe
(Blessed through love- first verse of Der Triumph der Liebe)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
21 April1813.
Dover 12/277 = BrH XIX, 12; NGA III,4,No.6.
An exercise for Salieri. Schubert set other
verses in D061, D062, D063, D064, D983A.
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Two-part song-form, reproduced with a new first part

Material
Keys
Length
Bars

"A"
A

"B"

11
1-

12
12-

A

"A'"
E

11
24-

"B"
A

12
35-46

Synopsis: Love makes all things heavenly.
(For a translation, see Appendix I.)

t t I

136

D0 54
The canon is continued into a 'round' via triple counterpoint, as also in D061.
Presumably Salieri, after seeing D051, had said something like: "Good; now set it in
triple counterpoint at the unison". It is so well done that it seems very likely that Salieri
had much to do with the finished product, for Schubert did not later write such
well-controlled counterpoint. But the first melody ('X' in the form diagram) is very
Schubertian, especially the first 4 bars. From the two crossed-out systems in the
autograph (NGA III, 4, p.XX) it seems that Schubert may have had some difficulty in
writing out the continuation to produce a round.

D055
The first phrase is similar to the opening phrase of Litanei (Aile Seelen) D343 of
August 1816 (see Musical Example 28 under D053). The setting is note-against-note.
This writing seems too orderly to be Schubert's unaided, but the melody, especially of
the top voice, is Schubertian. So perhaps what can mainly be derived from these
Salieri-influenced examples is the indication of Schubert's early melodic skill, which
seems to be already more or less fully formed.

137L

D056 Sanctus
Canon for Three Solo Voices (with Coda)
Text:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I]

Liturgy.
Three solo voices.
21 April 1813.
Dover 12/296 = BrH XIX,29; NGA 1,8.
An exercise for Salieri.

Andante con moto
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In the diagram the bars are counted (a) as large bars, that
is, according to the barring of the first canon, and (b)
from bar 19 as small bars, where three bars of 2/4 match
one bar of 3/4.

Synopsis: May God's glory be praised!

137

D0 56
The key throughout is Bb (the d-flat in bar 5 could well have been written as
c-sharp). In bar 19 the second canon begins on the lowest staff replacing the material of
the first canon, which would have worked here too. The second canon has a new metre
and even new bar lines; this arrangement is quite effective, though it would seem simpler
to have continued in the original metre, 3/4, with the note-values of the new part halved.
Schubert (or Salieri) felt the need of a new tempo indication here: the Allegro clearly
applies to the newly notated bar-lines, rather than to the three-bar units as a whole,
which still proceed in the other voices as single bars at Andante con mota. A fine line
descending through the scale over a distance of an eleventh is heard for the text "pleni
sunt coeli et terra" ("heaven and earth are full [ofthy glory])", as if to represent the move
from heaven down to earth. Once again the writing seems far too neatly controlled to be
Schubert's unaided, and one accordingly suspects that there may be a good deal of
Salieri's influence in it.

138L

D057 Hier strecket der wallende Pilger
(Here the wandering pilgrim stretches [his limbs] - verse 4 of Elysium)

Poet

Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
29 Apr 1813.
Dover 18/1008 = BrH XXI,38; NGA III,4,No.7.
An exercise for Salieri. Schubert later set the whole poem as D584.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
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Chain of phrases, reproduced

"B"
"C"
"D"
Matl "A"
4
Text 1-3
5
6-8
Keys Bb to Ab Ab Ab-f-Eb
Leng 6
6
3
8
Bars 17- 13- 16-

"A'"

1-3
Eb
6
24-

"B'
4
to Bb
6
30II

"C"

"D"

5

6-8
Bb
8
39-
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3
36-

"E"
1-4
Bb
16
47-62

Note The "C" and "D" material is reused exactly,
transposed to the tonic, so there is a very slight
element of sonata form.

Synopsis: The weary farmer dies happy.

138
D057
Much effective modulation is seen. The setting of 'ewig' ('for ever', bar 59) has an
appropriately long note, as if to last 'for ever'. The melodic descent through degrees 5-42-1 harmonized by V7-I (bars 59-60) is also typical of Schubert- compare for instance

Danksagung an den Bach, D795/4 of 1823, bars 25-26, as well as the remark of Cone
(1998, p.ll8) dealing with the coda to An die Musik D597: "a simple cadential
progression (I-IV-I-ii6-V7-I) under a melody which is basically a descending major scale
that omits the third degree- in what may be a typically Schubertian gesture".

139L

DOSS Dessen Fahne Donnerstiirme wallte
(He whose standard held firm in thunderstorms - verse 5 from Elysium)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
May 1813.
Dover 12/275 = BrHXIX,10; NGA III,4,No.8.
An exercise for Salieri. Schubert later set the whole poem as D584.

D058 (1813)
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Song-form in 2 & then 3 parts
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D
7
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Synopsis: The hero of mighty deeds now sleeps gently.

I

II

139

D058
This writing is entirely homophonic. Schiller's text has a strongly positive first half
followed by a diametrically contrasting gentle second half. Schubert has of course
reflected that contrast, setting the first half in almost Handelian terms. The orderly
arrangement again suggests a strong component of Salieri, and there seems little one can
learn about Schubert from this piece.

140L

D059 VerkHirung
(Transfiguration)
Pope, translated into German by Herder.
Voice (d'-f'), piano.
4 May 1813.
Dover 13/313 = BrH XX, 10; NGA IV,6,No.8;
Peters vol5 p.86, Vol8 p.61.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
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D059 (1813)
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One part, reproduced, with recitative
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1-5
Recit
a
a-b
4
8
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6-9
"A"

D-G
9
13-

10-14
Recit
C-D
7
22-

15-18
"A'"

D-e
9
29-

19-20
Recit
a
4

38-41

The form cuts across the verses of 7,6,7 lines
(text lines are shown in the diagram).
Synopsis:
1. Death is blissful.
2. The angels beckon.
3. 0 Grave, where is thy victory? 0 Death, where is thy sting?

140
D059
This work has been admired by commentators (e.g. Capell, 1928, p.82, Porter, 1961,
p.105) as showing growing maturity; the setting reflects the mood of the poem very well.
The prepared appoggiatura is effectively used in bars 19 and 20.
The end foreshadows the end of Erlkonig D328 (1815), where the subject matter of
the text is similar, a feature apparently not mentioned by previous commentators- see
Musical Example 29.
A recording with (not inappropriate) organ accompaniment exists (LP D059).
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D061 Ein jugendliche Maienschwung
(ninth verse from Der Triumph der Liebe)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Schiller.
Three voices.
8 May 1813.
Dover 18/1009 = BrHXXI,39; NGAIII,4,No.9.
An exercise for Salieri. Schubert set other
verses in DOSS, D062, D063, D064, D983A.
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Synopsis:
A youthful impulse of Spring pervades everything.
(For a translation, see Appendix 1.)
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"A"
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"C"
"A"

"B"
10
41-50

142
D061
Compare the beginning (bars 1-2) with Die bose Farbe D795/17 bars 5-6, where the
poetic thought is somewhat similar: "Ich mochte ziehn in die Welt hinaus" ("I would like
to go out into the world") (see the musical example given together with the incipit). In
D061 bars 11-12 etc., taking into account the contribution of the contrapuntal voice, the
rhythm is even closer to that of Die bose Farbe.
Schubert carried out the task set for him, but the result falls short of excellent
counterpoint; he was evidently not, for instance, worried about consecutive unisons and
the resulting variable texture.

143L

D062 Thronend auf erhabnem Sitz
(Enthroned on a lofty seat- ftrst half of the 15th verse of Der Triumph der Liebe)
Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
9 May 1813.
Dover 1811010 =BrH XXI,40 {only a fragment:
bars 1-23 ofthe54 bars}; NGAIII,4,No.10.
An exercise for Salieri. Schubert set other
verses in D055, D061, D063, D064, D983A.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Remarks:
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Fugal exposition, homophonic continuation
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Synopsis: Kronion's lightning enrages Olympus.
(For a translation, see Appendix 1.)

1-2
Coda
a-C
20
35-54

143
D062
Even in the four-square mood of the maestoso introduction Schubert does not mind
an odd phrase length (4+5). The uniform quarter-notes of the exposition's subject suit the
mood. The answer is at the fifth, later returning to the tonic (the modification occurs at
bars 16-17) - this has been done correctly, possibly with Salieri's help. The coda is, quite
appropriately for the strength required, both homophonic and homo rhythmic.

144L

D063 Wer die steile Sternenbahn
(Who on the steep road to the stars- 26th verse of Der Triumph der Liebe)
Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
10 May 1813.
Dover 12/278 =BrHXIX,13; NGA III,4,No.11.
An exercise for Salieri. Schubert set other
verses in D055, D061, D062, D064, D983A.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
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Recitative and three-part song-form

Form
Text
1-6
Material Recit.
Keys
a
Bars
1-

7-10

. . . .
c
14-

11-12
Partl
E:I-V
22-

13-14
Part2
B
35-

Synopsis:
Lines 1-10. Don't challenge the Gods.
Lines 11-14. Only love leads to them.
(For a translation, see Appendix I.)

11-12
11-12
Part3=1' Part3=1' '
E:I-V
E:I-I
4353-62

144

D063
The song-form has a slight novelty in that Part 3 still ends on V the first time (bar 52)
as in Part 1, only then being reproduced to end on I. The expression is good though not
remarkable.

145L

D064 Majestat'sche Sonnenrosse
(Majestic sun-steeds- 16th verse of Der Triumph der Liebe)
Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
10 May 1813.
Dover 18/1011 = BrHXXI,41; NGA III,4,No.12.
An exercise for Salieri. Schubert set other
verses in DOSS, D061, D062, D063, D983A.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
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Canon with homophonic sections

Text
1-2
3
4-6
7-8
Material Canon Hom' ic Freely canonic Hom' ic
Keys
c
c
c
c
Bars
191321-28

Synopsis: Phoebus rode his majestic steeds, but
quickly forgot them in the presence of love.
(For a translation, see Appendix I.)

145

D064
The required contrast for the last two lines is effective, but there is nothing
remarkable here. Salieri possibly helped.

146L

D065 Schmerz verzerret ihr Gesicht
(Pain distorts their features - part of the second verse of Gruppe aus dem Tartarus)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

III

Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
11 May 1813.
Dover 12/302 = BrH XIX,35; NGA III,4,Anhang II,No.l.
An exercise for Salieri. Fragment or uncompleted. Schubert
made other settings from this poem in D396, D583.
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Fugal exposition, then broken off

Material Subject Answer Subject (Broken off)
g
Keys
g
d-e
Length
6
6
2 ...
6
Bars
7119-20
13-

Synopsis: They are anguished by pain.

146

D065
The subject ising but its ftrst note is, somewhat irregularly, c". The answer and the
next appearance of the subject are freely altered. This fragment is of no special interest.

147L

D066 Kyrie
Liturgy.
SATB choir, fairly small orchestra and organ.
12May 1813.
Dover 6/173 = BrH XIV, 16; NGA 1,5.

Text:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
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Two 2-part song-forms and a fugue

Text
Kyrie
Material Ptl Pt2
Keys
F
F
Length
21 17
Bars
1- 22-

Christe Kyrie (Fugue)
. . .
. .
Ptl Pt2 Expnl Expn2 PedPt Expn3 Coda
F
F
d
F-C
C-F
F
F
13 17
32
37
10
16
14
39- 52- 69101- 138- 148- 164-177

Synopsis: Lord/Christ/Lord have mercy upon us.

147
D066
The dynamics - contrasting sections of forte and piano - are effective in the first
Kyrie. The Christe ends with a typical old-style Phrygian cadence.
The second Kyrie appears to show what, at this time, Schubert understood of fullyfledged fugue, or how he conceived of adapting it, for this Kyrie is a less conventional
fugue than it probably would have been if the conservative Salieri had had much input. In
the first exposition the control of tonality is managed through modifications (which draw
too much attention to themselves) of the subject itself, rather than by the conventional
method of giving the subject in full, or nearly so, followed by brief episodes. That is
perhaps only a minor criticism, but it does seem not quite satisfactory that the original
subject (bars 69-77) is never again heard in its original form. Bars 138-148 are evidently
intended as a "dominant pedal point" section. Stretto at 2 bars appears in bars 150-154.
The evaluations of two commentators may be considered:

Although it was not one of his strongest virtues, Schubert had a good working
knowledge of contrapuntal writing and had no particular difficulty in fulfilling the
demands for these elaborated sections. (Loft in Abraham, 1947, p.220.)
the second Kyrie is an orthodox Allegro fugue, with stretta and pedal point... It is
academically so correct that one wonders what Schubert wanted or indeed was able
to learn from Salieri in this style. (Einstein, 1951, p.41.)

However, in view of the above observations this fugue does not seem to be as
"academically correct" as in Einstein's evaluation, so Loft's restrained approval seems
more appropriate, as well as Reed's (1987, p.l6) comment that it is "less successful [than
the Kyrie D045 written two months earlier]".
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D067 Frisch athmet des Morgens lebendiger Hauch
(Freshly breathes the lively breeze of morning -first verse of Der Flachtling)

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Schiller.
T,T,B solo voices.
15 May 1813.
Dover 18/1012 = BrHXXI,42; NGA III,4,No.13.
An exercise for Salieri. Also set as a song in D402.

>....--.

D067 (1813)

1r r r 1F UPDir - I
Frisch ath - met des

Form
Text
Keys
Length
Bars

Mor - gens le - ben

eli- ger Hauch;

Through-composed
in two presentations
Verse 1
D-A
45
1-

Verse 1
A-D
39
46-84

Synopsis: Dawn's light glows joyfully.
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D067
The text is presented twice, as often in these exercises, here both times
homophonically. In the last line 'Umarmungen' (embraces) has been well set, on both
occasions with descending 5-4-3-2-1 melodic degrees, supporting a theory of Cooke
(1959, p.130) of the musical rendition of such emotions; further support for Cooke's
theory is seen in the later setting D402 bars 20-21. Tenor 2 and bass form a simple
stretto in bars 71-75, where the melody resembles Brahms's much later 0 liebliche

Wangen Op. 47 No.4, set in 6/8.
In this work is seen one of the earliest appearances of the rhythm of half-note and
two quarter-notes running throughout, which was to become a Schubert trademark as in
the Overture to Rosamunde (D732/D797/D935-3) and many other examples.
Certainly the opening melody is appropriately fresh, but Schubert was later to catch
the poem's mood much better in D402, marked 'Ziemlich langsam, feierlich' ('Suitably
slow, solemn') rather than D067's 'Allegro'.
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D041 Twenty (of thirty) Minuets with Trios
(subtitled 'in an easy style')
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Piano.
1813.
Dover 5/150c pp.137-156 = BrH XII,30; NGA VII/2,6; Henle edited by Paul Mies
1969 Vol1; Wiener Urtext edited by Alexander Weinmann 1973 Vol2.
Originally 30, but 10 lost. The numbering has recently been changed back from the
surviving 1-20 to the original1-30, so earlier references require a cross-table:
BrH (1889), Deutsch (1951), Henle/Mies (1969):
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Wiener Urtext/Weinmann (1973), Barenreiter (1978):
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 21 22 23

Incipits: See catalogues and editions.

Forms:

All are standard, most are
incipient 3-part or rounded binary

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
M: F c F a Bb Bb F c
T: F c c A Bb Bb F a
I I v I
I
I I v~

9 10
F Bb
d Bb
vi I

11 12 13
D D D
D b D
I v~ I

14
D
D
I

15
D
D
I

16 17 18 19
G c F Bb
G c F Bb
I I
I I

20
G
G

I

Keys and Key Relationships of Minuets and Trios are shown
The numbering 1-20 is used.
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D041
These small works were written for Schubert's brother Ignaz. As may be seen in the
above table, the key relationships between the minuets and trios are all conventional. By
contrast with the larger forms, Schubert clearly had no difficulty at all with these smaller
ones.
In Trio 1, two bars (which could be the same as the 3rd and 4th bars ofthe Trio)
might well have been accidentally omitted after bar 34; they seem needed to maintain a
satisfactory balance of 4-bar phrases. Between soprano and bass in bars 22-23 parallel
fifths occur in effect, something which seems often not to have bothered Schubert. In
Trio 3 the beginning harmony ii influences the preparation (bar 28) for the return. In Trio
7 the melody is attractive and natural, formed simply from a scale descending through an
octave. That material is rewritten, when it returns in part 3, by the addition of melodic
turns and a tonic pedal point and, more subtly, the replacement of b-natural by b-flat
(compare bars 23 and 39). In Trio 11 the return (bar 33) follows the tonic harmony,
whereas some composers might prefer a dominant at that point; similarly in Trios 13 and
15 the return follows I64. In Minuet 13 the five-bar consequent produces a nine-bar
period (4+5), unusual for a Minuet but charming nevertheless; similarly in Trio 18 the
three-bar consequent produces a seven-bar period (4+3) which seems to suggest an
accidental omission. Also interesting in Minuet 13 is the return progressing from a strong
half-cadence on V of vi directly to ii (bars 13-14), another example of the technique of
the "unconsummated secondary dominant" (see the discussion of this concept under
D027- here it is moreover an "unconsummated half-cadence"). A similar progression is
seen at the return in Minuet 14 (bars 12-13). The harmonies are again interesting in Part
2 of Minuet 16, diving directly from ii to vi; Schubert has omitted a possible d" as the
second note of bar 14, though it could be played with little violence to the subtitle "in an
easy style". Trio 19 includes many joyful leaps of 6ths, 7ths and 8ths in the melody,
typical of one side of Schubert's musical personality.
In summary, these simple and charming works show Schubert's early easy mastery of
short forms.
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D038 Totengraberlied
(Grave-digger's Song)
T,T,B, unaccompanied.
HOlty.
1813?.
Dover 12/285 = BrH XIX,20; NGA III,4,No.l.
Schubert also set this text for solo voice and piano (D044).

Forces:
Poet:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

IIl

Massi g.
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D038 (1813?)
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Form

be,

al - les, was

ich

Strophic,
2-part song-form

Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Part1
e-G

Part2
C-e
8

6

1-

7-14

Synopsis: See D044.
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D038
Schubert has carefully avoided parallel f:tfths between bass and tenor II in bar 12. The
setting is simple, with smooth melodic lines and tonal variety, but of little signif:tcance.
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D042 Misero pargoletto
(The Unhappy Child - part of Timante's aria from Demofoonte, Act III Scene 5)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

IT±]

Metastasio.
Soprano (f -b"), piano.
1813(?).
Dover 17/936 = BrHXX,570; NGA IV,6,No.5.
Probably an exercise for Salieri.
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Andante con moto
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D042 (1813?)

0 IF

F IF
to,oh

t

to,

let

Di

-

F
o,

Da Capo aria

Material I
g
Keys
Length
13
1Bars

"A"

g
13
14-

Link
g:V
5
27-

"B"
g-c-Bb-g
15
32-

Link
g:V
5
47-

"A'"

g
11
52-

Synopsis: This child was my delight, but now everything has changed.

Codetta
g
8
63-70

151
D042
Reed (1985, p.336) writes that "The model for this shapely da capo is clearly Gluck",
but in the view of Johnson (1987-2000, vol. 9, pp. 7-8) it was Mozart. The setting ofthe
word 'terror' with a high vocal note over a reiterated diminished seventh chord may be
noted (bar 45). The composition is straightforward and no problems are evident.
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D335 Menuett and two Trios in E
Piano.
1813(?).
Dover 18/994 =BrHXXI.25; NGA VII/2,6.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Form

3+3+3 Parts

Material Menuett Trior Trioii
Keys
E
E
E
Length
26
24
25
Bars
127- 52-75

152
0335
The almost excessive prolonging ofthe dominant seventh harmony in bars 13-18, the
last two of these bars being "extra" ones, together with the melodic 5-4#- 4-natural
finish, suggests a possible influence of Haydn. The same feature appears in bars 35-43,
this time with an extra bar of rest (bar 43). The composition is straightforward and
melodious.
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D068 String quartet in Bb
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Movements:

String quartet.
8 June- 19 August 1813.
Dover 2/27 = BrHV,5; NGA VI,317.
Two movements only survive, evidently the outer movements. The
inner movements might be lost, but a relationship to D036 has been
suggested:
"The outer movements [of D036] are less impressive... They [the two
movements of D068] are usually regarded as a separate work, but the
possibility that they were intended to replace the corresponding
movements ofD036 cannot be excluded" (Reed, 1987, p.15).
I
Bb
Allegro maestoso.
IV
Bb
Allegro.

D068 First movement:

0068-1 (1813)

t

Form

l

J I#J ), '

Sonata (with many developmental episodes)

Matl "A" Tr "B"
Keys Bb Bb-F F
Leng 9
10 10
Bars 1- 10- 20-

Epl
g
15
30-

Ep2
g:V
17
45-

Ep3 Ep4 C'ta: Devl Dev2 Dev3
Bb-F F
F : g
X
c:V-bb:V
19 12 10 : 10
21
19
62- 81- 93- : 103- 113- 134-

Matl "A" Tr "B" Epl Ep2 Ep3 Ep4 C'ta
Keys Bb Bb-Bb Bb e-bb bb-c Bb Bb
Bb
Leng 9
11 12
15
29 17 12 13
Bars 153-162- 173- 185- 200-229-248-260-273

153

0068
The influence of Haydn was discussed by Westrup on two occasions:
Haydn's influence appears most strongly in quick movements, for instance in the
rather naive rondo which forms the second [i.e. Finale] movement of [0068].
(Westrup in Abraham, 1947, p.89).
The two surviving movements ... are of a quality that makes one regret the loss of the
slow movement and the Minuet. The exuberance of the first movement culminates in
a dramatic use of the Neapolitan sixth in the closing bars, and there is an equally
dramatic moment at the end of the Finale (a movement which happily imitates
Haydn's methods of surprise), where the music diverges into Gb major before it
makes a triumphant cadence in the tonic key. (Westrup, BBC, 1969, p.25).
Apparently Westrup had revised his opinion in the intervening 22 years from the "rather
naive rondo" he had referred to in 1947. However, the music never "diverges into Gb
major"; Westrup has perhaps misread the augmented sixth chord on Gb in bars 447-448.
Einstein mentioned an influence of Beethoven, though not spelling out any details of
that derivation:
The first movement derives from Beethoven's op. 18 rather than from Haydn or
Mozart ... while the other movement is a Rondo in the style of Haydn. (Einstein,
1951, p.35).

0068/I
BrH has 273 bars, NGA 247 bars (a variant was found); here the BrH edition is
followed. The sonata form is somewhat obscured by the chain of developmental episodes
but it is present; for the antimodulation bars 162-173 replace bars 10-20. The
development section has no convincing plan. In the recapitulation the episodes are
considerably changed in material and key, the scheme being rather untidy. In bars
200-207 the interlocking triplets look forward to the finale of the A minor Sonata 0784.
In bars 219-220 the bass steps down from G-Gb-F, looking a long way forward to the
last page of the last movement of the Bb Sonata 0960.
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D068 Fourth movement:
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Form

Second rondo (keys Bb, F, Bb,

1

Matl "A" Tr1 "B" ExtnTr2 "A" Tr1' "B" Extn Tr1 "A" Coda
Keys Bb Bb-F F
F F-Bb Bb Bb-C c C-Bb Bb-Bb Bb
Bb
Bars 1- 49- 106-133-148-196-244-283- 310-327-383-431-466
Leng 49 57
27 16 48 49 40 27
17
56
49
36
Extn

=

Extension

Tr

= Transition

154
D068/IV
The principal theme is a three-part form in a style reminiscent of Haydn. Poor partwriting is seen in bars 66-67, 90-91. For the subordinate theme Schubert takes the
Haydnesque principal motif and forms a Schubertian melody from it.
The transition in bars 244-282 moves from Bb to the unlikely key of C for the
reappearance of the subordinate theme. This transition heads strongly towards ab (bars
258-272) but suddenly lurches quite awkwardly to C with two immediately following
enharmonic changes (bar 273, eb -> d#, fb->en). What follows in Schubert's bars 275283 is very closely and obviously derived from Beethoven's Waldstein Sonata I bars
84-86 (see Musical Example 30). Beethoven's passage comes at the end of his exposition
and thus before the recapitulation of his principal theme, Schubert's leading into the
reproduction of his subordinate theme. The fact that Schubert has apparently pulled this
fragment 'out of the blue' might be explained by his noticing that it has the same rhythmic
motif as his theme.
For the next transition (bars 327-382) from the subordinate theme, the material (bars
148-195, labelled 'Tr2' in the diagram) that had followed the subordinate theme would
logically have been expected. The material of 'Tr2' is however never reused, for Schubert
has instead written material similar to that of 'Tr 1' (bars 49-1 05) which followed the

principal theme. Even allowing for a free and novel approach, this seems a serious
logical shortcoming and may conceivably have been an oversight made in haste, or else a
disinterest at this time in the formal fitness of things.
This movement might be considered Schubert's first attempt at a second rondo form.
Considering the Haydnesque material, that would suggest the possibility of a Haydn
model having that form, possibly a Symphony finale, possibly in Bb, and possibly in 2/4
metre; a search for such a model has however so far failed.
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Recapitulation of Subordinate Theme

Schubert String QuartetD068 II bars 275-284 (1813)
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Example 30. Schubert D068-4 and Beethoven's 'Waldstein' Sonata Op. 53.
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D043 Dreifacb ist der Scbritt der Zeit
(Threefold is the tread of time- from SprUehe des Confuzius (Sayings of Confucius))
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Schiller.
T,T,B voices.
8 July 1813.
Dover 18/1013 =BrH XXI,43'; NGA III,4,No.2.
An exercise for Salieri. Other settings written
on the same day were D069, D070.

D043 (1813)

1r (? l#r
ZO
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Kei - ne

Form
Verse
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

gernd

kommt die_

ft Ir ~(t IfF f7F I

Zu - kunft _

her - ge

-

Un - ge-duld be - flu- gelt ih - ren Schritt, wenn sie

zo - gen, _

ver- weilt,

Fugue/fugato, then homophony and coda
1 . . . . . . . .
Expos'n1 Expos'n2
e
e etc.
21
18
122-

. . . . . . . .

Strettos
e etc.
27
40-

Homoph
e
28
67-

2 . .
Homoph
e-G
47
95-

Synopsis:
1. Time has future, present and past.
2. Nothing can make it go faster or slower.
(For a translation, see Appendix 1.)

1 . .
Coda
e
26
142-167
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D043
After a three-bar homophonic motto follows the quite extensive fugal material:

Tenor1
"A"
Tenor2
Bass
"A" "B"
Bars
4- 10-

"B" "C" "A" "B". . ."A" "B" "A"
"A" "B" "B" "A". . . "B" "A". . .
"C" "A" "B" "B" "A". . . "B" "A"
16- 22- 28- 37- 40- 43- 48- 54-65

In the above diagram the letters "A","B","C" refer to the text lines 2,3,4, representing
"future", "present" and "past" (new material is used for these categories after the
expositions). The corresponding music is differentiated as follows: the "future" has a
generally ascending line, the "present" descending through an octave, and the "past"
generally centred on the tonic note - a natural scheme.
Double counterpoint is seen in bars 10-15, inverted in bars 16-21, but direct octaves
are noted on the first beat of bar 20 between tenor II and bass. It is then seen that bars
16-21 contained an attempt at triple counterpoint, inverted in bars 22-27 with fair but
not complete success.
Some of the attempts at stretto are fairly simple, bars 43-48 for instance using
parallel thirds between tenor I and bass. Another more ambitious attempt occurs in bars
54-65: stretto maestrale at two bars in the order bass, tenor I, tenor II.
The homophonic section for line 4 ("C" above, that is, the 'past', bars 67-94) is
clearly intended to be in 4/2 metre with occasional double-breves, the intermediate bar
lines being written in merely for convenience. This music in a 'past' style is very
appropriate, as Einstein (1951, p.53) noted:
The words 'eternally the past stands still' are symbolized by a change of time, from
4/4 to 4/2, and the effect is such that one might almost suppose that Schubert was
familiar with a capella works of the sixteenth century, and might hesitate to accept
that the piece was written in the year 1813. But... we must ... let the question pass.

The answer to Einstein's question might be that Schubert was here working with the
assistance of Salieri.
The coda includes an exact stretto presentation (canon) at one bar, but direct fifths
appear in bar 157. The final cadence, again referring to the 'past' begins impressively on

157
the flattened second degree (f natural in bar 158), perhaps recalling a 'past' scalar mode.
It could again be understood as in 4/2 metre.

In conclusion, although this is of course not the work of a master, it shows the
ingenious application of a wide range of resources; unfortunately one can only guess at
the extent to which Salieri may have contributed to the work.
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D069 Dreifach ist der Schritt der Zeit
(see D043- first verse only)
Schiller.
3 voices.
8 July 1813.
Dover 12/288 =BrH XIX,23; NGA III,4,No.14.
Probably an exercise for Salieri. Other settings written
on the same day were D043 and D070.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I]

Allegro maestoso.

D069 (1813)
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Zeit:

der

Canon for 3 voices,
extended to a 'round'

Voice 1 "A" "B" "C" "A"
Voice 2
"A" "B" "C"
Voice 3
"A" "B"
Length 8
8
8
8
Bars
1- 9- 17- 25Text:

IW

#J

"B"
"A"

"C"
8
33-40

"A" & "C": lines 1-2, "B": lines 3-4.
Synopsis: See D043; here verse 1 only.
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D069
This piece was presumably written more as an exercise than as an intended
publication, especially since the voices are unspecified. Nothing other than the text is
noticed in common with the setting in D043.
The musical materials indicated in the diagram as "A" and "C" have the same text at
the same time; they also have mostly the same rhythm (until near the end, when "A" is
lengthened to give an extra bar for the purpose of dovetailing). These materials were
presumably written ftrst and then "B" was provided as rhythmic contrast; it seems a pity
that "B" in bars 15-16 copies "A" in bars 14-15 (b-d-f#-g), thereby giving a false hint of
stretto between those voices at that place but nowhere else.

The a-natural in "C" (bar 22) could have been instead a-flat, giving a better melody,
but some contrast of tonality was needed. The fust bar of "C" (bar 17) is weak,
consisting entirely ofE-flats, but that kind of occurrence is admittedly sometimes
difficult to avoid in writing a canon.
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D071 Die zwei Tugendwege
(The Two Roads to Virtue)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I]

Schiller.
T,T,B soloists.
15 July 1813.
Dover 12/279 = BrHXIX,14; NGAIII,4,No.15.
An exercise for Salieri.

Afagio con espressione

if«~V
Zwei

D071 (1813)
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Form
Text
Key
Length
Bars

IF
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We

Through-composed, the
open1ng repeated as coda
1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8

c

8
1-

. . . . .

1-2

.

4
7
6
8
9- 13- 20- 26-33

Synopsis: Virtue is sometimes gained easily, sometimes through suffering.
(For a translation, see Appendix 1.)

159
D071

The writing is homophonic throughout, remaining in C major; the setting is
straightforward. Obvious direct motion is used in bar 7, no doubt deliberately. Typical
musical representation is seen: in bars 9-12 the music descends for 'schliesst' ('closes')
and ascends for 'thut auf ('opens'), while in bars 24-25 parallel sixths represent 'heiden'
('both').
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D072 Octet for winds
2 oboes, 2 clarinets in C, 2 horns in C, 2 bassoons.
Ended 18 Aug 1813.
1st movement: Dover 19 pp.41-48 = BrH III,2; NGA VI,1.
3rdmovement: 1st version:
Dover 19p.49
= BrH; NGA ?.
2nd version:
Dover 2/20
= BrH III,2; NGA VI, 1/1.
4th movement: Dover 2/20 = BrH III,2; NGA VI, 111.
1st movement: only a fragment containing the last 100 bars survives.
2nd movement: presumed lost.
3rd movement: 1st version Dover & BrH 8-bar fragment.
I
F
II
F,F,F
Minuet and two Trios.
III
Allegro.
F
IV

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Remarks:

Movements:

D072 First movement:
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(from fragment)
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Sonata (fragment)

Material End of Dev
Keys
F:V
Bars
1-

"A"

F
24-

"B"
F
67-

Coda
F
84-100

D072 Second movement:
This movement is presumed lost. Although it can not be an exact replacement, one
might consider D079, a short slow movement in eb minor for rather similar
instrumentation, dated the following month, capable in some ways of taking its place.
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D072
Einstein commented as follows:
... it is rather too pretentious an effort, in free form, like Mozart's 'Gran Partita'; ...
the Finale is written in the style of one of Haydn's final Rondos .... All that is certain
is that they [the movements] were intended for the wind section of the school
orchestra. (Einstein, 1951, p.40).

D072/I
The dominant preparation at the end of the development section has survived,
followed by the recapitulation; the bar numbers are here counted from the beginning of
the surviving fragment. The principal theme is a two-part song-form somewhat similar to
the March theme in D009 (bars 136ft). 1 The subordinate theme is a reproduced period
which had been used in D026 (bars 62ft). The writing is clear and straightforward.

1 (One can hardly help noticing parenthetically the resemblance of the antecedent of the first Part see the incipit, bars 24-27 - to a popular song of the 20th century, "Can't help falling in love with you",
recorded by Elvis Presley!)
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D072 Third movement:
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Menuetto Allegretto
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Minuet & 2 Trios;
all are in 3 parts

Material Minuet
Keys
F
Length
36
Bars
1-

Trio
F
24
37-

I

Trio I I
F
28
61-88

I

r·
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D072/III
In the Minuet the ending harmonies of Parts I and II are somewhat unusual: iii and I
respectively. Part 3 includes a preliminary version before the real return begins at bar 29.
In the Trio I, Part 1 has only six bars; extra bars appear at the end of Part 2 in a very
effective hesitation delaying the return, somewhat in the manner of Haydn.
In the Trio II, Part 1, the first four bars resemble those of Mozart's Sonata in Bb
K570, probably by chance. More significantly, a passage appears in bars 65-68 very
much like one in the Minuet for piano D334 (written before autumn 1815) in bars 5-8
(see Musical Example 31). In both pieces one of Schubert's favourite melodic
progressions for a dominant harmony is used: 5-4-2. Further, the operating metre or
pulse in D334 is clearly two bars as written, each alternate bar line providing visual
convenience only, following the conventional minuet metre- this is confirmed, in
particular, by the appoggiatura and resolution in bars 7-8 naturally belonging to the same
pulse. The same pulse might therefore well apply to Trio II of D072 and by extension to
the whole of the third movement (for the scope of the pulse can hardly change within the
movement). This is consistent with the marking of both D072 and D334 as Menuetto
Allegretto. Here then is an example where the study of a comparable work can assist in
the study of a given one.
In the Trio II Part 2 occurs, at the same spot as in Trio I, the technique of gently
delaying a return by means of a few soft fragments, perhaps more of such fragments than
one expected - Schubert may well have learned this technique from Haydn.
The movement as a whole is simple and pleasant.
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D334 (before Autumn 1815)
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Example 31. Schubert Minuet D334 compared with Trio II of Minuet D072.
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D072 Fourth movement:
~72-4 (1813)

f
Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

1

r

'I

Rondo *
Int "A" Epis Link "A" Epis "A"
Coda
F
F-C
F
F
F
F
c C-F
16 36
4 72
30
56
68
6
1- 17- 53- 83- 87- 159- 217- 285-290

* Instead of subordinate themes, episodes connect the
reproductions of the theme: AEAEA, the theme in keys F,C,F.
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D072/IV
The theme is written in three-part form using just one small figure throughout,
similar in that respect to a kind of writing typical of Haydn. On its second presentation,
inC-major, it is still in three parts, the first two now reproduced; Part 2 is changed in
material but not in length. At the end of Part 2 (bars 143-150) appears the material of the
end ofthe introduction (bars 9-16), an event which is rather confusing formally. In bars
202-216 the return of the theme is expected but it is postponed by further preparation
including silence and thematic fragments - the same technique as was seen in both Trios
of the third movement. The fmal presentation of the theme is like its second presentation
but in the tonic key; as the first two parts are again reproduced, the first part has been
heard altogether eight times, surely too many.
Schubert has apparently imitated Haydn here, though a specific model is not known;
the result is not the real Schubert and not quite successful, though it is appealing in its
frolicking mood.
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D073 Thekla. Eine Geisterstimme
(Thekla: A Voice from the Spirit-world)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

m

Schiller.
Voice (d'-e"), piano.
22-23 Aug 1813.
Dover 13/314 = BrHXX,ll; NGA IV,4.
Later set as D595 (November 1817).

Recit.

~~~e

D073 (1813)
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Form
Verse
Keys
Length
Bars

J l l IJ J J
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1

2

3

4

5

6

G

G

G

G

G

G

11 7 11 13 12
12
1- 12- 19- 30- 43- 55-66

* But much material is reused;
recitative and arioso alternate.
Synopsis:

1. You ask after me? My love and life is ended.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Nightingales? They too existed only as long as they loved.
Did I find the lost one? We are united in heaven.
Our father is there too, beyond the taint of murder.
As ye judge, so shall ye be judged.
Take a chance, for higher meaning often lies in child's play.

det,

I
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D073

The accompaniment of the arioso sections uses a flowing figure typical of Schubert.
illustrative material is simple- examples include the three loud chords for 'blut'ge Mord'
('bloody murder') and the trivial finish for 'kind'schem Spiel' ('child-like play'). The
parallel octaves between the pianist's hands in bars 9-10 are not a serious matter.
Altogether the song is straightforward with no modulation and was apparently not very
deeply felt.
One may compare this setting with the later one of the same text, D595. In
comparing D052 with D636 above it was found that the main difference was an
increased unity. The same conclusion applies here, although the accompaniment figure
already provides a fair degree of unity in D073.
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D074 String quartet in D
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Movements:

String quartet.
22 Aug - Sept 1813.
Dover 2/28 = BrH V,6; NGA VI,4/1.
I
D
Allegro rna non troppo.
II
G
Andante.
III
D+D
Menuetto and Trio.
IV
D
Allegro.
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D074
Four references to the literature are now appropriate, mainly respecting Schubert's
borrowing. They will not be referred to in the following discussion, but provide relevant
background to that discussion. They are given here chronologically:
The coda of the first movement ... echoes the end of the overture to Die Zauberflate,
for which Schubert had a particular affection, while the finale of the same work pays
its tribute to the Paris Symphony... {p.90:} "In the first movement [ofD074] ... the
structure is similar [to the first movement of the C major Quartet D046, where "he
begins the recapitulation in the dominant, modulating to the tonic for the second
section"] but a little more elaborate. In the recapitulation the first section is in A
major, and the second is assigned to two keys: G major and D major. (Westrup in
Abraham, 1947, pp.89-90)
The first movement... combines every manner of 'D major' reference -- Mozart's
K575 and 'Hoffmeister' Quartets, Beethoven's Second Symphony, and at the end
there is even a hint of the Zauberflate Overture. The movement is much too
cantabile, monotonous and long-drawn out, and the recapitulation appears in the
dominant, a convenience which we can forgive Schubert in so many other instances,
but which is a definite offence in serious chamber music. The Andante reflects the
mood of the Andante in Mozart's 'Prague' Symphony; even the Minuet and many
passages in the Finale, with its fanfares and tremoli, seem to have been conceived
more in a symphonic spirit than as chamber music.
There is an explanation for Schubert's reversion from Beethoven to Mozart. He
wrote this quartet under the supervision of his new teacher Salieri.... {p.36:} ... in
July, 1824, we find him writing thus to his brother Ferdinand, who was still playing
these early works for the family quartet.' ... it would be a better idea if you were to
concentrate on quartets other than mine, for there is really nothing in them.... '
(Einstein, 1951, pp.35-36).

The first movement ... has little to offer beyond amiability, and the ending is too
obvious a reminiscence of the overture of Mozart's Die Zauberflate ... Mozart's
influence seems to hover also over the Finale, which begins as if it were entitled 'On
hearing the Paris Symphony'. On the whole this is a disappointing work. The slow
movement is insipid. Only the Minuet - a form in which Schubert was always happy matches technique with invention. (Westrup, BBC, 1969 p.25).

Westrup [1947, p.89] has drawn attention to the finale of the 'Paris' Symphony (No.
31 ), {footnote 3} and Symphony No. 34 in C. There is also a hint of the Prague
Symphony behind the opening of the slow movement ... and this particular homage
was more openly paid in the Symphony No. 1 [D082] a month or so later. {Footnote
3: the finale ... is obviously indebted to the finale of the 'Paris' Symphony in the same
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key. Einstein [1951], having not observed this connection, states that the fmale ofthe
First Symphony 'proves that Schubert was well acquainted with the fmale of Mozart's
Paris Symphony'. If such proof be sought, the finale of the quartet comes closer to
providing it than the finale of the symphony: in the latter case the relationship is 'once
removed'.} (Newbould, 1992, p.39).
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D074 First movement:

D074-1 (1813)
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Sonata form without development (eccentric)

Tr
Material "A"
Keys
D D-D:V
Length
52
24
Bars
1- 53-

"B1"

Tr
Tr
"B2" Cdta
A-d:V d:V-A:V A
A
26
28
44
32
39
77- 103- 131175- 207-

A

Material "A"
Tr
"B1" Tr
Tr
"B2" Cdta
Coda
Keys
A
A-G:V G
G-d:V d:V-D:V D
D
D
Length
52
24
26
21
30
32
38
24
Bars
245- 297- 321- 347- 369409- 441- 479-502
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0074/I

This has a very eccentric large sonata form without a development section and
(fortunately, because of its great length) without repeats.
The subordinate theme appears in two forms, labelled "B 1" and "B2" in the diagram.
Between them in the exposition lies a long transition, bars 103-174. This transition is
double-barrelled, divided into bars 103-130 (keys A-d:V) and 131-174 (keys d:V-A:V),
ending on the dominant of A major, the key in which it started, and so to that extent
constituting a retransition which would logically belong to a recapitulation rather than to
an exposition.
In the recapitulation the principal theme is given in the dominant, a particularly dull
continuation tonally, given that the exposition had just ended in that key. The transition
from here is modified to lead to the subdominant, G. The transition to the final
appearance of the subordinate theme now has to move from G to D, and the material of
the transition is varied too. The subordinate theme is re-orchestrated and a coda is
added.
In summary, this is a very large and tonally confused form derived from sonata form.
It shows almost no real understanding of the form, in so far as the tonal properties are

concerned, appearing to be instead a mere ad hoc shuffling of the succession of events
belonging to sonata form.
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D074 Second movement:

D074-2 (1813)

14. ~g

Form

r

First rondo *

Material "A"
Dev
"A"
Coda
Keys
a-C-F-d-f-G:V G
G
G
Length
19
41
19
5
Bars
12061- 80-84

* Development section instead of an alternate theme.
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D074/II
This movement has a somewhat Mozartean manner but is not particularly impressive.
Modulation is, for once, not well handled. The chain of one-bar modulating units in bars
39-46 is too long, as is the dominant hovering in bars 48-60. The impression given is one
of spinning out material with little sense of purpose.
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D074 Third movement:

0 ¥!-

D074-3 (1813)

r r , - f-1~ r r lr
I

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Minuet and Trio, both three-parts
Minuet Trio Minuet Da Capo
D
D
D
24
56
157-80

,
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D074/III
The Minuet's first Part is a group of three phrases with non-standard lengths
(6+6+4). Part 2 is again non-standard, opening with three phrases, the last of odd length
(4+4+3). Part 3 could have begun at this point (in bar 28) but instead further
'development' is inserted, based on the second phrase of Part 1 and moving to F:V,
followed by dominant preparation (D: V) in bars 34-44. The reproduction of Part 1 now
has only two phrases (6+6).
The Trio's first Part is conventionally formed with an attractive sequential
construction (4+4). The second Part shows cross-metre, in that bars 67-68 are clearly
thought of not as two bars of 3/4 metre but as three bars of 2/4 metre - see the
discussion under D032/III. The following material uses partly chromatic scales (not a
frequent resource of Schubert).
This movement is, then, not entirely of standard construction, but the results seem a
good deal better than those arising from the non-standard features of the other
movements of this quartet. This may be because Schubert very early had a special'feel'
for the Minuet and Trio to an extent that he did not have for some of the other
instrumental forms, especially sonata form.
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D074 Fourth movement:

D074-4 (1813)
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Sonata (eccentric)

Material "A"&Tr "B"
Keys
D -D:V A
Length
36
55
Bars
156-

Ft

Cdtl Dev Cdt2
A
A
A
30
35
8
92- 100- 130-

Material "A"&Tr "B" Cdt2 Coda
Keys
D
D
D
A -b
Length
59
36
31
15
Bars
224- 260- 291-306
165-

170
D074/IV
After the chain formation of the principal theme the tonic flourishes in bars 10-24, as
well as later flourishes, indicate that Schubert was here thinking in terms of orchestral
composition. The transition to the subordinate theme uses a frequent design of Mozart's
involving arrival at the dominant not of the new but of the old key (bar 55). 1 The passage
in bars 100-130 is probably intended to be developmental but, although it has harmonic
variety, it does not modulate. Further extensive flourishes follow (bars 130-164). The
recapitulation begins in the dominant key, the same tonally dull continuation as Schubert
had used in the first movement (I bar 245, IV bar 165).
The poor forms of the outer movements are evidently a result of Schubert's
ignorance (a term certainly not here intended pejoratively) of the basis of the classical
sonata form or of his failure satisfactorily to grasp that basis. Even if he were deliberately
experimenting in flouting rules which he knew superficially, then his understanding was
evidently not deep enough to produce worthwhile or even acceptable experimental
results.

This phenomenon has been referred to by Winter (1989) in terms of a 'bifocal close'. However, that
term seems unduly vivid: in view of the conventional term 'half-close' one could use here simply 'halftransition'.
1
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D075 Trinklied (Drinking song)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

em

(Allegro)
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Schaffer.
Bass (e-e'), T,T,B,B choir, piano.
29 Aug 1813.
Dover 12/210 = BrHXVI,16; NGA III,3.
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Strophic, with chorus.

Material Intro Verse Chorus Link
Keys
c
C-G
c C-C:V
Length
12
25
17
7
Bars
11338- 55-61

1. (Solo:) Drink up.
2. (Solo:) Wine's ennobling.

Synopsis:
(Chorus:) Let's all be brothers.
(Chorus:) It makes life better.
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D075
The pianoforte link preparing the soloist's second verse is seven bars long, an odd
length, but the fermata evidently provides the eighth bar. This work is simple and of
almost no significance.
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D076 Pensa, che questo istante
(Consider that this moment - from Aleide)

Poet:

Metastasio.
Voice (bass) (A-e'), piano.
Version 1:
7 Sept 1813.
Version 2:
13 Sept 1813.
Version 1:
NGA N,6,Anhang No.4 p.184.
Version 2:
Dover 17/937 = BrHXX,571; NGA IV,6,No.9;
Peters 6 p.180.
An exercise for Salieri.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Remarks:

m

Andante maestoso
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D076 (1813)
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r
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Through-composed,
then varied reprise

Verse
1
Version 1:
Keys
D
Length
13
Bars
1Version 2:
Keys
D
Length
13
Bars
1-

2

1

D D-D:V
10
11
14- 24-

2
D
12
35-46

D-A a-F-d:V
D
10
11
11
14- 2435-45

Synopsis:
1. Today is fateful for you.
2. Your destiny will depend on your merit, not on recommendations.

'I
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The use of the same accompaniment figure throughout (though abandoned in the
final and effective phrase) foreshadows many later songs. It is a similar figure to that
used in Kriegers Ahnung D957/2 (1828), 1st and last sections; the seriousness ofthe
mood is in common too - more serious in D957/2, where the accompanimental figure
seems more serious too, with its longer first note (see Musical Example 32).
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D076 (1813)

Nicht zu Iangsam

D957/2 (1828)
/':\

Example 32. Schubert D076, D957/2 comparison.

A strong influence of Salieri may well be imagined here, for the evidence of
Schubert's later music shows it to be hardly in his (Schubert's) natural style. 1 It may
further be assumed that Salieri suggested some or all of the changes between the two
versions. Those versions will now be compared. In verse 1 the melody has been slightly
modified in bars 8-10 for no obvious reason. Verse 2 is considerably modified
melodically and harmonically - possibly Salieri's suggestion was that a modulation to the
dominant would be good at this half-way point, considering that the poem is to be
. repeated. The reprise of verse 1 is rewritten with more tonal and harmonic variety, and
the return for the repeat of verse 2 is strengthened. The reprise of verse 2 has slight
changes only - a bass passing note is introduced in bar 36 and the final chord is
prolonged through an extra bar. Thus the essential change involves the tonal scheme in
the inner two verses (bars 14-34).
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On a point of notation, the NGA gives an advisory quarter-note for the realisation of
some of the grace notes. However, a comparison of bars 11 and 32 suggests that dotted
8th & 16th notes might have been intended. Indeed, in the second version Schubert has
written out the dotted 8th & 16th notes in bar 11 and notated a grace note in the
corresponding bar 32; in the first version he wrote out the dotted rhythm in both places.

1

Others have supported this view:

The best [of the Italian songs of 1813 which Schubert wrote for Salieri's eye] is [this song] for bass:
a piece of music of grave and perhaps rather consciously noble character. The accompaniment is
very repressed. It is noticeable in Schubert's Italian songs, beautiful though they often are, how little
there is of his picturesque fancy in the detail. The stately vocal line in this song makes it grateful to
a sonorous bass. (Capell, 1928, p.82).
{p.354:} Here he is, at sixteen, using the long-breathed legato line and the formalised
accompaniment typical of Salieri himself and of Salieri's revered Gluck. (Reed, 1985, p.354).
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D077 Der Taucher
(The Diver)
Schiller.
Voice (bass) (v1:[F]G-f; v.2:F-e'), piano.
1st version: 17 Sep 1813- 5 April1814.
2nd version: >=Sept 1813 - start of 1815 (also indexed as D111).
1st version: Dover 13/315 = BrHXX,12a; NGA IV,6,No.10.
2nd version: Dover 13/316 = BrHXX,12b; NGAIV,6,No.10.
Composite version: Peters 5 p.49.
Fragments exist for other variants.
1st version 575 bars, 2nd version 605 (606?) bars.
Peters (617 bars) is apparently a combination of the two versions.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:

Editions:

Remarks:
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D077
The general character of this work was indicated by Capell:
{p.ll:} Ballads such as Der Taucher and Die Biirgschaft [D246, later in fact set as
an opera D435] are like whole operas reduced for performance by one voice and
pianoforte.
{p.82:} There was nothing to be done musically with his [Schiller's] Taucher, but the
attempt served Schubert at 16 as an exercise.... The result is not intrinsically
interesting. It could not have been said on the strength of this music that the
composer had genius; but it proved him extraordinarily enterprising and competent.
His ballad could hardly have been bettered ... (Capell, 1928, pp.ll, 82).

and from different points of view by Reed:
Schiller's splendid poem was fmished in June 1797 .... Schubert made many
alterations in the text .... The second version is a radical revision, which makes a
much sharper distinction between the arioso and the recitative sections .... At the end
of 1814, Schubert revised the work once again, adding a long piano interlude before
the last verse and redrafting the King's last speech. For this version only sketches and
a fair copy ... survive.

Der Taucher is the most ambitious and in many ways the most impressive
realisation of Schubert's obstinate belief in the song as a miniature music drama, a
reduction of grand opera to the scale of the drawing room. The early epic/horror
motifs are very much in evidence; the opening bars give us an arresting version of the
familiar theme with which Hagars Klage begins. The running semiquavers, the
isolated demisemiquaver groups, and the descending scale passages are all familiar;
the piano interlude [in v2] is an astonishing tour de force which links the ominous
repeated quavers with a rising chromatic line, irresistibly suggesting a later
masterpiece, Gruppe aus dem Tartarus [D396, D583]. Archaic as the form now
seems, the music still has power to move. (Reed, 1985, p.130).
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Synopsis:
1. 'Whoever can recover this goblet from the sea may keep it.'
2. The king repeats his challenge, hurling the goblet into the sea.
3. No-one replies, so the king issues the challenge a third time.
4. A young squire steps forward.
5. He looks down into the waters- they are roaring.
6. The waters rage furiously.
7. A deep rift opens up amid the foaming.
8. The youth dives into the whirlpool, which swallows him up.
9. The others wait anxiously.
10. They say they would not dive in even for the crown itself.
11. Many vessels have foundered there - the roaring intensifies.
12. = 6a, 5b.
13. He emerges, holding the goblet.
14. They rejoice in his success.
15. He gives the king the goblet; the princess fills it with wine.
16. The youth reports: 'it's terrible down below 17. the currents tossed me around giddily 18. I saw a rocky reef where the goblet was hanging 19. dragons swarmed around20. hideous fish threatened me21. I was terrified and alone among the monsters 22. I lost my grip, but the whirlpool fortunately pulled me up.'
23. The king says 'if you dive again and tell me about the deepest parts, you may have my
daughter in marriage.'
24. The princess says 'Father, don't be so cruel to him.'
25. But the king throws the goblet in again, repeating his offer.
26. The youth, inspired by the princess's emotional concern for him, plunges in again.
27. The surging waves will never bring him back this time.

Form: Ballad
7
4
8
1
2
5
6
9
3
c-g g(c)-Ab Ab-bb Gb-F# g-e
d-C c-a a-c C-Ab Ab-g g-C c
133- 158- 1691- 16- 41- 60- 78- 83- 101- 107- 125138- 163- 1741- 17- 42- 61- 82- 88- 106- 112- 13010
11 12
c-c c-c c-g
180- 202- 220186- 197- 215-

13
c-Eb
241238-

14
x-E
266263-

15
16
E-A
A
299- 311295- 306-

21
22
23
24
25
a-c c-Eb Eb-Db Db-Ab C-G G-D
430- 443- 472480- 498- 515452- 472- 489415- 426- 444-

17
A-C
336331-

18
19
C-F F-Ab-c
353- 377348- 366-

20
c-a
403391-

26
27
D-d d-d
a-d
517- 535- 541-575
491- 504- 561-606

Rows in the diagram show:
Verses (- = link) , Keys, Bars (BrH version 1, 2)
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D077 First version:
Bar numbers here will refer to the BrH score (575 bars). The ballad contains both
recitative (some marked as such, some unmarked) and arioso writing. It is observed that
every note of the chromatic scale except B is used at some time as a tonic.
Verse 1: The opening chords are all struck twice for dramatic effect (as Liszt was so
often to do). Some simple representational material appears in the accompaniment (bar 8
has downward movement for throwing down the goblet, bar 11 has the reverse figure for
the sea having swallowed it up).
Verse 2: The considerable effort of 'wirft' ('throws') is represented through the high e'
in bar 21, and the hurtling down of the goblet is represented graphically by descending
arpeggios. These are straightforward representations of external events, not of internal
feelings.
Verse 3: Bars 56-60 constitute unmarked recitative.
Verse 4: 'Peacefulness' is set here in bars 62-64 by the rising upper-tetrad melody, as
was to be done later for the same mood in the opening melody of Du bist die Ruh D776
(it was, however, changed in the second version ofD077). In bars 64-65 is seen
Schubert's favourite modulation from the tonic major to the flattened submediant (here C
to Ab), with the original tonic note (here C) maintained in the melody. 1 Here in the
poetic text a new marvellous thing occurs, so the significance of the modulation is
perhaps a kind of awe, or rather a savouring of the event. In bars 70-71 simple
downward motion is again seen for throwing off the cloak. Bars 75-76 resemble the later
song Was ist Sylvia D891 bars 19-20; such anticipations are often seen in the early
works, and this one is not of special significance.
Verse 5: Corresponding to the text are some quite violent happenings in the music,
including rapid melodic ascents and descents in bars 87-90 and elsewhere. Parallel
octaves between the voice and the pianoforte's left hand part are not of concern to
Schubert in bars 91-92, 93-94, nor in very many later songs.
Verse 6: This verse starts inc, but within a few bars that becomes iv of g, and the
rest of the verse is in g. This is not a very convincing handling of tonality, even allowing
for the wildness represented in the text, for it means that the quite defmite settling in c
just made came to nothing. The mood of the text is reflected energetically.
Link, g(or c)-Ab: This is a modulation down a major 3rd as in verse 4, bars 64-65.
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Verse 7: Again effective representation is seen, including in bars 140-143 another
movement representing 'downward' ('klafft hinunter. ..').
Verse 8: This verse moves from Gb to F#, that is, to an enharmonic equivalence; this
move is here not a genuine circle, but it enables the minor key gb to be used with correct
notation as f#. The sharp side enters in bar 165 with B instead of Cb and sharps are used
for the remainder of this verse and right through the 9th verse while the flat key signature
nevertheless remains in force. The initial move in this verse is again the typical direct bb-

Gb with the initial octave note retained in the melody, this move being not quite as
striking as that from a major key. The whole verse is to be understood as recitative, as is
confirmed in version 2.
Verse 9: The accompanimental figure is smoothly taken over (developed) from that
at the end of the previous verse, with a processing of the 32nd-note tremolo. There are
further cases of harmonic progressions down a major 3rd (bars 168-169, 170-171).
Verse 10: Again a harmonic progression down a major 3rd is seen (bars 179-180).
Schubert has repeated the last line of the text. In bars 194-195 the melody resembles that
of bars 75-76, close to the figure in Was ist Sylvia D891 (see verse 4, above).
Verse 11: Bars 211, 212 have parallel octaves within the piano part (retained in
version 2).
Verse 12: This music is again turbulent, with huge vocal leaps as in bars 227-228;
examples of such leaps were given by Schnapper (1937, pp.29-31) from this and other
early works of Schubert.
Verse 13: The triumphant emotion of the poem does not seem to have been captured
fully in this verse. In bars 241-244 direct octaves and parallel octaves between voice and
accompaniment are noted.
Verse 14: Bars 269-272 use long notes to represent long and deep breathing. Bars
291-292, 294-295 show Schubert's typical long appoggiatura figure (but it is not present
at this place in version 2).
Verse 16: Schubert has repeated the last line of the text. The three emotions
(rejoicing, terror and fear in lines 1-2, 3 and 4-6 respectively) are well reflected in the
accompaniment. Typicallong appoggiaturas are seen in bars 323, 329.
Verse 17: Yet another variety of desperately turbulent music is seen here. Several
direct octaves occur (bars 338-339, 339-340, 340-341, 341-342).
Verse 18: Further direct octaves occur here (bars 355-356, 359-360) as well as
parallel octaves between bass and voice (bars 374-375, 375-376). A low F is offered to
the singer in bar 376 representing falling into the bottomless ocean.
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Verse 19: Lines 1-2 have soft syncopations representing a kind of eerie stillness,
while lines 5-6 have rising and falling scales representing menace.
Verse 20: Another kind of music representing menace is shown. Further direct
octaves appear in bars 409-410.
Verse 21: In bar 435 Schubert has repeated the words 'so weit'. Here the curious
marking 'Adagio con moto' should perhaps be printed as two separate markings: 'Adagio'
for the first half of the bar, and only then 'con moto'. Version 2 has at this place 'Adagio
moto'.
Verse 22: The relentless approach of danger is represented by a bass line rising
chromatically from the starting G in bar 443 nearly an octave to fin bar 460,
necessitating some enharmonic changes. The voice rises to its highest note in the piece,

f, also in bar 460. Almost all the chords are of dominant seventh type.
Verse 23: This setting is entirely recitative.
Verse 24: Schubert's challenge now is to have a bass voice sing the part of a princess.
This is achieved with recitative and the assistance of a beautiful figure in the
accompaniment suitable for representing femininity (the figure of bar 480). The key
signature of five flats might on this evidence also be associated with some features of
femininity.
Verse 25: The 'throwing-down' music (bars 503-505) is similar to that in the
corresponding place in verse 2 (bars 21-23): the same accompaniment is used in the same
key, and the voice part is the same for the first bar.
Verse 26 There is great musical vigour as the text presses towards 'stiirzt' ('plunges')
in bar 533.
Verse 27: In bar 552 parallel octaves arise again between voice and bass, which
Schubert often accepted, but here also fifths between the two hands of the
accompaniment, so this could not be judged good part-writing; it is however a wonderful
phrase despite that. The accompaniment echoes the voice part in bars 553-554, as it was
so often to do in Schubert's later vocal music. In bars 555-558 Schubert repeats line 3,
which has a very tender and appropriate accompaniment, again like very many later
accompaniments. The words and music are both somewhat similar to those of Eifersucht

und Stolz 0795/15 bars 31-36 ("mit langem Halse nach der groBen StraBe sehn"). In bars
562-563 Schubert repeats line 4. He has provided no special effect for the last line, as he
was to do in, for instance, ErlkOnig D328 - but instead just simple d minor sadness; yet,
considering that the story has been built up at such length to an unexpected conclusion, a
more effective ending might be desired.
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D077 Second version:
A discussion now follows of the differences from the first version (indicated as v 1),
referring to the BrH score (606 bars). Considerable detail is given, not because each
detail is of special interest in itself, but in order to reveal the nature and scope of the
revisions.

Verse 1: The recitative is now not marked explicitly but it is surely still intended. The
melody for line 2 shows rhythmic diminution by comparison with v1, after which the
piano link shows rhythmic augmentation; the tempos of these materials are thereby
adjusted.
Verse 2: The tempo is now marked Moderato (whereas Allegro was perhaps implied
in v1). The piano part is a little simplified, presumably for easier performance; perhaps
Salieri or another person had pointed out some sections which were not quite
pianistically written. A few dynamics are touched up.
Verse 3: The accompaniment for the first five bars now has bass octaves with grace
notes (possibly implied for the following bars). From 'will' the bass moves down now by
steps instead of the thirds ofvl.
Verse 4: In bar 61 the accompaniment note g has now become a passing-note g#
forming an augmented triad, a harmony perhaps relatively little used by Schubert. Bass
grace-notes are again introduced. In bars 64-65 the voice part is modified so as to be
more appropriate to the text; in bars 66-68 three bars of piano part are inserted,
presumably to allow the illustration of silence ('stumm'). In bars 81-82 the vocal part is
changed, perhaps to avoid a certain degree of banality.
Link: This is simplified a little, and a silent bar 88 has been added.
Verse 5: This is unchanged.
Link: A few octave doublings have been added.
Verse 6: This shows slight polishing-up. The dynamics fz become sf.
Link: This is unchanged, but bar 137 now has decresc, appropriate to the modulation
down a major third and often used with it in later works.
Verse 7: The vocal melody has been changed in line 1, improving the shape, and a
vocal grace-note has been added.
Verse 8: This is virtually unchanged. The flat key signature is abandoned. In bar 167
the extra note in the chord improves its balance. In bar 172 the last right hand chord is
easier to play than in vl.
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Verse 9: One bar of pianoforte is added at the end (bar 185). For line 4 the vocal
melody is changed and seems improved, though no obvious fault is apparent in v1; the
first piano chord is changed here too (bar 178). In bars 179-180 the piano writing is
simplified and so is easier to play.
Verse 10: The last text line is no longer repeated. Bars 188-190 show several
changes of melody and accompaniment. The accompaniment figure of bar 191 is now
abandoned after that bar, that is, it no longer runs through bars 191-196. The vocal
melody is compressed somewhat (bars 187-195 become bars 192-196, 9 bars thus
becoming 5) and more flowing; its contours are generally similar to those in vl.
Verse 11: The recitative rhythm is changed in bars 197-198. A chromatic note is
removed from the accompaniment in bar 200. In bars 206, 207 parallel octaves within
the pianoforte part are retained from vl. In bars 208-211 the left hand part is denser, so
perhaps more difficult to play.
Verse 12: Bars 132-133 have a changed melodic contour and harmony for 'finstern
[fmstren] Schoose' (black womb). Bars 134, 137 constitute extra bars for the pianoforte.
Verse 13: In bars 240-241 the pianoforte's left hand part now descends with a triplet:
this is possibly to illustrate 'Schooss' ('womb'), rather than to 'correct' the parallel
octaves. In bars 244-246, 248-250 the left hand again now descends with a triplet, and
regains the position with a grace note. In bars 252-253 the left hand is now written in
octaves. In bars 258 and 261 the melody is simplified. In bar 261 the appoggiatura
quarter-note has become a written-out half-note; 'freudigem' is now better declaimed, for
the second syllable was too rushed in v1; the left hand is now written in single notes
instead of octaves.
Verse 14: Bars 290-291 replace bars 293-295, a shortening by one bar. In this area
both voice and accompaniment are changed. Elsewhere rather smaller retouchings are
made.
Verse 15: In bar 296 the melody is smoother and possibly improved. In bar 297 the
accompaniment is changed, causing it to become perhaps a little sketchy. In bar 298 a
7th is removed from the accompaniment chord, perhaps because the voice supplies it,
whereas in bar 299 the 7th is reinstated now that the voice no longer supplies it. In bar
300 the accompaniment is changed, and in bars 301-302 both melody and
accompaniment are changed. In bars 303-305 (lines 5-6) the melody and accompaniment
are greatly changed - especially line 5 which is much simplified and no longer arioso (it
had been the only arioso line in this verse, for no obvious reason)- these 3 bars replace
the 4 bars of v 1.
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Verse 16: The accompaniment is changed for lines 3-6; perhaps it had represented
trembling at the thought of the danger but now instead warning a person of the danger.
The accompaniment for lines 1-2 are also rewritten to conform more to the remainder of
the verse, and to suit recitative.
The voice part for the whole verse is now set in recitative, whereas it had been arioso
in vl. Lines 1-3 have been melodically rewritten; in lines 4-6 the melodic shape is not
changed, but flowing ornaments have been removed and rhythms simplified to produce
recitative. These changes produce a clear comparison between the two styles: recitative
and arioso.
Verse 17: The melody shows a changed contour in bars 334-337. The
accompaniment is slightly changed in bar 347.
Verse 18: This has been rewritten completely in both voice and accompaniment- it is
now evidently set as recitative.
Verse 19: Lines 1-4 are completely rewritten, except that the melody in bars 371-373
is unchanged; lines 5-6 are unchanged. The writing is perhaps on the whole simplified.
Verse 20: This is unchanged except for bars 399-400 for the word 'Klippenflsch'
('fish of the cliffs'), now more smoothly declaimed - the attention to the detail of the
declamation is noteworthy. The pianoforte link at the end is now shortened (bars
413-414).
Verse 21: The words 'so weit' ('so far') are no longer repeated. Lines 1-2 are
considerably altered, lines 3-6 unchanged.
Verse 22: This verse is completely rewritten, now as recitative. The rising steps are
abandoned, the accompaniment replaced by tremolando.
Verse 23: This verse is still all set as recitative, unchanged except for bars 448-449
'noch einrnal' ('once more') and the voice part of bars 450-451.
Verse 24: Here there is just a little retouching. In bar 456gb is replaced by g-natural.
The recitative portion (lines 3-6) is not now marked as such. Two bars of pianoforte are
added at the end.
Verse 25: The only change made is to the voice part in bars 486-487, where the
lyrical shape is abandoned, presumably in the interests of more purely recitative.
Link: The marking is now ff instead off.
Verse 26: Lines 1-2 are unchanged. Lines 3-6 are completely rewritten except that
the voice part is retained at the end (bars 502-504).
Link: The 6 bars of vl have been expanded to 57 bars. This is new, powerful and
pianistic music, all in d minor. It is written in three sections. Section 1 has two parts
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(bars 504-521, 522-543). Section 2 (bars 544-556) is marked 'bedauernd' ='being sorry
for someone' (in this case the princess being sorry for the diver). The appoggiatura
figures represent the sorrow, but they do not yet have Schubert's typical note-lengths, in
which the upbeat (preparation) would be longer. 2 Section 3 (bars 557-560) is a short link
in triple octaves.
Verse 27: The four bars 561-564 replace two bars ofvl. Lines 1-3 are unchanged
except that the melody for the repetition of line 3 is expanded to cover an octave, as the
d's in bar 576 replace the previous fs- this might well be a misprint in v2, and vl seems
preferable. Lines 4-5 now have bass octaves. Line 6 has longer note values in the voice
part. The codetta (bars 593-606) is similar to that ofv1 but is extended, 14 bars
replacing 6 bars.
Summary ofthe revisions:
First, a cautionary remark is warranted: Schubert made a number of revisions,
possibly at the instigation of Salieri; but Schubert might have implemented some of those
revisions in the manner of a diligent pupil - that is, Schubert might conceivably not have
approved of all the changes, even though he implemented them, and might not have
adopted the ideas they embody for use in his later compositions. Thus when comparing
the two versions one can not be sure that one is not unintentionally studying the
compositional ideas of Salieri rather than of Schubert, or what mixture of the ideas of the
teacher and pupil is revealed.
Nevertheless, the kinds of instruction given can to a certain extent be surmised: those
mainly noticed are improvements in recitative, simplified writing, and occasional
questions of judgement in expression, as well as many small details of craftsmanship
including more idiomatic piano writing. Salieri possibly suggested that Schubert greatly
expand the linking section before the last verse. It could hardly be denied that the second
version is, on the whole, an improvement. 3

1 Porter

discussed this type of modulation in the early songs:

This form of modulation [a major third down- for more detail and a good discussion see Porter,
ibid., pp.71-73] occurs in the twelfth, thirteenth and twenty-fifth songs at the beginning of 1814.
The first is in the very long song 'Der Taucher' where a passage ending in C major turns to A flat
for the entry 'Und ein Edelknecht' [verse 4line 2]. The next is in 'Don Gayseros' I [0093] ... The
third is 'Adelaide' [0095] ... (Porter, 1961, p.73).
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This seems to be the flrst occurrence of this modulation in a vocal work of Schubert's (it had occurred
earlier in instrumental works: 0001, 0008, 0002E, 0036/III, 0048/I,II,IV). It occurs again in the link
to verse 7, there from c minor to Ab major. It is interesting to note that Chopin also frequently used this
relationship - the C to Ab type - but never with the kind or degree of effectiveness with which Schubert
used it- see, for example, Chopin's Mazurka inC major op. 33/3 of 1837-1838.
2 Einstein discussed this passage: "For the transition to the 0 minor of the flnal section, a
completely new passage has been interpolated, descriptive of the princess' emotional state: {Ex 5, bars
543-550 ofv2}". (Einstein, 1951, p.51).

But this is not a transition to d minor, for the music was already in d minor. The harmonies are indeed
interesting, but they are secondary dominants and diminished sevenths, not modulations; the regions
touched in two-bar units are d, F, g, a, d, that is, d minor: i, bill, iv, v, i.
3 Both Otirr (1982, pp.ll-15) and M. Hirsch (1993, pp.72-81) also studied Schubert's revisions to
0077, arriving at conclusions generally similar to those drawn above.
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D078 Son fra I' onde
(I am among the waves - from Gli orti esperidi)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[]]

Metastasio.
Soprano (c'-f'), piano.
18 Sept 1813.
Dover 17/938 = BrHXX,572; NGA IV,6,No.11.
Possibly an exercise for Salieri.

Allegro
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Synopsis:
1. Tossed by the sea, I alternate between hope and terror.
2. Both of those emotions produce equal suffering.
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D078
The opening vocal phrase resembles that of Gluck's 'Che faro' from Orpheus and

Euridice- see Musical Example 33. (Another resemblance in Schubert's music to the
same opera of Gluck is indicated in the Foreword to the NGA edition of D084, p.ll
under 'Compositional Reminiscences'- a translation is provided in Appendix V.)

[1)
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Example 33. Gluck, 'Che faro', from Orpheus and Eurydice (1762).
The accompaniment of rising and falling arpeggios no doubt represents the waves. 1 It
runs through most (though not all) of the song, and in that respect may be considered a
partial anticipation of Gretchen am Spinnrade D118. The later song Dem Unendlichen,
D291, has a similar accompaniment which, however, represents heavenly harps- the
relationship between music and its possible significance is not one-to-one. The
pianoforte's ending (bars 58-61) is also similar to that of Dem Unendlichen.
The modulation from g to Eb in bars 20-22 is close to the much admired modulation
in Liebesbotschaft D957/1 - the positions of the outer voices are the same, but the initial
harmony there is major, here minor (see Example 15 under D027). In bars 28-29 the
initial harmony is major but the outer voices have different positions. Altogether, then,
there is some degree of anticipation of the later resource.
The melody in bars 22-24 is similar to that of the first phrase of Du bist die Ruh
D776, though here apparently fast (Allegro) and corresponding to a different poetic
mood; a closer correspondence to D77 6 had been seen in D077 v 1 verse 4 bars 62-64.
The work is very impressive. The key scheme is very orderly, something not often
associated with Schubert at this stage and so conceivably suggested to him by Salieri.

1

Compare Reed's comment:

Conventional as the elements of the piece are, with its insistent appoggiatures [sic]
and arpeggios, the song is effectively written, and the wave-like accompaniment may
perhaps be regarded as an early sample of Schubert's pictorialism. (Reed, 1985,
p.391).
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D079 Nonette: Eine kleine Trauermusik
(A little funeral music)
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I]

2 Clarinets in Bb, 2 Bassoons, Contrabassoon,
2 horns in Eb, 2 trombones.
19 Sept 1813.
Dover 2/21 = BrH III,3; NGA VI,l/2.
The octet D072 bas somewhat similar instrumentation.
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D079
In the first presentation the two horns play mostly in thirds; all the instruments take
part in the repetition. In Part 2 (bars 9-14), which is a reproduced 3-bar phrase, the
reproduction is quite moving in its emotional heightening, and ends with a typical
Schubertian cadence. The piece is very simple and unremarkable.
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DOSO Cantate zur Namensfeier des Vaters
(Cantata for Father's Name-day)
Schubert.
T,T,B (c'#-f'#, d'#-d", G-c'#), guitar.
27 Sept 1813.
Dover 12/269 = BrHXIX,4; NGA III,3.
This is apparently the only use of the guitar in
Schubert's works (apart from publications giving
it as an alternative to the piano for accompaniment).

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:
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Synopsis:
1. Let us have song on the name-day!
2. Long may our father live and flourish!
3. May he be happy in heaven's protection!
4. May father's happiness last forever!
(For a translation, see Appendix I.)

der,
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D080
The guitar (possibly played by Schubert himselfY imitates a lyre by means of
ascending and descending arpeggios. Verse 2 begins with a straightforward setting of
line 1: 'Lange lebe unser Vater Franz!' ('Long live our father Franz!'). Less compositional
and expressive attention is paid to that line than to the following one: 'lange wahre seiner
Tage Chor!' ('long may the chorus of his days last!')- as so often, Schubert was spurred
especially by textual references to music (here 'chorus').
That line (bars 23-26) provides a good example of Schubert's simple and beautiful
vocal style. It seems that he wrote the most beautiful music he could for this line, as if to
advocate music and singing. The main top notes for the 4 bars are scale degrees 4,3,7,1
(where the 7 avoids the possibly too great simplicity of 4,3,2,1). The maintenance of the
lowE in the 2nd bar, producing a passing but long 6/4 chord, is typical of very many
later phrases. The long notes at the beginning of the first two bars are also very typical in the first place a long note for 'lange'= 'long' (compare also the long note for 'endlos' =
'endlessly' in bars 64-67, a perennial resource of Schubert's). The first two words are
repeated in the lower voices to fill out the rhythm determined by the top voice. The
crossing of the top two voices is another ingredient, suggesting companionship not
unlike the interlocking of arms occasionally seen in four-hand works, and the resulting
sound is more like 2+2 bars with progression 4-3,4-3 than the progression 4-3-7-1
mentioned above.
The link in bars 33-38 has some of Schubert's favourite harmonic progressions (1, V;
V7/bVI, bVI; bVIaug6th, V). This is again a clear example of his compositional
technique. The avoidance of parallel fifths from bars 37-38 may be noted. The
progression shows two aspects of the bVI chord: the colour it adds when introduced
(and in this case also the colour of its dominant), and on the other hand the colourful
departure from it when it has become an augmented 6th chord.
To conclude, the 'name-day' part of the text is not very sincerely set, but the parts
dealing with music are sincere and simple, and thus good examples of his compositional
technique.

1 Compare Einstein's description:
a short cantata for which Schubert wrote the words -- in imitation of Schiller's style -- and the
music, at the end of September, 1813, to mark his father's name-day, is an 'occasional' work in
every sense (XIX, 4). The male-voice trio -- the three brothers Ignaz, Ferdinand and Karl -- is this
time accompanied on the guitar (probably by Schubert himself). It is a cheerful affair and a little
exaggerated in a humorous way(' ... May Father Franz's happiness last forever!') (Einstein, 1951,
p.53).
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D060 Bier umarmen sich getreue Gatten
(Here faithful couples embrace- verse 6 from Elysium)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

ITJ

Schiller.
T,T,B soloists.
3 Oct [8 May?] 1813.
Dover 12/276 =BrHXIX,ll; NGA III,4,No.16.
An exercise for Salieri. Schubert later set the whole poem as D584.
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* The second half of the verse is reproduced.
Synopsis: Here love rules.
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The first section is marked Andante 6/8, the remainder (from bar 11) Allegro 2/4.
Considering the character of the text and music, it may be concluded that the Allegro
marking applies to the notated 2/4 bars, whereas the underlying pulse embraces pairs of
bars (4/4) whose tempo is therefore half as great.
Bars 24-29 are written in unisonpp for the thought of death, hinting at g minor and
introducing appropriate variety.
The cadence in bars 46-48 is very reminiscent of one in Mozart's Ridente la calma
K152 (1775?) bars 8-9, close enough to suggest that Schubert may have known Mozart's
work and subconsciously borrowed from it (see Musical Example 34). That Mozart's
text is Italian perhaps increases the likelihood that Salieri recommended that setting for
study.
The music is homophonic throughout and well written, but it cannot be known how
much of the input is Salieri's and how much Schubert's.
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Example 34. Mozart Kl52 bars 8-9, Schubert D060 bars 46-48.
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DOSl Auf den Sieg der Deutschen
(On the German Victory)
Unknown. (The NGA catalogue, 1978, suggests
the possibility of Schubert himself.)
Voice (c'-d"), 2 violins, cello.
Autumn 1813.
Dover 17/949 = BrHXX,583; NGA N,14.
The frrst verse is set as a canon in D088.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

II]

Andante

D081 (1813)
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* Possibly intended to be strophic.
Synopsis:
1. The misery is over for you Germans, so rejoice.
2. The French killed Germany's youths.
3. Canons caused devastation.
4. This monstrosity was God's vengeance.
5. The people united enthusiastically to save the fatherland.
6. Austria offered peace, but the tyrant's ear remained deaf.
7. They march to battle and the French flee.
8. But now the war is over, so rejoice.
For a translation of verses 1,2,3,8, see Wigmore (1988 p.59), or for verses 1,2,8 see
Reed (1985, p.55). A translation of the other verses will not be needed here. The war
was of the Austrians and Prussians against Napoleon at Leipzig, 16-19 October 1813.
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D081
This is simple music, possibly for a home occasion. The opening harmonies (bars 14) are the same as those in Heidenroslein D257 bars 1-4. A rather blatantfz accent, no
doubt appropriate, is written for 'verruchte' ='infamous' (bar 19).
The mood of the music is simply joy, which suits the frrst and last verses but which
suits the other verses not at all. Each phrase ends with four repeated chords (bars
8,16,22,28) as at the end of Seligkeit D433; such chords are evidently a musical
representation of a thought or feeling something like "everything's alright and cheerfulthis is something to be welcomed and savoured".
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CHAPTER 9. PROGRESS IN SONATA FORM: THE FIRST SYMPHONY (D082)
Schubert's frrst symphony marks noticeable progress in his handling of sonata form,
an important matter. Although he has not yet fully mastered that form, comparison with
his earlier attempts, which include some rather unruly experiments, suggests this as a
suitable point at which to begin a new chapter in the story. This chapter includes also the
very minor work D083 before a new chapter is again warranted.
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D082 Symphony No. 1 in D
Orchestra.
Ended 28 Oct 1813.
Dover 1/1 =BrH 1,1; NGA V,1/1.
I
D
Adagio; Allegro vivace
II
G
Andante
III
D&D Menuetto & Trio
IV
D
Allegro vivace

Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Movements:

D082 First movement:
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Form
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I
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~
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I
v
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"B"
I
I
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216- 331- 361- 415-556
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various keys
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D082
A brief evaluation of this work is given by Newbould:
Although the standard of invention is not that of which eternal masterpieces are made
it is more than serviceable for the largely self-instructive purpose of the exercise.
(Newbould, 1992, p.51).

D082/I
The literature on this movement includes Carner's discussion of Schubert's slow
introductions, as well as several writers' discussions of Schubert's models. 1
The slow introduction begins with a chromatic bass descent from degrees 1 to 5 (the

lamento topos, often seen in early Schubert and mentioned already in D002E, D009,
D031), matched by the following treble descent from degrees b6 to 7.
The modulation to the dominant involves what Tovey has vividly called "presenting
arms" on V (bars 65-73), which however "should" have been on V/V; Schubert therefore
tacks on a perfunctory modulation to give V/V for only two bars (bars 75-76). As a
result, the dominant is adopted more in the sense of "on" than "in".
The subordinate theme is closely derived from Beethoven's "Eroica" Symphony,
possibly combined with the subordinate theme of his "Pathetique" Sonata. This is
presented as a repeated period followed by two variations of a developmental character,
each variation having an extensive tail-piece. (An unusual suspension appears at bars
167-168 and 171-172, caused by the writing of passing d-naturals where d#'s would have
been grammatical; this passage is changed in the recapitulation, where no such problem
arises.) Further cadences complete the subordinate area. The following diagram shows
the form of this portion:
"B" of exposition:
Material Theme
Keys
V: I
Length
20
Bars
77-

Var I (dev)
V: I-V

44
97-

Var II (dev)
V:I-I

46
141-

Cadences
V: I

30
187-216
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The development section is occupied with the subordinate theme. This theme is
sometimes combined with new material, as for instance a lyrical flute figure (bars 291301). The section is brought to an end effectively, with harmonic roots descending
through an octave scale d-d via a four-bar sequence (bars 301-318) and a two-bar
sequence (bars 319-326); the final cadence follows (bars 327-330).
For the recapitulation the introduction is now written Allegro but the effective tempo
is the same as the beginning Adagio, for the note-lengths are doubled. The bass descent
is similar to the opening one, but this time there is no following treble descent.
The principal theme proceeds without departing from the exposition until bar 389.
However, two bars ofV-16 between bars 400 and 401 have been omitted, corresponding
to bars 61-62 of the exposition, quite likely by accident. Several details have also been
omitted, suggesting that the writing is a somewhat hasty indication of the same music as
in the exposition. As a result of the manner of preparation for the subordinate theme in
the exposition referred to earlier, no "tacked-on" modulation is now needed in bars 412414, compared with the exposition's bars 7 4-7 6.

An excursion to the submediant (bars 437-454) and several extensions, whose tonal
plan is perhaps not always quite convincing, are added to the subordinate theme.

Carner in Abraham (1947, p.27, repeated on p.41) relates the introduction to that of Beethoven's
Fourth Symphony and the second subject to Beethoven's Pathetique Sonata. He points out that the
exposition and recapitulation start with subito ff, typical of Haydn. "Yet ... the recapitulation ... is a mere
repetition of the exposition" (ibid., p.41 ): evidently Carner did not consider the departures in the
recapitulation noteworthy, including even the visit to the submediant in bars 437-454.
Einstein (1951, p.39) discusses the influence of Mozart and Beethoven (deriving the 1st subject
from the Prometheus Overture, the 2nd subject from the Prometheus Ballet or from the 2nd subject of
the Pathetique Sonata). He also mentions the influence of Haydn.
Reed wrote:
1

Schubert took as his model in these early works [the first three symphonies] the symphony as it
emerged in the mature public works of Haydn and Mozart ... He obviously made conscious efforts to
extend the {p.45:} monothematic procedures by which Haydn had attempted, in the 'Drumroll'
symphony and elsewhere, to underpin the organic unity of a movement. In the first symphony, for
instance, the theme of the slow introduction reappears at the end of the development (Schubert was
to use the same device years later in the Octet for strings and wind, and in the 'Great' C major
Symphony). Something similar happens towards the end of the first movement of [symphony] no. 3.
(Reed, 1987, pp.44-45).

Reed does not mention the subordinate theme of the 1st and 4th movements coming directly from
Beethoven's Eroica Symphony. Further, the introduction reappears just where it naturally belongs, if at
all, just before the recapitulation of the principal theme, and thus virtually as part of the recapitulation.
Newbould (1992, pp.40-44) also deals with some of the specifics of Schubert's models.
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D082 Second movement:
D082-2 (1813)
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Schubert D082/II:
Form
Material "A"
Keys
G
Length
22
Bars
1-

Sonata, no reprise of "B" no repeats
(or first rondo with development)
I

"B"
e-E
20
23-

Dev "A"
G-E G
49 22
43- 92-

Coda
G
14
114-127
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D082/II
The comparison of this movement with Mozart's 'Prague' Symphony K504/II has
been pointed out by others. 1 Both movements are in G, Andante 6/8. The two
movements are somewhat, though not very closely, thematically related; for instance,
Schubert's fmal cadence (first half of bars 124, 126) exactly matches Mozart's bar 3,
second half.
Here is Mozart's form:

Mozart K504/II:
Form

Sonata

Material "A" Link "B" C'ta :
D
D
Keys
:
G G-D
11 13
Length
18 16
:
Bars
1- 19- 35- 46- :

C'ta
Dev "A" Link "B"
G
G
X
G G-G
18
11
16
35 10
59- 94- 104- 122- 133-148

The designation of Schubert's form as sonata, with "B" not recapitulated, may be arrived
at by comparison with his model, though Schubert's form as it stands could as well be
considered a first rondo with development.
Mozart's movement has a clear sonata form. It is, however, not diliicult to criticize
Schubert's form in this movement. Like Mozart, Schubert brings back his principal theme
many times in his development section, but in Schubert's case with no clear design. The
da capo return of "A", coming after so much "A" in the development section, is not

effective (that is, he needed to depart from "A" in order to return effectively to it). The
omission of the recapitulation of his "B" theme results in that theme having been heard
relatively early but never again. Certainly Schubert is experimenting here, but without
showing a strong grasp of large-scale form.
Concerning the non-recapitulation of Schubert's subordinate theme it may be noted
that also in Mozart's "Paris" Symphony, 3rd movement, which it will be seen Schubert
used in connection with the Finale of D082, the second theme is not recapitulated - there
it is a fugato, and Einstein (1946, p.227) called that a "stroke of genius". Apparently,
then, Schubert misapplied the idea of not recapitulating the second theme (this derivation
of the idea of non-recapitulation has perhaps not been pointed out previously in the
literature; it will be mentioned again under D082/IV).
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A comparison of the development sections of Mozart's and Schubert's movements is
instructive:

Schubert D082/II:
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

P2 P1 P2 P1
G:V G-D D-e E-E:V
4
7
4 11
58- 62- 69- 73-

P1
G

15
43-

Link
a-G:V
8
84-91

Mozart K504/II:
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

New P1

P2 P1 P2 P1
C-d d d-e e
2
4
2
4
5
8
59- 64- 72- 74- 78- 80-

X

(Px

c

=

P2
d-G:V
9
84-92

part x of "A")

Schubert is here clearly trying to learn from Mozart's movement. The keys of the two
development sections are similar except for Schubert's not moving first to C. In the later
sections Schubert changed the modes (Mozart's d and e becoming Schubert's D and E).
A few small details may be mentioned. The antecedent of the "A" theme (bars 1-4)
was to be reused in the codetta of the Piano Sonata in a minor 053711 of 1817 (bars 5360, 175-182). The melody in bar 4 has a somewhat awkward rhythm- it is apparently
Schubert's substitute for Mozart's chromatically rising passage in K504/II bar 3 (a point
not seen in Newbould, 1992, p.45, whose Ex 9b omits the last half-bar of Schubert's
phrase). The recapitulation of "A" (bars 92-113) is an exact repeat of bars 1-22, except
that the flute part in bar 107 has been added - possibly by mistake.

1

Here is Einstein's reference:

The Andante, in the perfectly normal key of G major, aims at achieving something different from
the Andante of the 'Prague' Symphony [No. 38 in D, K504 of 1786 by Mozart], without completely
freeing itself from its model, and consequently becomes uncertain and shapeless. (Einstein, 1951,
p.39.)
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D082 Third movement:
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D082-3 (1813)
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Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Minuet & Trio
(each 3 parts)
Minuet Trio
D

62
1-

D

34
63-95

If
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D082/III
This movement is well-formed. As usual, the Minuet & Trio form and style seem
very natural to Schubert, contrasting markedly with his struggles to master the larger
forms.
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D082 Fourth movement:
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Schubert D082/IV:
Form
Material "A" "B" C'ta
Keys
D
A
A
Length
24
85 16
Bars
1- 86- 102-

Sonata
"B" C'ta Coda
D-d-F-Bb D
D
D
71
16
24
42
88
126- 197285- 301- 325-366

Dev
X

"A"
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D082/IV
This movement is written in a conventional symphonic sonata form. It has thematic,
textural and formal features in common with Mozart's "Paris" Symphony, D279/III: 1

Mozart K297/III:
Sonata, no reprise of "B" no repeats
(or first rondo with development)

Form

I

Material "A" "B" C'ta
Keys
D
A
A
Length
44 20
52
Bars
1- 45- 65-

Dev

C'ta
D
56
188-243

"A"

D
29
42
117- 159X

A resemblance of melodic outline is noticed between Schubert's lied Schlummerlied
(also entitled Schlaflied or Abendlied) D527 of 1817, bars 5-8, and the main theme of
the "Paris" Symphony III, bars 2-9 (see Musical Example 35); this resemblance is close
but might be purely fortuitous, for both themes have solid, logical construction. It is
noted incidentally that one large bar of Schubert's (12/8), passing at a moderate tempo,
corresponds to two bars of Mozart's (2/2) each passing at a quick tempo.
(I]
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Example 35. Schubert D527, Mozart K279 comparison.
Whereas the "Paris" Symphony's Finale omitted the recapitulation of "B", for good
reason, Schubert here does recapitulate his "B" appropriately. 2 However, it was seen
earlier that Schubert had omitted the recapitulation of his "B" in his second movement!
In that case he had clearly taken a feature out of context, that is, without understanding
its rationale.
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On looking a little more closely at the two composers' main themes, we see that in
both cases the scheme involves a small form with codetta, the pair reproduced; Mozart's
period has become Schubert's two-part form:

Schubert D082/IV:
2Pt
Material
Keys
D:I-V
Length
28
Bars
1-

C'ta
D:V-D:V7
7
29-

2Pt'
D-A:V6
32
36-

C'ta'
A
18
68-85

Mozart K297/III:
Material Period
Keys
D
Length
8
Bars
1-

C'ta
D
4
9-

Period'
D
9
13-

C'ta'
D-A:V7
23
22-44

Schubert's subordinate theme (bars 86-101) is virtually the same as the subordinate
theme in his first movement, and is evidently taken directly from the fmale of Beethoven's
"Eroica" Symphony. A welcome opportunity is provided by these comparisons to see an
essential difference between the two composers' musical personalities. For this purpose
we compare the high points of the three periods (the fifth bar in each of the three staves
of Musical Example 36: e", e" and b"b respectively). Beethoven repeatedly strikes his
high note with crescendo and sforzando, whereas Schubert holds his long and lyrically.
Other revealing differences may be seen too. For instance, Schubert enthusiastically leaps
an octave to thee" from his previous low point, whereas Beethoven rises only a fifth.
Schubert brought about this difference by his use of the lower fifth degree (e') as a point
from which to take off for an expressive leap, whereas Beethoven did not use the lower
fifth degree in his melody. The lower filth degree typically corresponds to a weak syllable
in Schubert's vocal writing, providing a feature resembling a Viennese lilt, as for instance
in Schlummerlied D527 seen earlier; Beethoven, on the other hand, is communicating by
more purely instrumental means, certainly melodic but less lyrical or vocal in character.
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Example 36. Schubert D082, Beethoven 'Eroica' Symphony fmale.

1 See the quotation from Newbould (1992, p.39) about Mozart's "Paris" Symphony given under
D074 earlier in this thesis.

2

Newbould commented on a tonal departure:

For a composer with Schubert's developed taste for the colour of key-shifts the observance of this
convention [that the whole recapitulation be presented in the tonic key] would probably have
necessitated an irksome degree of self-denial. (Newbould, 1997, p.78).
Hence, very likely, the move to Bb in the recapitulation of the principal theme of D082/IV. This
observation of Newbould's might also help to explain some of Schubert's many departures form
convention in his early movements in sonata form.
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D083 Zur N amensfeier des Herrn Andreas Siller
(For Andreas Siller's birthday)
Unknown.
Voice (d'-d"), violin, harp.
28 Oct- 4 Nov 1813.
Dover 17/948 = BrHXX,582; NGA IV,14.
This is perhaps Schubert's only composition with harp.
Reed (1985, p.460) suggests the poet might have been Schubert
himself.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[2]
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Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

D083 (1813)
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I
G
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8
1-

24

G

I
G

8
9-31 1-8

* Double period, the first period repeated.
Synopsis: After sunset come the festivities.
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D083
This work is unremarkable. The last phrase being suddenly only three bars long,
rather than four, is a fairly frequent resource of Schubert's.
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CHAPTER 10. PROGRESS IN VOCAL MUSIC: THE FIRST OPERA (D084)
Schubert's writing of his frrst opera at the age of 16 to 17 was obviously a major
achievement, despite the somewhat unfortunate choice of libretto. Significant progress is
made here in his bringing under control previous excesses in vocal expression. This is
evident by comparison with earlier more effusive writing such as was seen in Der

Taucher D077 composed only a matter of months earlier. A new chapter in the story
therefore clearly begins here.
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D084 Des Teufels Lustschloss
(The Devil's Pleasure Palace) (Opera in Three Acts)
Librettist:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Remarks:

Kotzebue.
Soloists, choruses, orchestra.
1st version: 30 Oct 1813 - 15 May 1814.
2nd version: 30 Oct 1813 - 22 Oct 1814.
1st version: NGA ll,1a.
2nd version: NGA 11,1b (Act II, numbers 12-17, missing).
Combined version: BrH 71180.
NGA II, 1a No. 22 is the Finale subsequently called No. 23, after the splitting
of No. 21 of the 1st version into Nos. 21 and 22 of the 2nd version. For
further details of the sources see the footnote. 1

Dramatis Personae:
The Count[Earl] of Schwarzburg (speaking role)
Oswald, Knight of Scharfeneck
(tenor)
Luitgarde, his wife
(soprano)
Robert, his squire [shield-bearer] (bass)
An Amazon
(soprano)
The inn-keeper of a peasant-inn (soprano)
A peasant
(bass)
An old slave
(bass)
A squire
(tenor)
Knights, squires, armed men, people in masques, pages, girls, peasants, etc.
Place of action: Germany.
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D084
A close study of this opera2 could possibly by itself provide sufficient material for a
whole thesis. The extensive background information available on the composition of the
work has some (mainly indirect) relevance to the analytical approach taken here, and that
information has been studied by the present writer. To enable a reasonably concise
treatment to be given, however, some material from the existing literature which might
have been quoted in the discussion is instead made available in translation in two
Appendices. Much important background information is provided in the Foreword to the
Barenreiter edition by Hertin-Loeser (1987) (for a translation see Appendix V) and a
detailed comparison of the two versions was given in Uta Hertin-Loeser and
Hans-Joachim Hinrichsen (1992) (for a translation see Appendix VI).
A brief survey of the literature will now be undertaken. Earlier settings of Kotzebue's
libretto by other composers were referred to by Johnson. 3 Leichtentritt's discussion of
D084 remains one of the best:

{p.620:} The amount of labor spent by [Schubert] on opera considerably exceeds,
for instance, that devoted to the symphony, or to church-music. {p.621:} Since,
however, in Schubert's music the phenomenon of gradual growth or development is
not nearly so manifest and important as in the case of most other great composers,
even the first half of his operatic output clearly shows all the essential features of
Schubert the dramatist... In spite of so much labor spent on his first attempt at opera,
the work was never performed. This utter lack of success is hardly surprising, in view
of the libretto by Kotzebue, which in romantic exaltation and senselessness by far
exceeds Weber's "Euryanthe." {p.626:} "... there seems hardly any possibility of ever
utilising Schubert's first opera for actual performance, because of the utterly
grotesque and senseless libretto ... Of course [Schubert's music] is immature, showing
the lack of theatrical experience. But would an opera written by Gluck, Cherubini,
Beethoven, Weber, Meyerbeer, Wagner or Verdi at the age of sixteen have been
better than Schubert's first attempt? Very probably none of these masters would have
approached Schubert's manifestation of genius. (Leichtentritt, 1928, pp.620-621,
626).

Einstein mentioned some of Schubert's models:

... as an exercise-piece it is so good that it is frankly heart-breaking to see so much
purely musical imagination coupled with so naive a dramatic technique ... the models
are unmistakable; Don Giovanni and, above all, Die Zauberflate; and in a trio in
canon [NN: No. 22 v2 bars 69-113] and in the duet ofthe reunited couple [NN: No.
21], Fidelia [presumably Einstein is referring to Fidelia's No. 15 '0 namenlosen
Freude!']. (Einstein, 1951, p.57).
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Contents:
Overture
Act I
1. Introduction "Hiilfe! Hiilfe, bier ist Gefahr!"
(Soprano, tenor, male chorus)
2. Lied
"Was kiimmert mich ein sumpfig Land"
(Bass)
3. Duet
"Ja morgen, wenn die Sonne sinkt"
(Soprano and tenor)
4. Aria
"Wohin zwei Liebende sich retten"
(Soprano)
5. Quartet
"Kaum hundert Schritt' von dieser Schanke"(Soprano, tenor, two basses)
6. Terzet
"Fort will ich, fort!"
(Soprano, tenor, bass)
7. Aria
"Welcher Frevel!"
(Soprano)
8. Aria
"Gesundheit ist mit Muth verschwistert"
(Tenor)
9. Duet
"Herr Ritte, zu Hiilfe"
(Tenor, bass)
10. Funeral music
11. Finale
"Ach! Nun ist der Teufel los!"
(Soprano, tenor, bass, male quartet)
Act II
12. a) Recitative "Ich lebe noch"
b) Recitative & Duet "Vergebens schweif ich"
13. Aria
"Nie bebte vor dem nahen Tode"
14. a) Melodrama
b) March
15. Chorus
"Hast du vergessen"
16. a) Funeral march
b) Ensemble "Ihr wollet mich zum Tode fiihren"
17. Finale
"Die SchOne, die dich hergesandt"

Act III
18. Scene & aria "Ihr unsichtbaren Geister"
19. Duet
"0 war' ich fern"
20. Ensemble
"Ha, die Morder meines Gatten"
21. Duet
"Hab' ich dich wieder!"
22. Terzet
"Ich lach', ich wein"'
23. Finale
"Hell dem macht'gen Triebe"

(Bass)
(Soprano and bass)
(Tenor)

(Female chorus)
(Tenor and male chorus)
(2 Tenors, bass and male chorus)

(Soprano)
(Soprano and bass)
(Soprano, 2 tenors, bass and male chorus)
(Soprano and tenor)
(Soprano, tenor and bass)
(Mixed chorus with soloists)

Synopsis:
Einstein here relates the characters to those of Mozart's 'The Magic Flute':
The bold and noble knight Oswald (= Tamino), in company with his less bold and less noble squire
Robert (= Papageno) experiences the most singular adventures while spending the night in a castle
which is by reputation as enchanted as it is unsavoury: and together with his faithful wife Luitgarde
(= Pamina) he is subjected to a succession of utterly futile ordeals. In due course, the whole business
turns out to be simply a complicated and expensive arrangement on the part of Luitgarde's father
[sic; NN: uncle], who disapproves of Oswald having abducted his daughter and decides to put him
through a test of character. In this mixture of chivalrous drama and pantomime, nothing is to be
spared in the way of scenic effects and stage devices. (Einstein, 1951, p.56).
Synopses are given separately for each scene discussed in the following pages. A complete translation is
provided in Appendix III.
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Reed referred to the 'send-up' character of the libretto:
Schubert completed the frrst version in May. Salieri, to whom he submitted the draft,
suggested radical alterations, and Schubert thereupon began work on a revised
version, in which the last act was reshaped and extended. The trouble he took over
the piece is evidence at least of his serious intentions. Perhaps they were too serious
in a sense; for one must pay Kotzebue the compliment of assuming that his catalogue
of horrors is meant as a 'send-up'. There is no trace of irony, however, in Schubert's
score. Of all this music, nothing is heard today except the overture, a fme dark-toned
piece with an extraordinary brass chorale at the end of the development section,
which serves as an unconventional link with the reprise. (Reed, 1987, p.22).
Many others writers have mentioned that the libretto seems to be a spoof on typical
operas of the time; but the spoof might extend beyond just the text to include also the
ludicrously exaggerated staging requirements, deliberately making it virtually impossible
to produce. Even the 1997 production by the ZUrich Opera in Vienna, which the present
writer attended, was very unconvincing in its staging, and the audience responded
negatively. A greater awareness of the spoofmg, in directing and staging the
performance, might have made the result more acceptable.
Reed's comment about the absence of irony in this score could be applied more
widely to bear upon the question of Schubert's relationship to opera in general: perhaps
opera is sometimes too artificial a genre (when it contains posing, irony, indirect
significance etc.) for Schubert to be successful in it, for he apparently operated always in
a sincere face-value way- that is true not only of D084, but of all his works.

1 Further details of the sources:
The number of bars matches between BrH and NGA II, lb for the Overture and Acts I and III, and
between BrH and NGA II,la for Act II, with the solitary exception that Act II No. 12 (divided into two
scenes) has 193+191=384 bars in NGA II,la and 189+194=383 bars in BrH.

Appendices in NGA II,lb:
No. 7, rejected 2nd version, 32 bars
No. 13, rejected 1st version, 27 bars
No. 13, fragment of a 2nd version, bars 47-90
No. 14, fragment of a 2nd version, 53 bars
Fragment of an orchestral postlude in d minor, 8 bars
Fragment of an orchestral piece in Bb, D094A, 20 bars
2 Although this work is correctly named an opera, it includes elements of Singspiel and, briefly,
Melodrama.

3 According to David Johnson (Opera News 54/8, January 1990, p.22) earlier settings were made by
Ignaz Walter (Bremen 1801), Johann Friedrich Reichardt, C.L.Dieter and (ftrst name?) Weiss. Johnson
assumes Schubert knew none of those versions.
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D084 Overture, first version:
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Material "A" "B"
"C"
"D"
"A"
"B"
"C" Coda Link
Keys
F f-Ab Ab-a:V E
F-d d-F F-F
F
F-g
Length
30 24
64
70
24
30
50
44
6
Bars
1- 3155- 119- 189- 219- 243- 293- 337-342

* Variant: two subordinate themes; "D" instead of
development.

201
D084/0 (vl)
For general discussion see that of version 2 following. In bars 243-273 of the "C"
section the bass rises chromatically from F to C in a very long passage, which was to be
modified in version 2.
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D084 Overture, second version:
Allegro con fuoco
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Largo

1~1 J J J I[JJ
Form
Matl
Keys
Leng
Bars

IUllJJ IJ J
Sonata

*

"A" "A" "B" "C"
"D"
"E"
"A"
"B"
"C" Coda Link
F F-d d-F F-a:V E
F-F
F
F-F
F
a
F-g
70
54
28
36 36 36
42
52
54
36
6
1- 37- 73- 109- 179- 233- 261- 303- 339- 391-445-450

* Variant: two subordinate themes; "D" and "E" instead of
development.
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D084/0 (v2)
The materials of the overture seem largely unrelated to those of the Opera which is
to follow.
In bars 5-6 appears the progression of a diminished-seventh chord resolving to its
tonic over a tonic pedal-point: much later Schubert could, if it suited his purpose,
intensify this progression by flattening the d, producing an augmented sixth chord, as in
the lied Am Meer D957/12 (see Musical Example 37). In the example the overture has
two bars of long notes, the lied one bar of notes of half the length; but the tempos - fast
and slow respectively - result in the musical gestures being similar.
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Allegro con fuoco
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Example 37. Schubert D084 Overture bars 5-6, D957112 bars 1-2 comparison.
In bringing about the sonata-like form Schubert has provided an antimodulation in
each ofthe three themes, "A", "B" and "C", whereas it would have been possible, and
perhaps neater, to do so only once.
Comparison of versions:
A comparison between the two versions of the Overture was made by Hertin-Loeser
and Hinrichsen (1992) (translated in Appendix VI) referring the diagram on their p.55,
which seems however rather complicated to the eye. Some of the main changes made
between the two versions may be mentioned here:
The marking '4/4 Presto con fuoco' has been changed to '2/2 Allegro con fuoco'.
The "A" theme is now presented twice initially.
The "B" theme has been entirely changed.
The "E" theme, marked Largo, has been added as an extra middle section (this
theme comes from the apparition scene in Act I, according to Deutsch and
Wakeling, 1951, p.39, but that derivation seems wrong according to the present
writer and to McKay, 1991, p.98).

203
The Coda material has been changed.
The tonal scheme has been changed; for instance, whereas "A" had modulated in
the recapitulation but not in the exposition, in the second version the opposite is
true - as this is more appropriate to the form, one may surmise that Salieri
suggested the change.
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D084 Act I Scene 1:
Synopsis:
Setting: A stormy night - a broken-down carriage with Knight Oswald, his sweetheart Luitgarde,
his squire Robert and servants.

D084 No. 1: Introduction ("Hiilfe! Hiilfe... ")
Soprano (Luitgarde), tenor (Oswald), chorus of servants and bass (Robert), chorus of
peasants; strings, winds, horns, trumpets, trombones, timpani.

Forces:
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Absorbed into the following analytical discussion.
Chain-form.
Absorbed into the following analytical discussion.
(For a translation linked to bar numbers, see Appendix III.)
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D084/1
The discussion of this Opera will in general be rather more detailed than of some
other works in this thesis because it is a work of some importance which has been little
studied previously. This first number is written in a long chain-formation. The following
discussion is therefore presented differently from others: it includes analytical details with
bar numbers, lines of the libretto, synopses in parentheses, and key regions.
Line 1 (Call for help), g.

1- 16

The tempo is not indicated. This music is expressive in moderation, compared
with the extremes of Der Taucher D077. Harmonic regions are g,c,g.
17- 18

Link g:i-g:bVI.

19-30

Lines 2-4 (Seeing the village), g-F.
For looking fixedly at something, repeated notes are naturally used, as also in

Eifersucht und Stoltz D195!15 (1823) bars 27-35, which is quite similar music
though in a different emotional setting. For the same idea using just two notes,

comparelhr BildD956/9 (1828) bars 1-2.
31- 62

Line 5 (Call for help), d-Eb-c:V7.
Sequence 31-38 in d, 39-46 in Eb.
47-62 is all on c:V7.

63- 76

Line 6 (Peasants arrive), c-f.
The strings have played in 8th-note pairs from the beginning to represent the
general bustling activity; after this section they stop for Oswald's recit.

77- 81

Lines 7-10 (Oswald explains the predicament), recit, f-c-g-F:V.

82- 87

Lines 11-12 (Everyone is ready to help), F-g:V.
Change of metre to 6/8 Tempo giusto.

88-107

Lines 13-16 (They heave the carriage), g-Bb.

The activity is reflected in the quasi-fugato, with four entries at half a bar.
88- 95 First section.
96-107 Second section, modulating in the last two bars.
108-126

Lines 17-22 (Contrast between storm and protection), Bb-Eb-Bb.

205

108-111 String tremolo for storm, Bb.
112-115 Protection in the subdominant, Eb.
116-119 Dark night still in Eb.
120-126 Light, Bb.
127-146

Lines 23-25 (Energetic heaving), Bb.

Similar music to bars 88-107.
147-149

Lines 26-27 (Where am 1?), recit. in 4/4.

This suddenly cuts in to the previous music.
150-157

Lines 28-31 (There's not much room for visitors to stay here), F.

Simple two-part writing, note-against-note.
158

Link.

159-162

Lines 32-34 (Find somewhere to stay), g-F:V, recit. in 4/4.

163-168

Orchestral introduction, F-g:V.

169-188

Lines 35-36 (More hard work), g-Bb:V.

Different "hard work" music from the previous (bars 88-107, 127-146).
189-192

Lines 37-38 (He sits her down), g.

193-200

Lines 39-40 (I'll be OK because you're mine), e-Bb.

201-237

Lines 41-44 (Love will warm us up), Bb.

Richer accompaniment with scales. Duet, 3-part form.
201-211 Part 1, Bb-F:V.
201-205

Canonic entry at one bar, Bb.

206-211 Bb-F:V.

Bar 207 has a V9 chord.

212-219 Part 2, F-Bb:V.
212-216

A different canonic tune, again at one bar, F.

217-219 F-Bb:V.

Again a V9 chord at bar 217.

220-237 Part 3=1
220-224 = 201-205
225-237

Continuation varied from 206-211, staying in Bb.
Bar 233 has a short Mozartean appoggiatura (not
typical of Schubert).

238-258

Lines 45-48 (We've done the job), Bb.

Simple celebratory music.
238-249 Section 1.
250-258 Section 2, final cadences.

206
Summary:
All is well-written and nothing is objectionable, but nothing stands out. Schubert has
retreated to more appropriate expression than he used in Der Taucher D077.
Contrapuntal writing is attempted including canon (with I-V alternations).
Comparison of versions:
See Hertin-Loeser and Hinrichsen (1992) pp.52-53, especially concerning the
pasting-in of corrections within version 1.
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D084 Act I Scene 2:
Synopsis:
Setting: Inside an inn.
Dialogue: Robert asks for accommodation and the inn-keeper says there's room for everyone. Robert
samples the wine.

D084 No. 2: Lied ("Was kiirnmert rnich... ")
Forces: Bass (Robert) (both versions: d-e'); oboe solo, strings.
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Was kiim-mert mich ein sump- fig Land, was kiim-mert mich das Wet - ter?

Modified strophic

Form
Verse
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

1
I

2

3
Link "A'
C'ta
G
G g-d-G
G
16
16
4
5
25- 4145- 61-65

"A" Link "A"

G
G
4 16
1- 5-

G
4
21-

II

Synopsis:
1. Even in these conditions, I drink happily.
2. Food and wine make us forget the conditions.
3. We all have problems, but love and wine give contentment.

207
D084/2
Each verse is set as a double period. Bars 7-8 remind one a little of Mozart's A-major
Piano Sonata K331 bars 3-4; Schubert's appoggiatura is, characteristically, longer than
Mozart's. In the minor period at bar 51 appears a false relation between the notes Eb and
E-natural, suggesting not quite perfect technique. The instrumental codetta (bars 61-65)
has one extra separate soft bar to finish, in the manner of Mozart.
This number anticipates fairly closely the Trio of the Minuet of Schubert's Fifth
Symphony in Bb D485 of 1816 (the Trio is in G) (see Musical Example 38). The lied is
written in 6/8 Andantino, the Symphony's Trio in 3/4 (the Minuet being marked Allegro
molto); one bar ofthe former corresponds to two bars ofthe latter. Because ofthe
musical similarity, the libretto of the lied, a mild and light-hearted celebration of
contentment (provided here by food and wine), may incidentally provide a clue to the
mood Schubert had in mind for the Trio of the Symphony.
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Was kiim- mert mich ein sump - fig Land, was kiim-mert mich das Wet - ter?

Example 38. Schubert D084/2, D485 Trio of Minuet comparison.

In summary, this music is straightforward and quite Mozartean (as indeed is the Fifth
Symphony referred to).
Comparison of versions:
Version 1 had two fmal bars instead of the one in version 2; those two bars were
more naively simple. The other changes have little instructional value.
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Synopsis:
Dialogue between Robert and the inn-keeper continues: she asks who is his boss; it turns out that she
knows of Oswald and Luitgarde, as her husband had worked for Count Hermann of Schwartzburg, of
whom Luitgarde was the ward {Miindel} and niece {Nichte}; Oswald and Luitgarde had fallen in love,
but the Count had wanted to give her to a rich old man, so she left. The Count went into a rage; he is
very rich and living in a castle he had bought in this area. This village belongs to him too. If Luitgarde
found out that he's here she'd be very worried, so Robert and the inn-keeper agree to say nothing about it
to Oswald or Luitgarde. Robert says Oswald is very brave; they are on their way to a rocky castle, a
veritable owls' nest, a day's trip from here; he is virtuous but not rich. Sh! - Here they come now.

D084 Act I Scene 3:
Synopsis:
Setting: Oswald, Luitgarde, a torch-bearing servant and the previous ones.
Dialogue: A meal will be ready shortly.

D084 No.3: Duet ("Ja Morgen, wenn die Sonne sinkt... ")
Soprano (Luitgarde) (version 1: g'-a"[c"']; 2: e'-c"') and
Tenor (Oswald) (version 1: e-a'[b'b]; 2: e-a'); oboes, horns, strings.

Forces:
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Verse
1
Keys
C-C:V c
Length
12
8
Bars
19-

2
a-C
11
21-

3
4
X-C C-G-C
11
76
43-118
32-

* Verse 4 is a 3-part song-form.

los,

208
D084/3

The spoofmg character of the libretto is apparent here, but Schubert did not set it as
a spoof; he apparently set all texts on the basis of their ostensible emotional content only.
He did so even in the song Geheimnis ("Sag' an, wer lerhrt dich Lieder") ("Tell us- who
teaches you lieder?") D491 of 1816, a prank, in the present respect instructive, played
upon him by his friend Mayrhofer. It seems that Schubert's interest in a text may be
summarised as follows: for the melody its emotional content, and not any possible
external, indirect or ironical significance; and for the accompaniment practical details
(brooks, harps, etc.), again just as they appear ostensibly, suitable for musical illustration.

Verses 1-3, in which the two characters sing separately, are set in a quite Mozartean
manner. In verse 2 doubts are sown in a minor, the reaffirming response given inC
major. In verse 3 the doubts are sown in what is virtually recitative. Verse 4 has the two
characters singing together in a grand summary; for this, Schubert changes the tempo,
metre and style and treats it at considerable length:
In Part 1 (bars 43-61) some approximately canonic writing is used in lines 3 and 4
(bars 48-52), though it is hard to see a motivation in those text lines for that kind of
writing. Direct octaves occur in bars 55-56 between the highest and lowest parts,
something which Schubert always tolerated, though most other composers avoided.
In Part 2 (bars 62-74) a melodic fall from the leading-note, after having risen to it, is
used in bar 64 on the sensitive word 'Liebe'; that melodic inflection is not characteristic
of Schubert, though it is of Beethoven and Mozart, for example. Lines 3-4 (bars 66-70)
are again canonic; the number of harmonies per bar is now two, allowing an exact canon,
whereas verse 1 one had just one harmony per bar.
Part 3 (bars 77-94) is varied a little from Part 1. The canon for lines 3-4 (bars 81-85)
now has the leader and follower reversed, compared with Part 1, a permutational device
typical of Schubert.

209L
1.
2.
3.
4.

Synopsis:
0: Tomorrow I'll lead my wife to my family home.
L: It will be the reward of true love.
0: It'll be nothing fancy.
L: I'll settle for quiet domesticity.
0: You'll miss your uncle's wealth.
L: Oh no, you're all I want!
L&O: Love will make any sacrifice.

209
The Coda (bars 95-118) is almost entirely canonic, with tonic and dominant
harmonies alternating throughout. The finish is written as note-against-note. The fmal
cadence inevitably reminds one of that of Wohin (D795/2 of 1823) (see Musical Example
39); even the climactic word jedem' or jede' is in common, and a kind of clinching
affirmation is expressed in both cases. The vocal tessitura in the opera is however much
higher (a lower alternative was given in the first version).
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Example 39. Schubert D084/3, D795/2 comparison.

In summary, this is a carefully composed piece. The form is "permutational" as are
many of Schubert's, especially his larger forms; that is, it shows various purely formal
manipulations rather than organic evolution. Schubert has treated the text as directly
sincere, with no thought of the spoofmg it undoubtedly contains, and especially of the
ironic character of the last verse. The melody, harmony and expressiveness are again
within suitable bounds.

Comparison of versions (length of sections in parentheses):

Verse
1
2
3
4

Version 1
1- 18(18)
19- 29(11)
30- 40(11)
41- 91(51)

Canon
Final 92-101(10)

Version 2
1- 20(20) Bars 7-8 inserted at end of
introduction, bringing the
harmony to the dominant.
21- 31(11)
32- 42(11)
43- 94(52) Bar 76 inserted, heightening
the dominant preparation.
95-110(16) Canon added, neatly linked
to the final section at bar
111.
111-118( 8) Shortened by 2 bars.
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Synopsis:
0: Won't you regret what you've sacrificed for me?
L: Never - love, virtue and honour are my choice.

D084 Act I Scene 4:
Synopsis:
W: I'll give you my best room, but it's not good enough for you.
L: It'll be fine.

D084 No.4: Aria ("Wohin zwei Liebende... ")
Forces: Soprano (Luitgarde) (both versions: d'-a"); oboes, bassoons, horns, strings.
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Virtually a five-part song-form

Verse
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

1
"A"

Bb
20
1-

2a
1
"B"
"A"
Bb:V Bb
10
16
21- 31-

2b
"Cl"
F
36
47-

3
"C2"
F-g:V-Bb
15
83-

Synopsis:
1. Love makes frugal conditions seem luxurious.
2a. True love adds flavour to the food.
2b. Poverty sees the ground strewn with roses.
3. I can do without the wealth I was born into.
4. Sparkling diamonds don't soothe the heart.

4
1
"C3"
"A"
g:V-F
Bb
19
21
98117-137
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D084/4
Verse 1 is set to a simple tune (a parallel period) befitting the simple faith of
Luitgarde. The first half of verse 2, a period, shows a fine example of "extension during
the course of the consequent phrase" for a very expressive setting of the words "wahre
Liebe" ("true love"); the cadence has direct fifths between the outer voices (bars 28-29),
as so often in Schubert. Verse 1 is then exactly repeated, completing a three-part songform. The second half of verse 2 is set next, with note-lengths approximately doubled,
presumably intended to correspond in some way to the reference to "Armuth"
("poverty"). Further very expressive writing is seen elsewhere in the song, for instance
for "frischen Rosen" ("fresh roses") (bars 57-60). The last three chords ofthe song
somewhat echo the first three.
In summary, this number is thoughtfully constructed in a simple style, again
somewhat Mozartean, and has convincing expression.
Comparison of versions:
Allegro became Allegretto which seems more appropriate, though the Allegro might
have indicated two bars per pulse - thus fast notated bars producing a moderate pulse.
Verse 2line 2: bars 25-38 were pruned to become bars 25-30 (the somewhat
extravagant expressiveness moderated).
Codetta: bars 139-146 were slightly rewritten to become bars 132-137.
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D084 Act I Scene 5:
Synopsis:
Setting: The innkeeper, a peasant and the previous ones.
Dialogue: The peasant asks Knight Oswald for help.

D084 No. 5: Quartet ("Kaum hundert Schritt... ")
Soprano (inn-keeper), tenor (Oswald), bass (Robert), bass (peasant); oboe, trombones,
strings.

Forces:
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Synopsis:
The peasant and innkeeper (P&I) explain the devil's pleasure-palace to Oswald and Robert (O&R),
who don't believe the stories. P&I say that their dear friend Hans (who played the bagpipes like a
nightingale(!)) recently disappeared there. O&R determine to find Hans.

211
D084/5
In bars 1-12 'spooky' music is attempted quite well with triplet figures following
rests. Bars 10, 19-20, and others show excellent examples of triplet assimilation of a
dotted notation, leaving no scope for a literal-minded reading. Bass triplets (bars 33-38,
43-51) may be heard as anticipating those of Erlkonig D328; Schubert uses them here to
help represent the 'fear' of the inn-keeper and peasant, when they sing, by contrast with
the 'confidence' of Oswald and Robert. In bars 75-76 and 83-84 Schubert repeats 'den
Hans', with rests before and after, to allow for sobbing in between. In bar 78 Schubert
was faced, as a result of Kotzebue's humour, with the singular task of representing
bagpipes playing like a nightingale: the scale in violin I represents the nightingale, the
lower strings' thrummed triplets hinting at the bagpipes. The last verse (bars 95-106)
rounds off the number by a return to the music and key of the first verse. Three final
chords represent Oswald's defiance and determination.
In summary, this is again straightforward writing showing much thoughtfulness. The
range of keys visited is orthodox.
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Synopsis:
The peasant and innkeeper continue to emphasize the terrors of the palace and of the task facing
Oswald. Oswald nevertheless accepts the challenge, to the delight of the peasant.

D084 Act I Scene 6:

D084 No. 6: Terzett ("Fort! will ich fort! ... ")
Forces: Soprano (inn-keeper), tenor (Oswald), bass (Robert); oboes, bassoons, horns, strings.
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G
G G-a:V a a-g:y g:V-Bb Bb Bb:V-g:V g Bb g:V
17
16
8
8 20 14
6
8
24 12
8
83-91-111-125-141
51- 59- 751- 25- 37- 45-
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X

X

X X

X

"A"

Synopsis:
Oswald affirms his resolve, the innkeeper expresses her fears for his safety, and Robert (to
humorous effect) shows his timidity.
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D084/6
The three voices always sing separately in this terzett, for they are all opposed to one
another in the lyrics. Schubert's characterization of the three emotions is therefore easy
to follow: for Oswald, heroism; for the inn-keeper, apprehension and warning; for
Robert, humorous dissoluteness.
The number begins with Oswald's confidence represented by an ascending arpeggio
accompanied by ascending scales. The innkeeper's apprehension in bars 14-18 resembles
the father's (or narrator's) in Erlkonig D328 bars 25-28 (see Musical Example 40); not
only the melody of the later work but also the elements of its accompaniment are already
present here.
In bars 25-36 the accompaniment figure represents Robert's meekness or
tentativeness with two soft repeated staccato notes on beats 1 and 2, followed by rests
on beats 3 and 4. In bars 51-58 Oswald's laughing is indicated in the accompaniment by
the same two staccato notes as had been used for tentativeness, but now followed by a
third repeated note and played forte. In bars 75-82 the innkeeper's mood is represented
by two cadences: the first interrupted, the second a half-cadence after the iv6 chord. Bars
125-141 are the same as 1-13- the repetition was provided already in Kotzebue's
libretto. (As a result of what might be a tiny error of detail, the hom plays in bar 133 but
not in bar 9.) A four-bar codetta is added.
In summary, this is again good straightforward composing, a continuation of the

approach used in D084 No.5.

Comparison of versions:
Only minor alterations appear.
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Example 40. Schubert D084/5, D328 comparison.
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Synopsis: Oswald and Robert depart to visit a friend of Oswald's.

D084 No. 7: Aria ("Welche frevel. .. ")
Forces: Soprano (Inn-keeper) (version 1: f#-a"; 2: e'-a"); flute, oboes, horns, strings.
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Modified strophic *

1
2
4
Verse
5
3
Material "A" "Al" "A2" "A" C'ta
Keys
a-C c
e a-a
a
Length
18
20
8
9 18
Bars
1- 19- 27- 36- 54-73

* with a tonal scheme of sonata form.
Synopsis:
That's men all over!
1. They're always finding something to worry about.
2. There's enough to do at home, but they must dash out,
3. and be acquisitive.
4. They have enough already, but they scheme to get more.
5. They would even run away from a paradise.

J

Kel - che;
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D08417
In verse 1 the music partly anticipates that of the lied "Hatt ich tausend Arme zu
riihren" (Die schone MUllerin D795/5 of 1823). As the mood set by both texts involves
bustling energetic activity it is not surprising that the musical compositions show
similarity, but the extent of anticipation is noteworthy: tonality and metre match exactly,
tempo, melody, harmony and accompaniment figuration approximately (see Musical
Example 41). Indeed, the articulation dots in the violin II and viola parts suggest a
possible interpretation of the corresponding figure (which has no articulation marks) in
the piano accompaniment of the lied.
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Example 41. Schubert D084/6, D795/5 comparison.

After the middle section (verses 2 and 3) the parallel double period of verse 1
appears again almost exactly for verse 4, but now with the order of tonality reversed:
first a-C and then a-a; the effect is to introduce a touch of sonata form. The last verse
functions as a coda. Its cadence melody is very typical of Schubert, with degrees
+8,5,3,5,4,2,1- compare for instance "Der Lindenbaum" from Winterreise D911/5 of
1827, bars 7 5-7 6, although that cadence appears in a very different context. The rising
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scales after the singing indicate "running away from it" ("liiuft davon"). A codetta
delicately fades away as the singers leave the stage.
In summary, this is a very melodious aria. One might wonder whether the neat formal
scheme was the idea of Schubert unaided or whether Salieri was partly responsible. The
aria could be arranged effectively as a lied with piano accompaniment.

Comparison of versions:
Here is the form of Version 1:

Version 1:
Form

3 sections, each modified strophic

4
2
4
Verse
1
3
"B" "B'" IIBI
Material "A" "A'"
D-G
Keys
G G-e:V b-D D
10
Length
10
12
8
8
Bars
1- 11- 19- 31- 39I

5
I

llllcll

5
"C"

G
G
11
13
49- 60-72

The G major tonality becomes, in version 2, a minor.
Although the total lengths are almost the same, the formal scheme is considerably
different - as mentioned above, one might surmise that Salieri suggested the change to
the neat scheme of version 2. The materials are somewhat changed too.
The opening 2-bar recitative is modified, some words are changed and some rhythms
revised (e.g. the rhythm for 'Bittere', still not perhaps quite ideal).
The bustling figuration for violin II and viola is added.

An intermediate version in 2/4 triplets, begun but abandoned, is given in Biirenreiter
v.2 pp.753-754; comparison of the notations of the three versions yields virtually
incontrovertible evidence for triplet assimilation (compare also in this respect the three
versions of An Emma D 113). Also seen in this version is an intermediate stage of the
bustling figure for violin II and viola, so the progress of his thoughts on that resource is
explicitly visible.
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D084 Act I Scene 7:
Synopsis: Setting: A hall in the ruined castle. Oswald and Robert step out.

D084 No. 8: Aria ("Gesundheit ist mit Mut verschwistert... ")
Forces: Tenor (Oswald) (version 1: f#-a'; 2: d-a'), oboes, horns, strings.

(m

0084/08 vl, v2 (1813-14)
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Form
Verse
Material I
Keys
c
Length
17
Bars
1-

1

r '(

~ p~ l

ihn mit Zi - schen neckt,

First rondo *
1
"A"

c

8
18-

2-3
"B"

c
9

26-

4
"A"

c

8
35-

2-3
"B"

c
9

43-

4
"A"

c

11
52-62

*with slightly modified repetition of "B" and "A",
all in C major.
Synopsis:
1. Courage is vital to well-being.
2. It laughs at obstacles (snakepits, hot coals).
3. It ignores temptations.
4. It makes illusions vanish.
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D084/8
For verse 1 Schubert has set the general mood of courage, not deflecting it at all for
the contrasting third line of the text. The antecedent is very similar to Mozart's 'Voi che
sapete' from 'The Marriage of Figaro' K492, though that has no relation to the dramatic
situation in Schubert's opera. It does not fit the scansion very well in bar 22, giving an
inappropriate metrical emphasis on the last syllable of 'Einbildung'.
Verse 2 is set as a sequence, verse 3 as a consequent to it.
Verse 4 has the same music as for verse 1, with stronger dynamics and fuller
orchestration. Again the scansion is not perfect; it is as if Schubert wanted to use
Mozart's theme come what may.
In the repetition verse 2 has unchanged harmony and form, but the melody and
accompaniment are varied considerably as a 'new and improved' version (see the
comparison of versions, below). Verses 3 and 4 are repeated exactly, excepting that the
oboe now plays in bars 52-55 (the antecedent).
In summary, there seem to be no serious reservations to be had about this music, but
it is not particularly inspired.
Comparison of versions:
Version 2 adds the last two sections (bars 43-62), lengthening the
form to five sections from the three of version 1:
Version 1:
Form

First rondo

Material I
Keys
c
Length
17
Bars
1-

"A"

"B"

"A"

8
18-

8
26-

11
34-44

c

c

c

Bars 26-29 of version 1 were marked in Schubert's hand for improvement (after
consultation with Salieri). In version 2 they are only slightly modified on their first
appearance, but are rewritten in an 'improved' form on their repetition (bars 43-46). It is
not obvious what Salieri objected to in version 1.
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Synopsis:
Oswald and Robert indulge in some banter about the unlikelihood of ghosts appearing in the castle.
Oswald continues his search, leaving Robert alone.

D084 Act I Scene 8:
Setting: Robert alone.
Robert makes fun of ghosts, but just then a huge white arm rises out of the ground,
pokes him in the ribs, and disappears.

Synopsis:

D084 Act I Scene 9:

D084 No.9: Duet ("Herr Ritter, zu Hillfe! ... ")
Forces:

OJ

Bass (Robert) (version 1: Bb-e'[f]; 2: Bb-f), tenor (Oswald) (version 1: d-a'; 2: d-a'),
nearly full orchestra.

D~84/09 (1813-14)
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Form

Through-composed (last verse reproduced)

Verse
Keys
Length
Bars

1
D-D:V
19
1-

2
Bb-g:V
11
20-

3-4
g-Eb-Bb
22
31-

5
Bb-d:V
15
53-

6-7
D-d:V
18
68-

8
D
35
86-120

Synopsis: Robert is fearful of the ghosts; Oswald laughs at him.
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D084/9
This number opens with a convincing orchestral representation of panicky fear. Good
part-writing with an effective bassoon line is seen in bars 55-58.
The vocal parts in the last verse are written mainly in note-against-note counterpoint.
The first presentation begins accompanied only by strings (bars 86-93) and the
conclusion has a chromatically rising bass over 4 bars (bars 94-97). The second
presentation begins with full orchestra (bars 97-104); the conclusion is built upon the
same chromatically rising bass as in the first presentation (bars 94-97) but is now
augmented to run over 8 bars (bars 105-112). An extra 3-bar vocal cadence has parallel
octaves (at bar 115) between Robert and several orchestral parts, something which never
bothered Schubert.
In summary, the orchestration is good and effectively portrays the mood. The
construction of the last verse is convincing - it would not be surprising if there were a
Mozart model.
Comparison of versions:
Version 1
Form
Verse
Length
Bars

Through-composed (last verse reproduced)
1 2
3-4 5
6-7
32 11 21 13 23
1- 33- 44- 65- 78-

8
36
101-136

Pairs of 16th-notes in the string parts have been dispensed with in a 7-bar
introduction and in verse 1, and the more effective crescendo scales substituted. Verse 2
is scarcely changed. Relatively minor changes are made in verses 3-4. In verse 5 the

good part-writing in bars 55-58 mentioned earlier has been added and Oswald's laughter
represented by 16th-note scale fragments in the viola with articulation dots. Verses 6-7
have minor changes of orchestration. The last verse is considerably changed, especially
with respect to text underlay, but the materials remain essentially the same.
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Synopsis:
Oswald continues to make fun of Robert's report of a ghost. Funeral music is heard from the
distance.

D084 No. 10: Funeral music
Forces: 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 3 trombones.
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Form:
Synopsis:

Grave. sempre pp (in der Ferne)
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0084/10 (1813-14)
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Group of three phrases (bars 1-5, 6-10, 11-14), all inc minor.
Both Oswald and Robert are in awe of the funeral music (spoken dialogue).
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0084/10

This is mostly free contrapuntal writing. The Neapolitan 6th following its dominant
seventh in 3rd inversion in bar 11 are effective. The music and orchestration are suitable
for the purpose, but there is nothing remarkable.
Comparison of versions:
No difference.
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D084 Act I Scene 10:
Synopsis:
Setting: Change of scene to a temple in front of which is a tomb and four warriors seemingly made of
marble; also two other armed warriors.
Dialogue: Robert is afraid, Oswald confident. Oswald approaches the warriors and eventually one of
them reacts by drawing his sword.

D084 No. 11: Finale ("Ach, nun ist der Teufel los!")
Forces:

(l]

Soprano (Amazon), tenor (Oswald), bass (Robert); 2 tenors and 2 basses (statues); full
orchestra.
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D084/11
The Finale begins with a musical portrayal of alarm, using a dominant minor ninth
chord and pairs of eighth-notes with good effect. In bars 26-31 Robert's quavering is
reflected in his grace-notes, while the strings are literally 'quaver-ing'; in view of the
prevailing mood conveyed by the text, the Barenreiter edition's recommendation for long
appoggiaturas in Robert's part here and elsewhere in the Finale could be challenged.
Bars 40-67 portray the struggle by means of energetic scale fragments. Each
component ofthe Finale's very active story-line is given musical treatment contrasting
maximally with the other components. Thus the statues (bars 68-71 etc.) have
appropriate simple robot-like music (it is neither recitative nor arioso but a kind of
chanting or intoning) and Oswald (bars 82-99 etc.) has strong rhythms reflecting his
forthright resolve. The Amazon (bars 168-17 4 etc.) uses recitative. 1
In bars 17 5-180 the Amazon is draping her hair in her attempt at seduction, so
Schubert has to write sensuous music, something which seems never to have come
naturally to him; here he has managed reasonably well with meandering lines mainly in
parallel thirds between the 2nd violins and violas.
In bars 183-184 Robert's phrase is similar to one in the lied 'Lachen und Weinen'
D777 of 1823(?) bars 34-35 etc. (see Musical Example 42). The respective texts are:
Robert: (to the Amazon) "Ihr bemtihet Euch vergebens, denn sein Herz ist nicht mehr
frei." = "You're troubling yourself in vain, for his heart is no longer free." and "ist mir
selb' nicht bewuBt."

="I hardly know, myself [why I'm crying].". The common mood

conveyed is a kind of shrugging of the shoulders, as if to say "that's just the way it is, my
friend!". The matching of the tempo indications in relation to the respective metrical
pulses is also noted: in D084 Andante for half a bar of 4/4, in D777 Etwas geschwind for
two bars of 2/4.
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Example 42. Schubert D084/11, D777 comparison.
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2nd version:
Form: Through-composed *
Sections
1 2/2 Allegro agitate
1- 40
c
40- 56
c-Db
Db
56-167
168 4/4 Recit moderato
168-174
Ab
Eb
175 4/4 Andante
Eb
191 4/4 Piu moto
208 4/4 Allegro moderato, recit Eb-Bb
to c:V
222 4/4 Presto
c
241 4/4 Allegro
End
392

Length
167 (+ 2)

7
16
17
14
19
152

(

=

)

=

)

(- 4)
( + 4)
( + 1)
(

(+16)

1st version:
Form: Through-composed

*

Sections
1 2/2 Allegro agitate
1- 40
40- 56
56-169
170 4/4 Recit moderato
168-176
177 4/4 Andante con moto
197 4/4 Piu moto
213 4/4 Piu moto, recit
226 4/4 Allegro
245 4/4 Allegro
End
380

Length
169
c
c-Db
Db
7
Ab

Eb
Eb
Eb-Bb
to d:V
d

20
16
13
19
136

* with homophony, fugato & recitative.
{Bar 1}
{Bar 77}
{Bar 152}
{Bar 181}

{Bar 241}
{Bar 281}
{Bar 337}

Synopsis: {Bar numbers refer to the 2nd version}
Oswald does battle with a statue and overcomes it.
The other statues join in and Oswald is nearly defeated.
The Amazon intervenes and calls a halt. She tells Oswald that his courage has won her
heart. She tries to seduce him.
He resists her advances, even when the statues add their blandishments and she
threatens to torment and kill him if he refuses. He continues to resist (with spoofing
language of virtue).
She calls for the statues to draw his blood with their swords. In all of this Robert
interjects with commentary on the proceedings.
A cage arises around Oswald, which he tries to break.
In the cage he is taken down into a grave. The Amazon and statues disappear and the
stage changes back to the hall. End of Act I.
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In bars 191-200 the statues sing in fugato, accompanied at the unison by trombones,
hom and trumpet. The scheme amounts to an attempt at fugal exposition in a canonic
form, but it is not carried through beyond the minimum statement. As usual with
Schubert's fugato, the result is satisfactory for the purpose, but not really good fugato
writing.
Free
Free
Free
"B"
"A"
Free
"D"
"C"
I
v to V/vi
195- 197- 199-200

51
"A"
52
53
"A"
"B"
54
Keys Eb:I
v
Bars
191- 193-

"A"
"C"

"B"

In bar 211 the Amazon sings 'komm!' ='come!' to a rising inflection, as if to be
seductive. Bars 222-240 consist entirely of recitative between the Amazon and Oswald,
well-written with appropriate speech inflections. In bars 241-280 therunning
accompaniment in viola doubled in cello/bass represents the simmering and growing
tension (anticipating action with the statues' swords). In bars 256-264 the statues sing in
two-voiced canon at the 4th below; though not very strict, it is effective enough for the
purpose. In bars 265-280 the Amazon, Robert and the statues are all singing with full
orchestra, to quite powerful effect.
In bars 305-323 the Amazon and statues sing a melody directly borrowed from
Mozart's "The Magic Flute" K620 (see Musical Example 43). The libretti are very
similar, and such borrowings are hardly surprising.
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Example 43. Mozart K620, Schubert D084/11 comparison.
From bar 337 the Amazon, Robert and statues again sing impressively together. The
fmal fadeout involves a chromatic passage in the strings with augmentation and then
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double augmentation- unfortunately the technique seems too obvious to the listener, and
a simple ritardando might have been preferable.
The key regions for the long Finale have been: c- Db-Eb-c, very restrained and well
under control compared to most of his earlier large-scale works. The same applies to the
melody (compare, for instance, Der Taucher D077). Very likely this desirable restraint
was one of the things he had in the meantime learned from Salieri.
Comparison of versions:
The changes are extensive. See the form diagrams given earlier, together with the
discussion by Hertin-Loser and Hinrichsen (1992) translated here in Appendix VI.

1 At the point where recitative begins Schubert changed the metre from 2/2 to 4/4 and henceforth
throughout his life he usually used 4/4 for recitative, though occasionally 2/2; this might conceivably
have been at the suggestion of Salieri.
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D084 Act II Scene 1:

D084 No. 12a: Recitative [and Arioso] ("lch lebe noch... ")
Forces: Bass (Robert) (Bb-e'), orchestra minJI~ clarinets, trumpets and percussion.

D084/12a (1813-14)
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Style
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Length
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Recitative and arioso *

-

1,2

3,4

R

R

d: i-V d:V-C c
17
18
38
13956-

5

6

7

R

R

R

8
A

9,10
A
g
F
Eb: I-V Bb
Bb-Ab:V
16 22
16
14
52
74- 90- 112128- 142-193

*Verses 1-7 are Recit (R), verses 8-10 Arioso (A).
Synopsis:
Setting: The hall as in Act I. Robert lying on the ground. He slowly gets up.
1. What happened? Have I been dreaming?
2. My master is captured and his mate will grieve.
3. And what will become of me in this darkness?
4. I'll try to find a way out.
5. There's no way out.
6. What dragon is making my foot hurt?
7. Oh- it's my flask I've bumped into- I'll have a drink.
8. That's more consoling than any friend.
9. What's that light?
10. It seems to be a ghost in chains, groaning.
(He throws himself face down on the ground.)
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D084/12a
Bars 1-38 provide an orchestral introduction with descending scale fragments
appropriate to the gloominess of the setting and of Robert. The enharmonic equivalence
between the G# in the bass line in bar 2 and the Ab in bar 5 leads to a Nil harmony.
Leichtentritt (1928, p.623) draws attention to this introduction having been inspired by
Beethoven's introduction to the second act of Fidelia.
The first seven verses are all set as recitative. In verse 5 bars 84-88 the melody is
arranged in 3/4 units (descending broken triads) across the 4/4 metre, a scheme
resembling hemiola but with different proportions and here referred to under the more
general term 'cross-metre' (see the discussion of D032/III); this is appropriate to Robert's
nervousness.
The last three verses (verses 8-10) are set as arioso- not surprisingly, the thought of
his flask of wine has moved Robert to song. The tension mounts in the last two verses by
means of d:inllnished 7th chords with crescendo.

Comparison of versions:
For Act II (Nos. 12 -20) only version 1 survives.
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D084 Act IT Scene 2:
Synopsis: Luitgarde enters.

D084 No. 12b: Recitative and Duet ("Vergebens schweifich... ")
Forces: Soprano (Luitgarde) (c'-a"[c'"]), Bass (Robert) (A-e'), orchestra as in No. 12a.

D084/12b (NGA) (1813-14)
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Recitative & duet *
Recit
Duet
F
ab-F
124
66
194- 260-383

* the duet is a somewhat free song-form.
Synopsis:
{bar 190, recitative:}
Luitgarde is searching for Oswald. Robert says it's hopeless and they should leave to get away
from the ghosts, but Luitgarde (with spoofing exaggeration) affirms her resolve to find her
beloved.
{bar 260, duet:}
1. R: Let's flee!
L: You flee then; because of my love, I fear no danger.
2. L: I'll find him or die!
R: We're rushing into ruin!
3. L: Oswald, where are you?
R: The ghosts will get us!
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D084/12b
(The BrH and Barenreiter editions have different numbers of bars, which might result
in slight inconsistency in bar-number references in the following discussion.)
The recitative begins in the extreme key area of a flat minor; it eventually ends in F
major after moving through quite closely related keys (the wild tonal roaming seen in
some earlier works is now absent).
In the first section (bars 260-291) ofthe duet each character sings separately. The
voice inflections at the beginning of each character's melody closely reflect the way the
words would be spoken: Robert's "0 fliehet!" ascends, after which Luitgarde's "So
fliehe," descends.
In the second section (bars 292-383) the two characters sing together. In bars
310-326 Luitgarde calls eloquently in long notes while Robert provides rapid-note
harmony. The final phrase (bars 344-349) expressing Luitgarde's complete commitment
to the task resembles the end of the lied "Mein!" from Die schone Miillerin D795/ll of
1823; the earlier phrase is just as fully convincing and satisfying as the later one (see
Musical Example 44).
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Example 44. Schubert D084112b, D795/ll comparison.
The vocal codettas end with a high c"' for Luitgarde, with a lower alternative
provided; the high c"' seems hardly needed, though the tuning was no doubt lower in
Schubert's time than today.
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D084 Act IT Scene 3:
Synopsis:
Setting: A eerie cave, with a high rock and cliffs in the background.
Monologue: Oswald ponders on his situation - he says he has been captured by criminals and
Luitgarde will be worrying.

D084 Act IT Scene 4:
Synopsis:
Setting: Oswald and a strangely clad squire.
Dialogue: The squire taunts Oswald. Oswald is unbowed. The squire says the court is about to
decide Oswald's fate.

D084 Act IT Scene 5:
Synopsis:
Setting: Oswald alone.
Monologue: Oswald says no doubt he'll be condemned to death.

D084 No. 13: [Recitative and] Aria ("Nie bebte... ")
Forces: Tenor (Oswald) (d-a'b); orchestra minus: one flute, trumpet, tympani.
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Recitative & 1 verse of Aria
1
2
2
1
Recitative Arioso
F
F
F
F
17 19 17
38
1- 18- 37- 54-91

Synopsis:

1. Heros don't fear death, but I do regret that it will separate from my beloved.
2. What breaks my heart is that I know Luitgarde will grieve.
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D084/13
The recitative is not explicitly marked as such. The throbbing dotted-note figure for
'bleeding heart' (bars 21-22) may be noted, as well as the falling chromatic notes for
Luitgarde's portrayed grief (bars 27-32). Verse 2 is reproduced in bars 37-52; it starts a
fourth lower than before, but is adjusted to finish again on F:V, as at bar 32. This
reproduction starting lower might represent a further sinking of the spirits, or
conceivably a rewriting intended to replace the previous version.
The link in bar 53 is an effective, brief, and very quiet dominant, on just oboe
and clarinets. It will be seen that the dynamics are also important and effective in the
arioso setting of verse 1 which follows. This begins with lines 1-2 pp crescendo. Line 3 is
more intense and// (the grace-note Bb in bar 63 is misprinted in BrH but corrected in
the NGA). Line 4 is again soft. Lines 3-4 are then brought back with still greater
intensity.
That intensity is achieved in part by the use of the flattened tonic at the climax (ab ff
in bar 73), forming a deliberate false relation to the a-naturals in the orchestral part in the
previous bar, and producing a fairly remote harmonic progression (I-bVI). This seems to
suffer little if at all in comparison with a similar passage in Aufenthalt (Resting Place)
D957/5 from the Schwanengesang of 1828, where the flattened tonic is again used at the
climax (eb Iff in bar 124, here not in the vocal part but in the accompaniment) and again
forming a deliberate false relation to the previous bar and producing a very remote
harmonic progression (i-bvi). Schubert increased his resources of such remote harmonic
progressions (here i-bvi by comparison with I-bVI) towards the end of his life. In both
cases the accompaniment ends the song by freely echoing the vocal cadence. (Compare
D084/13 bars 69-91 with D957/5 bars 119-141.)
In summary, Schubert has made much of this number by taking Kotzebue's text fully
at its face value. Some powerful features anticipate D957/5.
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Synopsis:
Oswald has a spoken line, wishing that Luitgarde might never hear of his terrible fate.

D084 No. 14: Melodrama and March
Forces: Oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns.

D084114 (1813-14)
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Form

Melodrama in two parts;
March in concise sonata form.

Material Mel'a
Keys
F:I-V
Length
19
Bars
1-

:
:
:
:

"A"

"B" :

F
12
20-

:
:
:

c

8
32-

:
:
:
:

Dev
F:V
14
40-

"B" :
F :
12
8
:
54- 66-73:
"A"
F

Synopsis: Oswald: Do those tones announce my death?

D084 Act IT Scene 6:
Synopsis:
A brightly lit stage. The Amazon is enticingly clad and surrounded by adorned maidens playing
Turkish instruments. They come to Oswald.
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D084/14
The melodrama consists of music and spoken text. 1 The mood of a death-knell is
created with the orchestral colour of horns and bassoons providing the accompaniment,
the oboes and clarinets having some simple counterpoint with the 'eerie' rhythm of dotted
quarter-notes and two 16th-notes.
The march is a concise sonata-allegro form (both sections repeated), but without
thematic contrast. 2 This shows that Schubert could by now write in such a conservative
or standard form. This in turn might suggest that henceforth any departures from
standard sonata form could be taken as deliberate, rather than resulting from
misunderstanding or ignorance; yet it is also possible that Salieri was looking over his
shoulder here.

Historical background on melodrama is given by Branscombe (1982, pp.105-116), as well as a
discussion of its use in D084 (ibid., pp.l16-118).
1

The sketch of the march printed in the Barenreiter edition, p. 763, shows some staves with 2/2
metre and others with 4/4 metre operating simultaneously; whether this is a printing error is uncertain
as it is not mentioned in the critical commentary.
2

226L
Synopsis: Oswald: Are you mocking me? What is lighting up these rocks?

D084 No. 15: Chorus and Ensemble ("Hast du vergessen... ")
Soprano (Amazon) (d'-b"b), tenor (Oswald) (f-a'), chorus of maidens (accompanying
themselves with lutes, cymbals and flutes), orchestra.

Forces:

11]

Allegretto

0084115 (1813-14)
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Arioso (group of 4 phrases);
then recitative and chanting

Form
Material Arioso
Character
M
Keys
c
18
Length
Bars
1-

Recitative & chanting .
. . .
A&O M 0 A&M
A
M
0
D
D c
d
D-d
d
d
22 18 18 60
18
24
37
19- 41- 59- 77- 137- 155- 179-215

Characters: M-Maidens, A=Amazon, O=Oswald
Synopsis:
Chorus of maidens:
1. It's the magical power oflove [that is lighting up those rocks].
2. The love [of the Amazon] will change your grief to delight.
3. Don't disdain her love or you'll be doomed.
Recitative:
The Amazon again tries to seduce Oswald but he again ridicules her and swears steadfastness
to Luitgarde. The Amazon calls the guards to carry out the sentence. The maidens join in with
occasional chanting.
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D084/15
As was mentioned earlier (under D084/11), Schubert was not well suited to

expressing sensuousness. Here the double-thirds between sopranos I & II and the
attractive woodwind figures are appropriate enough, but do not have real flair. In
repeating lines 1-2 in bars 14-15 Schubert has reversed the order of the lines (frrst line 2
then line 1), a permutational variation ofthe type he quite often applied to poetry in
similar situations.
In the recitative some intense string writing is seen, for instance in bars 98-103. In
bars 104-136 the writing for the Amazon, though remaining recitative, comes gradually
closer to arioso. The voice part ranges widely as the Amazon expresses her fury and
revenge more forcibly, but it still avoids the extremes seen in Der Taucher D077. In bars
155-178 the melodic figure taken up by the Amazon is that used by Oswald just
previously, as she mocks his D-major figure in d-minor; this is reinforced by the whole
orchestra in accented synchrony.
In summary, this music is effective enough though not showing particular inspiration.

227L
Synopsis: All exeunt and it becomes dark again.

D084 Act IT Scene 7:
Synopsis:
Oswald (alone) says be must die in an unmarked grave for having offended the lustful Amazon.

D084 Act IT Scene 8:
Synopsis:
A slave approaches Oswald and offers to help him escape on the next night.

D084 Act IT Scene 9:
Synopsis:
The squire enters, upbraids the slave and mockingly tells Oswald to prepare himself for death - be
will be burled from the rock. Oswald calls desperately "Luitgarde".

D084 Act IT Scene 10:
Synopsis:
The deathknell sounds, followed by a funeral march and funeral procession with black-clad men
and maidens.

D084 No. 16: Funeral march and ensemble
Forces: Tenor (Oswald) (d-b'b), girls' chorus, men's chorus, tenor (a squire).

D084/16 (1813-14)
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Three-part song form,

Material 3-part song-form
Keys
c
43
Length
Bars
1-

p

then recitative & chanting

Link
Ab:I-V
16
44-

Recitative & chanting
Ab- ... -Eb
111
60-170

Synopsis:
Oswald says be's ready to die; be asks the men's chorus whether they are human. His plea to be
allowed to write a final message to Luitgarde is denied, but at the last moment a squire enters and
calls a halt to proceedings.
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D084/16
This number begins with a three-part song-form of which parts 1 and 2 are played by
the orchestra, and repeated, after which the male chorus joins in for part 3. The female
chorus exits after singing the link, bars 44-59. The remainder of the number consists of
recitative (occasionally approaching arioso) and choral chanting, in which a number of
closely related keys are visited.

228L
D084 Act II Scene 11:
Synopsis:
Setting: The squire and the previous ones.
Dialogue: The squire offers Oswald a further opportunity to save himself by renouncing Luitgarde.
The slave whispers to Oswald that be should promise anything just to gain time. Oswald agrees,
ultimately for the sake of Luitgarde.

D084 No. 17: Finale ("Die Schone, die dich hergesandt... ")
Forces: Tenor (Oswald) (d-a'), tenor (Squire), bass (Slave), male chorus, orchestra.
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D084/17 (1813-14)
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Three-part song form,
then (mostly) recitative & chanting

Material 3-part song-form
Keys
G
Length
22
1Bars

Recitative & chanting
E- ... -Bb

300
23-322

Synopsis:
Oswald makes an obviously contrived declaration of love for the Amazon. {bar 23} The squire
probes Oswald's sincerity. {bar 53} As a test, the squire brings the slave before Oswald {bar 85}
and asks Oswald to kill the slave as a traitor. {bar 124} Oswald takes the offered sword but instead
of executing the slave be turns on the squire and renounces the Amazon. {bar 150} The squire calls
the warriors to his defence. {bar 188} Oswald continues his defiance while the warriors enchain
him and lead him to his execution on the high rock. {bar 277} Oswald burls his sword down to the
abyss, saying that be will die for true love.
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D084/17
The song-form with which the Finale begins is Mozartean in style. Examples of the
many Mozartean features include the melodic progression from degrees 5-4#- 4natural
- 3 in bars 5-6 and the cadence with 32nd-notes in bar 18, neither of which is typical of
the later Schubert.
The remainder of the Finale is written as recitative and chanting, though bars 41-47
appear to be arioso. In bars 206-218 the tension is heightened, the means for this
including the use of 8th-note pairs in the strings. Some structure is observed in bars 218247 where Schubert has written a slightly modified transposition up a 4th (thus more
intense) of the words and music of bars 166-187.
In summary, the construction of this number is very similar to that of No. 16.

229L
D084 Act ill Scene 1:
Synopsis:
Setting: The hall, as at the start of Act II. Luitgarde is sitting sorrowfully on a stone.

D084 No. 18: Aria ("Ihr unsichtbaren Geister ... ")
Forces: Soprano (Luitgarde) (c'#-b"); orchestra minus timpani.
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Material
I
Keys
d:i-V
Length
30
Bars
1-

3-part song-form
d-F-d
121
31-151

Synopsis:

1. Take me down to my husband, you ghosts!
2. A prison with him would be a palace for me, whereas even a throne up here without
him would be a burden.
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D084/18
Newbould (1997, p.188) has drawn attention to Schubert's borrowing D084 No. 18
bars 1-4 from bars 51-54 of Mozart's Rondo for Pianoforte in F major, K494 (McKay,
1991, p.98, had referred to that source equivalently as the third movement ofthe Sonata
K533). Schubert uses that figure at length through much of this number. The rushing
scalar notes and repeated staccato 8th-notes presumably signify Luitgarde's worried
state. Bars 1-4 are brought back in bars 27-30, now //instead off, as the curtain rises.
The three-part song-form is formed from Verses 1, 2, and 1 again.
In verse 1 (bars 31-66) the augmented 6th chord in bar 47 reaches its normal
resolution only after the bass bb first moves, contrary to its natural direction, up to bnatural. The words are repeated (bars 52-66) but with lines 1 and 2 interchanged. The
orchestral part of bars 51-55 is the same music as in bars 8-12. In bars 55-66
considerable tension is achieved by dotted rhythms and mounting pitch in the violins. The
cadence uses an effective Neapolitan 6th chord at bars 62-63, the eb moving up to
e-natural before resolving down to d (similarly to the progression in bars 47-48 in an
augmented 6th chord, mentioned earlier).
Verse 2 is fully arioso, whereas verse 1 had been not far removed from recitativeSchubert appears to utilise at different times a continuum of possibilities between the
categories of recitative and arioso. The cadences here are no longer Mozartean but
Schubertian, especially in bars 78-80, an early example of Schubert's cadential melodic
figure with grace-notes (see Musical Example 45 including a comparison with Mit dem

griinen Lautenbande, D795/13 of 1823, bars 18-19- such cadences were later to be
adopted often by Brahms). In bars 83-106 the text is repeated with a different
orchestration, including attractive string arpeggiation, as well as a different extension to
the form. Parallel octaves between voice, bass and winds are seen in bars 93-94,
something Schubert apparently never found objectionable (as has been observed several
times already).
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Example 45. Schubert 0084/18,0795/13 comparison.
In verse 1, when brought back as Part 3, the orchestral writing begins similarly to
that of Part 1 but the voice is now more shrill with a high tessitura, especially the high a"
maintained on the same dominant harmony throughout the consequent phrase (bars 112116). Those notes, a", repeated to form the whole phrase are somewhat analogous to,
though not perhaps quite so elemental as, Shakespeare's line 'Never, never, never, never,
never!', famous as an extreme implementation of the pentameter metre, in this case
trochaic (King Lear, Act 5 Scene 3). After lines 1-2 are again set to another expressive
vocal line (bars 117-127), lines 3-4 have quite a frenzied string part (lines 127-135)
though still not exceeding reasonable bounds, and further very expressive vocal writing,
now extending down to the low d'. In bars 135-151 the whole verse is set once more;
though the music is the same as in bars 127-135 Schubert has freely rewritten the lyrics,
something he did on a number of occasions.
Throughout the aria, the voice part has had the same rhythm in almost every pair of
bars, but this has not caused monotony- it probably reflects Luitgarde's concentrated
thoughts.
In summary, the strength of expression in this music is undeniable.
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Synopsis:
Robert and Luitgarde dicsuss the desperate situation. From the ground arise Oswald's weapons,
which Luitgarde recognizes in dismay.

D084 No. 19: Duet ("0 war ich fern")
Forces: Soprano (Luitgarde) (e'-b"b), Bass (Robert) (c-e'b), orchestra (without timpani).
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Through-composed
1
2
3
4
5
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46
1- 8- 29- 4050-95

Synopsis:

1. R: Oh woe! I can't stand this!
2. L: I can't either! Let me die!
3. R: These are indeed his weapons!
4. L: How nobly he used them!
5. R&L: Do I have to live through this terrible fate?
L: I wish only for death now.

l
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D084/19
Verse 1 has simple but appropriate music for Robert. Verse 2 is Luitgarde's, but
Schubert has brought back Robert's lines 1-2, enhancing the duet. The figure in bars 20
and 21 for 'Tod' ('death') is a fall from a dissonance to a low note, perhaps representing a
hanging of the head. There is little change of musical material in verses 3 and 4.
In verse 5 the "head-hanging" figure reappears in bar 61. The expression at bar 72 is
very intense, Luitgarde and the orchestra having a dominant minor ninth reached after a
chromatic ascent with crescendo, and it is completed with a finely shaped cadence. Bars
76-95 are for Luitgarde alone with a new orchestral texture including string triplets; this
section has a touchingly pathetic expression.
The repeated notes in the accompaniment almost throughout give an appropriate
atmosphere of sad brooding (as for instance in Die Iiebe Farbe D795/16 of 1823).
In summary, this is perhaps not an outstanding number, but the strong expression in
the last verse is notable.
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Synopsis:
Dialogue: Luitgarde goes to take Oswald's sword, but it vanishes. She tells Robert to take what
money she has and leave - she will wait to die. Robert however gains some courage.
Setting: Robert kicks down the gate and the walls crumble, revealing a valley with a hill in its
centre, on which is a log and two squires, one wielding an axe, next to an oak tree.

D084 Act ill Scene 2 and 3:

D084 No. 20: Ensemble ("Ha! die Morder meines Gatten! ... ")
Forces: Scene 2: Soprano (Luitgarde) (f-a"b), tenor (Squire) (eb-f), bass (Robert) (e-e'b), orchestra
without timpani.
Scene 3: Soprano (Luitgarde) (g"-g"), tenor (Oswald) (db-a'), bass (Robert) (d-f), Male chorus;
orchestra including timpani.
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Recitative *

Scene
2
Keys
c- ... -c:V
Length
72
Bars
1-

3
c- ... -c
161
73-233

* occasionally tending to arioso.
Synopsis:
Scene 2: Luitgarde and Robert berate the squires, asking what became of Oswald. They are told
he was executed an hour ago. {bar 43} Luitgarde asks why, and is told it was because Oswald had
wanted to penetrate their secret. Luitgarde says she wants to join Oswald in death, and the squire
agrees to kill her. Robert wants to join in and be killed too (there is humorous exaggeration here as
elsewhere). Luitgarde puts her head on the block and says she is ready. {bar 73}
Scene 3: Oswald is led in as a captive and sees Luitgarde about to die. Saying that no earthly
power can resist him, he flings down ftrst an armed man and then the executioner. Luitgarde faints.
{bar 101} The armed men capitulate, saying they're too weak for Oswald. Just as Oswald has
rescued Luitgarde a storm breaks out and water streams from all the rocks. Robert says this is a new
nightmare, and that now true love will ftnd a watery grave. {bar 145} Oswald says the water is
rising high, but his courage higher still! {bar 177} He swings himself up into the tree with
Luitgarde. But soon the tree is about to fall and Robert is in despair. {bar 219} A loud thunderclapthe tree falls - the whole scene (hill, rocks, water) vanishes and is replaced by a pavilion in a setting
of roses; Luitgarde is still in a faint, Oswald rather stunned. {bar 233}
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D084/20
The number begins with a good representation of fury (allegro furioso, c minor,
strings and bassoons in unison with dominant sevenths and diminished sevenths). Bars
33-39 have music for walking down a hill; naturally it steps down, beginning again from
a higher note when necessary. Bars 49-58, in which Luitgarde offers herself for
execution, are arioso, though not so marked. The writing in bars 54-57 resembles that of
Kriegers Ahnung D957/2 of 1828, bars 16-17, in which the mood is also similar- the

respective bass lines are comparable (see Musical Example 46).
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Example 46. Schubert D084/20, D95712 comparison.
In bars 84-99 Oswald's fury is represented by rapid repeated scale fragments in the
strings with sf markings. The struggle itself has an ascending sequence (Db-eb-f-G),
again mainly in the strings. At the peak are note-pairs in the strings, as Schubert had used
for similar effect also in No. 1 bars 1-76 and No. 17 bars 206-218, as well as in the
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Overture. The storm begins in bar 109 in the violas, increasing through the violins from
bar 121. In bars 177-181 the music for swinging up into a tree uses rising intervals in the
first violins inc minor, with ties over the bar line suggesting effort (as in so much of
Beethoven's music).
Bars 184-233 represent the stormy catastrophe inc minor, the key traditionally used
for this purpose. The storm is represented largely by rising and falling scales in the
strings. The peak of the catastrophe is reached at bar 219, after which the complete
transformation ofthe scene is made simply by fading out (over bars 221-231, thus only
11 bars) fromff to ppp and from c minor to C major.
In summary, this is again effective orchestral writing.
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Synopsis: Oswald recounts his adventures to Luitgarde and Robert.

D084 No. 21 (2nd version numbering): Duet ("Habich dich wieder!")
Soprano (Luitgarde) (version 1: f-a"b; 2: f-b"b), tenor (Oswald) (version 1: f-g'; 2: fa'b); strings, trumpets, horns, winds.

Forces:
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Version 2:
Form
Text
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Sonata without development (variant)
1-2
Intro
Bb:V
16
1-

3-4
5-6 3-4 1-2,6b 5-6 3-4
5-6
"Al" Link "A2" "B"
Tr
"A2""B" Coda
Bb
Bb-F F-Eb Eb Eb-Bb:V Bb 'Bb
Bb
18
4
27
25
12
26 24
67
17- 35- 39- 6691103-129-153-219

Synopsis: How wonderful that we are together again!

234

D084/21

The sonata form is modified by the double exposition of the "A" material; the
subordinate theme is in the subdominant, as the main theme had already appeared in the
dominant. Lines 1-2 are used only for the introduction and transition, so the two
"themes" belong to lines 3-4 and 5-6. The return of "B" in the tonic especially suggests
sonata form.
In this duet Schubert has responded to the text by using many features suggesting
"two-together-ness". In bars 5-8 the vocal parts move in parallel thirds. In bars 9-16 the
voices and text lines are interchanged; "invertible counterpoint" appears, though one of
the voices consists only of the dominant note (Schubert's knowledge of invertible
counterpoint was observed earlier to be very limited). At the same time flute and clarinet
are approximately interchanged. Bars 17-26 have a simple canon, bars 27-34 parallel
thirds and sixths.
Bars 39-50 have alternating answering phrases. In bars 51-65 the entries are first
separated by 2 bars, then by 1 bar, and finally are simultaneous (thus shown as coming
gradually together, suiting the text). The remainder (bars 66-197) contains parallel
motion and answering phrases and finally (bars 198-219) interlocking two-bar phrases.
The soprano has some long high notes (c"'b in bars 189-191, b"b in bars 209-211).
In summary, this is straightforward writing generally, but very effective in
performance.

Comparison of versions:

Version 1:
Form

Two sections, no modulation

Text
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

1-2
Intro
Bb:V
16
1-

3-4
"A1" Link
Bb
Bb-Bb
18
4
17- 35-

5-6
"A2" C'ta
Bb
Bb
25
5
39- 64-68

Version 1 bars 1-68 corresponds to version 2 bars 1-219, that is, there has been a
great expansion; the materials used are, however, similar. The modulation introduced in
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bars 35-38 allows the larger (sonata) form of version 2. A footnote in the NGA version
1, page 328, explains the obvious triplet assimilation, especially clear in view of some rewriting in version 2.
Comparison with Beethoven's Fidelia:
Beethoven Fidelio Op. 72/15:
Sonata without development (variant)

Form
Text
Matl
Keys
Leng
Bars

I
G

- 5-6 7
1
2-4
8 9-12 1,3-4 1 8,7
"B1"
"B2
"B3
Tr1 Tr2 "A1" "B3" C'ta
"A1" "A2" Tr
II

G

4 9
1- 5-

G

16
14-

G-D

D

D

II

D

D-

3 15
8
8 16
30- 33- 48- 56- 64-

D-G

10
80-

G

G

G

9 13
13
90- 99-112-124

The relevant number is Beethoven's Op. 72/15 Duet (Leonora and Florestan) '0
namenlose Freude'. The text (by Bouilly/Sonnleithner- see Appendix I) is very similar to
that ofD084/21, perhaps because Kotzebue wrote Des Teufels Lustschloss as a spoof on
typical operas and the Fidelia duet is very typical operatic material. (On a very general
level these operas of Schubert and Beethoven have similar stories.)
Beethoven's duet has a considerable element of sonata form, with little or no
development (using no new keys). The recapitulation is of the first part of "A" and the
last part of "B". The melodic materials of the two composers are very different
(Schubert's seeming to be a more "natural" expression of the mood), but the forms are
somewhat similar. The inference is therefore tempting that Schubert's expansion of
version 1 into version 2 was related to his knowledge of this number in Fidelia, as
Hertin-Loeser suggested; Einstein (1951, p.57) also mentioned Fidelia as one of
Schubert's models. If that inference is correct, then one can see that Schubert introduced,
in addition to the tonic and dominant, the subdominant key (Eb), whereas Beethoven
used only tonic and dominant. However, Schubert did not use the subdominant in a
conventional way within the (approximate) sonata form.
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D084 No. 22 (2nd version numbering): Terzett ("lch lach', ich wein' ... ; Sie sind
verschwunden, die bosen Stunden! ... ")
Forces:

ITJ

Soprano (Luitgarde) (versions 1,2: e'-g"), tenor (Oswald) (version 1: eb-f; 2: c-f), bass
(Robert) (versions 1,2: Bb-e'b); strings, horns, winds.

D084/22 v2 (1813-14)

Allegro

~~~r ~~r'f,

'= ~ e"• "

1

@21
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lch lach,

ich wein, ich wein,

Canon. Allegretto

D ~

l':~lrl ~
Sie

sind

1r

p

D

ver - schwun - den,

die

Form
Keys
Length
Bars

:E;•

g;· If

bo

sen

::d

-

p

J

Stun

-

den,

Through-composed, then canon

Bb

F
68
1-

45

69-113

Canon:
Soprano Tenor
Bass
"A"
Length 11
Bars
69-

"A"

"B"
11
80-

"A"

"X"

"B"
"X"
"X"
"C"
11
12
91- 102-113

Synopsis:
Robert laughs with pleasure, with somewhat ludicrous enthusiasm. Luitgarde and Oswald again say
how happy they are {bar 69} that the bad times are over - that true love triumphed.

Synopsis:
The three (L, 0, R) prepare to leave the castle but hear some attractive music approaching. The
pavilion doors open and a parade passes on to the stage- and finally the Count of Schwarzburg
(Luitgarde's uncle). He forgives Land 0 and explains that he had arranged all the strange
proceedings as a test of Oswald's character, to see whether he deserved Luitgarde. He gives the
details of the way his scheme was implemented, and finally embraces Land 0.
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D084/21
Though humour is not one of Schubert's strong points, he has here written some
quite humorous 'laughing' music for Robert. There is a touch of the minor mode for
'wein' ('cry') at bars 7, 9 etc. In bars 44-58 the jumping-for-joy' music is suitably rather
trivial and thus humorous.
A canon is written at the unison (octave) at 11 bars. At such a large distance little
contrapuntal knowledge or cleverness was needed. In view of the presence of the
orchestral bass line, the counterpoint could have been inverted, a somewhat academic
point since 33 bars was already long enough. A codetta is formed from twelve bars of
note-against-note singing (bars 102-113).
Comparison of versions:
No. 22 of version 2 is to be compared with No. 21 bars 69-177 of version 1. There
are very many differences in the implementation of the two versions, but they follow the
same general course.
Comparison with Beethoven's Fidelio:
According to Einstein (1951, p.57) there is an unmistakable model in Fidelio for
Schubert's canon, but only Beethoven's No. 15 '0 namenlose Freude' seems a candidate,
and it has several sets of entries ofthe canonic type but not a canon. Leichtentritt (1928,
p.625) also says "Here ... Schubert imitates the famous 'Fidelio' canon... "
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D084 No. 23 (2nd version numbering)= 22 (1st version numbering): Finale ("Heil!
dem macht'gen Triebe! ... ")
Forces: SATB chorus, full orchestra.

Allegro moderato

D084/23 (1813-14)
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Form
Text
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

1

JJJ

F I"Paar,

kii

Allegr piu moderato

~~

-

Paa

ekes Son - nen

r 1r

Heil
r::;,

r~~rr

1r

Allegro vivace

~~~~~r-

1

Heil!

(Allegro moderato)

~~~~~r-

~

Heil!

1

1

ed - len See-len lebt!

ABC coda, approximately
1
A1
F
18
1-

A2 A1'
F F-C
27 13
19- 46-

2
B

1,2,1
1
3
B+
c
Coda
c C:I-V7 c
F
26
26
79
39
59- 85124- 150-228

Synopsis:
1. Hail to the power of true love!
2. Hail to the noble pair who rejoice in true love!
3. Love is evident not in happy times but when facing danger.
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0084/23 (v2 numbering)= 0084/22 (v1 numbering)

Schubert has used a double-dotted rhythm in bar 1 etc. for the noble mood
associated with 'Heil!' ('Hail!'), but that mood was never quite natural to him, so the
effect is just slightly perfunctory. It is however typical of Schubert that, whereas in the
opening phrase (bars 1-8) the last word 'Triebe' ('power') is set straightforwardly, in the
reproduction of the phrase (bars 9-20) the corresponding word 'Liebe' ('love'), which was
a far more significant word for him, is set to a longer note and is followed by an
extension to the phrase. Some simple canonic writing appears in the second section (bars
19-46). The modulation in bars 46-58 is also simple but has impressive strength.
Verse 2 (bars 59-77) is based upon four-square triadic material. Verse 1 next appears
with similar material (bars 85-97), followed by cadences (bars 97-123) with a massive
effect reaching up to bar 109 iff andffz), then diminishing to ppp in preparation for the
following verse.
Verse 3 (bars 124-149) has a more serious and thoughtful text: the statement of 'the
moral'; Schubert very appropriately changes the musical mood to pp Adagio. The
orchestra keeps very much in the background for this verse, all of which is set as
note-against-note music. The first section (bars 124-137) is entirely unaccompanied. In
the second section (bars 138-149) the text is set to a different melody, a rounding effect
being provided by the last two phrases being the same as before. An enharmonic
equivalence appears between db and c# between bars 142 and 143 in a chord ofvo7/ii.
The mood of this verse seems surprisingly slightly felt by the composer, though a simple
approach is perhaps sufficient.
The final section (bars 150-228) constitutes a coda with further presentations of
various text lines from verses 1 and 2. The first 8 bars reuse the "B" material transposed
to the tonic F. The sopranos eventually reach high a" (bars 212-214). Musically, the
following c" (bars 216-218) could well have been written as high c"'; that note had been
used earlier in the opera at the end of No. 12b, but then it was sung by the soloist
Luitgarde and was provided with alternative version - it would not have been advisable
to ask for c"' from the chorus.
In summary, an impressive enough Finale.
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Comparison of versions:

Version 1:
Form
Text
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

ABA
1

3

A
F

B

30

1-

1

A
F
c
26
27
31- 57-83

The great expansion in version 2 is clear from a comparison of the form diagrams. Verse
1 had covered bars 1-30 in version 1 but bars 1-58 in version 2; the first half of verse 1
now uses changed material (bars 1-15, 1-19 in the respective versions), while bars 34-46
ofversion 2 constitute a reproduction and extension of bars 19-33, and the modulatory
passage bars 47-58 has been inserted. Verse 2 did not appear at all in version 1, and so is
an entirely new section in version 2 (bars 59-123). Verse 3 is unchanged (bars 31-56,
124-149 respectively). The reappearance of verse 1 has been changed and the coda is
new. It is as if Salieri had commented that Schubert should make much more of the
Finale.
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CHAPTER 11. APPROACHING MASTERY OF THE LIED (D086 - D 117)
In the year following Schubert's major achievement of writing his first opera he
gradually approached the next stage, mastery of the lied. He also made further progress
in the other compositional genres, though not to the same extent. The present chapter
traces these developments.
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D086 Minuet in D
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

String Quartet.
Nov 1813 (?).
Dover 1/18 = BrHII,lO; NGA VI,9.
BrH has 38 bars, NGA has 37 bars.
The autograph, not to hand, apparently contains interesting
emendations, and on its back appears a piano arrangement
of D086 by Schubert's brother Ferdinand.

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

3-part song-form
"A"
D

38
1-38
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D086
The sequence in bars 9-12, 13-16, 17-20 seems rather 'square'. In bar 33 beat 3 has
no 3rd in the chord. In bars 37-38 the finish to the fmal cadence is not quite convincing
melodically (degrees 6-2-1) or harmonically (V for only one weak beat). Altogether this
piece is satisfactory but undistinguished.
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DOSS Verschwunden sind die Schmerzen
(Sorrows have faded away)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I]

Unknown (The NGA Catalogue, 1978, suggests the possibility of Schubert himself).
T,T,B.
15 Nov 1813.
Dover 12/286 = BrHXIX,21; NGA IV,4,No.17.
This and other verses were set in D081 as a lied with strings.

Andante

1!1=119

D088 (1813)

I~

#p I#( J• ~

Ver- schwun-den sind die

Form

Schmer- zen, weil

aus be-klemm-ten

Canonic exposition

Tenor1 Tenor2 Bass
"A"
Length 11
Bars
1-12

-

"A"

"A"

"B"
"C"
12
23-34

"B"
11
12-23

Synopsis: The misery is over for you Germans, so rejoice.

Her - zen
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D088

Parallel octaves are accepted (bars 19-20), even tripled (bars 30-31). Rhythmic
conformity is used rather than rhythmic contrast - the following voice catches up in one
bar (bars 12 and 23). The last six bars of "C" are a harmonic bass rather than an
invertible counterpoint (a 5-3 chord would become 6-4 in bar 32). Thus the canon is not
continued to a 'round', as it had been in the case ofD061.
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D089 Minuets and Trios
(5 Minuets & 6 Trios, 5 Deutsche & 7 Trios, Coda)
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Remarks:

Incipits:
Forms:

String quartet.
19 Nov 1813.
Dover 1/16 (Nos.1-5), 1/17 (Nos.6-11) =
BrH 11,8 (Nos.1-5), 11,9 (Nos.6-11);
NGA VI,9.
D089 of the 1978 Deutsch catalogue includes also D090 of the 1951 catalogue, that is,
nos. 6-11 and coda of the present D089 were the former D090. Such revisions of the
catalogue make references by earlier commentators confusing to match with the
compositions, and seem to have little value.
See the Deutsch catalogue.
2-, 3- and incipient 3-part song-forms.
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D089
No. 1 Menuet has a false relation between bars 6 and 7; its Trio II has parallel fifths
between bars 33 and 34 (the fifths involve only a non-chord tone amid static harmony
but, as the first violin and viola leap up by a fifth to the first beat of the bar, these fifths
may well have been better avoided). No.6 has no modulation. No.7 Trio II Part 3 is
modified to incorporate its own modulation (compare the Impromptu in Gb 0899/3 of
1827(?)). No. 8 Trio shows a favourite move down a major third, V/vi- I, between Parts
2 and 3 (bars 28-29), as does No. 10 Trio I at the corresponding place (again bars 2829). The Coda is really another Deutsche having its own coda of 4 sections, the last with
tapered cadences.
All this is satisfactory but not remarkable music. Perhaps only No. 10 Trio II (which
was 0090/5 Trio II) has the wonderful simplicity of many later Trios.
A fine recording exists (LP 0089).
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D087 String Quartet in Eb op.12511
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Movements:

String quartet.
November 1813 (formerly dated as "about 1817").
Dover 2/32 =BrHV,10; NGA VI,4.
I
Eb
Allegro moderato.
II
Eb+c Scherzo Prestissimo, Trio.
III
Eb
Adagio.
IV
Eb
Allegro.
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D087
Einstein's opinion of this work is strongly opposed by that of other prominent
commentators. 1
None of them seems to have commented upon the very close parallelism between the
1st and 4th movements, which will be detailed later. The other movements open with the
same intervals too (degrees 1-2, 2-3); between-movement unity was clearly already of
interest to Schubert.
For the order of the movements, see the discussion of D046.
One might surmise that Schubert was aiming just for conventionality here, as if
someone had advised him to write according to accepted form; the lack of inspiration
could easily follow, as his wings were clipped.

1 Here

are excerpts from some of the commentaries, in chronological order:

a retrograde step ... [NN: Einstein would probably have been informed that this work belonged to
about 1817, hence his evaluation 'retrograde'.] It is Mozartean from beginning to end, only without
the vigilance or alertness which Mozart contrived. Notice how schematic the recapitulation in the
first and last movements is. The Adagio is actually an Andante; even the Minuet, entitled 'Scherzo,'
is not really Schubertian. (Einstein, 1951, p.36).
{p.25:} He was now sure of himself. No doubt there is a good deal that is derivative in this quartet...
All the string quartets are well writ-{p.26: }ten for the instruments, but this is the first one that
sounds like chamber music from start to finish; and it has a splendidly impetuous Scherzo.
(Westrup, 1969, pp.25-26).
{p.5:} The finest of these [the six string quartets of 1813], in Eb (D87), with a finale of true {p.6:}
Schubertian quality... (M.J.E. Brown, 1982, pp.S-6).
the longest and most impressive to date. It has two peculiarities: all the movements are in the tonic,
and the order of the inner movements is reversed, the Beethovenish scherzo coming second... The
work. .. was attributed throughout the nineteenth century to the composer's mature years. In spite of
its tonal uniformity, theE-flat Quartet does have variety of mood, and the contrapuntal texture of
true chamber music. (Reed, 1987, p.52).
{p.115:} [D087] marks a distinct advance... {p.116:} Curiously dismissed by Einstein [NN: but see
the remark about dating in the above quotation from Einstein] and ignored by Westrup [NN: but see
Westrup, 1969, pp.25-26, quoted above] [D087] is arguably the finest of all the pre-1820 quartets.
(Newbould, 1997, pp.llS-116).
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D087 First movement:

IIJ

Allegro moderato

l.j~"'' ~J

D087-1 (1813)
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p dolce
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Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

Sonata
"A"
Tr "B"
Eb Eb-Bb Bb
16
48 26
1- 49- 75-

C'ta
Bb
23
91-

:
:
:
:

Dev

"A"
Tr
"B"
C'ta
Eb Eb-Eb Eb
Eb
29
48
26
16
23
114- 143- 191- 217- 233-255

X
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D087/I

An expressive 'alert' occurs at bar 43 with a held chord of V 6/vi. The continuation
returns immediately to the tonic chord of Eb, thereby producing an example of the
'unconsummated secondary dominant' referred to under D027 and D041.
The development section (bars 114-142) is based entirely on the auxiliary material
(that is, the material of the transition and codetta) - the principal and subordinate themes
are not invoked at all. The keys are all closely related ones.
The antimodulation (bar 208) is brought about by the simplest possible shift, but it
has little emotional force. The recapitulation is exact. It is as if Schubert decided to "play
it straight" in this movement. It confirms what was noted under D082/IV and D084114:
that he could at this stage (1813) write an entirely conventional sonata-allegro movement
if he wished to do so.
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D087 Second movement:

[]

Scherzo. Prestissimo

D087-2 (1813)
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Form

Scherzo & Trio

Material Scherzo Trio Scherzo
Keys
Eb
Eb
c
Length
20
38
38
Bars
139- 59-96

=II
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D087/II
The theme of the Scherzo somewhat resembles that of the Minuet of Mozart's String
Quartet in E-flat K428 (1783) (see Musical Example 47). Mozart's Trio starts inc-minor
over a low tonic pedal point as does Schubert's (Mozart's moves to Bb, while Schubert's
stays inc-minor); the two Trios begin with a similar melody. This possible derivation has
apparently not been mentioned before- Reed (1987, p.52) thought the movement
Beethovenish. There is also a relationship to the beginning of the Scherzo of Haydn's
Quartet in E-flat Op. 33/2 Hob III:38 (see Musical Example 48): Haydn's bars 1-2
correspond to Schubert's bars 1-2, and Haydn's bars 9-10 correspond to Schubert's bars
7-8. Thus Schubert's Scherzo theme seems to be a fusion of Haydn's and Mozart's (such
themes were no doubt "in the air" at that time), but his Trio seems related only to
Mozart's.

IIJ

Mennetto Allegro

1&~~,.~ f11jf11j
f

Mozart K428/3 (1783)
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~

Example 47. Mozart K428/3.

Example 48. Haydn op. 33/2.

Schubert's Scherzo moves frrst to Vlgff (bars 17-24), this secondary dominant being
unconsummated because V7/Eb follows pp in bar 25 - an event similar to the one
mentioned in the frrst movement.
This is another very conventionally formed movement, still "playing it straight".
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D087 Third movement:

Form

Probably intended as
sonata without development

B
Material "A" "B"
"A"
Link
Keys
Eb Bb Bb-Eb:V7 Eb
Eb
Length
23 26
4
26
10
1Bars
245054- 80-89
(

II

II )
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Schubert's Scherzo moves first to V/gff (bars 17-24), this secondary dominant being
unconsummated because V7/Eb follows pp in bar 25 - an event similar to the one
mentioned in the fust movement.
This is another very conventionally formed movement, still "playing it straight".
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D087 Fourth movement:
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D087-4 (1813)

Allegro
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Form
Matl "A" Tr "B" C'ta:
Keys Eb Eb-Bb Bb Bb :
74 40 :
Leng 36
44
Bars 1- 37- 81- 155-:

Sonata
Dev

Tr "B" C'ta Coda
Eb Eb-Eb Eb
Eb
Eb
56
48
74
36
38
24
195- 251- 287- 335- 409- 447-470
X

"A"
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D087/IV
This movement is very similar :in many ways to the frrst movement, as will be seen in
the follow:ing detailed comparison of those movements, :indicated as I and IV.

1-14 Part 1, group of phrases
14-27 reproduced
28-48 Part 2, 2 phrases, codetta, the phrase
again, new cadence with 'alert'
IV
1- 36 1-16 period
17-32 reproduced
33-36 brief codetta and link
Both movements have a first part reproduced. The themes
are very similar (I 1-6, IV 1-8). The main difference is
that I has a second part, though IV's following
modulation theme could be heard as part 2 of the
principal theme.
I

1- 48

Transition:
I
49- 74 Phrase reproduced 4 times: Eb,Eb,f,Ab,bb-V
IV 37- 80 Theme reproduced, Eb, Eb-Bb.
Note the fz chord vi:V in IV bars 44-46, the same chord
as the 'alert' in I bar 43 (last cadence of part 2). The
two movements use different material.

75- 90 Reproduced phrase and closing phrase.
81-154
81-124 Reproduced period and closing
section.
125-154 Part 2.
The themes begin with the same pitches and rhythms.
I
IV

Codetta:
I
91-113 Phrase reproduced, extended phrase repeated,
5 bars of tapered cadences.
IV 155-194 Several phrases, 7 bars of tapered cadences.
Both codettas are based on the modulatory material of
their movement.
Development:
I 114-142 4 sections, keys Bb, c, f, Eb, Eb:V.
IV 195-250 4 sections, keys c:V, Eb, c, Ab, c:V, Eb:V.
Both developments are based entirely on the auxiliary
material of their movements (modulation and codetta),
not on the principal or subordinate themes (this might
be a clue towards finding a model in Mozart or
elsewhere) .
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Recapitulation:
"A" and "B" exact in both movements. The codettas are
exactly or virtually the same too. IV has a coda whereas
I does not (this might be influenced by IV being the end
of the whole piece).
The antimodulation procedures are:
I
208 a simple shift.
IV 303-306 inserted, and then a few harmonic
changes but still the same form and material.

The conclusion to be drawn from the comparison is that the two movements are very
similar in thematic material, form and a number of details, once more confirming unity
between movements as one of Schubert's main considerations in this quaret.
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D091 Two Minuets with four Trios
Piano.
22 November 1813.
NGA VII/2,6; Henle vol I pp.30-33.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

D091/1 (1813)
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Trio I
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Each minuet and each Trio is
an incipient 3-part form

Material Min Tl
T2
Keys
D
A
D
Length
16 16
16
Bars
1- 17- 33-48

Min
A

Tl

T2

A

A

16 16
16
1- 17- 33-48

r
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D091

In Trio I of Minuet 1 Part 3 (bars 29-32) is a "summary" of Part 1, consisting of its
first two and last two bars. The same is true of Trio I of Minuet 2. A reader (BN) has
pointed out that in Minuet 2 bars 11-12 parallel fifths appear between the outer voices;
however, as the treble note c"' is merely an ornament (forming in effect a trill) to the
chord tone b" in a French augmented sixth chord, the fifths do not draw attention to
themselves.
These pieces are perfectly satisfactory but not remarkable.
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D600 Minuett in c# minor
Piano.
Beginning of 1814(?) (In the old Deutsch catalogue c.1818.)
Dover 18/996 = BrH XXI,27; NGA VII/2,4.
There is a possibility that D610 belongs to this as its Trio.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remark:
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Material
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D600

The texture of right-hand legato and left-hand staccato with contrapuntal writing
anticipates the Moment Musical D780/4 of 1823-28. The texture consists, moreover, of
two upper voices and a walking bass, thus suggesting a basis in the Trio Sonata of the
Baroque period. Part 2 has neat imitative writing, and there is a good variety of
harmonies.
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D099 Andenken
(Remembrance)
Matthisson.
Voice (c'-f'), piano.
Apri11814.
Dover 13/320 = BrHXX,16; NGA IV,7,No.4.
The NGA's marking is 'Etwas geschwind' instead of BrHs 'Allegretto' and
there are other minor differences.
For a later setting see D423.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

m

D099 (1814)

Allegretto

1,~1 Jl IJ
~

Ich

den

~
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Form

~

If

dein, _ _

)1 I J

J J J 142))

wenn durch _

den_

Hain _ _

Modified strophic

Verse
1
Keys
F
Length 15
Bars
1-

2
F
11
16-

4
3
F
F
11
35
27- 38-72

Synopsis:

1. I think of you when I hear the nightingales - when do you think of me?
2. I think of you at the shady spring- where do you think of me?
3. I think of you with longing- how do you think of me?
4. Let us think of each other until we meet in a better world.
(For other Matthisson songs featuring the idea of 'dein' and 'mein' - separated lovers thinking of
each other- compare Erinnerungen D098 and Geistemahe DlOO.]
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D099

The accompaniment figure is constant for any one verse and varied between verses to
indicate approximately the following: (1) pleasantness (2) twilight (3) desolation (4)

=

(1) optimism- the return to the first figure also gives a satisfyingly rounded musical
form.
In bar 9 Schubert wisely restrains himself from representing the nightingale's song
directly (its colourfulness would have spoiled the prevailing mood). In bars 20-26 the
original melody is varied for the new poetic situation, as also in bars 42-44. Again in bars
49-72 the continuation is heightened, reaching scale degree 8 in bar 50 instead of degree
6 in bar 42; the phrase is greatly extended. In bars 52-54 the melodic scalar descent from
the upper tonic over a 164 chord is very effective, and is repeated in bars 58-60; it was
later to be used even more effectively in Litanei D343 bar 8, there over a V7 chord.
The result is a very good balance between unity and variety, assisted by the
accompaniment scheme; melody, harmony, form, and reflection of the text are all
excellent. W. Frisch (1986, pp.176-179) discusses how the song remains modestly within
a folk style. Schubert's setting does not suffer by comparison with Beethoven's. 1

1

Here are two evaluations:

Beethoven set this poem in a peculiarly unsympathetic way. Schubert has by force of simple,
affectionate feeling got nearer the mark. (Capell, 1928, p.83).
The poem, written in 1792-3, set a fashion, and a whole series of similar verses beginning 'Ich
denke dein' followed, including Goethe's famous Ntthe des Geliebten, which Schubert was also to
set...The unusual stanza form, with its questioning last line, presents a problem which Schubert
solves as successfully as Beethoven does in his quite different setting. By leaving the sense and the
harmony suspended on a dominant seventh [NN: virtually a dominant ninth] Schubert makes a
dramatic point and links the verses together neatly. The song has however been superseded by the
setting of Goethe's poem on the same theme, Ntthe des Geliebten [D162 of 1815], a greater song
altogether. (Reed, 1985, p.50).
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DlOO Geisternahe
(Nearby spirits)
Matthisson.
Voice (e'b-f'), piano.
Apr 1814.
Dover 13/321 = BrHXX,17; NGAIV,7,No.5.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

3
•

3

~ r·
1

D r , tJ I J__ D 1 J
1

Der Diimm' -rung Schein durch - blinckt _

Form

DlOO (1814)

3

t I

den Rain;

Through-composed, rounded

2
Verse
1
3
Material "A" "A'" IIAI
Keys
Eb
Bb
f
Length
12
7
9
1- 13- 20Bars

Ill

4
"B"
f:V
4
29-

5

6

7

"C"

"D"

"A"

Ab

4
33-

c-Eb
Eb
12
7
37- 44-55

Synopsis:

1. In this grove I think only of you.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Your image appears to your distant friend.
He yearns for you.
In the evening do you too think of our reunion?
He is what casts a silvery veil about you.
You often hear him like muted melodies.
He will devote himself wholly to you.
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DlOO

The triplet notation (2/2 here virtually equivalent to 12/8) is interesting. In bars 1, 4,
31,33-36, 38-40,47,49 and 51-52 the numeral'3' is written over just two symbols. This
is very rare in Schubert- perhaps the flrst and/or the last time he used it. In bars 29, 30
and 48 the dotted notation is used instead, apparently requiring triplet assimilation. That
dotted notation was to be used for the rest of Schubert's life; it will be seen again below
inD095.
For verse 3 a new accompaniment figure is used for lines 1-2, perhaps representing a
kind of yearning. Excellent continuity is obtained by introducing the new accompaniment
figure already before the previous verse has ended (bar 19), a technique Schubert was to
use very often. The extension of the last line's repetition (bars 52-55) has a fme effect as
in very many later songs, the descent from the upper tonic and the very long note (b'b)
both being typical.
The key scheme has much variety without venturing too far afield - he has perhaps by
now curbed his fust inclination, seen in some of the earliest works, towards many very
distant modulations.
This song is not given in the Peters edition; it is not discussed by Capell and some
others, and Einstein seems to have read it too hastily. 1 Yet the neglect seems
unwarranted; Porter discussed the accompaniment, 2 and Reed did the song justice more
generally. 3

... seven verses set to a single melody, with deep feeling and a wealth of musical imagination.
(Einstein, 1951, p.67). [NN: There is more than a "single melody" -it seems that Einstein might
have looked only at the first and last page.]
2

{p.5:} Some of Zumsteeg's more elaborate songs are as good as Schubert's, especially of the
Matthisson poems such as 'Nachtgesang' and 'Geisternlilie', and 'Thelka' (by {p.6:} Schiller) is
much better than Schubert's first setting; but although the harmonies are often very effective the
accompaniments are undistinguished for they rarely get beyond simple arpeggio figures.
Schubert's accompaniments had from the first the utmost variety and he may have learned
something from Mozart's songs. A glance at the latter's airs such as 'Dans un bois' and 'Oiseaux, si
tousles ans', or songs such as 'Warnung', and 'Das Lied der Trennung' will disclose obvious
similarities, while the accompaniment {p.7:} to 'Lied der Freiheit' looks like the prototype of the
famous brook music. We may at least be certain that Schubert learned something from all the music
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he could get, but this was at quite an early age so integrated with his own personality that in the
songs there is little opportunity of proving decisive links. (Porter, 1961, pp.5-7).
{p.240:} This fine early song had to wait until1894 for publication ...
The first of Schubert's long series of nocturnes, Geisterntthe is an important and predictive
song. The key, and the broken chords, may be regarded as conventional (did Schubert, one wonders,
know Mozart's Abendempfindung? [NN: compare the discussion of 0030 in the present thesis]); but
the form is not. It is a subtle combination of strophic and recitative elements within a single mood,
arranged in such a way that the seven short-lined verses of the poem take on the basically ABA
form of a through-composed song. The echo phrases in the accompaniment, the alternation of tonic
and German sixth, the accented diminished seventh at the climax, and the way the singer's last
phrase is extended to give full effect to the word 'umschweben' - all this is strongly suggestive of the
mature Schubert. So too is the way the melodic line is modified to suit the sense, so that it intones in
the rhythm of speech the question the poet puts directly to the beloved; and so also is the way the
piano triplets are suspended for the crucial fifth verse, so that the 'direct speech' of the lover can
make its effect as a kind of reflective recitative, without breaking the mood or the lyrical flow of the
song. {p.241:} Schubert is here reaching out towards that combination of lyrical and declamatory
elements which was to prove such a remarkable feature of the song cycles. (Reed, 1985, pp.240241).
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DlOl Erinnerung
(Kein Rosenscbimmer) [Totenopjer (Sacrifice to the Dead)]
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

ITJ

Matthisson.
Voice (d'#-e"), piano.
April1814.
Dover 13/322 =BrH XX, 18; NGA N, 7,No.6.

Andante

D101 (1814)

1f1a~ 1w..'""'.n ll r·
Kein Ro

::1
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Form

~

::1

-

" IJ ;;, itl)IJ.

'~

!f

leuch-tet dem Tag_ zur Ruh'!

Through-composed

Verse
1
2
3
Material "A1"
"A2"
"A3"
Keys
e-C d-e-E
E
Length
20
11
24
Bars
21- 32-55
1-

Synopsis:
1. Evening by the shore is misty and eerie.
2. It is melancholy because my lover's ashes lie here.
3. I will weep for him, but the earth will appear rosier when I [having died] see it from
the heavens.
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D101

Commentators have drawn attention to a well-integrated element of recitative; 1
Einstein is again inaccurate. 2
In bars 21 and 23 the accompaniment halts- this effect may be heard as
foreshadowing the haltings in the accompaniment of Gretchen am Spinnrade D 118.
The text of verse 3 begins in bar 34 and has a new accompaniment figure; continuity
is enhanced, as in DlOO, by the new figure having entered, at bar 32, before the previous
verse had ended.
The melodies for each verse are somewhat similar but not the same; though very
suitable, they are perhaps not completely captivating. This is a good companion piece to
D100.

Interventions of recitative are frequent in this set of songs, even when purely lyrical treatment was
to be expected. Usually they are formal, making a distinct break in the movement; but in the middle
of Totenopfer [D101], an affecting little composition, there is a deviation, quite slight, from song to
declamation, such as we often find in the later Schubert. (Capell, 1928, p.83).
The through-composed setting has an affecting tenderness and sincerity, suggestive almost of the
later Schubert of the song cycles. The unity of the song is constantly felt, though the melodic line is
always changing, and each verse is individually characterised, though the gentle lyrical flow is
nowhere interrupted. The middle verse, which speaks more directly of the lover's grief, is broken up
into short phrases which have the emotional force of recitative, without its disjunctive effect, while
the outer verses express the depth of the lover's grief and - in the murmuring semiquavers - the
pictorial scene. Todtenopfer is one of the best of the early Matthisson songs, and one of the most
successful in combining lyrical and declamatory elements. (Reed, 1985, p.404).
2

... four verses [NN: There are only three verses] in quasi-classical metre, delivered freely, yet with
restraint, and a wonderful and exquisitely mysterious passage in which he modulates from E minor
toE major [NN: bars 27-32, which uses the Neapolitan sixth chord and briefly in bar 28 its
dominant]. (Einstein, 1951, p.67).
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D103 String Quartet (inc minor)
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

String quartet.

23 April1814.
NGA VI,4.
Fragment (296 bars) of a flrst movement in c minor.

D103 (1814)

IJ. /OJ

p

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

3

Sonata (apparently)
"A" Tr
I
"B" C'ta Link:
Dev "A"
Dev? ...
c
c c-Eb Eb Eb Eb-c: c-f:V65 f bb-c-Ab-f-bb
14 56 56
48 20
22
8 :
40
32 ...
1- 15- 71- 127-175- 195-:
203- 225- 265-296 ...
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D103

The Grave introduction has one bar of 4/4 per pulse, the following Allegro two bars
of 2/2 per pulse, as is often the case in Schubert. The full closes in the tonic (bar 56) and
the relative major (bars 101 and 111) are not advisable. 1 After a brief development
section (bars 203-224) the recapitulation begins in bar 225 in the subdominant. As this
movement is in a minor key, that key choice does not allow mere transposition for the
remainder of the recapitulation, so it is not a "subdominant recapitulation" in the sense of
D 112/1. Following the recapitulation of the principal theme, the material from bar 165
appears to be developmental, but a sense of purpose seems to have been almost lost
when the manuscript breaks off.
The material of the principal theme is very promising, that of the subordinate theme
less concise; but it is hardly possible to evaluate the movement further, in its unfinished
state.

Newbould: "a moving first attempt to begin a quartet in a minor key, it starts and stops
too often" (Newbould, 1997, p.l16).
1 Compare
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D104 Die Befreier Europas in Paris
(The Liberators of Europe in Paris)

Poet:

Johann Christian Mikan.
Voice (bass) (B-e'), piano.
16 May 1814.
Dover 17/950 = BrH XX,584; NGA IV,7,No.8 & Anhang No.3.

Forces:
Date:
Editions:

II]

Andante

1~>= 1 1itlp
Sie sind_ in

D104 (1814)

~a

IF"
- ris!

Form

Die

Hel- den, Eu-ro - pa' s Be - frei - er!

Strophic

Material
"A"
C'ta
Keys
G-D-e-G
G
Length
22
7
1Bars
23-29

Synopsis: Europe's liberators are in Paris! Now we will have peace!
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D104

This is simple rejoicing music. 1 The only really Schubertian touch is the link in bars
11-12 from V of vi (or III) via 16 and ii6 to V7- once more the "unconsummated
secondary dominant" mentioned earlier under D027, D041 and D087 /1.

There are eight verses in all, but Schubert wrote out only the ftrst verse under the stave and put 'da
capo' at the end....
This youthful jeu d'esprit witnesses, if nothing else, to the fact that the young Schubert shared
in the general wave of patriotic feeling in 1814. The most interesting thing about the naive piece is
perhaps the eight-bar postlude, which enacts a kind of dance of joy over Napoleon's downfall.
(Reed, 1985, p.149).
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D105 Mass No.1 in F
Liturgical.
Choir, orchestra (with no flute), organ.
No. 1 Kyrie
17-18 May 1814.
No.2 Gloria
21-31 May 1814.
No. 3 Credo
30 May- 22 June 1814.
No.4 Sanctus
2-3 July 1814.
No.5 Benedictus
2-3 July 1814.
No. 6 Agnus Dei
7 July 1814.
No. 7 Donna nobis pacem
7-22 July 1814. (flrst version)
25-26 April 1815. (second version)
Dover 61151 (Quoniam original version pp.ll9-120) = BrHXIII,1; NGA 1,1.
No. 7 2nd version was D185.
F.
Kyrie
Gloria
C.
Credo
F.
F.
Sanctus
Benedictus
Bb.
Agnus Dei
f.
Donna nobis pacem
F.

Text:

Forces:
Dates:

Editions:
Remarks:
Movements:

DlOS No. 1: Kyrie.

[I)

Larghetto

l'~a1 .Pr
Ky - ri- e

Chri

-

Dl05/1 (1814)
..,.-._

ste

son,

Ky - ri- e

e- lei

son,

e - lei

I

son,

Chri-ste e - lei - son.

First rondo *

Form
Text
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

p I J D r·

IF
e - lei

Kyrie
Int
F
2
1-

"A"

F-d-C
33
3-

Christe
"B"
c-a
21
36-

Kyrie
Tr
a-F
6
57-

"A"

F-F
28
63-

C'ta
F
4
91-94

* with a sonata element: the antimodulation F-F instead of
F-d.
Synopsis: Lord/Christ/Lord have mercy upon us.
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D105/1

Some hidden octaves appear between bass and soprano (bars 17-18, 35-36).
Imitative solo entries by soprano and tenor are seen in bars 43-51, but no ambitious
counterpoint. In bars 74-80 a new section is interposed with strongly expressive
dissonances, but the remainder of this number does not have very convincing expression.
Bars 81-84 are a half-bar out of phase by comparison with bars 14-17, a situation which
is "corrected" by longer notes in bar 84. The form, though not quite standard, is
satisfactory. On the whole, this is a fairly ordinary beginning to the Mass.
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DlOS No.2: Gloria.

D105/2 (1814)

1

Glo-ri-a,

glo-ri-a

r rTr De-o,_

inex-cel - sis

II§J Andante con moto

~~~~ r·%
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lfh ll r P p Ip Pt 4J J) IJl :1J t "
[lffl
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De-i,

Pi - li- us

Pa-tris,

Afegro

'~" r P r r
Quo - ni- am

12321

A - gnus

bi

g

11891 Adagio

Do - mi-ne

ti

tu

r
so

san

Ius

ctus,

Allegro vivace

l'iuJ J JIJ. J'r l•rr ppJ r l•rr pplJ JF"~lr crrJ 1JJJJw1J
Cum san-cto Spi-ri- tu

Form:

in gl<Hi-a De-i,

in Glo-ri-a De-i Pa - tris a - men, a

Rounded sectional

Bars Length
1106 Gloria ...
10781 Gratias ...
18824
... qui toll is ...
21220 Quoniarn ...
232156 Cum sanctu ...
388-415 28 Gloria ...

(

c
F-d
d
d-C:V
C-C:V7

c

II

ABCDEA
2/2
3/4
4/4
4/4
2/2

I

-

men,

II )

Allegro vivace
Andante con rnoto
Adagio
Allegro
Allegro vivace

II

Synopsis:
Glory to God in the highest.
We give thanks to thee.
Who takest away the sins of the world, receive our prayer.
For thou only art holy...
together with the Holy Ghost and God, the Father. Amen.
(Glory to God in the highest.)

II
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D105/2

The openmg Gloria (bars 1-1 06) itself has three portions. The frrst (bars 1-20,
'Gloria... ') opens homophonically. The harmonic progression in bar 11 is typical of
Schubert in that from V/vi the accidental of the g# is cancelled to lead back via V7/IV to
V- again the "unconsummated secondary dominant". The second portion (bars 21-62,
'Laudamus .. .'), begins with fugato writing having inexact entries. In the link (bars 55-62)
V/vi is again unconsummated. The concluding portion (bars 63-106, 'Gloria... ') returns to
the openillg homophony (bars 63-70 = 1-8). According to the dating on the manuscript,
this section (bars 1-106) was written in the two days, 21-22 May 18] 4.
The Gratias is homophonic throughout. The theme (bars 107-135, a double period
with phrase lengths 4+5, 5+4) very beautifully expresses gratitude, though it seems to be
a personal rather than a deeply religious gratitude. Its mood and materials resemble those
of the Piano Sonata D959/I subordinate theme bars 55-59 (see Musical Example 49).
The frrst five notes of the Gratias melody agree with Cooke's (1959) figure for scale
degrees 5-4-3-2-1, the next ones being degrees 8-7-6-5. Cooke's indication of the
significance of the frrst ofthese patterns is: "... accepting or welcoming blessings .. .''

(ibid., p.130), and of the second pattern: "accepting or welcoming of comfort... a
near-synonym of the major 5-4-3-2-1, with which it often combines .. .'' (ibid., p.159).
This excerpt, then, supports Cooke's theory.
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Andante con moto

~~~~ r·%
Gra
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DlOS/2 (1814)
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Example 49. Schubert D105/2, D959/I comparison.

bi
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For the Qui tollis, imitative entries alternate with homophony. In the first section
(bars 188-194) the entries are successively a third higher, in the second section (bars
195-201) successively a third lower.
The Quoniam is inC, but it starts on/in d and ends on/in G, thus functioning as a
modulation from d to C. The music of the original version is the same as that of the later
version, except only for the metre: the original 3/4 was changed to 4/4.
The Cum sanctu is an attempt at a four-voiced fugue. The orchestra, gradually
expanding its contribution, accompanies the voices. The subject, with a sequence of
three figures successively rising followed by a stepwise descent, is well chosen. The
exposition is formed as follows (C1, C2, C3 are countersubjects to the subjectS):

S:
s
A:
s Cl
T:
s Cl C2
B:
s Cl C2 C3
Bar: 232 239 246 253

The development begins as follows:

S:
Cl s
s
A:
Cl s
s Cl+S
T: C2 S Cl+S Cl+S
B:
s
s
Bar: 260 270 280 287

The various contrapuntal devices are not always carried out strictly. For instance, in bars
260-270 the counterpoint is inverted between the voices (Snow appearing below C1 and
C2) but not strictly. Similarly, in bars 305-311 the mirror inversion of C1 in the soprano
part is written freely. The pedal point on C:V covers bars 332-342. Bars 343-355 give
the effect of a multiple stretto, as all voices use the first 2-bar figure of the subject, but
this also is not carried out strictly. The conclusion in bars 356-387 is homophonic; the
chromatic bass descent (bars 367-387) includes a grammatically correct enharmonic
change from G# to Ab in bars 379-380. Newbould (1997, p.398) has pointed out that

260

this passage anticipates one in the opening Andante section of the 'Great' Symphony in
C, D849/D944 of 1825-1828.
Just when more 'Amen's might have been expected, the movement ends impressively
with a brief return to the Gloria (bars 388-415) using material modified from the opening
of the movement.
This is a large and impressive movement; a fugal effect is obtained, though without
full command over the techniques of fugue, showing that with a little extra technical
mastery Schubert could have written very fme fugues indeed.
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D105 No. 3: Credo.
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Form
Matl
Keys
Leng
Bars

g·
I

g

l'=bl D I
Et

cru-ci - fi

ter- um
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-

tu

~
-

-

xus

r

!f

rus est,

Sectional, with an element of rondo
I "A""A1" "B" "C" "D"
"A2" "E"
"A1" Tr "A1" Coda
F F
F
d toF f-Bb:V Bb
F
F F-f d-F
F
6 25 21 23 16 23
21
18
30
5 26
13
1- 7- 32- 53- 76- 92- 115- 136- 154-184-189-215-227

Synopsis: I believe in one God...he was crucified also for us ...
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D105/3

Straightforward four-part harmony is appropriately used for the recitation of beliefs.
A curious double-strike figure is used in the orchestra on the second beat of each bar.
The music has a generally amiable character, perhaps reflecting contentment in one's
belief. The general rest at bar 23 presumably illustrates the text 'invisibilium', if rather
unsubtly.
The 'cruciftxus' section (bars 92-114) constitutes an effective contrast. It is
characterized by chromatic notes in the melody and accompaniment, in F minor (- F
major). The harmony eb, perhaps considered as iv ofBb, is used in bars 97 and 99;
together with the Cb in the accompaniment it is very expressive ofthe sorrow.
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D105 No. 4: Sanctus.
[l]

Adagio maestoso

D105/4 (1814)

II
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San- ctus!
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Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

San- ctus

lp
glo-ri-a

Introduction &
parallel period
I
"A"
F:I-V65
F
11
11
112-22

Synopsis:
Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of hosts.
Heaven and earth are full of thy glory.

L
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tu - a,
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D105/4

In bars 1-11 'Sanctus' is sung three times with impressive orchestral crescendo and
diminuendo, to the harmonies I, ili64, IV6- V65, suiting the majestic mood.
Bars 12-22 constitute a parallel period, the text being repeated for the consequent
phrase. The orchestral textures are again full and rich; the rising and falling arpeggios
doubtless represent heavenly ('coeli') harps.
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DlOS No. 5: Benedictus.

III

Andante con moto

D105/5 (1814)
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qui ve - nit

in

no - mi-ne

Canonic exposition

Material Int
Sl
82
Tl
T2
s
Length
2 16
Bars
1- 3-

-

-

s

-

s

Cl
Cl C2
16 16
19- 35-

s

C'ta

Cl
C2
C3
16
7
51- 67-73

Synopsis:
Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord.
Hosanna in the highest.

Do-mini,
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Dl05/5

The entries are given at the unison and octave, so the whole movement is in Bb,
apart from a few very brief modulations introducing momentary variety. The
counterpoint is mostly note-against-note. Each of the four sections has its own orchestral
accompanimental figuration. The codetta consists of a short orchestral section and
homophonic 'Osannah'.
Einstein (1951, p.64) has claimed a derivation from Mozart's Cosijan tutte, K588
(1789-1790) Act II Finale 173-204. Here is Mozart's subject and form:
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K588 II Finale (1789-1790)
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Mozart K588 Act II Finale excerpt:
Form
Fiordiligi
Dorabella
Ferrando
Guglielmo
Length
Bars

Canonic exposition
S1
S2

s

T

-

B

-

C1

-

s
-

&

extension

C2

s

C1

C1
C2

-

(-)

s

8
8
8
8
173- 181- 189- 197-204

Mozart's canon is in three voices, not four, as the bass plays no part in his canonic
scheme, instead adding a recitative-like passage to the final presentation. In Mozart's
canon the entries are not in linear (steadily ascending or descending) order- the tenor
entry is instead placed horizontally between that of each of the two sopranos. As a result,
Mozart's canon demonstrates the invertibility of his counterpoint (that is, the subject S
and the counterpoints Cl and C2 appear in various orders vertically). It is important to
note that Schubert's canons often have the entries either successively ascending or
successively descending, and often do not continue beyond the exposition, in which case
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(as in D105/5) they do not require or demonstrate invertible counterpoint- the latter
technique was not one of Schubert's strong points either at this early stage or later.
Despite such limitations, the general character of Schubert's Benedictus does correspond
well with blessedness.
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D105 No. 6: Agnus Dei.
Forces: Strings, winds & trombones, SATB choir & soloists.

D105/6 (1814)

~ ~
gnus De - i

Form
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

qui

p if 51 I~;p p «

tol-lis pec-ca - ta _

mun - di,

Two parts *
"A"
"A1"
f
f-Ab Ab-bb
3
4
4
1- 48I

I
"A"
"A1"
bb bb-Db Db-f:V
4
4
3
12- 15- 19-22

* with transposed reproduction (ending with half-cadence) .
Synopsis: Lamb of God, who takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us.
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Various types of music are used: vocal solo (bars 3-7, 14-18), freely imitative writing
(bars 8-9, 19-20) and note-against-note homophony (bars 10-12, 21-22). An
appropriately sombre mood is created.
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D105 No. 7: Donna nobis pacem (BrH pp. 85-92).
Date:
Forces:

Remarks:

IT!

First version: 15th July 1814 -22th July 1814.
Second version: 25th April1815- 26th April1815.
First version: Strings, winds, horns, SATB.
Only the first version is analysed here, the other having been written later
than the present scope.

Andante

~~~a

~

j

Jl

Do

na

-

Form

r
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...........--;.

pa

D10517 (1814)

~

Chain-form, rounded

Material "A" "A1" "A2"
"A"
Keys
F
Bb
F
d
Length
25 16
14
22
Bars
1- 26- 42- 56-77

Synopsis: Grant us thy peace.

J
cern,
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The figure in bars 9-10 resembles that in Schubert's Litanei D343 of 1816, bar 8 (see
Musical Example 50). Otherwise the music is not notable. The mood is too relaxed,
almost like an easy-going stroll after the main task has been completed- perhaps that is
why Schubert set this movement again in the following year, conceivably after receiving
some criticism.
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Example 50. Schubert D10517, D343 comparison.

D343 (1816)

IJ.
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D10517 (1814)

iJ
do
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D106 Salve Regina
Liturgy.
Tenor (d-g'[b'b]), small orchestra and organ.
28 June- 1 July 1814.
Dover 6/166 = BrH XIV,9; NGA 1,8.
Figured bass is provided, presumably by Schubert.
For an earlier setting, see D027. Later settings are D223, D386, D676, D811.

Text:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

D106 (1814)

r

1
- ve

re - gi

-

na,

r r r

D.

~

rr r ~r'
1

rna - ter rni se - ri - cor - eli- ae,

1

Ad

te

cla - rna - rnus

E- vae,

e - xu-les fi - li- i

(See discussion below)

Form

1
2
3
Text
Material I
"A" Tr
"B" "A"
Tr "A'" Tr
Bb Bb Bb-g g-d Bb Bb-g F F-Bb
Keys
Length
7
7
5 19
9
3 20
2
Bars
1- 8- 15- 20- 39- 48- 51- 71-

1.
2.
3.
4.

[Salve Regina... ]
[Ad te clamamus ... ]
[Eja ergo ... ]
[0 clemens virgo... ]

Synopsis:
Hail Mary, mother of mercy...
We cry to thee.. .
Look upon us .. .
Oh pious/sweet virgin Mary!

2
"B'"

3

4

"A"

"C"

Bb-g Bb
Bb
22
16
25
73- 95- 111-135
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The form might be considered a three-part song-form with the second division
reproduced; here the last section, "C", might be considered a codetta. Alternatively the
piece could be considered a rondo. The appropriate classification of the middle section
(bars 51-70) seems not very clear.
Although the first vocal period (bars 8-15) has 4+4=8 bars, it is typical of Schubert
that the introduction (bars 1-7) which foreshadows it is cut short at 4+3=7 bars.
The cadence in bars 59-62 (used again in bars 68-71 and 124-127) is very typical of
Mozart.
Einstein's regarding D 106 as an exercise for Salieri seems quite likely right; but it is
hard to share Einstein's enthusiasm for the composition, as against the reservations of
Rosenthal and Loft. 1

1

Here are the evaluations for comparison:

Certainly the rondo-like composition for tenor solo, orchestra and organ (1814) is too long for its
own good. (Rosenthal and Loft in Abraham, 1947, p.226) .
... [0106] is described in a biography of Schubert as being 'without any distinguishing features'- a
phrase which smacks of a description in a passport. On the contrary, it has some extremely
distinguishing features, and if Salieri had been dissatisfied with the Mass, he certainly would not
have been with this piece. It is written in a decidedly Italian, arioso style, with an almost burlesque
accompanying theme; light and flexible in form and confidential in expression -an intimate prayer,
which at the end becomes almost operatic in manner. The best explanation of it is that it was
written as an exercise for Salieri." [NN: Einstein has not specified which biography he was referring
to. It is possible that his quotation is a translation but, in any case, attempts to identify it have so far
failed.] (Einstein, 1951, p.65).
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D095 Adelaide
Matthisson.
Voice (f-b"b), piano.
1814. (See Porter, 1961, p.84).
Dover 13/329 =BrH:XX,25; NGA IV,7,No.1; Peters 6 p.35.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

[!]

Massig

D095 (1814)

~~~~&~~r·

J llJ J U I1'J.

Bin - sam

wan - delt

Form
Verse
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

dein

J~ f eD I;J

J

Freund im Friih -lings-gar - ten,

Through-composed, rounded
1
"A"

2
"B"

3

4

"C"

"A"

Ab Ab-Gb Gb-Ab:V
Ab
21
9
16
20
3147-66
1- 22-

Synopsis:
1. Your lover is wandering in an enchanting garden, Adelaide.
2. In the water, snow, clouds and stars I see you, Adelaide!
3. Breezes, flowers, waves and nightingales sing 'Adelaide!'.
4. On the flowers growing over my grave will be etched 'Adelaide!'.
[The poem is similar to a number of others (e.g. Der Jangling an der Quelle, poem by SalisSeewis, D300, of 1816 or 1817(?), referring to Luise) in that the lover finds in all of nature the
beloved's name and image.]
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A wide range of responses to this song is seen in the literature: Capell is very
negative about Schubert's setting and positive about Beethoven's earlier setting of the
same text, Einstein the reverse, Reed in between, and Robertson very negative about
both. 1 Porter has commented on the language in which Schubert wrote performance
indications. 2
In the first half of bar 10 the text 'dein Freund' ('your friend[lover]') is set to an
anticipated grace-note with a fairly deep following descent. That is a Schubert staple
undoubtedly corresponding to a speech lilt; I have found no better label for this than the
'endearing' gesture. In the second half of the same bar the rising inflection for the first
syllable of 'Friihlingsgarten' is certainly appropriate for 'spring-garden', but it seems to
result in too much variety of melodic expression within the one bar, something which the
later Schubert would possibly have avoided by choosing a single mood for the phrase. If
one may dare to criticize even mildly a Schubert melody, the alternative shown in
Musical Example 51 may be put forward.
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Massig

I~~~·,.~ ~~ CJ Il·J.
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(Version) D095 (1814)
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-
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J
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D095 (1814)

J I'J

J

-

ten,

lings

gar

Example 51. Schubert D095 and version by the present writer.

In bars 19-20, and as has often been seen earlier, Schubert does not at all mind the
most blatant parallel octaves between voice and bass. In bars 22-23 'spiegelnden'
('mirroring') is illustrated by the accompaniment in bar 23 mirroring the voice in bar 22.
In bars 26-27 Schubert has represented the 'Sterne' ('stars') by repeated chords, as he was
to do in a far more refmed manner in Die Sterne D939 of 1828. In bars 31-40 still
another accompaniment figure is used, this time for various kinds of 'sauseln' ('rustling'):
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alternating triplets as later in for instance Der Lindenbaum D911/5 of 1827- in the
manner that was seen already in DIOO and DlOl, Schubert introduces the new figure one
bar early, while the previous verse is ending, thereby enhancing continuity. Porter has
drawn attention to a typical modulation in this verse. 3
Verse 4 is again prepared in bars 42-46 by the dove-tailing technique just mentioned.
The music is

th~

same as for verse 1, the text different, but this works well, especially in

that 'zittert' ('shimmers') and 'schimmert' ('glimmer') appear in corresponding lines. In
bars 57-62 the final calling of the beloved's name uses scale degrees 3-5-3, matching that
for 'Luise' in Der Jiingling an der QueUe D300 (see Musical Example 52).
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Example 52. Schubert D095, D300 comparison.

In this song are found many Schubertian features but also, not surprisingly,
something of Beethoven's more four-square or solid approach, for instance in the
pianoforte introduction.

1

Somewhat extensive quotation is warranted, given here chronologically:

{p.8:} 'Adelaide' only hints at Schubert's true quality; it cannot compare with Beethoven's
celebrated setting.
{p.32:} It seems strange that Schubert should in his youth (1814) have tried his hand at
Matthisson's Adelaide, after Beethoven had set the poem once for all in his noble, classic fashion.
{p.83:} Schubert's Adelaide, on the other hand, cannot vie with Beethoven's classic song. It is
altogether more modest and more intimate. The melody is rich at the beginning, but is not well
sustained. The song rewards the sympathetic eye with pretty and sensitive details; but Schubert's
inexperience is seen in the trying tessitura. It is almost impractically high, at least if the song is to
be sung in an intimate style. (Capell, 1928, pp.8, 32, 83).
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Matthisson -- another minor poet -- failed to draw anything like his best, or even his second-best
music from Schubert. The Peters edition averts its face from most of the twenty-four Matthisson
songs and gives only five of them. These include Adelaide -- a setting which might well be
forgotten, along with Beethoven's, but at least one simpler and less dramatic than the more famous
setting. (Robertson in Abraham, 1947, p.176).
{p.69:} When we said that Schubert does not mind about the existence of earlier settings -- not even
famous ones-- the best evidence of this is to be found in the last of these Matthisson songs of 1814,
'Adelaide'. (XX, 25) It is almost unthinkable that he was not acquainted with Beethoven's
best-known contribution in the field of song-writing, which was published in 1796 as op. 46 and
'dedicated to the author'. The poet himself acknowledged that he was firmly convinced the 'no one'
(of the many composers who had set his ode to music) 'had more completely eclipsed the words by
the melody than that genius of Vienna, Ludwig van Beethoven.' This is true in a profounder sense
than Matthisson imagined. For Beethoven simply used the text in order to produce something in the
nature of an arioso or {p.70:} a cantata, an 'Andante con allegro'. In its respect for the poet's words
and also from a purely musical point of view, Schubert's setting is far superior to Beethoven's.
Admittedly, he does not pay any attention to Matthisson's four verses as such, except that in the
fourth he repeats the music of the first in an extended form. But in the second [bars 26-30]:
' ... im Gefilde der Sterne strahlt dein Bildnis,
Adelaide'!*
*' .. .in the starry field thy likeness shines,
Adelaide!'
there occurs an emotional outburst -- illustrated musically by a modulation from A flat to G flat -which is echoed in the third verse so spontaneously, so enchantingly, and with such overwhelming
effect, that it would be futile to search for a model [Einstein is presumably referring to the move
touching upon Cb in bars 37-40]. There brims over here a spring of sheer exuberance which, for
want of a more precise expression, we usually label 'romantic'. Between Beethoven's 'Adelaide' and
Schubert's lies the dividing line between 'Classicism' and 'Romanticism'. (Einstein, 1951, pp.69-70).
{p.11:} Schubert's setting has been overshadowed by the popularity of Beethoven's great song, and
its usual fate is to be damned with faint praise. Schubert himself is reported to have told Josef
Hiittenbrenner that he was reluctant to compose it, 'because he would have to write it exactly as
Beethoven did' (Memoirs p.77). In fact there are many felicitous and characteristic touches in the
song. The motto phrase, and the whispering triplets in {p.12:} verse 3, are pure Schubert, and if the
song fails to match the vigour of Beethoven's setting, it has a lyrical tenderness of its own. (Reed,
1985, p.ll).
2

{p.84:} The Matthisson songs of July 1814 have Italian terms but those of September and onwards
have German indications, and as 'Adelaide' is dated only 1814 it may have been composed in the
autumn with the later songs, which would bring the general use of German as commencing on 17
September 1814. Therefore it seems evident that by that time Schubert felt he had broken with the
Italian tradition and was producing indigenous songs and only rarely did he depart from this
method. (Porter, 1961, p.84).
Porter (1961, p.73) refers to the modulation down a minor third in the 3rd verse (bars 31-36),
though the following chord of Cb (bar 37), producing a modulation down a major third, is perhaps
more relevant to his point.
3
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D097 Trost. An Elisa
(Consolation: To Elise)
Matthisson.
Voice (f#-a"), piano.
1814.
Dover 13/323 = BrHXX,19; NGA 1V,7,No.2.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

I1J

(Andante) Recit.

If•n

D097 (1814)

~ ~ ~ ,;b p·
Lehnst du

dei - ne

Form
Verse
Keys
Length
Bars

bleich - ge - blinn - te

Mainly recitative

1
d-C
8

1-

2
3
E-F c-c
7
10
9- 16-25

Synopsis:

1. Are you still grieving for your beloved?
2. His spirit should live on in you!
3. You will be reunited eventually, and both be immortal!

Wan - ge
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Bars 3-4 use rocking octaves as a good accompaniment figure for desolation. In bar
14 the Bb's should ideally be A#, as they are in bar 20. The harmony moves around
rather restlessly and often interestingly. There are few characteristically Schubertian
melodic touches, mainly because the song consists mostly of recitative. The expression
seems sincerely felt. 1

... a masterpiece in every bar. Schubert no longer follows Matthisson's strophic form. He reduces it
to recitative prose and only when the intensity of his emotions cannot be denied does he resort for a
few bars to an arioso style. (Einstein, 1951, p.67).
The Matthisson songs, written very much under the influence of Salieri, are concerned with the
various uses of the voice, and particularly with the relationship between recitative and pure song.
Trost, an Elisa (and later the Klopstock song Die Sommemacht [D289], which has much the same
tone and content) lies at one extreme, being written almost entirely in recitative prose, broken only
twice, briefly, by a few bars of regular pulse. The result is a minor masterpiece. Attracted by the
somewhat operatic and conventional sentiments of the poem, Schubert models this pure and
expressive song on his master Gluck (the notation should be interpreted accordingly). The
wide-ranging tonality, and the independence of the vocal line, look forward to later masterpieces
like Dass sie hier gewesen [D775] and Letzte Hoffnung [0911/16]. (Reed, 1985, p.411).
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D739 Tantum ergo in C
(Down in adoration falling), Op. 45
Text:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

Liturgy.
Choir, orchestra, organ.
1814.
Dover 6/163 =BrHXIV,6; NGA 1,8.
This work had previously been assigned to 1822.
Figured bass is provided.
Schubert set the Tantum ergo six times. As it is sometimes unclear which of
the settings is being referred to in the literature, they are listed here:
D739 inC (1814) for chorus, orchestra & organ.
D460 in C (1816) for chorus, orchestra & organ.
D461 inC (1816) for soli, chorus, SATB & orchestra.
D730 in Bb (1821) for soli, chorus, SATB & orchestra.
D750 in D (1822) for chorus, orchestra & organ.
D962 in Eb (1828) for quartet, SATB, mixed chorus & orchestra.

II]

Adagio maestoso

D739 (1814)
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Strophic *

Text
1-2
Material "A"
Keys
c
Length
7
Bars
1-

3
"B"

c

3
C'ta

c

7
17-23
8-

9

* Two parts & codetta, all with tonic close.
Synopsis:
1. We fall down in new rites of grace.
2. To Father, Son and Holy Spirit be praise and honour.
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From bars 3 to 4 the harmony V/vi is again treated as an "unconsummated secondary
dominant". Bars 10-11 and 15-16 happen to resemble Der Neugierige D795/6 of 1823,
bars 29-32, in melody, harmony and tempo (see Musical Example 53), though the
phrases seem not quite characteristic enough to warrant the drawing of strong
conclusions from this comparison alone.

D795/6 (1823)
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Example 53. Schubert D739, D795/6 comparison.

The three bars 17-19 of 4/4 metre constitute in effect two bars of 6/4, the temporary
metre not being notated explicitly.
The piece has been carefully and compactly written, and seems (though it did not
seem to Einstein1) to represent the mood suitably.

In the year 1822 Schubert had also contributed to the field of church music two shorter works, a
Tantum Ergo in C major for chorus and orchestra (without flutes and without violas) and only
twenty-three bars in length; it is written in a completely eighteenth-century style and is rather too
lacking in solemnity for the particular solemn occasion - the Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament for which it was written. (Einstein, 1951, p.221).
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D107 Lied aus der Ferne
(Song from afar)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I)

Allegretto

,## Bp

I

Matthisson.
Voice (1st version: e'-g"#), piano.
July 1814 (2nd version c. July 1814).
1st version: Dover 13/325 = BrHXX,21; NGA IV,7,No.9.
2nd version: NGA IV,7,No.9.
1st version: in E, Allegretto, 54 bars.
2nd version: in D, Etwas geschwind, 18 bars.

1

~

p~ I F p

Err DIE

Wenn in des A- bends letz - tern Schei-ne dir ei-ne Hi- cheln-de _

Form
Verse
1
Material "A"
Keys
E
Length
18
Bars
1-

D107 (1814)

Ge-stalt,

Strophic

2,3

4

"A"
E

"A"
E

20
16
19- 39-54

Synopsis:
1. If a smiling figure passes you in the evening, it is your friend's spirit.
2. When the leaves rustle while you dream of love, it is my spirit.
3. If the wind gently touches you as you think of the past, it is my spirit.
4. If you hear the words of our bond as you go to sleep, it is my spirit.
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The simple tune recalls Mozart's 'Voi che sapete' from The Marriage of Figaro K492
of 1785-1786, Act II scene 2, presumably arising from Schubert's subconscious (see
Musical Example 54) (another resemblance to the same famous Mozart aria was seen in
D084/8).
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Example 54. Mozart K492.

As soon as Schubert is on his own, the melodic cadence of the voice in bars 5-6 and
13-14 is typical of him, with scale degrees 5-4-2-1.
The song is simple and without depth, 1 but effective through its appealing melodic
writing. The bar rhythms are irregular. 2 The accompaniment seems to be of
general-purpose rather than picture-painting type.

1

Reed considered the song too lighthearted:

The strophic setting trips along gracefully, but too lightheartedly for this ghost-haunted poem.
(Reed, 1985, p.315).
But cf. also the too-lighthearted setting of the Donna nobis pacem of the Mass D105. When Schubert is
young, his lightheartedness still sometimes gains the upper band where it is not what is needed - a
natural temporary limitation. Yet Reed's view might be too severe: if one translates 'Geist' not as 'ghost'
(Reed, 1985, p.314) but as 'spirit' (Wigmore, 1988, p.271), then it might be considered excusable to
focus on the friendly greetings of the beloved even though, according to the end of each verse, these
greetings presumably come from the next world.
2

Porter mentioned this:

Schubert quickly broke away from regular folk-song form .... "Lied aus der Ferne" (Song from Afar)
[has] bar rhythm 6+2+5, with a four-bar coda, and stanzas two and three are slightly varied in
melodic outline and accompaniment. (Porter, 1937, p.34).
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D108 Der Abend
('Purpur malt. .. ') (The Evening)
Matthisson.
Voice (d'-f'), piano.
July 1814.
Dover 13/326 = BrH:XX,22; NGA IV,7,No.10; Peters 8 p.136.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

[I]

Andante con moto
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Strophic, & 1 verse of recitative

1,2,3
Arioso
"A"
d
14
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:
:

:
:
:

:

4
5
Arioso
Recit
"B"
"A"
d-f-Bb-d:V
d
14
6
21-34
15-

Synopsis:
1. The sunset is beautiful.
2. Darkness and sleep follow.
3. All is quiet except for the cricket's mournful melodies.
4. 0 cricket: if one day you sing over my grave,
5. My spirit will listen, and will respond through the breezes.
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In bars 7-8 is seen again a typical between-phrase progression with an
unconsummated secondary dominant, V/vi- I. In bar 12 the cadence melody again
typically uses scale degrees 5-4-2-1.
Verse 4 (bars 15-20) begins with recitative, appropriate to the change in the poem to
more direct speech. 1 Only at the end of the verse does arioso return within the phrase (at
bar 19), as the text refers to the 'Klaggesang' ('mournful song') which is illustrated in the
voice part.
Not surprisingly, many characteristics are held in common with D107. This song too
is uncomplicated and modest but effective. Again the accompaniment seems to be
general-purpose rather than picture-painting.

1

Porter's remarks on this song call for comment:

Here [in stanza four of 'Erinnerungen' 0098] the phrasing is different. It will not fit into the music
of the previous stanzas and is set in recitative; the last stanza being like the first. 'Oer Abend' also
has a recitative section for the same reason. (Porter, 1961, p.lO).
It seems however to be not for the same reason, for the text of the fourth verse of 'Oer Abend' would fit
the music well.

It is for the fourth stanza in which the time changes to four-four. (ibid.)
It is worth noting that for recitative Schubert always used either 4/4 or 2/2 (excepting only one or two
very early uses of a different metre)- see the comment under 0084/11.

The last line of this returns to the previous six-eight time and thus leads gently into the opening
melody again. (ibid.)
In 'Oer Abend' the lines of four feet are at fust in two-bar phrases, but the last half of the stanza is
expanded to phrases of two and a half bars by the lengthening of the first word of each line to a
whole bar. (ibid., p.24).
The lengthening was initiated by the word 'lieblich', of which Schubert so often set the fust syllable to a
long consonant high note.
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D109 Lied der Liebe
(Song of love)

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

11]

Mathisson.
Voice (f -g"), piano.
July 1814.
Dover 13/327 = BrHXX,23; NGA IV,7,No.11.

D109 (1814)

Allegretto
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Form
Verse
Declamation
Material
Keys
Length
Bars
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F

Bach,

Strophic, & 1 verse of recitative
1,2
3,4
5
6
Arioso
Recit Arioso
"A'"
"B"
"A"
"A"
Bb
Bb
g-Bb
Bb
10
10
11
11
1121- 32-42
1-

Synopsis:
1. Your gentle image, beloved, follows me in the evening.
2. It arises before me also in the morning.
3. It appears to me in my dreams.
4. Scents and sounds call to mind your voice.
5. At midnight I anticipate reunion with you in heaven.
6. Though everything else passes, love endures for ever.
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The cadence in bar 10 is typical in melody (scale degrees 4, -7, 1) and rhythm;
compare for instance Friihlingstraum from Winterreise D911/11 of 1827, bars 13-14.
There is a possibility that D109 (as well as D911/11) should be regarded as essentially in
3/8 metre (thus having two pulses per notated bar).
Verse 5 (bars 21-31) is set to recitative (compare D108 verse 4). Here the switch to
recitative seems less closely related to or dictated by the text than in D 108 - the midnight
atmosphere evidently provided the motivation.
In verse 6 (bars 32-42) the earlier music is reproduced, but here with a flowing
accompaniment from the beginning; a flat sign has been added on 'sterben' ('die'), and the
end is correspondingly more effective, now marked forte. The two fmal chords in bars
41-42 risk a perfunctory effect. 1
Schubert's setting is closely derived from Zumsteeg's (the only such case among the
present works other than D005), a fact which seems not often to have been mentioned in
the literature. A detailed comparison was made by Maier (1971, pp.201-204), showing
how Schubert's strophe achieves greater coherence than Zumsteeg's. The most
conspicuous difference, though, is Schubert's departure for recitative, whereas
Zumsteeg's setting is entirely strophic.

The strophe itself is pleasantly tuneful and tlle elaboration of tlle accompaniment in tlle last verse
admirable, but tlle contrast witll verse 5 is too sharp for comfort. (Reed, 1985, p.316).
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DllO Wer is gross?
(Who is great?) (Cantata)
Unknown.
Bass voice solo (c-d'), male choir (TTBB) and small orchestra.
24-25 July 1814.
Dover 12/237 = BrH XVI,43; NGA III,l.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

DllO (1814)

Qfe;re;ri&J
Wer ist wohl gross?

Form

Der ei- ne Welt

im _ Kop- fe _ triigt,

Modified strophic

Material I="A"
Keys
F:I-V
Length
17
Bars
1-

"A"
F:I-V
22
18-

"A"
F:I-V-I
27
40-66

Synopsis:
1. Is a heartless, ambitious leader really great?
2. No, a beneficent leader is great.
(For a translation, see Appendix 1.)

I

¥
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In bars 10-11 an unconsummated secondary dominant is seen once again: d:VF:V43, the C# cancelled to C natural.
The second verse reproduces the music of the first; the contrast between the text of
the two verses is reflected not in the melody or harmony but in the accompaniment whereas the first had an accompaniment in military style (that is, displaying strength), the
second begins with a peacefully flowing figure. The military figure returns in bar 50, it
being mentioned in the text ofthis verse too.
The work is of little significance and is neither good nor bad. 1

... a straightforward piece, in spite of the persistent polonaise rhythm, and inspired perhaps by one of
Mozart's Masonic Cantatas. Only his enthusiasm for some {p.66} special occasion can explain why
he should have repeated this music for seven verses. (Einstein, 1951, p.65).
Only two verses (or, as the Deutsch Catalogue, 1978, apparently considers it, one verse in two sections)
are underlaid in the manuscript and printed by BrH.
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D112 String Quartet in Bb
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Movements:

String quartet.
5-13 September 1814.
Dover 2/30 =BrH V,8; NGA VI,4.
I
Bb
Allegro rna non troppo.
II
g
Andante sostenuto.
III
Eb+Eb Minuet and Trio.
IV
Bb
Presto.

op. 168
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The forms are somewhat eccentric (except for the 3rd movement), but the general
impression is favourable and commentators have noted an advance with this work. 1

It will be noticed that all the models cited are orchestral works. This is not surprising in view of
Schubert's thorough experience of orchestral music at the Konvikt. It is also quite natural that the
earlier quartets should be so often in orchestral style. Such a tendency, which could not be attributed
to ignorance of chamber music, was bound to disappear in the course of time. Already, in the B flat
major Quartet of 1814, Op. 168 [0112], there are clear indications of a style proper to chamber
music. And in finding the style, Schubert began to find himself. This is the first of the quartets that
we should be inclined to call Schubertian. (Westrup in Abraham, 1947, p.89).

This quartet
1951, p.58).

0/, 8) was not written for domestic use, but in a much more ambitious style. (Einstein,

{p.52:} The String Quartet in B flat 0112, however, represents a much bigger advance [than the
String Quartet in E flat 0087] on what had gone before. The autograph is precisely dated, 5
September at the beginning and 13 September at the end; at the close of the first movement
Schubert added the words, 'Finished in 4 1/2 hours'. These dates may well refer, however, to the
final version, especially since the work seems to have been based on an earlier version for string
trio. So at least August Reissmann asserted in his biography of the composer (1873), and the light
texture and firm flowing part-writing seem to support the statement.
{p.54:} The lyrical impetus and technical mastery of this quartet were not to be surpassed until
1820, in the C minor Quartet Movement. (Reed, 1987, pp.52,54).
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D112 First movement:

Allegro rna non troppo
111
l..!...J~
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D112-1 (1814)
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cresc.

Form

~

Sonata *

Mat'l
Keys
Length
Bars

"A"

Bb
34
1-

Tr
Bb-g
10
35-

"B"

Tr
g-Bb
25
3
45- 70g

"B" Tr "B'" "C1" "C2" Dev
Bb Bb-F F
F
F
X
20
10
21
13
20
50
73- 93- 103- 124- 137- 157-

Mat'l
"A"
Tr
"B" Tr
"B" Tr "B'
"C1" "C2"
Keys
Bb-Eb Eb-c
c c-Eb
Eb Eb-Bb Bb
Bb
Bb
Length
20
25
36
20
3
10
21
13
20
Bars
207- 243- 253- 278- 281- 301- 311- 332- 345-364
II

X =various keys; C1/2 = Codetta 1/2.

* with two expositions of the subordinate theme
and a variety of 'subdominant recapitulation'.

278
011211

The principal theme appears in two statements, the first (bars 1- 17) ending on V7,
the second (bars 18-34) ending fully in the tonic.
After a transition, the subordinate theme begins in g (the submediant), not a normal
key for this purpose in the classical sonata concept for, having the same key signature, it
is more nearly a similar than a contrasting tonality. The following link (bars 70-73) back
to Bb for a second presentation of the subordinate theme is even less conventional. The
next link (bars 93-102) moves to the dominant, F, for a second subordinate theme which
is, however, a lyrical version of the first subordinate theme. 1 The first codetta has new
material which is very Mozartean; the second codetta is based on the subordinate theme.
The development section is entirely based on the subordinate theme in
its second (lyrical) version, the second part (bars 111-119). The outline ofthe keys
visited is F- Db - A - F=Bb: V; in this neat but not organic scheme, the three descending
major thirds add up to an (enharmonic) octave.
In the recapitulation the first statement of the principal theme has a flight at bar 217
to c minor, from which the tonic Bb is recovered but with an added 7th as IV:V7. These
bars 217-225 constitute the only real mental work of the recapitulation, for from here it
is all downhill to the tonic by simply reproducing the exposition in transposition. Seen
here for the first time, then, is Schubert's recapitulation device, later to be famous or
notorious, of moving early to the subdominant, after which mere transposition concludes
the movement in the tonic. In other words, he has moved forward the antimodulation,
normally placed between the principal and subordinate themes, to the front of the
recapitulation (here not 'to' but just 'towards' the front, for in this case he gave the first of
the two statements of the principal theme in the tonic, only then moving to the
subdominant). The scheme has been criticised as a little facile, when the recapitulation is
started immediately in the subdominant, but here it moves to the subdominant only later,
providing some evidence that Schubert might not have used the subdominant
recapitulation just to save work, but because he thought it was a good idea per se. 2
Mozart used such a scheme seldom (it is in some ways related to his 'Sonata Facile'
K545/I, but worked out quite differently from that movement).
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In this movement there are a number of features that do not belong to a conventional
sonata-allegro form (some examples of which Schubert had already written: D082/IV,
D084/14, D087/I), but progress is evident in that the scheme is now more clearly set out
and intelligible than in some earlier attempts.

1 This

is thus a "three-key exposition"- see for instance Webster (1978, p.26).

Newbould identified D125/I from Schubert's Second Symphony, rather than D112/I, as Schubert's
first subdominant recapitulation, a correct identification only if a strict definition of "subdominant
recapitulation" is employed:
2

this [D125] is Schubert's first multi-movement venture... entailing a subdominant recapitulation,
and it demonstrates that the initial motive at least was not laziness. (Newbould, 1992, p.67).
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Andante sostenuto
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Form
Material "A" Tr
g
Keys
-F
Length
14 24
Bars
1- 15-

First rondo (variant)
"B"
F
19
39-

"A"

d
14
58-

Tr
"B"
"A"
-Eb Eb-Bb g
19
24
20
72- 96115-134
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The form is eccentric by classical standards, but works quite well. It could perhaps be
called a first rondo form ending in the wrong key of d, corrected by reproduction of the
2nd and 3rd sections. 1 The transitions are relatively long. Strictly speaking, it could also
be called ritomello form, the ritomello "A" appearing in keys g, d, g.
The main theme is a parallel double period (7+7=14 bars). The odd phrase lengths
(4+3=7) are typical of Schubert, the somewhat mysterious 3-bar consequent having been
written with much care.
Both Einstein and Reed refer to the subordinate theme as thoroughly Schubertian. 2' 3
Although it is so, as Schubert has worked it out, it is worth pointing out the close
relation of the initial figure - treble and bass - to that of the main theme of Mozart's
Sonata K310/II (also in F major 3/4 Andante ... - see Musical Example 55, where only
the outer parts ofD112/II are shown).
It is certainly justifiable to describe this movement, perhaps for the first time in

Schubert's instrumental music, as 'moving'.
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Example 55. Mozart K310ffi, Schubert D112ffi comparison.
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1

Westrup discussed the key-scheme:

Key relationships seem to have fascinated him from quite an early age... A more remarkable
example is the slow movement of the third B flat major Quartet, Op. 168 [0112]. Here the
exposition is in G minor and F major. This is followed immediately by the recapitulation, in which
the flrst section is in D minor and the second is divided between E flat major and B flat major. The
problem of ending in the tonic is solved in the simplest way by repeating the opening section in G
minor. Schubert thus achieves considerable variety of key and also a neatly symmetrical structure:
ABA'B'A. ... (Westrup in Abraham, 1947, p.90).
2

For the 'Andante sostenuto' the slow movements from Mozart's C major [K465] and 'Hoffmeister'
[K499] Quartets together served as models, even to the extent of one literal reference [Einstein does
not say where he found a literal reference; both Mozart's movements are straightforward sonata
forms without repeats, K465 also without development, and one would like to ask Einstein to spell
out some details of this modelling] ; but there is an extravagantly cheerful theme, with an
accompaniment in sextuplets, which is new and Schubertian [bars 39 etc., 96 etc.]. (Einstein, 1951,
p.59).
3

In this flne quartet Schubert seems to flnd his own individual {p.53} voice for the flrst time, and
one can even point to the exact moment in the score when this happens. The Andante sostenuto sets
the pattern for his greatest slow movements with its alternating dark-toned and more lyrical
sections. It is at the end of the flrst link passage that the music suddenly blossoms into a lyrical
theme of Schubertian serenity: [Ex. 14, bars II 39-45]. (Reed, 1987, p.52).
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Form
Material
Keys
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Dl12-3 (1814)

lfTir'
Minuet & Trio
(each has 3 parts)
Minuet Trio
Eb
Eb
52
58
59-110
1-

IF
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Bars 6-8 closely resemble an excerpt from the song Seligkeit D433 (see Musical
Example 56). This in itself allows no strong inferences, but adds to the skein of
resemblances between early works and later ones.
The movement is satisfying, as all his 'Minuet and Trio' movements were from very
early.
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Example 56. Schubert Dll2/III, D433 comparison.
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D112 Fourth movement:
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Form
Mat'l
Keys
Length
Bars

'PP

Presto
1

.

D112-4 (1814)

tttftt

1

r

Sonata or First Rondo (see discussion)
"B"
Dev (?) "A"
"A"
"B"
Bb g-F-d-F F-g-Bb:V7 Bb g-Eb-C-g-Bb-F
54
86
40
54
82
141181155235-

"A"
Coda
Bb
Bb
50
14
317- 367-380
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D112/IV

This might be considered a sonata form with an extra presentation of "A" at the end
(as for instance in Mozart's Piano Sonata K311/II). Supporting this view of the form is
the fact that the frrst "B" theme includes the dominant key, F, the second "B" includes
the tonic, Bb, and bars 141-180 might be considered developmental. Various
commentators 1 have pointed out the close resemblance in thematic material to D944/III,
which is indeed in a very clear and standard sonata form.
On the other hand, if Schubert's form were called frrst rondo ("ABA") with a
reproduction of the two themes, "B" now traversing different keys, thus "ABABA", the
problem would arise ofthe absence ofthe "developmental" material from the
reproduction; yet the similarity to the form of the frrst movement provides some support
for this view.
The relationship of the material to that of the Symphony D944 may be seen in very
many excerpts, one pair of which is shown in Musical Example 57.
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Example 57. Schubert D112/IV, D944/III comparison.

At bar 15 the dissonance is unusually strong for Schubert: a major 7th as
appoggiatura to an augmented sixth.
In bars 148-157 ofthe "development" section the material of bars 105-118 appears
with stretto at two bars (as usual with harmonies I and V), in the keys g-Bb.
In summary, the form is not very clearly presented, but the material is effective.

1

For instance: Westrup (1947, p.90), Einstein (1951, p.60), Reed (1987, p.54).
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D113 AnEmma
(To Emma), op. 58/2
Schiller.
Voice (version 1: e'-g"; 2: d'-g"; 3: d'-g"), piano.
1st version: 17 Sept. 1814.
2nd version: c. Sept. 1814?
3rd version: c. Sept. 1814?
1st version: Dover 13/330 = BrH XX,26a; NGA IV,3.
2nd version: Dover 13/331 = BrHXX,26b; NGA IV,3.
3rd version: Dover 13/332 = BrH XX,26c; NGA IV,3;
Peters 2 p.l18.
1st version: 58 bars, 2/4 Andante.
2nd version: 59 bars, 6/8 Etwas Iangsam.
3rd version: 62 bars, 2/4 Miissig.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:

Editions:

Remarks:

[I]

Andante

1,~1 J
Weit

D113 v.1 (1814)

'l
in

ne - bel grau - er

Fer - ne

Ill Jl p· ~I r ~ I~
liegt mir das ver-gang' - ne

Gluck,

Version 3:
Form

Through-composed

Verse
1
Keys
F-C-F-d
Length
19
Bars
1-

2
3
F-Ab Ab-d:V-F
23
20
2043-62

Synopsis:

1. My past love is now only an illusion.
2. If you had died I could endure it better than your living on without me.
3. Can love die, Emma?
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The three versions will be looked at in tum. 1' 2

Version 1 (2/4, Andante):
In verse 1 many dominant ninth chords are used. The cadence ending this verse is on
V/vi and is unconsummated, reflecting the text 'Schein' ('illusion').
In verse 2 more dominant ninths occur. In bars 19-21 voice and bass move very
nearly parallel, which never bothered Schubert. In bars 32-34 there is a cessation of
movement (accompaniment triplets and fermatas) for line 5 reflecting the text ('aber ach'
- 'but alas'), then a resumption of the triplets; in these respects this is an interesting
anticipation of the most intense moment in Gretchen am Spinnrade D 118, bars 66-68
('und ach, sein Kuss!'- 'and, ah, his kiss!').
In verse 3 in bars 42-44 and again in bars 48-50 the marking dim is followed by

Tempo I, showing that in Schubert's usage dim includes ritardando; this is confirmed in
many other instances in Schubert's works. The hesitant addressing of Emma, in short
notes surrounded by rests, is appropriate in bars 42, 48.

Version 2 (6/8. Etwas langsam):
The opening right hand chords are solid instead of arpeggiated, better reflecting the
text. Bars 7-13 are as in version 1. In bars 14-19 the accompaniment now has a little
imitation between the hands, and the last two bars are changed from a half cadence to a
full cadence in d minor, therefore with a more final or resigned gesture as interpretation
of the poem. The grace note in bar 34 is written differently in each version: first as an
8th-note grace note, second as an 8th-note, third as a quarter-note grace note. Further
small changes are seen in the remainder of the song.

Version 3 (2/4, Massig):
Most of the changes in this version are slight. In bars 20-23 the bass line is improved
and the harmonic progression simplified to advantage. Bars 32-37 are expanded from
bars 32-34 of version 2. The conclusion (bars 53-62) is reinforced by bass octaves and
stronger dynamic marking.
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The assimilation of dotted notation is very clearly demonstrated by the comparison of
the three versions. A somewhat unusual relation between voice and accompaniment
rhythms occurs in Version 1 bars 13, 15, 17 etc. (an 8th-note rest and two 16th-notes
against three triplets); the voice is assimilated to triplets in versions 2 and 3.

This song is not very strongly moving, but it shows that Schubert's learning process
is nearing the plateau which will be marked more clearly by D 118.

1

Reed commented on the three versions and the song more generally:

{p.42:} The poem was written in 1797. There are three versions; the last is the one usually
heard, and the one included in the Peters edition. The Gesamtausgabe prints all three. The original
autograph has disappeared, and only a cancelled draft of the first nine bars survives (Vienna, SB).
This is in 2/4 time, marked 'Andante' and dated 17 September 1814. On 30 June 1821 a version in
6/8 time marked 'Etwas langsam' was published as a supplement to the ZfK under the title An
Emma. Finally, in April1826 the song was published by Thaddiius Weigl as op.56 (later op.58) no.
2 with the title Emma and the tempo indication Mtissig. This version, published in the composer's
lifetime, was presumably prepared or authorised by Schubert himself. It reverts to 2/4 time, and two
extra bars are inserted to give expressive emphasis to the words 'Aber ach, du liebst in Licht'.
It is usual to assert that Schiller's intellectuality and Schubert's lyrical genius were out of
harmony. But until Goethe comes on the scene with Gretchen am Spinnrade [D118], the best
Schubert songs are the Schiller settings Der Jangling am Bache [D030] and An Emma [D113], and
both show a remarkable freedom of form and rhythm. In Emma the phrase lengths are continually
varied, so that the music seems to cling to the words without losing their lyrical impetus, pausing
only to point up the bitterness of 'Aber ach, du liebst in Licht' {p.43:} and the sadness of 'Emma,
kann's vergiinglich sein ?' And although no two phrases are melodically exactly alike, each one flows
naturally from its predecessor. Its early publication suggests that it was among the first Schiller
settings to win popularity. (Reed, 1985, pp.42-43).
A version annotated by the famous Schubert singer Johann Michael Vogl (1768-1840) is
reproduced in the Biirenreiter edition and was studied in the thesis of Mussard (1987, pp.222-227).
Interesting though it is, in respect of performance practice of the time, to see Vogl's ornamentations, that
edition is hardly relevant to the present purpose.
2
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D114 Romanze
(Ein Fraulein klagt') (A maiden wept)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[1]
1

Matthisson.
Voice (version 2: a-g"), piano.
1st version: September 1814.
2nd version: 29 September 1814.
1st version: NGA IV,7,No.12.
2nd version: Dover 13/333 = BrHXX,27; NGA IV,7,No.12.
1st version: Ziemlich Iangsam.
2nd version: Etwas Iangsam.

Etwas Iangsam

~~~~ s;" J ;~
1

Dl14 (1814)

J? p r

J~IJ ''

1

Ein Frau-lein klagt' irn

fin- stern Thurm, am See - ge-stad' er - baut.

Second version:
F

v

Through-composed, rounded, with a little recitative

1
2
3
4
5
"A1" "A2" "A3 "Rec "B"
g g-Ab
g
Bb g
L 9
7
8
8
8
B 1- 10- 18- 26- 33-

M
K

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

nell "D1""D2" "E" "F1" "F2 "A1" "A2"
II

Ab-f f-Ab f Db-f f-c c-g g
Bb
11
9
8
8
8
9
9
11
41- 52- 61- 69- 77- 85- 94-103-113

Synopsis:
1. A maiden wept in a tower by the sea.
2. The maiden, Rose, had attracted many suitors.
3. But her father died in battle before she had experienced love.
4. Her uncle became her guardian and rejoiced at her wealth.
5. Soon there was a rumour that she had died.
6. She was mourned.
7. Gone forever.
8. Everyone mourned Rose.
9. Her uncle hid her in a tower and lowered an empty coffin.
10. Fearfully she heard her own funeral rites.
11. The effect on her was so great that she died.
12. Travellers passing by the tower today sense the dread.
13. Some say they've seen her hovering there like a silver cloud.
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Verses 1-3 adopt story-telling mode in the 6/8 metre traditionally used for ballads;
there is so far little engagement of the emotions. Verse 4 has recitative, written in 4/4 as
was Schubert's custom. Verse 5 has a suitably serious mood with a touch of the extreme
tonality ab minor. In verse 6 the death-knell is represented in the depths of the
accompaniment. Verses 7 and 8 form a pair, using f minor for grief and Ab major for
soothing of the grief. Verse 9 is not perhaps quite recitative, but it is again in 4/4 metre;
the uncle's dastardly deed is accompanied in bare octaves. In verse 10 the sinister
atmosphere is represented by a chromatic middle-voice figure. Verse 11 has a left hand
tremolo corresponding to foreboding; Schubert has prepared the return of the first key
for the next verse. Verses 12-13 return to the narrative manner of the opening, as the
dramatic action has now ended; as often, Schubert felt no need to end the work in the
opening key.
Commentators have referred to the variety of harmonic and pictorial resources used
here, 1• 2 but they are well under control now compared with those in, for instance, Der

Taucher D077.

{p.28:} This [plain] accompaniment, in the hands of a skilful composer, is modified by all kinds of
ingenious devices, and thus raised to greater heights it becomes intellectual and artistic, but when it
is dictated by a vision imbued by the poem that is being set to music it becomes the true art song.
Of methods for attaining this end the most important utilised by Schubert were based on
harmonic changes and the use of definite phrases, or more generally the combination of both. One
of the chief characteristics of his music is its kaleidoscopic harmonies, for he had a much greater
harmonic range than Beethoven, and often by the free use of passing notes he evolved striking
chords which give his music quite a rich texture.
{p.29:} An early example of harmonic colouring occurs in song No. 27 [0114]Ex. 13 from Romanze by Matthisson 29 September, 1814 [bars 37-40]
simple when analysed, but of surprising charm to the ear. (Porter, 1937, pp.28-29).
2

This is Schubert's first attempt to reduce the scale of the ballad, and to bring it to the balance of
lyrical and dramatic interest that he sought in the Matthisson songs. It is evident that he took a lot
of trouble over it, making several attempts to get the climax right. The songs as it stands is an
impressive performance, in spite of a text which seems to modem ears comically macabre. It has a
stronger narrative thread, and a much more unified tonal scheme, than the earlier
Zumsteeg-inspired ballads. The main burden of the story is carried by the expressive 6/8 G minor
music which recurs twice; recitative is used sparingly but effectively, only for the villain's part; most
remarkable of all is the thematic invention and pictorialism which Schubert brings to the hollow
death-knell, and to the maiden's gruesome end. (Reed, 1985, p.368).
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D098 Erinnerungen
(Memories)
Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

Remarks:

ITJ

Matthisson.
Voice (version 2: f-a"b), piano.
Autumn 1814.
Version 1 (a draft breaking off after 28 bars):
Dover 19p.243 = BrHXX,24; NGAIV,7,Anhang No.2.
Version 2:
Dover 13/328 =BrH XX,24; NGA IV,7,No.3.
For a later setting see 0424.

Andante

~~~~a J~l u~

r ~ r ~ a o r- r
1

Am see - ge-stad', in

Form

1

D098 (1814)

D 1

r~t ~ 1r

lau- en Voll- monds-niich- ten, denk' ich _

nur dich!

Strophic *

1,2,3
Verses
4
5
Material "A" Recit "B"
Length
14
5
10
Bars
115- 20-

6,7
"A"

13
30-42

* but with one verse recitative
and another departing.
Synopsis:
1. The stars spell out your name to me.
2. On every leaf I see your image.
3. I see you gliding down the hill-side.
4. Over there I decorated your hat with garlands.
5. You were delighted by the glow-worms.
6. Wherever I go I see the meadows where we had seen the snow.
7. The nightingale sang, and I silently implored you to remember me!
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Bars 5-6 have, over the submediant harmony, repeated notes illustrating absorption
in thinking of the beloved, as if gazing fixedly into the distance. This writing does not
suit verse 3 quite so well, however.
The melody for the verse certainly represents reflection, but it lacks an effective
shape. A factor possibly helping to explain this is that the high points g" and f' are
reached too often and too similarly.
Schubert has not tailored the music specifically for the last two lines and particularly
for the final'gedenke mein' ('remember me'), though something special might well have
been desirable there - thus the strophic scheme that he has used does not seem quite
suited.
The differences between the draft and the final version are not great, but the melodic
line and text underlay for the last part of the verse (from 'Zug' to 'dich') seems better in
the draft. Why Schubert introduced the chromatic movement in bar 10 seems unclear
too.
The same metre/tempo pattern serves also in D 108 and D 109.
The general impression is that this is not one of Schubert's best songs, though Reed
finds more to admire in it. 1

{p.220:} The structure is typical of the mixture of lyrical and declamatory elements found in the
early Matthisson songs. The first three and the last two verses are set strophically, to a gentle
reflective tune. The fourth and fifth verses are a mixture of recitative and arioso, which leads to a
fine climax at the words 'Oh, how beautiful!' Here the music veers away {p.221:} unexpectedly into
the flattened sixth, before leading back to the tonic and the main tune. The evocative pastoral mood
has something of Erlafsee [0586 of 1817] about it, and since both songs have a lakeside setting,
there may be some verbal association present. Erinnerungen is a very Schubertian song, which
deserves to be better known. [NN: I find it hard to agree with the last sentence.] (Reed, 1985,
pp.220-221).
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D102 Die Betende
(The Maiden at Prayer)

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

ITJ

Matthisson.
Voice (g'#-g"#), piano.
Autumn 1814.
Dover 13/324 = BrHXX:,20; NGA IV,7,No.7; Peters 5 p.171.
SeeDer Grafvon Gleichen D918 26/31[20c/22] of 1827 for a reuse
of the first nine bars of music to a different text (also Adagio and 2/2
metre, but A major instead of B major).

Adagio

D102 (1814)

l~##1#·~r J 1r J 1r'r 1r· r1r r 1r r 1r r 1r·Mp r r 1J
Lau-ra

be-tet! En-gel- bar-fen hal-len Frie-den Got-tes in ihr kran-kes Herz,

Form
Verse
1
Material "A"
Keys
B
Length
21
Bars
1-

Strophic
2-3

4

"A"

"A"

B
B
21
21
22- 43-63

Synopsis:
1. Laura is praying to heaven.
2. She is bathed in heavenly radiance.
3. She already imagines herself in heaven.
4. To see her thus, is to look into the next world.
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The music has, appropriately, the character of a simple hymn-tune. The phrase in
bars 1-9 seems uncharacteristically long, with no rest for the singer. The continuity of the
text 'Engelharfen' ('angels' harps') does not match the musical phrase, which would end
naturally after the syllable 'har-' in bar 4 for verse 1, and similarly in the other verses after

'hin-' and 'lin-' (bar 25) and 'Gott-' (bar 46). Schubert would normally set text like 'angels'
harps' to an arpeggiated accompaniment but he wisely refrained here, preserving the
hymn-like uniformity and the economy of the strophic scheme. Bars 10-13 have an
effective bass rising in semitones, together with a rising melody, for 'wallen ...
himmelwarts' ('waft ... heavenwards'). In bar 16 the wafting sighs are represented
effectively simply by 8th-note pairs in this extra cadence. The music for verses 2 and 3
had to be written out for a slight adjustment on account of the number of syllables in bars
28-30 compared with bars 7-9.
The choice of B major is perhaps the most notable feature. 1

Although September 1814 seems the most likely date, it is by no means impossible that it [D102]
dates (as Deutsch thought) from the spring of that year. Schubert used the opening bars ofthe song
in his sketch for no. 20(c) of his opera Der Grafvon Gleichen, a curious example ofthe composer's
habit of reworking earlier ideas in the last years of his life.
Die Betende is Schubert's first venture into the transcendental key of B major (the key of Am
Strome and Nacht und Triiume). It is also the first of Schubert's secular hymns, adapting the manner
and movement of the eighteenth-century hymn to what is in effect a love song. The key of B major
seems to have had an association for Schubert with the purity of erotic feelings, so that Laura in this
song is the forerunner of Suleika (cf. the closing pages of Sulieka I) and Mignon (So lasst mich
scheinen). (Reed, 1985, p.151).
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D115 An Laura
(An Laura, als sie Klopstocks Auferstehungslied sang) (To Laura)

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

ITJ

Matthisson.
Voice (e'-a"), piano.
2-7 Oct 1814.
Dover 13/334 = BrHXX,28; NGA N,7,No.13; Peters 5 p.173.

Sehr Iangsam

D115 (1814)

1*###1 ·~ J J IJ J J J iJ
Her - zen

die gen Him-mel

Form
Verse
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

"ABBB"
1

"A"
E

I

sich

r r lr
er - he

-

ben,

no modulation

2
3
"B" "B"
E

E

4
"B"
E

25

22 22
25
1- 26- 48- 70-94

Synopsis:

1. Hearts, tears, sighs and radiance go heavenward in prayer.
2. Laura! Angels and saints respond to this, sinners pray more earnestly.
3. I imagined I was in heaven above the stars.
4. I felt the bliss of heaven.
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In verse 1 perhaps most impressive is the climax, 'danke' ('thank') in the last line, with
harmonies IV- bVI- I64- V7 -I (bars 19-25) (though Reed, 1985, p.43, expressed
reservations about this phrase).
Verse 2 also has hymn-like phrases with colourful harmonies, for instance the passing
French augmented sixth chord (perhaps rather rare in Schubert) in bar 40 in connection
with the 'kalte Frevler' ('heartless sinners'). The music is unchanged for verse 3. In verse
4 only slight changes are made, mainly for line 3 (bars 77-79) and the postlude which
now has doubled note lengths (bars 67-69 become bars 89-94).
Commentators on this song have referred especially to its harmony; most were
impressed, but Reed dissented. 1
In summary, this is a successful setting of 'devotional' music. Einstein even
considered it, together with D095 and D102, to be Schubert's first masterpieces,
usurping therefore the place usually assigned to D118.Z

There are little jets of pure melody in the Matthisson songs, for instance in Lied aus der Feme
[0107]. In two of them, Die Beterule [D102] and An Laura [0115], Schubert drew on rich and
unctuous hymn-tune harmonies as suitable to accompany a maiden's devotions. It is not a very far
cry to Elizabeth's prayer in 'Tannhauser'. (Capell, 1928, p.83).
{p.67:} One might {p.68:} almost call it [Die Betende 0102] a secular chorale. In October,
Schubert varied and heightened this colour still further in 'An Laura.. .' (XX, 28) to a hymnlike,
ecstatic fervour, with an incomparable wealth of harm.ony. I cannot resist quoting one of Reichardt's
settings of Matthisson, in order to illustrate the change which had taken place in twenty years and
the difference between a composer who is the poet's complete servant and who is unwilling to go
beyond the most meagre resources, and one like Schubert who, with every stimulus that the poet
gives to his imagination, yet remains so much his own master, and who is so replete with music:
[Ex. 7: 12 bars by Reichardt]. Schubert never wrote a setting of this actual poem, although at other
times he was not in the slightest disturbed by the fact that earlier settings already existed. (Einstein,
1951, pp.67-68).
They [three major secondary triads] give additional brilliance or passion and are in many cases used
so that the voice may bring out an emotional climax on an unexpected major triad. A couple of bars
[bars 19-20] from 'An Laura' ... clearly illustrates Schubert's sense of their relationship. The key is E
major, and below a long E for the voice the chords of A major, C major, and E major are strongly
stressed. (Porter, 1961, p.63).
This song, and the contemporary Die Beterule [0102], introduce us to what might be called
Schubert's devotional hymn style. He was to use it to the end of his life, in songs like Der Kreutzzug
[0932] (1827) and Der Pilgrim [0794] (1823), and adapt it to more secular emotions in the
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Wandrers Nachtlied [D768 of 1824 or earlier], Der Tod und das Madchen [D531 of 1817] and other
songs. An Laura [D115] does not have quite the intensity of feeling and economy of form of the
strophic Die Betende [D102]. It is through-composed [NN: though the last three of the four verses
are in only slightly modified strophic form], and the block harmonies are not so compelling. Even
Schubert's favourite modulation to the flattened sixth at the end of the frrst verse sounds here a little
self-indulgent. (Reed, 1985, p.43).
2

It ['Gretchen am Spinnrade' D118] was not his frrst masterpiece; that distinction had already been
achieved by the 'Laura' songs ['Die Betende' D102 and 'An Laura' D115] and by 'Adelaide' [D095].
(Einstein, 1951, p.70).
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D116 Der Geistertanz
(The Ghost Dance)
Matthisson.
Voice (g-e"b), piano.
14 Oct 1814.
Dover 13/335 =BrHXX,29; NGAIV,7,No.14; Peters 2 p.237.
For other settings, see D015, D015A, D494.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

[I]

0116 (1814)

Etwas geschwind
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Form Like first rondo, middle section mostly recitative
1
2
4
7
7
3
5
Vers
6
Decl Arioso ...... Rec-Arioso Rec Arioso ..................
liB II
~~c~~
11 A2' II
11 A3' II
11 A1 11
11 A3 11
11 A2 11
Matl 11 A1 11
Keys c-c:V c-Db:V Ab-c-g
c-c:V
x-c:V
c-Db:V c-Eb Eb-c
7
Leng
5
7
7
5
8
5
6
6Bars
11320283338- 44-50

Synopsis: [See D015.]
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Verse 1 starts with bare octaves. In verse 2 the second two-bar section is transposed
up a semitone, heightening the effect and producing good variety. Verse 3 begins with
two bars of recitative, as usual avoiding triple time there (the return to 6/8 confirms the
return to arioso in bar 15). Verse 4 begins with accompaniment figures representing
ravens fluttering up; the vocal part is entirely recitative. Verse 5 has the same music as
verse 1, verse 6 almost the same as verse 2. Verse 7 has a new melody, but retains the
style of the earlier arioso writing. This verse (c-Eb) is then reproduced with the opposite
tonal progression (Eb-c), thus ending in the starting key of c minor (such schemes have
been called "consistent opposition" by Goetschius, 1898, p.ll6).
The music suits the text well, and the conciseness is a virtue, but the song is not
outstanding. The last two verses of the text suggested that they be set in some contrast
to what preceded, of which opportunity Schubert however made very little. The
reception of this song has been very varied, and a sample ranges from "trivial" 1 through
an intermediate grade2 to "minor masterpiece". 3 In key, metre and mood, though scarcely
in melody, it anticipates the ftnale of the piano sonata D959 of 1828.

Der Geistertanz, a puerile poem about midnight spectres in a church, was not worth setting; but
Schubert after all was still a boy. He found a pointed and straddling C minor theme for this trivial
dance of the dead. (Capell, 1928, p.83).
2

[It] is fairly well known and it has a certain lightness and freedom of movement that is prophetic of
some of Schubert's best work, the opening phrases bearing some relationship to 'Die Wetterfahne'
[D911/2] [NN: and even more to 'Der stiirmische Morgen' D911/18]. But speaking generally these
songs are either too formal or too much broken up by recitatives. (Porter, 1937, p.116).
3

Here, two years or more after the flrst attempt, the principle of formal unity asserts itself, and a
minor masterpiece results. Elements of the earlier version are still present - the unison themes and
the 6/8 macabre dance, for instance- but movement has become form; the 6/8 dance has become the
song, and the short recitatives are skilfully integrated into that pervasive gait. In its way the song
asserts the independence of the lied as a musical form in its own right as notably as Gretchen am
Spinnrade, written three days later. (Reed, 1985, p.102).
Compare also Schnapper (1937, pp.81-82). She draws attention to the fusion, for the flrst time, of
recitative and lied. She also suggests a possible model: Zumsteeg's "Robert und Kathe". Finally, she
labels this the conclusion of Schubert's youth-period.
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D117 Das Madchen aus der Fremde
(The maiden from strange parts)
Schiller.
Voice (f#-a"), piano.
16 Oct 1814.
Dover 13/336 = BrH XX,30; NGA IV,8.
For another setting, see D252.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:
Remarks:

ITJ

D117 (1814)
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Modified strophic *

Form
Verse
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

1
2
"A" "B"
A f#
8
9
1- 10-

4
3
"A" "C"
A
D
9
9
18- 27-

6
5
"A" "D" (or" B, " )
A
A
9
9
36- 45-53

* in pairs of verses ( "AB, AC, AD") .
The materials are similar throughout.
Synopsis:
1. A lovely maiden appeared each Spring to the poor shepherds in a valley.
2. No-one knew where she carne from.
3. Everyone was drawn to her, but her dignity precluded familiarity.
4. She brought flowers and fruit from her more bountiful countryside.
5. She gave them to young and old alike.
6. But she gave her best gifts of all to loving couples.
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Porter has commented on the form of this song. 1 In verse 1 the rest at the beginning
of bar 7 shifts the metre by half a bar; the visually barred metre is restored by the extra
chords at the end of the verse (bar 9). The use of grace-notes in the accompaniment to
represent larks whirring is simple but effective (bars 5-6). Verse 3 has the same music as
verse 1, but of course not now the representation of larks in the accompaniment of the
3rd line (bars 22-23). The metre-shifting rest in bar 24 is appropriate to the text of this
verse, as it was in verse 1. In verse 5 the ornaments are restored for the accompaniment
of the third line (bars 40-41), though they are not now quite so appropriate to the text.
The music of verse 6 somewhat resembles that of verse 2, giving a rounding effect based
on pairs of verses. The last bar is a very simple echo of the last bar of the voice,
charming nevertheless.
This was clearly easy for Schubert to write - there is no evidence of any stumbling
blocks, yet the resulting patterns involve much slight adaptation to the local text. It is
quite modest, as perhaps is the poem. Einstein has compared it with the later setting,
D252. 2

{p.14:} [0117] is more varied [than 'Trost in Thranen' 0120, whose alternate stanzas also have a
different melody]:
Stanza i then 112 bar rest.
Stanza iii as i.
Stanza v as i.

Stanza ii no rest.
Stanza iv varied. One bar ritornello.
Stanza vi a charming variant of ii with some of the phrases reversed,
one bar coda.

The song is practically continuous, and in neither of the above is there a real contrast as each song
gives an {p.15:} impression of having only half the number of stanzas really present. It is however a
form sometimes used to avoid monotony where the stanzas are short and numerous. (Porter, 1961,
pp.14-15).
2

[0117] is the brighter counterpart to Matthisson's 'Romance' [0114], in the same time and with a
similar accompaniment in chords, intimate and simple from beginning to end. Schubert, however,
was not content with this kind of simplicity; a year later ... he set it once more in the form of an even
simpler strophic song [0252] ... with a beautifully contrived accompaniment in three-part writing,
and not simply in chords. (Einstein, 1945, p.70).
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CHAPTER 12. THE FIRST GENERALLY RECOGNIZED MASTERPIECE (D118)

The extent to which D118 may be regarded as Schubert's first masterpiece will be
discussed. That appellation turns OU;t to be sufficiently defensible to provide a suitable
ending point for the present investigation.
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D118 Gretchen am Spinnrade
(Gretchen at the spinning wheel), op. 2
Goethe.
Voice (e'-a"), piano.
19 October 1814.
Dover 13/337 = BrH XX,31; NGA IV,1; Peters 1 p.188.

Poet:
Forces:
Date:
Editions:

[I]

Nicht zu geschwind
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D118 (1814)
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mein Herz _
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"1"1

scbwer,

Through-composed ***

Form
Verse
Material
Keys
Length
Bars

1

2

3

1

4

5-6

1

7-8

( 1)

"A" . . . . . . . . . . . "A" . . . . . . . . . . . "A" . . . . . ("A")

d-C d-e a-F
12
9
9
1- 13- 22-

d-C d-a *
11
9 22
31- 42- 51-

d-C **
d
11 29
8
73- 84- 113-120

* F-g-Ab-Bb-d:V
** d-Eb-F-g-a-a:V-d
*** in three sections starting alike (verses 1,2,3;
1,4,5,6; 1,7,8; rounded with initial fragment of 1).
Synopsis:
1. I will never again find peace.
2. Without my beloved the world is a grave.
3. My poor mind is shattered.
1. [Repeated in the original poem.]
4. I look into the world only in the hope of seeing him.
5. His fine features,
6. his voice, caress and ah his kiss!
1. [Repeated in the original poem.]
7. If only I could grasp and hold him
8. and kiss him, I would die from his kisses!
1. [Fragment repeated by Schubert, not in the original poem.]
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D118

Verse 1 provides the material for the whole song, the melodic inflections following
the likely speech inflections. In verse i the melody is changed to descend according to
the text. In verse 3 the heightening at bar 26 is effective, moving harmonically down a
major third while melodically up a semitone. In verse 4 the melody is again modified.
Verse 1 is now repeated. Verses 5-6 start with the typical harmonic move from i to

bVI; then follows a build-up governed by the main notes of the bass line:
F-g-Ab-Bb-Bn-C#, to be resolved in the next verse to d. The voice's main notes also

ascend parallel with and a third higher than the bass, until the climax is approached with
faster harmonic movement and two diminished 7th chords, the voice's main notes being
A-Bb-C-D( -F-G). Finally comes the inspired fermata and gradual recovery of motion.

Verse 1 is repeated again. Verses 7-8 contain a second build-up over a similar
number of scale steps. The melodic main notes are now
A-Bb-C-D-E-D-(F-A-F)-(F-A-)D, thus mainly a fifth above the harmonic roots, whereas
in verses 5-6 they had been a third above the roots. The peak melody note is now a"
whereas before it had been g". There is a driving force to the climax, prepared by two
preliminary approaches (bars 103-104, 105-106, and finally 107-110 cadencing on the
mediant (f' in bar 110), reproduced to cadence on the tonic (d" in bar 114). Although the
first build-up (through 26 bars) had been very intense, the final one (28 bars) answers it
with full musical satisfaction.
The whole effect of the song would be very different, since the long cresc. poco a

poco (bars 85-112) would not be resolved, if Schubert had not added the last bars,
reproducing the poem's first two lines with diminuendo.
Sams (1978) has given a fairly persuasive argument for Mozart, together with
Therese Grob, as the joint inspirations for Schubert's lieder in general, and the following
small part of Sams's evidence refers to the work presently under discussion:

{p.948:} Thus the maidenly moan of loss and deprivation, minor 5-6-5, voiced by
Barbarina in the garden (Le Nozze di Figaro, Act 4 [scene 1, number 24 Cavatina], is
also heard from Gretchen at her spinning-wheel (D118, often hailed as the first true
lied). Each character sings, in her own context, of something lost and no longer to be
found ...
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Sams does not provide a musical example; Musical Example 58 is provided here, from
which a striking resemblance is seen at both the beginning and the end of the excerpts:
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D118 (1814)
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Example 58. Schubert Dll8, Mozart K492 IV/1 comparison.

This song has been chosen as a suitable stopping point for the present series of
analyses, but it is not essential to this thesis that it be considered Schubert's first
masterpiece. Nevertheless, that evaluation has frequently been made. A selection from
the vast literature on this song will be useful here. 1 In particular, the explanation for that
evaluation has been well investigated by Reed (1985). The comparison with D023,
beginning with the same poetic text line and mentioned by Capell (1928), is also
instructive: the accompaniment to that earlier song had some illustrative value, but did
not play any part in the emotional progress or forward sweep of the song, as is now does
fully in Dl18. Another masterly feature is the presence of the two long and powerful
'build-ups' of harmony and melody together, sweeping the listener along with the
progress of Gretchen's thoughts. The final ingredient to be mentioned is Goethe himself,
whom Schubert had now for the first time read. By contrast with Schubert's earlier
poets, he provided the gripping quality to which Schubert responded with a surging of
both spirit and music that has now for nearly two hundred years remained in force.

1 The

selection is given here chronologically:

Capell:
{p.42:} Goethe came, and made all the difference to music. Mozart and Beethoven occasionally set
his poems (e.g. Das Veilchen and Wonne der Wehmut), but Schubert was almost Goethe's offspring.
Of a boy with a genius for music and a bent for poetry, Goethe, one day in 1814, suddenly made a
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man- the day (October 14 [NN: a misprint for 19]) when the seventeen-years-old Schubert
composed Gretchen am Spinnrade, and so composed it that we cannot believe he could have done it
better in 1828.
{p.52:} The song [D118] is a long one, and with the sustained whirring of the wheel in the
pianoforte part it would in another man's hands have become monotonous. As Schubert composed
it, it is one of the lasting wonders of music. Calculated monotony is, indeed, its primary rhythmical
characteristic; but against that is the beautiful variation in the second section of the refrain ('lch
fin de sie nirnmer'). This consists of an extension of a bar's length, on a repetition of the words, 'lch
finde,' giving us an irregular period of 4 + 5. [Capell had just previously drawn attention to similar
additions by Schubert in Erster Verlust D226 and Schtifers Klagelied D121.]
{p.80:} Klaglied (Rochlitz) [D023], also of 1812, was Schubert's first song in simple strophic form.
It is a maiden's lament, full of tenderness and pathos; and coming so early it does something to
prepare us for [D118]: [Musical examples: melody ofD023 bars 3-6, D118 bars 3-6.]
{p.84:} Gretchen am Spinnrade was Schubert's first song on a poem of Goethe's .... Was it
suggested that an earlier song had prepared us for it? [i.e. D023 - see p.80] That must be retracted.
Nothing explains such things. In the thirty songs that came before it Schubert had toiled, tested
himself, had had his charming moments, and now and again fumbled. This time he was transported
by his genius ....
{p.85:} The poem consists of ten little stanzas, the first of which is twice repeated in the way of a
burden .... The wheel and the treadle make a music that is at once monotonous and agitated. Then
the girl's heart beats faster the more she thinks over her torment; and unconsciously her foot works
faster too, sending the wheel up in pitch from D minor toE minor to F. The recurrence of the
burden always brings back D minor. She pictures her lover's look, his laugh, his words, the pressure
of his hand; and the pitch rises excitedly to Bb. His kiss! The wheel is still. Entranced, she has
without noticing it stopped her foot. She pauses; but must return to the task and the sad refrain, and
the wheel takes up again its semiquavers in D minor. In the latter part of the song comes the cry for
love and death: an unanswered cry, and at the end the whirring slows down in the overcast key of
the beginning.
It was Schubert's first masterpiece. There had been nothing at all like it in music before. The
plan of the song - an extended plaint, freely varied from stanza to stanza, but held together by
persistent rhythmical figures of poetic origin and picturesque value- was as original as everything
in the working-out process was faultless. (Capell, 1928, pp.42, 52, 80, 84-85).
Porter:
{p.15:} ... 'Gretchen am Spinnrade' and 'Erlkonig' tower above any previous songs ...
{p.16:} ... it took just thirty songs to give Schubert the requisite practice to produce a perfect work
[i.e. Dl18].
{p.23:} Everyone knows the tremendous climax in [D118] where the flow of melody gradually
ceases with the words "und seiner Rede Zauberfluss, sein Handedriick, und ach, sein Kiiss!" ....
Eight bars before the beginning of this phrase the rhythm of the bass (suggesting the pedalling of
the spinning wheel) has {p.24} given place to soft chords, and the treble part of the piano has begun
to widen out so that at the appearance of the above words we have practically arrived at a recitative
passage which concludes with three sforzando bars, after which the spinning rhythm gradually
creeps in again." [NN: Note the allusion to 'recitative', led up to by the songs immediately preceding
this one.] (Porter, 1937, pp.15-16, 23-24).
Einstein:
{p.104:} The October day in 1814 on which [D118] was written has been rightly and wrongly
called the birthday of German song - wrongly, inasmuch as it is not a song in the true sense, and
because some songs of consummate perfection had already been written before 1814, {p.105:}
particularly by Schubert himself. 'Adelaide' [D095] and 'Laura' [D115] are two such examples, the
former of which is treated with the same freedom of form as [D118]. [NN: D095 was not written
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before 1814, and possibly not before D118; D115 was written from 2-7 Oct 1814, thus just before
D118 - see Deutsch and Wakeling (1978).] But the author of those texts was Matthisson and on this
occasion Schubert chanced upon Goethe. He chanced upon a poet who is not 'sentimental' but
genuine (Schiller would have said 'naive'), not stylish but simple, not profligate but powerful in his
use of words. [NN: Other poets, profligate with words, might have led to some extent to Schubert's
profligacy with the corresponding music.] ... The proper treatment for the stage would be a strophic
song. Schubert, however, writes what has been called a lyrical monody, with a conventional'da
capo', it is true, and a melodic unity, but with a constantly changing, sensitive inflexion. And the
accompaniment- is it painting, this humming of the spinning wheel, this sound of the foot upon the
treadle? Or is it not rather the symbolic expression of spiritual unrest? It is emotional painting,
feeling become as clay in the composer's hands.
{p.181:} It is noticeable that this break-through [to complete independence] takes place at different
stages in the various fields of creative achievement. It occurs first in the songs and then in the
instrumental music. It never materializes in the operas, but does so at least in the quasi-operatic
field of oratorio. (Einstein, 1951, pp.104-105, 181).
Porter:
{p.16:} A large number of these [the long works of later years: lyrical poems set in
durchkomponiert style] have a figured accompaniment of the {p.17:} kind that is first found to
perfection in 'Gretchen am Spinnrade' [D118].
{p.24:} The repetition of words and phrases has caused some criticism, and in the early works there
is little justification for the practice except occasionally when an important phrase is stressed - as
'ich finde' in Gretchen am Spinnrade' [D118]. (Porter, 1961, pp.16-17, 24).
Gal:
{p.65:} ... a composer of Schubert's poetic sensitivity depends for better or for worse on the poem he
sets to music. If one also looks at the great achievements of this period of development, works which
tower above their environment like mountain peaks, one cannot but recognise that all roads lead in
one direction, to a single focal point: Goethe.
Here is the key to the miracle, to that burst of creative genius in Schubert's first master-song,
"Gretchen am Spinnrade" ....
{p.66:} ... Never has there been anything more providential than this uniting of two minds in a
work of art. (Gal, 1977, pp.65-66).
Reed (1985):
{p.250:} What is it, then, that distinguished Gretchen from its predecessors? Not the principle of
faithfulness to the text, as has sometimes been claimed. That was the rallying-cry of the Weimar
circle, and Goethe would certainly have condemned Gretchen (as he condemned all
through-composed songs) and disapproved of Schubert's musically essential {p.251:} repetition of
the opening words at the end of the song. It is not true, either, that Schubert's earlier songs 'give no
hint of the miracle of Gretchen' (Craig Bell, p.15). His use of the accompaniment figure as a
unifying element is much earlier, and so is his instinctive tendency to reconcile the dramatic and
lyrical aspects of the lied. When we analyse the greatness of Gretchen, and try to account for the
enormous - possibly exaggerated - importance it has assumed in the history books, it all boils down
to one thing, the revolutionary nature of the unifying figure itself.
That figure is not simply a keyboard formula like the spread chords which link the supportive
accompaniment of Der Jangling am Bache and many other songs; it is a musical metaphor, a tonal
analogue if you will, which embodies in .itself the sense, the movement and the form of the song.
For the songwriter, movement is form; the image of the spinning wheel is the song, at least in the
sense that it provides the medium through which the changing emotions of the words are conveyed.
This single stroke of genius disposes of old problems and establishes a new relationship between
text and music. The many attempts, in the Matthisson songs of 1814, to reconcile song and
declamation, aria and recitative, are here superseded. The unifying power of that image is so strong,
the forward thrust so powerful, that its suspension at the words 'Ah, sein Kiiss' is more moving than
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any declamation could possibly be. Similarly, the contrast between the incidental pictorial image,
with its centrifugal effect on the unity of the song, and the mood-defining unifying figure is here
irrelevant, for the figure of the turning wheel is both at once. Gretchen established the independence
of the lied as a musical form once and for all, using the poem as a pretext for a song, just as the
opera composer uses the libretto as a pretext for an opera. In so doing, of course, Schubert was not
rejecting the principle of faithfulness to the text, but showing how it could be realised at a higher
musical level.
It is fair enough therefore to say, as Richard Heuberger does (Franz Schubert, Berlin, 1902),
that with Gretchen Schubert created 'something new, of unprecedented power, the first composition
in a hitherto unknown form, the first modem German song'. (Reed, 1985, pp.250-251).
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CHAPTER 13. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this thesis has now been completed: to show in analytical terms
Schubert's early compositional progress. Summaries, which necessarily risk losing some
of the important detail, will now be presented in several categories, followed by
concluding remarks.

Harmony
As Porter (1980, p.lO) remarked, "Schubert's earliest compositions show that he was
completely familiar with all the harmony used by his predecessors", although some
occasional early eccentricities have been noted in this thesis. A few points may be added
to Porter's summary, as follows.
Augmented sixth chords were used very early. The German and French types appear
often, the Italian type perhaps less so. When these chords are used by Schubert it is
usually at a vital moment where special strength of expression is required, whether in
vocal or instrumental music.
Secondary seventh chords (such as d,f,ab,c inC major or c minor) are not used as
such - they may occasionally appear incidentally.
The third inversion of the dominant seventh chord (such as f,g,b,d inC major or c
minor) is not used nearly as often as in Beethoven (where it might be thought to have a
certain kind of almost ponderous strength foreign to Schubert's musical personality).
The technique which I have called that of the "unconsummated secondary dominant"
(see the discussion of D027) was already used quite often in these early works. It was
used both as a harmonic resource within a given tonality and in connection with
modulation between tonalities (in the latter case as in Liebesbotschaft D95711 shown in
Musical Example 15).

Melody
Melody has not been studied systematically here. The main contribution appears in
the anticipations of his later memorable melodies; many of those anticipations were
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shown in the musical examples (see the List of Musical Examples given in the front
matter). Confirmations of Cooke's (1959) theory of the significance of progressions of
melodic degrees were noticed in D007 (Nettheim, 1990b), D067 and D105/2.

Salieri's contribution
The works which may derive from Schubert's studies with Salieri were listed in
Chapter 2. An important limitation affecting investigations in this area is that it can not
be known to what extent the resulting works represent Salieri's input and to what extent
Schubert's: neither external nor internal evidence could readily resolve that matter. A
general impression gained is that a number of ideas for formal organization of the works
were contributed by Salieri, for they apparently do not recur in Schubert's later works
when he was no longer Salieri's pupil. Further, many details of counterpoint worked out
by Schubert as pupil suggest that he had not convincingly mastered them - this will be
referred to again below. In the present context, the revisions ofD084 on the basis of
Salieri's instruction are certainly of some interest, subject however to the important
limitation mentioned above.

Counterpoint
Apart from Schubert's interest in fugue and fugato, treated below, his frequent use of
parallel octaves in the outside parts of vocal music (voice and bass lines) is noted. He
made this "error" deliberately, not out of ignorance, for he continued this practice
throughout his life.
Apparently he had not been taught inversion of voices thoroughly, if at all, for only
one attempt at double and triple counterpoint was noted, in D043, and that attempt
showed weaknesses. It may be imagined that it would not have been at all difficult for

him to learn invertible counterpoint if Salieri or others had made the effort to teach it to
him, and Salieri might be subject to some criticism in this matter. (See in this connection
Mann, 1986, 1987).

Fugal writing (fugue and fugato)
Much fugato writing has been seen, often no more than fugal expositions. Five times
in the present works Schubert attempted more or less complete fugues: 004811, D048/II,
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D066, D043, D105/2 (Cum sanctu). He lacked the knowledge required for complete
success in fugue, and could approach only the character of it. His expositions were of the
'canonic' or 'round' type, not requiring inversion of voices, as in the following diagram in
which Cl, C2, C3 are counterpoints to the subjectS. The answers were set at the unison
or octave.

s: A: T:

-

B: S

s
S Cl
S Cl C2
Cl C2 C3

Attempts at stretto were sometimes made but always lacked real success.

Modulation
Schubert's attitude to modulation was not the classical one in which the significance
of keys depended largely upon their place in the tonal hierarchy. Instead, two features
seemed emphasized: (a) the character of each key in itself and (b) the character of the
relationships between two successively heard keys considered only in relation to each
other. Thus the emphasis was on a local rather than a global view. Schubert's progress in
this area was referred to by Wollenberg (1997, pp.56-58):

... those mature transitions in which {p.58} Schubert seems to perform a kind of
miraculous tonal alchemy did not spring fully-formed into being, but were the
outcome of a long creative preoccupation with transitional strategies throughout his
instrumental oeuvre.

Tonality
An obvious point of interest is the phenomenon that the beginning and ending

tonalities are quite often not the same. This persisted throughout Schubert's life, but later
it appeared relatively more often in vocal music and less in instrumental music. In some
early works 'wandering' tonality may be seen - that might well be regarded as a
consequence of Schubert's attitude to modulation, formulated above. One could even
surmise that Schubert only somewhat grudgingly came to acknowledge the scheme of
classical tonality.
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Instrumentation and orchestration
This topic has not been emphasized in the present study. Schubert took full
advantage of the excellent opportunities provided at his school to acquire close
familiarity with all the standard orchestral instruments. He was also familiar with the
organ as a result of the opportunities at his local church. His characteristic use of the
trombone has been noted, most obviously in D084 No. 10.

Vocal ranges
Vocal ranges are shown in Figure 3 (extracted from their appearance in the
identifying information for each work in Part II). The following factors (at least) affect
the interpretation of the data given there.
(a) The vocal ranges have been determined for soloists only, not choral singers.
(b) The expressive intention will influence the vocal range used.
(c) In some cases a particular singer may have been intended. This may conceivably
have been a mezzo soprano, baritone, or other category not indicated in the score or
title.
(d) The tuning frequencies used for accompanying instruments cannot be determined
with certainty, but they would have been lower than current tunings. They of course
determine the intonation of the notes written for the vocal parts.
(e) The tessitura and more generally the whole distribution of notes sung would be
more informative than the mere ranges, if it were practicable to extract such information
systematically.
(f) The task of tabulating the vocal ranges is difficult in the present state of

technology, requiring tedious visual scrutiny; when the works are available in computerencoded form the task will be easy, and more complete information of this kind will then
be readily available. 1
(g) The fuller significance of this data will become clear only when it is extended to
cover Schubert's subsequent works.

(h) The voice intended by Schubert is not always obvious when the G clef is used, for
this could in some cases indicate either a soprano voice or a tenor voice with octava

bassa understood. In any case, transpositions were tolerated. Published editions often
indicate only the generic 'Singstimme'. It was desired to distinguish between the two
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possibilities in preparing the Figure, although in any given case of doubt the score should
be consulted. For the present purpose the character of the text underlay may of course be
considered. In addition, I formulated the provisional rule that a soprano will not be asked
to sing below bb (except briefly a in Dll4 and gin Dll6) nor a tenor above b'b.
As a consequence of these factors the data in the Figure is of limited significance.
Nevertheless, it helps to determine which pitches Schubert considered extreme. Its main
application concerns the investigation of the special significance of the occasional use of
extreme pitches, about which a few observations will now be made.
Soprano: The lower limit bb occurs only in DOlO (one naturally compares here the
virtuoso work Der Hirt auf dem Felsen D965 of 1828). In Dll4 the exceptionally low a
occurs briefly in bar 75. Dll6 bar 19 has a low g, so is assigned here to a bass voice 8vb.
The upper limit is high c"', sometimes provided with an ossia. To be observed are the
wide ranges of the first five works followed by the settling down of the range from the
frrst lied, D023, and the wider ranges understandably used again in the opera D084.
Alto: Only one example is given here.
Tenor: An exceptionally low note appears in D015A, provided with an ossia. Apart
from that case together with D007 and D015, the lower limit is Bb. For the upper limit
b'b is clearly considered extreme. Again the early ranges are wide, after which the range
settles down.
Bass: The lower limit Eb was used in the early DOll but thereafter the limit G was
observed, except only in the second version of the virtuoso work D077. From D084 the
limit was A. The upper limit f, used in four of the 23 items, is clearly considered
somewhat extreme (compare the ossia provided in D084/9vl).
The four previous paragraphs have dealt with individual voice categories; when those
paragraphs are drawn together, it may be seen that D023 (Klaglied, of 1812) marked a
point from which the early rather extreme ranges gave way to a settling down of the
ranges - that was natural, in retrospect, as it was the first lied, but it might well be
considered to have marked an appropriate curbing of early excesses, whether as a result
of Salieri's advice or of Schubert's own evaluation. This was followed by wide ranges
again when needed for demonstrative singing as in the ballad D077 and the opera D084.
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Figure 3. Vocal Ranges in Schubert's Earliest Works (see text).

Soprano
.EF.G.A.Bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc
D005

DOlO
DOll
D006
D027
D023
D030*
D049
D0 50
D0 59
D042
D073
D078
D081
D083
D084/3v1
D084/3v2
D084/4v1,2
D084!7v1
D084!7v2
D084/12b
D084/15
D084!18
D084/19
D084/20Sc2
D084/20Sc3
D084/21v1
D084/21v2
D084/22v1,2
D100*
D101*
D095*
D097*
D107v1*
D108*
D109*
D113v1
D113v2, 3
D114v2*
D098*
D102*
D115*
D117*
D118
Alto
.EF.G.A.Bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc
D049
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Tenor
I

I

I

I

I

.EF.G.A.Bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc
D007*
DOll
D015*
D015A*
D037T1
D037T2
D049
D080T1
D080T2
D084/3v1
D084/3v2
D084/8v1
D084/8v2
D084/9v1,2
D084/13
D084/15
D084/16
D084/17
D084/20Sc2
D084/20Sc3
D084/21v1
D084/21v2
D084/22v1
D084/22v2
D106

....... ----------------------

Bass
I

I

I

I

I

.EF.G.A.Bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc
DOll (King)
DOll ( Schrn)
DOll (Mag)
D037
D044
D049
D0 52
D075
D076
D077v1
D077v2
D080
D084/2v1,2
D084/9v1
D084/9v2
D084/12a
D084/12b
D084/19
D084/20Sc2
D084/20Sc3
D084/22v1,2
D104
DllO
Dll6*
I

I

I

I

I

EF.G.A.Bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc.d.ef.g.a.bc

*

Voice category partly surmised.
ossia extensions.
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Dynamics
A partial study of Schubert's dynamics was made in Nettheim (1990a, pp.lOS-110),
from which a few points will now be mentioned. Schubert's full range of dynamics from
ppp to fff was established very early (both extremes were used in D002D, D002E and

D005). As with many other composers, he entirely avoided the marking mp. He used

dolce as a staple expressive indication, typically for a subordinate theme.

Accompaniments
Vivid illustrative uses of accompaniments were noted throughout. A vital ingredient
in Gretchen am Spinnrade D 118 is the use of the same pattern throughout the pianoforte
accompaniment, providing a unifying element and abstracting something essential from
the poem. It is not just a standard or conventional figure nor even just an illustrative one:
beyond that, it traces the emotional development of the text. A resource used in that way
is not seen in previous works, though use of the same figure throughout a song is seen
(e.g. D076 and, to a certain extent, D078).

Recitative
In connection with Schubert's notated metre for recitative, a complete search
conducted by the present writer through all Schubert's works (not only the works
studied in this thesis) revealed that he always used quadruple or duple metre (4/4 or 2/2)
for recitative, with only the following exceptions in 3/4: D007, D052, D327 fragment
(also exceptionally 2/4 in the sketch D039). (This result must be qualified by the
observation that Schubert did not always announce recitative explicitly in the score.) One
could well surmise that Salieri had early advised him against using triple metre for this
purpose. Although this is of little direct consequence for the present purpose, it could be
worth knowing in respect of doubtful attributions.
Schubert's use of recitative began early (D005) and continued to be frequent
throughout the period studied here; its fusion in various degrees with arioso writing was
noted in the songs shortly before D118 (e.g. D098).
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Schubert's development as a composer of vocal music
Concerning Schubert's development as a composer of vocal music, an hypothesis
may be formulated specifying three phases:
(a) Schubert throws himself into the poetic moods with enthusiastic emotion but
insufficient technique. Some works in this phase might be considered to have too many
small sections with widely differing expressions (examples include those discussed for
D052 by comparison with the more unified mature setting D636).
(b) A number of works appear with near-mastery of the technique of vocal writing
and with some but inadequately convincing reflection of the appropriate mood.
(c) both technique and mood are fully mastered, as in Gretchen am Spinnrade D 118.
Thus, in brief, the three phases emphasize (a) emotion, (b) technique, and (c) both
emotion and technique.
If this notion of Schubert's development is accepted, it is worth noting that his

expressive purpose came first, and only second the technique with which to achieve it.
This may be contrasted with most modern teaching, in which the student spends most of
the early time training in various compositional techniques in the hope that these may
later be put to some worthwhile use. One could, for instance, suggest that an early
compositional attempt by a student be required to express a given emotion, rather than
to demonstrate a grasp of a given compositional technique. An exercise could, for
instance, be formulated as: "write a piece expressing rapture" rather than "write a piece
using serial technique". This is a possible implication for music education in composition,
though it is not the main area of enquiry in this thesis. 2
A further remark concerning early learning is suggested by R. Sessions:
The role of the conscious, moreover, varies at different stages of the composer's
development. It is likely to prove disastrous, for instance, for the young or
inexperienced composer to become self-conscious at too early a stage; he {p.61} is
all too likely to find himself in the role of a critic before the fact, and to force his
ideas into a preconceived pattern that may or may not be appropriate to them; and is
likely as a result to tend to develop his resources in a one-sided and limited manner,
at the risk of exhausting them through repetition. (Sessions, 1950, pp.60-61).
The evidence shows clearly that Schubert did not fall into the category which Sessions
described.
Also noticed is Schubert's settling on the right degree of enthusiasm in
expressiveness: some early attempts such as D077 clearly went to excess in that respect,
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whereas in D084 a suitable degree was found. In the latter case Salieri might have had an
influence, although D084 version 1 was already well controlled in the present sense, not
just version 2.

Schubert's grasp of what was to be expressed
In the early works Schubert showed a fair grasp of what was to be expressed when
setting a text, but he was not at that stage infallible. For instance, he rewrote the last
movement 'Donna nobis pacem' of the Mass 0105, almost certainly because the first
version had inappropriate expression - this was not just a matter of extracting the most
from the text, for the first version had been quite wide of the mark.
Table 1 shows all of the presently studied works (whose Deutsch numbers appear in
the middle two columns) which he was later to set again (as indicated in the right
column). Cases judged to be revisions of essentially the same setting, rather than fresh
settings, are excluded from the Table. The main purpose of the Table is to show that
there were many cases where Schubert later thought that he could better express the
text. Some of the later settings have been referred to in this thesis; a more complete
study of them, although potentially of some interest here, would however properly
belong to a study of the later rather than of the early works.
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Table 1. Texts Reset by Schubert

Later settings

Early settings

Title

D191, D389

Des11adchensK1age

D006

Salve Regina

D027

Dl06

D223, D386, D676, D811

Der Geistertanz

D015, D015A

D116

D494

Der Jiingling am Bache

D030

Totengraberlied

D044

Elysium

D051,053,054,057,058,060

D584

Sehnsucht

D052

D636

Schmerz verzerret

D065

D396, D583

Frisch atmet

D067

D402

Thekla

D073

D595

Auf den Sieg

D081

Andenken

D099

D423

Donna nobis pacem

D105/7 vl

D105/7 v2, 5 later 11asses

Tantum ergo

D739

D460, D461, D730, D750, D962

Erinnerungen

D098

D424

Das 11adchen ... Fremde

D117

D252

D192, D638
D038

D088

Large-scale forms
Table 2 provides a list of large forms (and small forms, in cases where the whole
work or movement constitutes a small form) seen up to D 118. The entries in the Table
are taken from the form categories included at the top of the form diagrams in Chapters
7-12. The Table contains 178 entries (the single entries D002D, D128, D041, D089 and
D091 are collections of dance forms). Ofthose 178 entries, 72 are instrumental and 106
vocal. The following sections bring together and summarize each of the various
categories of forms observed (in some cases the allocation to a category is, however,
uncertain.)
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InstruEnentalforiUS
The 72 instrumental forms are divided here into sonata (26), rondo (8), mixtures of
rondo and sonata (5), dance forms, usually with trio, & collections of dance forms (18),
other part-forms (4) groups of themes (6), fugal forms (2), a theme & variation (1) and
other forms (2). Each of these categories will now be discussed in turn.

Sonata forms
The movements categorized here as having sonata form are D018/I, D008-8A,
D009, D011/0, D012, D094/I, D026, D032/I, D032/IV, D036/I, D036/IV, D046/I,
D068/I, D072/I, D074/I, D074/IV, D082/I, D082/IV, D084/0v1, D084/0v2, D087/I,
D087/III, D087/IV, D103, D112/I.
It is obvious, from the large number of these as well as the varied and thoughtful
approaches among them, that Schubert was very interested in coming to terms with
sonata form. In the descriptions of these forms in the course of the analyses in Chapters
7-12 many were said to be eccentric and some were difficult to recognise as sonata
II

II,

forms at all. However, it should be remembered in that connection that they include
Overtures (D008-8A, D011/0, D012, D026, D084/0v1, D084/0v2) and a Fantasie D009:
these would by no means have been expected to aim for conventional sonata form. For
the remaining 18 movements (15 belong to String Quartets, the others to the Octet D072
and the Symphony D082/I, D082/IV) there is, though, no such possible explanation.
The most obvious eccentricity was that of the key scheme for the main themes.
Dominant-key recapitulations of the principal or the subordinate theme or both are the
hardest to come to terms with; they are found in D018/I, D008-8A, D011/0, D012,
D026, D036/I, D046/I, D074/I, D074/IV. Other eccentric key schemes are seen in
D094/I (recapitulation of the principal theme in bVII and only later again in I), D032/I
(the tonic occurs near end ofthe exposition), D036/IV and D046/I (the exposition ofthe
subordinate theme is in the subdominant), D084/0 (the subordinate themes are in various
unusual keys), D103 (the recapitulation ofthe subordinate theme is in the subdominant
minor from a minor tonic) and D 112/I (the recapitulation of the principal theme is partly
in the subdominant).
The problem which arises is the determination of the likely reason for those
eccentricities, especially the more blatant of them. Two questions are relevant: (a) Did
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Schubert know the conventions of the classical sonata form? (b) If he knew them, did he
appreciate their musical logic? The answers to these questions could well change during
Schubert's life. In connection with (a), it should be kept in mind that Schubert is not
known to have received instruction in classical sonata form. 3
The sonata movements with conventional key schemes are: 0032/IV, 006811,
007211, 0082/1, 0082/IV, 008711, 00871111, 0087/IV. The earliest two of these are not
quite conventional, in that they have developmental material scattered in unconventional
locations. The next, 0072/1, cannot be judged entirely because it is a fragment. The
conclusion is therefore suggested that beginning with the First Symphony 0082 Schubert
could write a conventional sonata movement if he wished to do so, that is, question (a)
may then, but not necessarily earlier, be answered affirmatively.
After the First Symphony, three conventional sonata movements are seen in 0087
but some eccentricities then appear in 0103 and 011211. Most likely these result from
experimental departures from conventions which Schubert by that time knew; but
whether he appreciated their musical logic seems unlikely. Thus question (b) may
probably be answered negatively; to arrive at that answer, however, no explicit deductive
method is available, and inference on the basis of familiarity with the works in all their
many details is the only recourse. The observation of various peculiarities in Schubert's
handling of large forms other than sonata form, apparently inexplicable unless he did not
fully appreciate the musical logic concerned, plays an important role in arriving at that
answer to question (b) in respect of sonata form - that is, the categories here being
summarized can not be weighed up entirely independently of one another. 4

Rondo forms
The rondo movements are 0032111,0036/11,0046/11,0048/11, 0068/IV, 0072/IV,
0074111, 0112/11. All except 0068/IV are first rondo forms ("ABA" where "A" and "B"
are not parts of themes but whole themes). It is not surprising that in those early works
these forms are not handled with much subtlety; some non-standard features have been
pointed out in the course of Chapters 7-12. The movement 0068/IV is the only example
seen here of a second rondo form ("ABACA"); the key of its second subordinate theme,
C major compared with the tonic Bb, is far removed from classically acceptable
relationships.
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Sonata/Rondo forms
Some movements are mixtures of sonata and rondo, or it may be unclear which of
those is intended: D046/IV, D094/II, D094/IV, D028, D082/II, D112/IV. If some of
these movements "should" be categorized as one or the other, they might then imply
modification of the above discussions, but such modifications would probably be slight.
The same kinds of eccentricities appear as have been noted above, including dominantkey recapitulations (D094/II, D028). In D082/II the exposition of the subordinate theme
uses the unusual keys of vi and VI. The only movement possibly attempting the fusion
form "sonata-rondo" ("ABACABA") is D028, with a development in place ofthe middle
theme.

Minuets and Trios, and other part-forms
Minuets & Trios and Deutsche, including collections of these, are D018/II, D002D,
D094/III, Dl28, D032/III, D036/III, D046/111, D041, D335, D072/III, D074/III,
D082/III, D086, D089, D087/II, D091, D600, D112/III. Other part-forms are D029,
D048/IV, D079, D084/10.
These are considered to be small-scale forms. The discussions of them in Chapters 712 showed that Schubert's early grasp of them far exceeded his grasp of the larger forms.
He seemed at home with them very early, despite some unconventional phrase lengths
and key relationships between the sections.

Groups of themes
Loosely associated groups of themes are DOOl/1, DOOl/11, DOOl/111, D018/IV,
D002E, D004. All these occur very early ( 1810-1811) and were certainly an easy way to
write long movements before considering more structured approaches to them.

Fugal forms
Fugal forms are D048/I, D048/V. The details of these were discussed earlier under
the heading Fugal Writing.
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Theme and variations
A theme and one variation is seen in D018/III. This form appears also within a large
form in the second theme ofD002E, the principal theme ofD032/IV and the
development of D036/I. At this stage Schubert had not paid special attention to this
form, in which he was later to excel

Other forms
The "other" category includes D048/III (a theme, development and coda) and
D084/14 (a melodrama in two parts followed by a concise sonata form).

Vocal forms
The vocal forms may be divided, in some cases necessarily rather arbitrarily, into
strophic (11), modified strophic (8), other part-forms (34), scena & ballad (5), other
through-composed (24), recitative (2), contrapuntal (13) and some related to
instrumental forms (9).

Strophic forms
Strophic songs are: D023, D038, D075, D081, D104, D739, Dl07, D108, D109,
D098, D 102. The last five of these belonged to the period leading up to D 118, which
however was itself through-composed. Some, such as the drinking song D075, are of
little significance. In D023 (possibly Schubert's first lied), D081 and D098 the strophic
pattern did not seem to suit all verses adequately. In D 104 it is not known whether the
later verses were intended to be sung. In D 107 and D 108 the accompaniment seemed to
be of "general-purpose" type rather than especially characterizing the poem. Altogether
the beginnings in this form hardly hinted at the many successes with it.

Modified strophic forms
Modified strophic songs are: D030, D044, D084/2, D08417v 1, D08417v2, D099,
D 110, D 117. This form is often considered more advanced than simple strophic form,
though the latter may of course also be highly artistic. However, the additional freedom
allowed by the modifications made it easier than the unmodified form for Schubert's early
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attempts, and the results accordingly seem on the whole better (even bearing in mind that
the specially neat scheme of D08417 suggested a possible contribution by Salieri).

Other part-forms
Many songs have other (non-standard) part-forms: DOll/2, DOll/4, DOll/5,
DOll/6, DOll/7, DOll/8, D037, D045, D049, D051, D053, D055, D057, D058, D059,
D063, D083, D084/l, D084/4, D084112a, D084/12b, D084/13, D084/15, D084/16,
D084/17, D084/18, D084/2lvl, D084/23vl, D084/23v2, D105/2, D105/4, D105/6,
D10517, Dll5. A little special is the Kyrie D049, with form "ABA" in text and keys but
"ABC" in material. D084/4 is virtually a 5-part song-form. In many cases the form
follows the requirements of an operatic libretto or a free-form text (such as in the
exercises for Salieri) or other text lacking the conciseness of an economical poem. As a
result of the widely different purposes thus arising, these movements do not lend
themselves to summarization from the point of view of their form.

Scena & ballad forms
Scenas and ballads are: D005, D007, DOlO, D006, D077. These are long works of
356, 453, 183, 109, 606 bars respectively, the first four being very early works. Again
the forms naturally follow the dictates of the text rather than of any conventional scheme.
The influence ofZumsteeg as a starting point was discussed in Chapters 7-12.

Other through-composed songs
Other through-composed songs are: D642, D015, D015A, D050, D052, D067,
D071, D073, D076, D078, D080, D060, D084/3, D084/5, D084/6, D084/9vl,
D084/9v2, D084/11, D084/19, DlOO, DlOl, D095, D113, D118. Many ofthese are
rounded by bringing back the opening material at the end, providing structure which
would otherwise be lacking.

Recitative
Items consisting mainly of recitative are: D084/20, D097. Recitative was also used to
various extents in many vocal works employing also arioso. These cases were discussed
frequently in Chapters 7-12 and briefly earlier in the present chapter.
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Vocal contrapuntal forms
These forms include canonic expositions and attempts at fugue or fugato: D031,
D054, D056, D061, D062, D064, D065, D066, D043, D069, D084/22, D088, D105/5
(as well as part ofD084/11). Some of these were exercises. They have been discussed
earlier under the headings of Salieri's contribution, counterpoint, and fugal writing; it was
noted that this area was a relatively weak one for Schubert, whether because of his being
less suited to it or because of inadequate instruction.

Vocal forms related to instrumental forms
Some vocal works have forms similar to certain large instrumental forms: DOll/1,
D042, D084/8vl, D084/8v2, D084/21v2, D105/l, D105/3, D106, Dl16. Thus D084/21
as well as D105/l have elements of sonata form, while the remainder of these have
elements of first rondo form (when sung by a soloist these forms are usually known as da
capo arias: D042, D084/8). The dependence of these forms upon the texts, together with

the lack of a sufficient number of comparable examples, precludes instructive summary,
beyond the observation that the forms were generally handled without serious problems.
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Table 2. Forms of Schubert's Earliest Works.
(Forms of vocal works are set off to the right.)

001/1
001/11
001/111
018/1
018/11
018/111
018/IV
005
008,8A
002D
002E
007
009
010
011/0
011/1
011/2
011/4
011/5
011/6
01117
011/8
006
012
094/1
094/11
094/III
094/IV
026
023
004
128
642
015
015A
028
029
030
031
032/1
032/11
032/III
032/IV
036/1
036/11
036/111
036/IV
037
044
045
046/1

Fantasie
Fantasie
Fantasie
Str Quartet
Str Quartet
Str Quartet
Str Quartet
Hagars Klage
Overture Str Q
6 Min. (Winds)
Fantasie c
Leichenfant...
Fantasie g
Vatermorder
Spiegelritter
Spiegelritter
Spiegelritter
Spiegelritter
Spiegelritter
Spiegelritter
Spiegelritter
Spiegelritter
Des Madchens
Overture D
Str Quartet D
Str Quartet D
Str Quartet D
Str Quartet D
Overture D
Klaglied
Overture D
12 Deutsche
Viel tausend St
Der Geistertanz
Der Geistertanz
Trio in Bb
Andante inC
Der Jiingling
Kyrie
Str Quartet C
Str Quartet C
Str Quartet C
Str Quartet C
Str Quartet Bb
Str Quartet Bb
Str Quartet Bb
Str Quartet Bb
Die Advokaten
Todtengraber. ..
Kyrie
Str quartet C

Group of themes, rounded
Group of themes
Group of themes, rounded
Sonata(?) (eccentric)
Minuet & Trio
Theme & 1 variation
ABCA
Ballad (scena)
Sonata with no repeats (eccentric)
Minuets & Trios
Group of themes, rounded
Through-composed (scena)
Arch ("ABCBA") or sonata (variant)
Through-composed (scena)
Sonata without repeats (eccentric key scheme)
First rondo
Sectional, with several part-forms
Group of parts
Song-forms
Group of phrases
Three sections
Mostly groups of phrases
Through-composed (scena)
Sonata (variant)
Sonata (variant)
Elements of sonata & rondo
Minuet & Trio
Elements of sonata and rondo
Sonata (reversed key-scheme)
Strophic (group of phrases)
Potpourri(?)
All are 3-part song-forms
Through-composed, with coda
Through-composed (as far as extant)
Through-composed (as far as extant)
Sonata-rondo (variant)
Three-part song-form (approximately)
Modified strophic
Mostly homophonic, then fugato, keys d,F,d.
Sonata (variant)
First rondo (approximately)
Minuet & Trio
Sonata
Sonata (eccentric)
First rondo
Minuet & Trio
Sonata (variant)
Three sections
Modified strophic
Three parts
Sonata (eccentric key-scheme)
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046/II
046/III
046/IV
048/1
048/11
048/III
048/IV
048N
049

Str quartet C
Str quartet C
Str quartet C
Fantasy
Fantasy
Fantasy
Fantasy
Fantasy
Kyrie

050
051
052
053
054
055

Die Schatten
Unendliche Fr
Sehnsucht
V oriiber die...
Unendliche Fr
Selig durch ...

056
057
058
059
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
041
038
042
335
068/1
068/IV
043
069
071
072/1
072/111
072/IV

Sanctus
Hier strecket...
Dessen Fahne..
VerkHirung
Bin jugendliche
Thronend auf..
Wer die steile
Majestiit'sche.. .
Schmerz verz .. .
Kyrie
Frisch athmet..
20(of30)Min,Tr
Totengraber. ..
Misero pargo ...
Men, 2 Trios E
Str quartet Bb
Str quartet Bb
Dreifach ist...
Dreifach ist...
Die zwei Tug ...
Octet (winds)
Octet (winds,f)
Octet (winds)

073

Thekla. Eine...

074/1
074/11
074/III
074/IV
075
076
077
078
079
080
060

Str quartet D
Str quartet D
Str quartet D
Str quartet D
Trinklied
Pen sa, che qu ..
Der Taucher
Son fra l'onde
Nonette.Trauer
Cantate...Vater
Hier umarmen

First Rondo
Minuet & Trio
Sonata or First Rondo
Fugue
First rondo with miniature themes
Unconventional
Brief theme & link
Fugue
"ABA" in text (KCK) and keys (dad), "ABC",
approx., in material
Through-composed
Three parts
Through-composed (some recitative, some arioso)
Verse reproduced
Canon I Round
Two-part song-form, reproduced with a new flrst
part
Two canons linked together & coda
Chain of phrases, reproduced
Song-form in 2 & then 3 parts
One part, reproduced, with recitative
'Round' canon in the unison at ten bars
Fugal exposition, homophonic continuation
Recitative and three-part song-form
Canon with homophonic sections
Fugal exposition, then broken off
Two 2-part song-forms and a fugue
Through-composed in two presentations
Minuets & Trios
Strophic, 2-part song-form
DaCapoaria
3+ 3+ 3 Parts
Sonata (with many developmental episodes)
Second rondo (keys Bb, F, Bb, C(!), Bb)
Fugue/fugato, then homophony and coda
Canon for 3 voices, extended to a 'round'
Through-composed, opening repeated as coda
Sonata
Minuet & 2 Trios; all are in 3 parts
Rondo (Instead of subordinate themes, episodes connect the reproductions of
the theme: AXAXA, the theme in keys F,C,F.)
Through-composed (But much material is reused;
recitative and arioso alternate.)
Sonata form without development (eccentric)
First rondo (Development section instead of an alternate theme.)
Minuet and Trio, both three-parts
Sonata (eccentric)
Strophic, with chorus.
Through-composed, then varied reprise
Ballad
Through-composed (two presentations)
3 parts, the whole presented twice
Through-composed
Through-composed (The second half of the verse is
reproduced.)
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081

Auf den Sieg ...

082/1
Symphony 1 D
082/11 Symphony 1 D
082/111 Symphony 1 D
082/IV Symphony 1 D
083
Zur Nam.Siller
084/0v1 Des Teuf(Ov)
084/0v2 Des Teuf(Ov)
084/1
084/2
084/3

Intro.("Hiilfe!")
Was kfunmert
Ja Morgen

084/4 Wohin zwei L.
084/5 Kaum hundert
084/6 Fort! will ich
084nv1 Welche frevel
084nv2 Welche frevel
084/8v1 Gesundheit ist
084/8v2 Gesundheit ist
084/9v1 Herr Ritter, zu
084/9v2 Herr Ritter, zu
084/10 Funeral music
084/11 Finale (" Ach ")
084/12a lch lebe noch
084/12b V ergebens
084/13 Nie bebte
084/14 Melodr.,March
084115 Hast du verg ...
084/16 Fun'l,ensemble
084/17 Fin.(D.SchOne)
084/18 Ihr unsichtbar ..
084119 0 war ich fern
084/20 Ha! die Morder
084/21v1Hab ich dich
084/21 v2Hab ich dich
084/22 Ich lach', ich ...
084/23v1Finale("Heil! ")
084/23v2Finale("Heil! ")
086
Minuet in D
088
Verschwunden
089
Minuets, Trios
087/1 Str Quartet Eb
087/11 Str Quartet Eb
0871111 Str Quartet Eb
087/IV Str Quartet Eb
091
2 Min, 4 Trios
600
Minuett c#

Group of three phrases (Possibly intended to be
strophic.)
Sonata
Sonata, no reprise of "B", no repeats (or first rondo with devel.)
Minuet & Trio
Sonata
One part (Double period, the first period repeated.)
Sonata (Variant: two subordinate themes, "D" instead of development.)
Sonata (Variant: two subordinate themes; "D" and "E" instead of
development.)
Chain-form
Modified strophic
Through-composed (Verse 4 is a 3-part songform.)
Virtually a five-part song-form
Through-composed, rounded
Through-composed, rounded (as in D084 No.5)
3 sections, each modified strophic
Modified strophic (with a tonal scheme of sonata
form.)
First rondo
First rondo (with slightly modified repetition of
"B" and "A", all inC major.)
Through-composed (last verse reproduced)
Through-composed (last verse reproduced)
Group of 3 phrases
Through-composed (with homophony, fugato &
recitative.)
Recitative and arioso (Verses 1-7 are Recit (R),
verses 8-10 Arioso (A).)
Recitative & duet (the duet a somewhat free
song-form.)
Recitative & 1 verse of Aria
Melodrama in two parts; March in concise sonata form.
Arioso (group of 4 phrases); then recitative and
chanting
Three-part songform, then recitative & chanting.
Three-part songform, then (mostly) recitative &
chanting
Introduction & song-form
Through-composed
Recitative (occasionally tending to arioso.)
Two sections, no modulation
Sonata without development (variant)
Through-composed, then canon
ABA
ABC coda, approximately
3-part song-form
Canonic exposition
Song forms
Sonata
Scherzo & Trio
Probably intended as sonata without development
Sonata
Part-forms
3 parts
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099
100
101
103
104
105/1

Andenken
Geistemahe
Erinnerung
Str Quartet (c)
Die Befreier ...
Mass Kyrie

Modified strophic
Through-composed, rounded
Through-composed
Sonata (apparently)

Strophic
First rondo (with a sonata element: the
antimodulation F-F instead ofF-d.)
Rounded sectional ("ABCDEA'")
105/2 Mass Gloria
Sectional, with an element of rondo
105/3 Mass Credo
Introduction & parallel period
105/4 Mass Sanctus
Canonic exposition
105/5 Mass Benedi...
Two parts (with transposed reproduction (ending
105/6 MassAgnus ...
with half-cadence).)
Chain-form, rounded
10517 Mass Donna(v1)
Song-form or rondo
106
Salve Regina
Through-composed, rounded
Adelaide
095
Mainly recitative
Trost. An Elisa
097
Strophic (Two parts & codetta, all with tonic
Tantumergo
739
close.)
Strophic
107
Lied aus der Fe
Strophic, & 1 verse of recitative
108
Der Abend
Strophic, & 1 verse of recitative
109
Lied der Liebe
Modified strophic
Wer is gross?
110
11211
Str Quartet Bb Sonata (with two expositions of the subordinate theme and a variety of
'subdominant recapitulation'.)
112/11 Str Quartet Bb Firstrondo (variant)
112/III Str Quartet Bb Minuet & Trio
11VN Str Quartet Bb Sonata or First Rondo (see discussion)
Through-composed
113
An Emma
Erinnerungen
Strophic (but with one verse recitative and another
098
departing.)
102
DieBetende
Strophic
"ABBB", no modulation
115
An Laura
Like first rondo, middle section mostly recitative
Geistertanz
116
Modified strophic (in pairs of verses ("AB, AC,
Madchen aus Fr
117
AD").) The materials are similar throughout.
Through-composed (in three sections starting alike
118
Gretchen ...
(verses 1,2,3; 1,4,5,6; 1,7,8; rounded with initial
fragment of 1).
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"Holdback" technique
Four examples were noticed of a formal technique which I designated "holdback"
technique: D008, D009, D026, D048/5. In this technique, a formal section expected at a
certain point is omitted, but it is brought in later - that is, it had been held in reserve. It is
a fairly subtle formal feature. Schubert may have noticed it in works of Cherubini or
Mozart (as was discussed under D008 and D009). Whether examples occur in later
works of Schubert than those studied here is not presently known.

Reminiscences and anticipations of Schubert's own works
Numerous examples of these were given in Chapters 7-12 (see the List of Musical
Examples given in the prefatory matter of the thesis). They are significant in tracing
Schubert's compositional development, especially as most of them refer to excerpts or
features which have been particularly admired. They show that many of Schubert's
personal compositional characteristics were present or latent very early.

Schubert's borrowings from other composers' works
Many of these have also been shown and discussed in Chapters 7-12. The main
composers whose material was found to be borrowed are: Gluck, J. Haydn, Mozart,
Zumsteeg, Cherubini and Beethoven. Cases of more or less direct borrowing were
shown for these composers, but it is reasonable to suppose that many composers other
than those six influenced Schubert in various indirect ways in his early years.

Highlights of the above categorized summaries
Some of the highlights of the above results will now be indicated very briefly in a
single sentence. In melody Schubert needed only to restrain himself from some early
exaggerations; in academic counterpoint he learned simple canons early (with harmonies
restricted to tonic and dominant) but never went very much further; harmony he knew
well very early and we can see just a few new resources added at times; rhythm seems to
have developed little - motoric rhythms which appeared later are not seen in the early
works to anything like the extent ofD958/IV; small forms, including minuet & trio,
posed no serious problem; sonata form posed a far greater problem and has therefore
taken a prominent place in the present work; variations did not appear until later
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(0125/2) as the form for a whole movement (though they had appeared sporadically
within movements having a different overall form); among the works studied here

sonata-rondo form appears only in D028 (not showing mastery of the form); in
orchestration, which has not been concentrated on here, early competence was noticed;
accompaniment to vocal music developed quickly - mostly in its illustrative possibilities
up to D118, to be combined in that work with its expressive possibilities in response to
the inspiring poetry of Goethe.

Conclusion
The contribution which this thesis has attempted to make is the provision, on the
basis of the internal evidence of the extant scores, of the story of Schubert's acquisition
of compositional resources as he progressed from the beginnings to Gretchen am

Spinnrade D118. That story was told in the earlier chapters and it was summarized,
according to some of the many categories into which it could conceivably be divided, in
the earlier parts of the present chapter. Three general conclusions will now be presented.
(1) Schubert possessed extensive compositional resources very early- even at the
beginning of the present period of study - and mastered them quickly. Leichtentritt
(1928, p.621, cited earlier under D084) had reached a somewhat similar conclusion:
"... in Schubert's music the phenomenon of gradual growth or development is not nearly
so manifest and important as in the case of most other great composers ... ".
(2) In tracing those resources there is less scope for identifying stages or "plateaus"
than in, say, Beethoven. A further problem in identifying such stages is the imperfectly
known chronology of the earliest works. Nevertheless a division may be proposed at
October 1813, about the time of the composition of Schubert's first symphony (D082)
and first opera (D084). In the former work is seen a surer grasp of (or willingness to
follow) the main conventions of sonata form than in earlier attempts and experiments. In
the latter work is seen a surer command over vocal expression than in earlier works;
some of the earlier works have more extravagant gestures, as for instance the fairly
recently preceding and rather wildly over-expressive ballad Der Taucher D077.
(3) At the end of the present period of study Schubert had mastered the lied, as
shown in Gretchen am Spinnrade D118 (as well as to a fair extent in some other lieder
composed shortly before, including perhaps D 102, D 115 and D 116). But he had not
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mastered to the same extent the other vocal genres, and in purely instrumental music
only the smaller forms such as the Minuet and Trio had perhaps approached the stage of
mastery.
Let us finally consider the remark of Einstein (1951, Foreword, p.vi) "Schubert was a
pupil and a master from beginning to end." That remark should perhaps be modified in
two ways. Firstly, the pupil at the end was surely no longer one of the lied but rather of
other genres. Secondly, in the lied he was generally recognized as a master not quite
from the beginning but, approximately, from D118, Gretchen am Spinnrade.

1 Optical musical recognition software is already available and could produce encoded vocal lines
from printed scores. This would be an inefficient procedure, however, for present software does not
handle all score items. On the other hand, the Barenreiter publishers have prepared some of the scores in
computer-readable form, and the appropriate policy for researchers is to await release of such data from
that or other sources.

It might even be applicable to music performance, as shown in the case of Artur Rubinstein, who
bad first grasped the emotional significance and only later the analytical technique:
2

The compositions which I chose to prepare for concerts were immediately clear to me through my born
musical instinct. The music simply spoke to me. But when I heard the same composition played by a
pupil whose performance did not convince me, I had to gather my thoughts to explain the construction
of the work; to show him the climax and the way to grasp the composer's intentions. After my down-toearth explanations, I invariably played the work much better myself by adding to my instinct the clear
knowledge of what the work was made up of. (Artur Rubinstein, My Many Years, New York, Knopf,
1980, p. 407, quoted in Nettheim, 1996a, p. 34.)
See Hinrichsen, 1994, p. 3lff. Textbooks describing classical sonata form in effect, though not yet
in name, were just beginning to appear- see L. Ratner, 1980, Cb. 13.
3

The question to what extent Schubert was eventually to appreciate the classical logic (and, if he
did appreciate it, to accept it), though of interest in itself, lies beyond the scope of the present thesis.
4
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APPENDIX I
Text and translation by the present writer of some of Schubert's works (and one of
Beethoven's) not readily available in translation in musical references.
0037 Die Advokaten (The Lawyers)
Tenor 1: 1st Lawyer; Tenor 2: Sempronius; Bass: 2nd Lawyer.
[Bar 22]
1st Lawyer:
Sir, I come to enquire
Mein Herr, ich komm' mich anzufragen,
whether Sempronius
ob denn der Herr Sempronius
has discharged the debt
schon die Expensen abgetragen,
he has to pay me.
die er an mich bezahlen muss.
2nd Lawyer:
Noch hab' ich nichts von ibm bekommen,
I have not yet obtained anything from him;
however he is coming to me today doch kommt er heute selbst zu mir,
da soU er uns nicht mehr entkommen,
so he will not escape us any longer
ich bitt', erwarten sie [sic -Sie?] ibn bier.
I ask you to wait for him here.
1st Lawyer:
Die Expensen zu saldiren
To settle the account
ist der Partheien erste Pflicht,
is the first duty of the party,
2nd Lawyer:
sonst geht es neu an's Prozessieren
otherwise there will be a new lawsuit
und das behagt den meisten nicht.
and most of them don't like that.
1st & 2nd Lawyers:
Ohjustice
o Justitia
praestantissima,
most excellent,
die, wenn sie manchem bitter ist,
who, if it is to some people bitter,
doch der Doktoren nie vergisst.
yet never forgets about the doctors.
2nd Lawyer:
Jetzt trinken wir
Now let's drink
ein GUischen Wein,
a little wine,
doch still, man klopft,
but someone's knocking
wer ist's? herein!
who is it? come in.
[Bar 62]
Sempronius:
lch bin der Herr Sempronius,
I'm Sempronius
komm grad' vom Land herein,
I came straight from the country
die Reise machte ich zu Fuss
I made the journey on foot
ich muss wohl sparsam sein,
I must be very thrifty
denn ich hab's leider
for unfortunately I've
auch probiert,
also looked into it
und hab' ein Weilchen
and have for a little while
prozessiert.
taken action.
1st & 2nd Lawyers:
Mein Herr, wir supplicieren,
Sir, we ask you
die Nota zu saldiren.
to settle the bill.
Sempronius:
Ei, ei, Geduld,
Indeed, be patient
ich weiss es wohl,
I well know
dass ich die Zech'
that I should
bezahlen son.
pay the bill.
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Sempronius:
I would just like to know
one detail from you, sirs.
1st & 2nd Lawyers:
Very well, but this discussion
Sehr wohl, doch dies Colloquium
is a consultation with us
heisst bei uns ein Consilium
und kommt ins Expensarium.
and c;omes into the account.
Sempronius:
Sugar and coffee,
Zucker und Kaffee,
die Uimmer und das Reb,
lamb and deer,
lard, butter, flour and eggs,
Schmalz, Butter, Mehl und Bier,
rosolio and tokay,
Rosoglio und Tokayer,
and whatever else
und was ich sonst darneben
in's Haus hab's hergegeben,
in the house I have handed over,
das rechnet man doch auch mit ein.
that will surely be counted in.
1st & 2nd Lawyers:
Nein, das ist ein Honorarium,
No, that's an honorarium
g'hOrt nicht in's Expensarium,
and doesn't belong to the bill,
davon spricht uns der Richter frei,
the judge acquits us of that,
Motiva sind bei der Kanzlei,
motives are at the chancery,
wir lassen keinen Groschen fahren,
we don't let a penny go
der Himmel wolle uns bewahren,
heaven preserve us
denn uns're Milll' ist nicht gering,
for we take great pains,
let justice be done.
fiat Justicia.
Sempronius:
kling, kling, kling.
kling, kling, kling.
[Bar 164]
1st & 2nd Lawyers & Sempronius:
0 Justitia
Oh justice
praestantissima,
most excellent,
welche schOne Harmonie,
what beautiful harmony
allgemein bezaubert sie.
you universally conjure up.
Von ihrem Reiz bleibt Niemand frei,
No one remains free from your charm,
Motiva sind bei der Kanzlei.
motives are at the chancery.
[Various "kling"s representing the sound of money being collected.]
Nur eine Auskunft mocht ich gem
von ihnen, meine Herrn.
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D043 Dreifach ist der Schritt der Zeit (Threefold is the tread of time)
Dreifach ist der Schritt der Zeit:
ZOgemd kommt die Zukunft hergezogen,
pfeilschnell ist das Jetzt entflogen,
ewig still steht die Vergangenheit.

Threefold is the tread of time:
hesitantly comes the future approaching,
fast as an arrow the present has fled,
ever unmoving remains the past.

Keine Ungeduld befliigelt
ihren Schritt, wenn sie verweilt.
Keine Furcht, kein Zweifel ziigelt
ihren Lauf, wenn sie enteilt.
Keine Reu', kein Zaubersegen
kann die Stehende bewegen.

No impatience speeds on
its tread, when it lingers.
No fear, no doubt restrains
its course, when it hurries on.
No regret, no charmed blessing
can move the still-standing one.

D055 Selig durch die Liebe (Blessed through love)
Selig durch die Liebe Gotter,
durch die Liebe Mensch en Gottern gleich!
Liebe macht den Himmel himmlischer,
die Erde zu dem Himmelreich.

Blessed through the love of the gods,
through love men become like gods!
Love makes heaven heavenly,
the earth becomes heavenly.

D061 Ein jugendliche Maienschwung from Der Triwnph der Liebe (The triwnph of love)
Bin jugendlicher Maienschwung
durchwebt wie Morgendammerung
auf das allmacht'ge Werde
Luft, Himmel, Meer und Erde.

A youthful May-impulse
breathes through air, sky, sea and earth
like daybreak
at the omnipotent word of creation.

D062 Thronend auf erhabnem Sitz from Der Triwnph der Liebe (The triwnph of love)
Thronend auf erhabnem Sitz
schwingt Kronion seinen Blitz.
Der Olympus wankt erschrocken,
wallen ziimend seine Locken.

Enthroned on a lofty seat
Kronion flourishes his lightning.
Olympus wavers startled
and angrily shakes his curls.

D063 Wer die steile Sternenbahn from Der Triwnph der Liebe (The triwnph of love)
Wer die steile Sternenbahn
ging dir heldenkiihn voran
zu der Gottheit Spitze?

On the steep road to the stars
who goes in advance of you daring as a hero
to the peak of deity?

Wer zerriss das Heiligthum,
zeigte dir Elysium
durch des Grabes Ritze?

Who tears apart the shrine,
shows you Elysium
through the cleft of the grave?

Lockte sie uns nicht hinein,
mochten wir unsterblich sein?
Suchten auch die Geister
ohne sie den Meister?

Did not it lure us inside,
can we be immortal?
Do even the spirits search
for the master without them?
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Love, love only leads
to the father of nature
Love, love only leads,
Love only [leads to] the spirits.

Liebe, Liebe leitet nur
zu dem Vater der Natur
Liebe, Liebe leitet n ur,
Liebe nur die Geister.

D064 Majestiit'sche Sonnenrossse •
from Der Triumph der Liebe (The triumph of love)
Majestic sun-steeds
through broad space of light
are led by Phoebus's golden bridle;
People are hurled aside by
his clattering missiles.
His white sun-steeds,
amid love and harmony,
ah, how readily he forgot them!

Majestat'sche Sonnenrossse
durch des Lichtes weiten Raum
leitet PhObus' goldner Zaum;
Volker sttirzt
sein rasselndes Geschosse.
Seine weissen Sonnenrosse,
unter Lieb' und Harmonie,
ha, wie gem vergass er sie!

D071 Die zwei Tugendwege (The Two Roads to Virtue)
Zwei sind der Wege,
auf welch en der Mensch zur Tug end emporstrebt,
schliesst sich der eine dir zu,
thut sich der audre dir auf.
Handelnd erringt der Gliicldiche sie,
duldend der Leidende.
WohL ibm, den sein Geschick
liebend auf heiden gefiihrt.

There are two roads
on which mau strives for virtue,
if one closes to you,
the other opens to you.
the fortunate one gains it by deeds,
the unfortunate one through suffering.
good luck to him whose talent
guides him on both [ways].

D075 Trinklied (Drinking song)

Freunde, sammelt Euch im Kreise,
freut Euch nach der Vater Weise,
stimmt in Iauten Jubel ein!
Freundschaft reicht den Wonnebecher
zum Genuss dem frohen Zecher,
perlend blinkt der gold'ne Wein.
Schliesst in dieser Feierstunde
Hand in Hand zum trauten Bunde,
Freunde stimmet frohlich ein,
lasst uns aile Briider sein!
Freunde, seht die Glaser blinken,
K.naben mogen Wasser trinken,
Manner trinken edlen Wein!
Wieder goldner Saft der Reben
sei auch immer frohen Leben,
stark und kraftig, mild und rein!
Unsern Freundesbund zu ehren
lasset uns die Glaser leeren,
stark und kraftig, mild und rein,
sei das Leben, sei der Wein!

(1st verse)
Friends, gather round,
enjoy yourselves as our fathers did,
join in the loud celebrations!
Friendship bauds the cup of joy
for the enjoyment of the happy drinker,
the golden wine is sparkling.
(1st verse chorus)
In this hour of celebration lock yourselves
baud in baud in a cosy baud,
friends join in happily,
let's all be brothers!
(2nd verse)
Friends, see the glasses sparkling,
boys can drink water,
men drink noble wine!
Again golden liquid of the vines
be always happy life,
big aud strong, kind aud pure!
(2nd verse chorus)
To honour the bond of our friendship
let us empty our glasses,
big aud strong, kind aud pure,
may life be, may wine be!

AS
D080 Cantate zur Namensfeier des Vaters (Cantata for Father's Name-day)
(1)

(1)

ErtOne Leier
zur Festesfeier!
Apollo steig' hernieder,
begeistre uns're Lieder.

Sound the lyre
for the name-day!
Apollo descend down here,
inspire our songs.

(2)

(2)

Lange lebe unser Vater Franz!
lange wlihre seiner Tage Chor!
Und im ewig schOnen Flor
bliihe seines Lebens Kranz.

Long live our father Franz!
long may the chorus of his days last!
And in eternally beautiful blooming
may the garland of his life flourish.

(3)

(3)

Wonne lachend umschwebe die Freude
seines griinenden Lauf.
Immer getrennt vom trauernden Leide,
nehm' ihn Elysiums Schatten auf.

May bliss laughingly float around the joy
of his green path.
Always separated from mourning
may heaven's shades accept him.

(4)

(4)

Endlos wieder tOne, holde Leier,
bringt des Jahres Raum die Zeit zuriick,
sanft und schon an dieser Festesfeier.
Ewig wlihre Vater Franzens Gliick!

Endlessly again resound, sweet lyre,
the space of a year brings back the time,
gently and beautifully to this name-day.
May Father Franz's happiness last for ever!

D642 Viel tausend Sterne prangen- from Das Feuerwerk (Fireworks)
Viel tausend Sterne prangen
am Himmel, still und schOn
und wecken mein Verlangen,
hinaus aufs Feld zu gehn.

Many thousands of stars shine
in the sky, still and beautiful,
and awaken my desire
to go out to the field.

0 ewig schone Sterne
in ewig gleichem Lauf!
blick' ich stets so gerne
zu eurem Glanz hinauf!

Oh eternally beautiful stars
in eternally steady course!
I always look with such pleasure
up there to your splendour!

Beethoven's Fidelio Op. 72/15 Duet (Leonora and Florestan)
(1)

(1)

L,F. 0 namenlose Freude!
L,F. Mein Mann an meiner I An Leonorens Brust!
L,F. Nach unnennbaren Leiden
so iibergrosse Lust!

L,F. Oh nameless joy!
L,F. My husband on my breast! I On Leonora's
breast!
L,F. After indescribable suffering
such enormous delight!

(2)

L. Du wieder nun in meinen Armen!
F. 0 Gott! wie gross ist dein Erbarmen!
0 Dank dir, Gott, fiir diese Lust!
L,F. Mein Mann!Weib an meiner Brust!

(2)

L. You are now again in my arms!
F. Oh god! how great is your compassion!
Oh thank you, god, for this delight!
L,F. My husband/wife on my breast!
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(3)

(3)

F. Du bist's!
L. lch bin's!
F. 0 himmliches Entziicken!
F,L. Leonore!/Florestan!

F. It's you!
L. It's me!
F. Oh heavenly bliss!
F,L. Leonora/Florestan!
0110 Wer is gross? (Who is great?)

(1)
Wer is wohl gross?
Der eine Welt im Kopfe tragt,
in der kein Herz dem Trager schlagt?
der stiirmisch von dem Throne schaut,
den Mord und Herrschsucht ihm erbaut?
1st der wohl gross?

(1)
Who is really great?
One who carries a world in his head,
in whom no heart beats for the carrier?
who looks stormily from the throne,
which murder and ambition have built for him?
Is he really great?

(2)

(2)

Wer ist denn gross?
Der fiir das Heil der Menschheit lebt,
ein Feind des Kriegs, nach Frieden strebt,
dem, wenn man ihn zum Kriege zwingt,
sich jeder gem zum Opfer bringt?
ja der ist gross!

Who then is great?
One who lives for the prosperity of mankind,
an enemy of war, who strives after peace,
for whom, if one forces him into battle,
everyone willingly brings himself as a sacrifice?
Yes, that one is great!
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APPENDIX II
Libretto and translation of Der Spiegelritter (The Looking-glass Knight) DOll
[As no English translation of DOll is known, I provide here my own.]
Libretto: August von Kotzebue.
Three Acts, but only part of Act I completed by Schubert.
Editions: 'Bar' indicates Barenreiter, 'BrH Breitkopf and Hartel.
Drammatis Personae:
The King of Dumristan, Bass
The Queen, Soprano
Prince Almador, their son, Tenor
Burrudusussusu, a magician, Bass
First squire, Tenor
Second squire, Tenor
Third squire, Bass
Schmurzo, the prince's standard-bearer, Bass
Four ladies, Sopranos

Act I
DOll No.1. Introduction (Mixed chorus and bass).
Chorus:
Heil Euch, Herr Ritter,
in kraftvoller Jugend,
traget das Schwert
fiir Unschuld und Tugend.

Chorus:
Hail to thee, knight,
who in youthful strength
bears the sword
for innocence and virtue.

Euch trocknet die Liebe
am Abend den Schweiss,
Liebe, ja Liebe,
der Tapferkeit Preis.

Love dries
your perspiration in the evening,
Love, yes love,
the prize for bravery.

King:
Lass diese zitterude Hand
auf deine Stirn mich legen.
Dir folgt in femes Land
der beste Vatersegen.

King:
Let me lay this trembling hand
on your forehead.
The best blessing of your father
follows you into the distant land.
DOll No. 2. Ensemble (unfinished).

Prince:
Wohlan!
Lasst die riistigen Gesellen
in eine Reihe stellen,
dass mein Auge Mann fiir Mann
priifend iiberschauen kann.

The three squires and Schmurzo:

[A translation summary only is provided here, as
little seems to be thereby lost.]
The prince wants to choose a squire for his
mission.
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Hier steh 'n wir und barren
gutherzige Narren
mit Leib und Seel'
zu einem. Befehl.
Pr: Wie nennt man dich?
Sql: Osmin.
Pr: Du willst mit mir auf Abenteuer ziehen?
Sql: Ich brenne vor Begier.
Pr: Und welch en Dienst darf ich von dir erwarten?
Sql:
Mit Sabel und mit Hellebarden
wird der Herr Ritter
bei Tag und Nacht
von mir bewacht.

Each of the three squires offers himself, saying
with rather humorous enthusiasm what a good
squire he'd be.

Pr: Wie heisst du?
Sq2: Holdru.
Pr: Wie wirst du mir auf unsern Reisen niitzen?
Sq2:
Mit Schwert soli neben dem. Eurigen blitzen,
Flammen dampfen, Drachen beldimpfen,
Riesen tooten, Schlangen zertreten
unter meine Rosses Huf:
Das ist meine Beruf.
Pr: Dein Name, Freund?
Sq3:
Ich heisse Mirliflur,
allein man nennt mich
nur den btisen Feind, weil ich
mit Hexen anbinde,
Damonen iiberwinde,
und weil zu jeder Frist
mein Sabel ein muthiger Schlager ist.
Pr:
Nun noch zu dir,
dein dicker Wanst verspricht
der Heldenthaten nicht
vielemir.
Schmurzo:
Ihr habt's erathen.
Mit euch essen und trinken,
mit euch lieben und kosen,
wo schone Dirnen uns winken
Freuden zu geniessen.
Euch die Wunden verbinden,
wenn euch Feinde zerfetzen,
dann unter schattigen Linden
euch durch Schwanke ergotzen,
gefallt euch das?
So schw6r' ich vor des Weingott's grossen Fass
ein treuer Knappe zu sein.
Doch fechten mogt ihr allein.

The fourth one, Schmurzo, is fat and only good for
having a good time.
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Four sqs:
Hier steh'n wir und barren,
gutherzige Narren,
Mit Leib und Seel'
zu deinem Befehl.

Pr:
Ach, der betriigt zu weilen,
der gar zu viel verspricht.
Auch kann man alles theilen,
nur Ehr' und Liebe nicht.
Ja, fechten will ich allein.
Du Schmurzo, du sollst mein Knappe sein.
Chorus:
Gluck zu, Herr Ritter!
beijedem Abendteuer,
durch Ungewitter,
durch Wasser und Feuer,
durch Kampfen und Streiten,
muss euch ein guter Genius leiten.

But the prince chooses him, because
one can't divide honour and love.
The prince will do all the fighting himself.

The chorus wish them well.
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DOll No. 3; Aria, King.
[Score not available yet.]
DOll No. 4. Quintet.
Four ladies:
Wir gratulieren! Dumkopf! wir gratulieren!
Nimm von uns vieren den Ritterschlag.
Schmurzo: Den ich nicht mag.
1: Dein Lorberkranz bliih' immer griiner!
S: Gehorsamer Diener!
2: Sei unverwundbar im Gefecht.
S: Gehorsamer Knecht!
3: Dein hoher Muth wachs' immer kiihner.
S: Gehorsamer Diener!
4: Sei Held fi:ir Vaterland und Recht.
S: Gehorsamer Knecht!
1,2: Zum Lohn sei dir beschieden ein sittsam
Magdelein.
S: Ei das ist fein.
3,4: Nie mangle dir hienieden ein Krug voll
Schiraswein.
S: Ei,ei,ei! Das ist fein.

Four ladies:
We congratulate you (you fool).
Accept a knighthood from us four.
Schmurzo: I don't want that.
1: May your laurel wreath bloom ever greener!
S: Your obedient servant.
2: Be invulnerable in battle.
S: Your obedient slave.
3: May your higher courage grow ever bolder.
S: Your obedient servant.
4: Be a hero for fatherland and right.
S: Your obedient slave.
1,2: As reward may a virtuous maiden given to
you.
S: That sounds fine.
3,4: Never lack a jug full of wine.
S: That sounds really fine.

1,2,3,4:

1,2,3,4:

Shmurw! Kommst du nicht recht bald wieder nach
Haus,
so kratzen wir dir die Augen aus.
Bringst du den Prinzen nicht bald wieder mit,
so holen wir dich mit Stoss und Tritt.
S: Ach und Oh!
1,2,3,4: Wir gratulieren!
S: Ich danke schon!

Schmurzo! If you don't come home soon,
we'll scratch your eyes out.
If you don't bring the prince back with you soon,
we'll come and get you with punching and kicking.
S: Oh, oh!
1,2,3,4: Congratulations!
S: Thanks very much. [Ironically]

DOll No. 5. Aria and Terzett.
Prince:
Ach! es ist schon
fremde Lander zu seh 'n,
fremde Sitten kennen.
Aber sich zu trennen,
missen was man liebt,
unter Sieg und Ehren
Freundeskuss entbehren,
ach das betriibt!
(repeated)

Prince:
Ah, it's great
to see foreign lands
and learn foreign customs.
But to cut oneself off
to miss what one loves,
to do without the kiss of a friend
in victory and honour
ah, that's painful.
(repeated)

K,Q: Wohl ist nur halbe Freude,
die Vaterland nicht gab,
ja wohl ist doppelt bitter
im fremden Land ein Grab.

K,Q: Any joy is only half a joy,
if the fatherland did not give it,
and certainly a grave in a foreign land
is twice as bitter.

K,Q,P:
Drum werde dem geliebten Sohne
die vaterland'sche Lorbeerkrone

K,Q,P:
So may the beloved son come to receive
the patriotic laurel crown

All
aus unsem/euren Handen einst zum Lohn.
(repeated)

from our/your hands one day as the reward.
(repeated)

DOll No. 6. Ensemble.
Chorus: Bin Sinnbild auf dem blanken Schild.
Ladies & Squires (div):
Sl; Ll: Es sei wild! Es seimild!
L2; S2: Es athme Freuden! Es sei killm!
S3; L3: Es sei stolz! Es sei bescheiden!
IA: Bin Zweig von Immergriin!
Schmurzo: Bin saftig bliihendes Holz.
Sl; S2: Bin Schwert. Bin springendes Pferd.
Ll; L2: Eine goldene Sonne. Bin silberne Mond.
Schmurzo:
Eine voile Tonne, denn
was iibertrifft den edlen Rebensaft,
in ibm nur wohnt so Lieblichkeit als Kraft.
L3: Bin Helm mit buschichtem Gefieder.
Sl; S3: Bin Drachenschwanz und eine
verschlingende Hyder.
IA: Bin griiner Lorbeerkranz.

Chorus: Put an emblem on the shiny shield!
Ladies & Squires (div):
Sl; Ll: It should be savage! Gentle!
L2; S2: It should breathe joy! Daring!
S3; L3: It should be proud! Modest!
IA: A branch of an evergreen!
Schmurzo: A juicy blooming wood.
S 1; S2: A sword! A leaping horse!
Ll; L2: A golden sun! A silver moon!
Schmurzo:
A full barrel, for
what surpasses the noble grape-juice,
only in it dwells loveliness as much as power.
L3: A helmet with bushy feathers
Sl; S3: A dragon-tail and a devouring Hydra.

K&Q:

K&Q:

Halt! schon genug!
wir miissen wahlen,
allein ein Sittenspruch
wird uns noch fehlen.
Chorus:
Halt! schon genug!
jetzt wahlt den Sittenspruch.
S3: Stolz im Leiden.
S2: Blind fiir Gefahr,
Schmurzo:
Warum nicht gar?
Lieber auf heiden
Augen den Staar.
Sl: Den Feinden Trutz,
Ll: Der Unschuld Schutz.
L2: Muth wie Eisen
am blinkenden Speere
L3: fiir Witwen und Waisen,
IA: fiir Lieb und Ehre.
K & Q: Halt! schon genug,
wir miissen wahlen.
Chorus:
Halt! schon genug,
Wahl' Sinnbild dir und Sittenspruch.

Stop! Enough!
we must choose;
We only lack
a moral motto now.
Chorus:
Stop! Enough!
Now choose the moral inscription.
S3: Pride in the face of pain.
S2: Tum a blind eye to danger.
Schmurzo:
Why not indeed?
Better to have cataracts
in both eyes.
Sl: The enemy's scourge(?).
L1: Protector of the innocent.
L2: Courageous as the iron
in flashing spears.
L3: For widows and orphans.
IA: For love and honour.
K & Q: Stop! Enough,
we must choose.
Chorus:
Stop! Enough, let's choose an emblem
and a motto for you.

IA: A green laurel wreath.
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DOll No.7. Aria.
Prince:
Halte graues Haar in Ehren,
waren Mutter, deine Lehren,
Mutter, ich gehorche dir.
Die Erfahrung dient dem Greise,
lehrt ibn Vorsicht, macht ibn weise.
Guter Alter rathe mir.
Gem und willig folg' ich dir.

Prince:
Regard grey hair with honour,
were your teachings, mother,
mother, I will obey you.
Experience serves the old man,
teaches him caution, makes him wise.
Good old man advise me.
I will gladly and willingly follow you.

DOll No. 8. Ensemble. (incomplete)
Magician:
So nimm, du junger Held,
den silbernem Spiegel im blauen Feld.
Lache der Thoren, trotze den Spottern,
deine Seele sei den Gottern,
was ein Spiegel den Menschen ist.
Chorus: Gliick auf, Herr Ritter!
Schmurzo:
Ein Spiegel? ei! bei meiner Treu' ein
Lanzensplitter war' mir lieber.
First lady:
Ein Nasenstiiber sei deiner Weisheit Lohn, du
Bachussohn.
Prince:
Ich nehm' aus deinen Handen das himmelblaue
Schild,
und das bedeutungsvolle Bild.
K & Q (bittend.): Die Gotter mogen es zum besten
wenden!
Magician:
Und wag' es nicht, ist deines Spiegels Glanz
verblichen, zu zeigen dein Gesicht.
Queen: Doch wenn der Spiegel nun bricht?
Magician: Dann ist sein Herz von Tugend
abgewichen.
K&Q:
Drum sei der Tugend eingedenk,
dein Schutzgeist folge dir.
Three squires: Ein droliges Geschenk.
Wir danken schOn. Wir danken dafiir.
Schmurzo: Der Spiegel ist ein schweres Joch.
Magician: Das sanfte Joch der Tugend.
Four ladies: Beschwerlich der feurigen Jugend.
Chorus: Ein Wahlspruch fehlt ibm noch.
Magician: Dein Wahlspruch sei: Der Tugend treu.
Chorus:
Gliick auf, Herr Ritter!
Euch trockne die Liebe
am Abend den Schweiss,
Liebe, ja Liebe,
der Tapferkeit Preis. (=No. 1 stanza 2)
Prince:
Wer bist du, edler Greis?

Magician:
Young hero, take
the silver mirror in the blue field.
Laugh at the fools, defy the mockers,
may your soul be to the gods
what a mirror is to mankind.
Chorus: Good luck, knight!
Schmurzo:
A mirror? well! by my oath a lance fragment would
suit me better.
First lady:
Let a pinch on the nose be the reward of your
wisdom, you son of Bacchus.
Prince:
I'll take the shield of heavenly blue and the
meaningful picture out of your hands.
K & Q (pleading): May it please the gods to turn
things for the best
Magician:
And don't dare show your face, if your mirror's
brilliance is faded.
Queen: But if the mirror should break?
Magician: Then his heart has strayed from virtue.
K & Q: Then concentrate on virtue, and may your
protective
spirit follow you.
Three squires: A droll present. We thank you for it.
Schmurzo: The mirror is a heavy burden.
Magician: The gentle burden of virtue.
Four ladies: The fiery youth is full of troubles.
Chorus: He is still lacking a motto.
Magician: The motto should be: True to virtue.
Chorus:
Good luck, knight!
Love dries your
perspiration in the evening,
Love, yes love,
the prize for bravery. (=No. 1 stanza 2)
Prince:
Who are you, noble old man?
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vielleicht ein Genius oder Elfe?
dass mir dein Name in Schlachten siegen helfe.
Und meine Dame, wenn ich
von deinen Lehren nimmer wanke,
dir einst den biedern Gatten danke.
Chorus: Sag' an! du sonderbarer Mann! Sag' an,
wer bist du?
Magician: Ich bin der Zauberer Burrudusussusu!
Chorus: Hal welch' ein heimlich Grauen! Bin
Zauberer ist er.
Magician:
Warum, ihr schonen Frauen,
warum dies heimliches Grauen?
Bin ich gleich stumpf und alt,
von abgelebter Gestalt;
wenn gleich Jahrhunderte mich drticken,
so lieb' ich doch die Frauen,
aus deren Blicken schone Seelen schauen.
Four ladies:
Er ist galant. Er hat Verstand.
Wie er die Herzen zu fangen weiss.
Er ist ein liebenswtird'ger Greis.
Chorus:
Burudusussusu lebe!
Achtung und Freundschaft umschwebe
sein graues Haar.
Magician:
Noch eins, Herr Ritter,
hab' ich euch zu sagen,
eh' euch die Wellen fern
von diesen Ufern tragen:
der Spiegel wamt euch vor Gefahr,
so lang er hell und klar
jede Gestalt zurtick euch wirft,
so lang ihr nichts beftirchten dtirft.
Three squires: Ei curios.
Magician: Al ...

perhaps a genie or elf?
that your name may help me win battles.
And my lady, if I
never waver from your advice,
and will one day thank you for a trusty mate.
Chorus: Go on, you strange man, tell us, who are
you?
Magician: I am the magician Burrudusussusu!
Chorus: Hal What an uncanny horror! He really is
a magician.
Magician:
Why, you beautiful ladies,
why this uncanny horror?
Even if I am dull and old
with a worn-out appearance;
even if centuries are weighing down on me
I still love women
out of whose gaze beautiful souls look.
Four ladies:
He is gallant. He has understanding.
How he knows how to capture hearts.
He is a lovable old man.
Chorus:
Long live Burudusussusu!
May esteem and friendship
hover around his grey hair.
Magician:
One thing more, oh knight,
I have to say to you,
before the waves carry you
far from these shores:
the mirror will warn you of danger,
as long as it is bright and clear
[it] will reflect each shape back to you,
as long as you have nothing to fear.
Three squires: How curious.
Magician: ...
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APPENDIXID
Libretto and Translation of Des Teufels Lustschloss (The Devil's Pleasure Palace)
D084
Drammatis Personae:
Der Graf von Schwarzburg (Sprechrolle)
Oswald, Ritter von Scharfeneck (Tenor)
Luitgarde, seine Gemahlin (Sopran)
Robert, sein Schildknappe (Bass)
Bine Amazone (Soprano)
Die Wirthin einer Bauernherberge (Sopran)
Bin Bauer (Bass)
Bin alter Sklave (Bass)
Bin Knappe (Tenor)

The Count[Earl] of Schwarzburg (speaking role)
Oswald, Knight of Scharfeneck (tenor)
Luitgarde, his wife (soprano)
Robert, his squire [shield-bearer] (bass)
An Amazon (soprano)
The inn-keeper of a peasant-inn (soprano)
A peasant (bass)
An old slave (bass)
A squire (tenor)

Ritter, Knappen, Bewaffnete, Vermummte,
Bdelknaben, Dirnen, Bauern u.s.w.

Knights, squires, armed men, people in masks,
pages, girls, peasants, etc.

Ort der Handlung: Deutschland.

Place of action: Germany.

D084 Act I Scene 1:
Bine rauhe, felsige Gegend, rechts verfallenes
Gemauer, dunkle Nacht, Regen und Sturm. Man
erblickt im Hintergrunde zwischen grossen Steinen
einen zerbrochenen Reisewagen. Ritter Oswald
hebt soeben Luitgarden aus dem Wagen, und
geleitet sie sorgsam bis auf den Vordergrund der
Biihne. Robert und einige Bediente sind um den
Wagen beschattigt.

A rough, rocky region, on the right decayed walls,
dark night, rain and storm. In the background a
broken-down carriage is seen between large stones.
Knight Oswald is lifting Luitgarde from the
carriage, and escorts her carefully up to the
foreground of the stage. Robert and some servants
are busy around the carriage.

D084No.l:
S&R: Hiilfe! hiilfe! bier ist Gefahr!
Sehet zwischen jenen Triimmern,
wo die blassen Lichter schimmern,
werdet ihr ein Dorf gewahr,
Hiilfe! hiilfe! Kommt herbei!
P: (kommen herbei):
He! was gibt es? Welch Geschrei?
0: Gute Freunde! dieser Wagen
ware fast mit der Last umgeschlagen,
denn es ist die Achs' entzwei.
lch belohn' euch, steht mir bei.
P: Bi warum nicht? herzlich gem!
S&R: Nun so greifet zu!
S&R,P: Greifet zu und lasst uns streben,
dass wir zu der weitern Reise
ihn aus tiefgefurchtem Gleise
auf das Trock'ne heben.
0: Wie es regnet, wie es stiirmt!
L: Bin ich doch durch dich beschirmt.
0: Schwarze Nacht, des Sturms Begleiter,

S&R: Help! help! here's danger!
Look among those ruins,
where the pale lights are shining,
you can perceive a village,
help! help! come here!
P: (approaching):
Hey! what's happening? What's the fuss?
0: Good friends! this carriage
was almost overturned with the load,
for the axle's broken in two.
I'll reward you, stand by me.
P: Why not indeed? with pleasure!
S&R: Now take hold then!
S&R,P: Take hold and let's strive,
for our further journey, that we
heave it out of the deeply furrowed track
on to the dry ground.
[Bar 110]
0: How it's raining and storming!
L: But I'm protected by you.
0: A dark night, accompaniment of the storm,
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and the stars aren't shining!
L: Oh to me the sky us clear,
because where you are there is light!
[Bar 127]
O,S&R,P:
O,S&R,P:
Lift it higher, shift it further,
Hebt ibn hOher, schafft ibn weiter,
see the street is already becoming wider,
seht die Strasse wird schon breiter,
put the last touch to the work!
legt an's Werk die letzte Hand!
0: (recit):
0: (recit):
Friends! tell me, where can I go?
Freunde! Sagt, wohin ich gehe?
for I'm unknown here.
denn ich bin bier unbekannt.
P: There in the village, under the lime tree,
P: Dort im Dorfe, unter Linden,
at the sign 'Cat and Mouse';
auf dem Schilde Katz und Maus;
doch ist selten Platz zu finden,
but there is seldom room to be found,
many guests, small house.
viele Gaste, kleines Haus.
0: (recit):
0: (recit):
Robert, eile, such Zutlucht
Robert, hurry, find refuge
fi:ir die Nacht, ich verweile,
for the night, I'll wait
till the message is brought to me.
bis die Botschaft mir gebracht.
(Robert and a servant exeunt.)
(Robert und ein Bedienter ab.)
[Bar 169]
O,S&R,P:
O,S&R,P:
The work is hard,
Sauer ist die Arbeit,
bald wird sie vollendet sein.
[but] soon it will be finished.
0: In den Schutz der alten Mauer
O:[To Luitgarde] In the shelter of the old wall
setze dich auf rauhen Stein.
sit down on [the] rough stone.
(He leads her into the background among the old
(Er fiihrt sie in den Hintergrund unter das alte
walls.)
Gemauer.)
L:Even if it were harder, even if it were rougher,
L: War er barter, war er rauher,
was kiimmerts mich? Du bist ja mein.
what would it matter to me? After all, you're
mine.
L,O:So warmet die Liebe
L,O:So love warms us up bei herbstlicher Kiihle
in the coolness of autumn und wandelt die Steine
and changes the stones
in schwellende Pfiihle.
into swelling puddles.
(Oswald und Luitgarde verlieren sich rechts unter (Oswald and Luitgarde disappear on the right
dem Gemauer.)
among the walls.)
[Bar 237]
O,S&R,P:
O,S&R,P:
So haben wir gliicklich
So we have successfully
den Wagen gehoben,
raised the carriage,
ibn riistig behend
nimbly and strongly
auf den Hugel geschoben.
pushed it on to the hill.
(Die Bauern und Bediente mit dem Wagen
(The peasants and servants with the carriage
verlieren sich links zwischen den Felsen.)
disappear to the left between the rocks.)

und die Sterne leuchten nicht!
L: 0 mir ist der Himmel heiter,
denn wo du bist, da ist Licht!

D084 Act I Scene 2:
Das Innere einer Herberge. Die Wirthin, dann
Robert. (Man hOrt draussen klopfen.)
W: (aus einer Seitenkammer).
Wer klopft denn noch so spat? ich komme
gleich. (Sie offnet die Thiir, Robert tritt ein mit
einem Bedienten.)
R: Guten Abend, Mutter. 1st noch Platz fi:ir
Reisende in dieser Herberge?

The interior of a lodging inn. The innkeeper, then
Robert. (Knocking is heard outside.)
W: (from a side-room).
Who's knocking so late? I'm coming right away.
(She opens the door, Robert enters with a
servant.)
R: Good evening, ma'am. Is there room for
travellers in this inn?
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W: 0 ja, warum nicht? sind euer viele?
R: Mein Herr, seine Gemahlin, ein Paar
Reitknechte und euer gehorsamer Diener.
W: Sehr Wohl. Sind alle willkommen.
R: (zu dem Bedienten.): So geh' und sage unserm
Ritter, die Herberge sei bereit. (Bedienter ab.) Es
ist ein Wetter draussen, das man keinen Hund
vor die Thtir jagen wtirde.
W: Mein Freund, das ist ein dummes Sprichwort;
man muss auch bei gutem Wetter keinen armen
Hund ohne Ursach' vor die Thtir jagen.
R: Und die Wege! Sagar in Sachsen konnen sie
nicht schlechter sein. Bald hohe Steine, bald
tiefer Schlarnm. Unswer Wagen ist zerbrochen,
als war es Nurnberger Arbeit gewesen.
W: Wunscht euch Gluck, dass es so nahe an
meinem Hause geschehen. Ohne Ruhm zu
melden, Katz und Maus sind beriihmt auf zehn
Meilen in die Runde.
R: Ist euer Wein gut?
W: Bin Naumburger, ich sag' euch, er schmeckt
wie Tokayer.
R: Lasst mich einmal versuchen.
W: Gleich, gleich. (Sie trippelt zu einem Schranke,
holt Flasche und Glas.) Hier. Wohl bekomm's!
R: Das Glas brauch' ich nicht. Ich fiihre meinen
Becher immer bei mir. (Er schenkt sich ein und
trinkt.) Hm! er hat eine recht angenehme Saure.
W: Nicht wahr?

W: Oh yes, why not? are there many of you?
R: My master, his wife, a pair of grooms and your
obedient servant.
W: Very well. All [of you] are welcome.
R: (to the servant.): Go and tell our knight that the
inn is ready. (Servant exits.) It's such weather
outside that one wouldn't tum away a dog that
came to the door.
W: My friend, that's a silly saying; even in good
weather one shouldn't tum a poor dog away from
the door without reason.
R: And the roads! Even in Saxony they couldn't be
worse. Sometimes high stones, sometimes deep
mud. Our carriage is broken, as if it were made
in Nuremburg.
W: You should be glad that it happened so near my
house. Without boasting, 'Cat and Mouse' are
famous for ten miles around.
R: Is your wine good?
W: A Naumburg; I tell you, it tastes like Tokay.
R: Let me try some.
W: Right away. (She skips over to a bar, [and]
takes a bottle and glass.) Here. I hope you like it!
R: I don't need the glass. I always take my cup with
me. (He pours some for himself and drinks.)
Hm! it has a very agreeable tartness.
W: Doesn't it?

D084No. 2:
Robert.
(1)

(1)

Was kiimmert mich ein sumpfig Land,
was kiimmert mich das Wetter?
Der Gott der Freud' ist mir verwandt,
und Bachus ist mein Vetter.
Da sing' ich denn frohlich, das Glas in der Hand,
und lobe zufrieden die Gotter!

What do I care if it's a swampy land,
what do I care about the weather?
The god of joy is a relation of mine,
and Bachus is my cousin.
So I sing happily, glass in hand,
and contentedly praise the gods!

(2)

(2)

Wege sind verzweifelt schlecht,
der Fuchs hat sie gemessen;
doch Appetit gibt's eben recht
zum Trinken und zum Essen.
Drum, blinken die Trauben im Glase nur echt,

The roads are desperately bad,
the fox has surveyed them;
but I have a good appetite
for drinking and eating.
So, if the grapes just twinkle genuinely in the
glass,
all hardship is forgotten!

ist alle Beschwerde vergessen!
(3)
So stossen wir an manchen Stein
auf uns'rer Lebensreise;
es leidet Jeder eig'ne Pein,
und klagt nach seiner Weise;

(3)

So we bump into many stones
on our journey through life;
each one suffers his own pain,
and complains in his own way;
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doch, liichelt die Liebe und blinket der Wein,
so schmeckt die Rube dem Greise.

but, if love smiles and wine sparkles,
rest tastes good to the old man.

------------------- [Dialogue:] -------------------

W: So, das geflillt mir, immer lustig und frohlich.
Fahrt nur so fort, hat das Lied nicht noch mehr
Verse?
R: 0 ja, aber unter uns, Mutter, der Naumburger
kratzt mir ein wenig im Halse.
W: 0 wenn eure Herrschaft kommt, ich babe auch
noch Wfirzburger, wie ein Oel, wie ein Oel! -wer ist denn eigentlich eure Herrschaft?
R: Ritter Oswald von Scharfeneck, und Luitgarde
seine junge Gemahlin, eine gebor'ne Gratin von
Schwarzburg.
W: (erstaunt). Luitgarde von Schwarzburg?
R: Ganz recht.
W: Doch nicht die Miindel und Nichte des alten
Grafen Hermann von Schwarzburg?
R: Die namlich. Kennt ihr sie?
W: Geseh'n hab' ich sie wohl nie; aber mein seliger
Mann hat taglich von ihr gesprochen. Mein
Heber seliger Mann war Ofenheizer bei dem
alten Grafen.
R: (verwundert). So?
W: lch weiss recht gut, wie euer Herr sich in das
Fraulein verliebt hat. lhr Oheim wollte sie einem
alten, reichen Ritter geben, der mehr Schlosser
als Zlihne hatte. Sie weinte Tag und Nacht, und
wie das Weinen nichts half, so ging sie mit
euerm Herro auf und davon.
R: Ganz recht. lhr seid sehr wohl unterrichtet.
W: Mein Mann war ja noch im Hause. Der alte
Graf tobte und fluchte.
R: Enterbte seine Nichte; und lie6 sie ersuchen,
ihm nie wieder vor die Augen zu kommen.
W: Das war kein kleines Ungliick ftir das arme
Fraulein; denn Graf Hermann von Schwarzburg
ist einer der reichsten Herren im heiligen
romischen Reiche.
R: Ich weiss, ich weiss. 1st es schon lange her, dass
euer Mann dem alten frostigen Grafen den Ofen
geheizt hat?
W: Lieber Gott! er folgte ihm treulich bis in dieser
Gegend, und bier starb er.
R: In dieser Gegend? 1st der Graf jemals bier
hergekommen?
W: Allerdings; denn er wohnt noch bier bis auf
den heutigen Tag.
R: (erstaunt). Er wohnt bier?
W: Seit der Flucht seiner Nichte.
R: Also seit zwei Jahren schon?
W: Freilich. Er hat sich bier ein schones Schloss

W: I like that, always cheerful and happy. Go on,
then, hasn't the song got more verses?
R: Oh yes, but between us, ma'am, the Naumburg
catches my throat a little.
W: Oh when your master and mistress come, I still
have Wfirzburger, like oil, like oil! -- who is then
actually your master and mistress?
R: Knight Oswald of Scharfeneck, and Luitgarde
his young wife, a born Countess of Schwarzburg.
W: (astonished). Luitgarde of Schwarzburg?
R: That's right.
W: Not the ward and niece of the old Count
Hermann of Schwarzburg?
R: That's the one. Do you know her?
W: I've never seen her at all; but my late husband
spoke of her daily. My dear late husband was
chimney-stoker for the old Count.
R: (surprised). Really?
W: I know very well how your master fell in love
with the maiden. Her uncle wanted to give her to
an old, rich knight, who had more castles than
teeth. She cried day and night, and as the crying
didn't help, she eloped up with your master.
R: Quite right. You are very well informed.
W: My husband was was in the house. The old
Count raged and cursed.
R: [He] disinherited his niece; and sent a message
requesting her never again to come before his
eyes.
W: That was no little misfortune for the poor
maiden; for Count Hermann of Schwarzburg is
one of the richest men in the holy roman empire.
R: I know, I know. Is it long ago that your husband
stoked the oven for the frosty old Count?
W: Dear god! he followed him faithfully into this
neighbourhood, and here he died.
R: In this neighbourhood? Did the Count ever
come here?
W: Certainly; for he still lives here up to the
present day.
R: (astonished). He lives here?
W: Since the flight of his niece.
R: Already for two years then?
W: Certainly. He has bought himself a beautiful
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gekauft.
R: Verdammter Zufall!
W: Auch dieses Dorf gehOrt ibm zu. Eure gnadige
Frau wird sich nicht wenig wundern, wenn sie
erfahrt, dass sie sich auf dem Grund und Boden
ihres Oheims befindet.
R: Sie darf das nicht erfahren, auch mein Herr
nicht. Sie wiirden keine ruhige Stun de in eurem
Hause haben, wiirden vielleicht auf der Stelle
wieder autbrechen.
W: Ei das war' mir eben recht. Nein, nein, verlasst
euch drauf, ich schweige.
R: Thut das. Meine wackre Herrschaft verdient
jede liebevolle Schonung.
W: Wo kommt ihr denn jetzt her?
R: Aus Pommern. Dahin brachte der Ritter seine
junge Gemahlin zu einer alten Tante, gleich
nach der Hochzeit; denn er selbst musste in den
Krieg gegen den Venetianer.
W: Ich babe von seiner Tapferkeit gehOrt.
R: Tapferkeit ist sein einziger Fehler, denn er ist
zuweilen tollkillm. Je grosser die Gefahr, desto
muthiger mein Ritter. Es ist ein Wunder, dass
wir mit heiler Haut nach Haus gekommen sind.
W: Schon lange?
R: Seit drei Monaten. Das war eine Freude, ein
Entziicken!
W: Und wohin geht ihr nun?
R: Auf ein altes Felsenschloss, eine Tagereise weit
von bier, ein wahres Eulennest. Das einzige, was
meinem Herrn von den Reichthiimern seiner
Vorfahren iibrig geblieben.
W: Er ist also nicht reich?
R: An Verdiensten, ja, und die vertragen sich
selten mit dem Golde. -- Still, ich bOre sie
kommen. Ja kein Wort von dem Oheim.
W: Keine Silbe.

castle here.
R: What terrible bad luck!
W: This village belongs to him too. Your gracious
lady will be not a little surprised when she
realizes that she finds herself on the very
property of her uncle.
R: She mustn't find that out, nor my master. They
would have no peaceful hour in your house,
[and] would perhaps set off again at once.
W: Yes, that would suit me. No, no, you can
depend on it, I'll be silent.
R: Do that. My worthy master and mistress deserve
every loving consideration.
W: Where have you just come from?
R: From Pomerania. The knight brought his young
wife there to an old aunt, straight after the
wedding; for he himself had to go into battle
against the Venetians.
W: I've heard of his bravery.
R: Bravery is his only failing, for he is occasionally
foolhardy. The greater the danger, the braver my
knight. It's a wonder that we arrived home with a
whole skin.
W: Long ago?
R: Three months ago. That was ajoy, a delight!
W: And where are you going now?
R: To an old rocky castle, a day's journey from
here, a veritable owls' nest. The only one that my
master still has from the wealth of his ancestors.
W: Then he is not rich?
R: In merit, yes, and that seldom gets on well with
gold. -- Quiet, I hear them coming. Not a word
about the uncle.
W: Not a syllable.

D084 Act I Scene 3:
[Dialogue continued:]
Oswald, Luitgarde, leuchtende Bediente. Die
vorigen.

Oswald, Luitgarde, torch-bearing servants. the
previous ones.

0: Wohlan Robert, ist Platz in der Herberge?
W: Ja, Herr Ritter, gute Betten, gute Tafel--

0: Well, Robert, is there room in the inn?
W: Yes, master knight, good lodging, good board

R: Und trefflicher Naumburger.
0: Ich vermuthe, dass wir alle hungrig sind.
W: In einer viertel Stunde soll die warme Suppe
auf dem Tische stehen. (ab mit den Bedienten.
Oswald lasst sich von Robert entwaffnen.)

R: And excellent Naumburg.
0: I suspect we're all hungry.
W: In a quarter of an hour the warm soup will be
on the table. (exit with the servants. Oswald is
disarmed by Robert.)
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D084No. 3:
Luitgarde, Oswald.
(1)

(1)

0: Ja Morgen, wenn die Sonne sinkt,
fiihr' ich mein Weib in meiner Vater Wohnung.
L: Ja morgen schon, Geliebter, winkt
der treuen Liebe herrliche Belohnung.

0: Tomorrow, when the sun sinks,
I will lead my wife into the dwelling of my fathers.
L: Tomorrow already, beloved,
true love provides its glorious reward.

(2)

(2)

0: Kein Fest erwartet dich, kein Tanz.
L: Nur Hauslichkeit sei mir beschieden.
0: Du findest weder Pracht noch Glanz.
L: Doch treue Liebe, stillen Frieden.

0: No celebration awaits you, no dancing,
L: Only domesticity is what I'll settle for.
O:You will find neither luxury nor splendour.
L: But true love, quiet peace.

(3)
0: Du, an des Oheims Pracht gewohnt,
dir drohen einsam leere Stunden.
L: 0 nein wonach mein Herz sich sehnt,
das hab' ich in dir gefunden!

(3)
0: You, accustomed to your uncle's wealth,
lonely empty hours will threaten you.
L: Oh no, what my heart yearns for,
I have found in you!

(4)

(4)

L&O: Welch Opfer ist so schwer und gross,
das nicht die Liebe willig brachte?
sie reisst mit leichtem Sinn sich los,
entsagetjedem fremden Recht',
und findet an des Gatten Brust
Ersatz, ftir jede eitle Lust.

L&O: What sacrifice is so heavy and great
that love would not willingly make?
It tears itself free with an easy mind,
renounces every foreign right,
and finds at the spouse's breast
a substitute for every vain desire.

------------------- [Dialogue: ]------------------0: Theure Gattin! mochtest du nie bereuen, was du
mir aufgeopfert.
L: Wie lange willst du mich mit dieser Sprache
qualen? -- was hab' ich denn verloren? grosse
Reichthiimer? Hab' ich nicht dein Herz dagegen
eingetauscht? -- Die Liebe meines Oheims? -- Es
ist wahr, es thut mir weh, von ihm verstossen zu
sein; aber hab' ich seinen Hass verschuldet? 1st
nicht meine Wahl von Liebe, Tug end und Ehre
gebilligt worden? Haben wir nicht alles versucht,
den Unbeugsamen zu versohnen? -- Uns trifft kein
Vorwurf.

0: Dear wife, may you never regret what you have
sacrificed for me.
L: How long will you torment me with that kind of
talk? -- after all, what have I lost? great wealth?
Haven't I exchanged your heart against that?-- The
love of my uncle?-- It's true that it saddens me to
be rejected by him; but have I deserved his hatred?
Isn't my choice of love, virtue and honour justified?
Haven't we tried everything to reconcile the
stubborn one? -- No blame is upon us.

D084 Act I Scene 7:
Die Wirtin. Vorige.

The innkeeper. The previous ones.

W: lch babe der gnadigen Frau mein bestes
Zimmer eingeraumt.
0: Geh' Luitgarde, du bedarfst der Rube.
L: Du gehst nicht mit mir?
0: lch folge dir, sobald unser Wagen in Sicherheit
ist.
W: Wenn ich sage, mein bestes Zimmer, so ist das

W: I've made my best room ready for the gracious
lady.
0: Go on, Luitgarde, you need rest.
L: You're not going to come with me?
0: I'll follow you as soon as our coach is safe.
W: When I say 'my best room', it is certainly only a
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freilicb nur eine schlecbte Stube ftir so liebe,
schone, gnadige Frau. Bin wenig kalt ist es auch
nocb eben, aber das Feuer knistert schon im
Ofen.
L: Ich bebelfe mich gem, Frau Wirtbin.

poor room for such a lovely, beautiful, gracious
lady. It is still a little cold too, but the fire is
already crackling in the stove.
L: I'll manage for myself, madame inn-keeper.

D084No. 4:
Luitgarde.
(1)

(1)

Wobin zwei Liebende sicb retten,
da ist es warm und wonniglich,
wo Liebende sich g'niigsam betten,
da schmiicken kable Wande sich.

Wherever two lovers escape to,
there it is warm and blissful;,
where lovers bed down frugally,
there bare walls become decorated.

(2)
Der Trank ist siiss, die Kost nicht mager,
der wabre Liebe Wiirze leibt.
Und selbst die Armuth siebt ibr Lager
mit frischen Rosen stets bestreut!

The drink is sweet, the food not meagre,
which true love lends flavour.
And poverty itself sees their bed
continually strewn with fresh roses!

(3)
Weg mit dem elenden Glanze,
den mir der Zufall gebar!
Weg mit dem schimmernden Kranze
von Diamanten im Haar!

(3)
Away with the miserable splendour
that chance brought forth to me!
Away with the glittering garland
of diamonds in my hair!

(2)

(4)

(4)

Auf Kronen zu weinen,
kann es dir lindern den Schmerz?
Unter den funkelnden Steinen
klopfet kein rubiges Herz.

To weep on crowns,
can it soothe your grief?
Under the sparkling stones
beats no cabn heart.

(Luitgarde driickt Oswald freundlich die Hand und (Luitgarde squeezes Oswald's band in friendship
gebt ab mit der
and exits with
Wirthin.)
the inn-keeper.)
------------------- [Dialogue] ------------------R: Icb boffe, gnadige Herr, wir werden uns nicht
R: I hope, gracious sire, we won't find anything
iibel in diesem Haus befinden. Saurer Wein, aber
bad in this bouse. Sour wine, but much
viel guter Wille, viel Herzlicbkeit.
good-will, much cordiality.
0: Damit kann man ja sogar einen bittern
0: With that one can even sweeten a bitter cup of
life, why not also sour wine?
Lebenskelcb versiissen, warum nicht auch sauren
Wein?

0084 Act I Scene 5:
Die Wirthin. Bin Bauer. Vorige.

The inn-keeper. A peasant. The previous ones.

B: Nichts ftir ungut, wir baben vernommen, dass
gar ein vomebmer und tapferer Ritter in unserm
Dorfe eingekebrt ist; seid ibr es etwa selbst,
gestrenger Herr?
W: Freilich ist er's.

B: No offence, but we've beard that a very noble
and brave knight bas called into our village;
could that be you yourself, gracious sir?
W: Certainly it is be.
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0: Ich bin Ritter. Was wollt ihr von mir?
B: Ach wir wissen, dass ein edler Rittersmann
allen Nothleidenden gem beisteht, da haben wir
uns ein Herz gefasst, unds sind hergegangen,
euch im Namen aller Einwohner des Dorfs urn
eine Gnade anzuflehen.
0: Redet. Worin vermag ich euch zu dienen?

0: I am a knight. What do you want from me?
B: Ah, we know that a noble knight gladly helps
all the needy, so we have taken heart and
proceed to beg a favour of you, in the name of all
inhabitants of the village.
0: Tell me, in what way can I be of service to you?

D084No. 5:
Innkeeper, Oswald, Robert, Peasant.
P: Kaum hundert Schritt' von dieser Schanke
liegt ein zerstOrtes altes Schloss,
da treibt der Satan seine Schwanke,
da ist der Teufel los!
O,R: Gespenster, Sabbath, Hexenfest,
das Marchen ist uns schon bekannt,
des Teufels Lustschoss wird das Nest
von manniglich genannt.
I: 0 spottet nicht, o frevelt nicht,
es ist die Wahrheit, was er spricht.
P: Ob Geister dort ihr Wesen treiben,
ob sich etwa die Zauberer
mit bOsen Hexen dort beweiben,
ist zu errathen schwer.
O,R: 0 mochten Seine Hollengnaden,
der Satan, uns zur Hochzeit laden.
I: Herr Ritter, lasst euch warnend rathen,
bier niitzen keine Heldenthaten.
P: Wir geh'n nur mit Furcht und Grausen
bei Nacht und Dammerung vorbei,
es schlagen, stossen, zwicken, zausen,
Gespenster mancherlei!
O,R: Was gilt es,listge Rauber hausen
dort, urn zu stehlen und zu schmausen.
I: Oft hart ich selbst ein dumpfes Sausen,
den Hexensturm im Schomstein brausen.
P: Nur eben jetzt hat Satans Kralle
den Hans erwischt im Burgverliess,
(schluchzend)
den Hans, der gleich der Nachtigal!
den Dudelsack uns blies!
O,R: Ha, ha, ha, ha!
Ha, ha, ha, ha!
I: Der arme Hans, der arme Hans! (schluchzend)
er dudelte so schon zum Tanz!
P: Ach nirgend ist er mehr zu finden,
den Hals brach ibm ein schwarzer Bar.
I: Wer blast nun Sonntags unter Linden
den Dudelsack wie er?
O,R: Man muss ihn suchen, muss ich finden,
trotz einem Geisterheer!

P: Scarcely a hundred paces from this public-house
lies a ruined old castle;
there satan carries out his pranks,
there the devil is free!
O,R: Ghosts, Sabbath, witches' feast,
the tale is already known to us,
the place is known by one and all
as the devil's pleasure-castle.
I: Oh don't mock, oh don't insult,
what he says is the truth.
P: Whether spirits carry on their tricks there,
whether perchance the magicians
marry there with evil hexes,
is hard to guess.
O,R: Oh might the Graces of Hell,
satan, care to summon us to the wedding.
I: Sir, be warned,
no heroic deeds will be of use here.
P: We go past [it] only with fear and trembling
at night and twilight;
all sorts of ghosts
beat, knock, pinch and tousle!
O,R: Probably sly robbers live
there, to steal and to feast.
I: I myself often hear a hollow rushing,
the storm of witchery roaring in the chimney.
P: Only just now Satan's claw has
got hold of Hans, in the castle dungeon,
(sobbing)
Hans, who blew the bagpipes
for us like the nightingale!
O,R: Ha, ha, ha, ha!
Ha, ha, ha, ha!
I: Poor Hans, poor Hans (sobbing)
he played the bagpipes so beautifully for
dancing!
P: Ah, he is nowhere to be found any more,
a black bear broke his neck.
I: Who can blow the bagpipes now on Sundays
under the linden tree as he did?
O,R: We must look for him, I must find him,
despite [even] an army of ghosts!

------------------- Dialogue: -------------------
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B: Der gestrenge Herr Ritter hat gut lachen! Aber
es wird ihm schon vergehen, wenn er hinkommt.
Viele Leute sind wegen dieser hollischen
Nachbarschaft ganz aus dem Dorfe gezogen. Mir
liisst es keine Nacht Rube; denn ich wohne leider
ganz nahe dabei. Nun hat der Amtsvoigt gesagt,
ein grundgelehrter Mann, es konne nur ein
tapferer und frommer Ritter die Kobolde
vertreiben. Da babe ich gemeint, der gestrenge
Herr ware wohl eben der Mann dazu. Das ganze
Dorf wtirde ihn dafiir segnen.
W: Wo denkt ihr hin, Nachbar? wer kann denn mit
Geistern anbinden? Schon mancher brave Ritter
hat das Abenteuer versucht; aber alle sind halb
todt vor Schrecken zuriick gekommen.
0: 1st es leicht in dieses Schloss zu kommen?
W: Hinein? 0 ja, aber heraus desto schwerer. Es
zerfallt in Triimmer, die meisten Stuben haben
weder Thiir, noch Schloss, noch Fenster mehr.
0: Frau Wirthin, setzt eure Topfe noch ein wenig
zum Feuer. lch will vor dem Abendessen einen
Gang dahin thun.
B: Der gnadige Herr will uns vom Ungethiim
erlosen?
0: Ja, mein Freund, ich will versuchen euch Rube
zu verschaffen.
B: Juchhe! diese frohe Neuigkeit will ich sogleich
im ganzen Dorfe verkiindigen. (ab.)

B: It's all very well for the gracious knight to
laugh! But it will certainly stop when he gets
there. Many people have moved right out of the
village because of these hellish neighbours. It
doesn't let me get any sleep at night, for
unfortunately I live quite near it. Now the bailiff,
a man of profound erudition, has said that only a
brave and pious knight could expel the imps.
Then I thought that the gracious knight was just
the man for it. The whole village would bless
him for it.
W: What are you thinking of, neighbour? who can
take on ghosts? Already many a brave knight has
attempted the adventure; but all came back half
dead from terror.
0: Is it easy to get into this castle?
W: Into it? Oh yes, but to get out is all the harder.
It is disintegrating into fragments, and most of
the rooms no longer have either doors, locks or
windows.
0: Madam innkeeper, set your pots a little longer
on the ftre. I will take a walk there before supper.
B: The gracious knight will save us from the
monster?
0: Yes, my friend, I will endeavour to procure
peace for you.
B: Hooray! I will immediately announce this glad
news to the whole village. (exit.)

Act I Scene 6:
Oswald. Robert. Die Wirtin.

Oswald. Robert. The Innkeeper.
------------------- [Monologue:] -------------------

W: Gnadige Herr! Ihr werdet doch nicht?--

W: Gracious Sir! You aren't thinking of?--

D084No. 6:
Innkeeper, Oswald, Robert.
0: Fort will ich, fort!
den Betrug entlarven,
mit meinem scharfen
Sabel durch den Knoten hau'n!
1: Ach gnad'ger Herr,
in Gefahren schweben
seh' ich Euer Leben!
Geistern muss man nimmer trau'n.
R: lch ftirchte nicht's;
doch diinkt es mich besser,
statt der wiisten SchlOsser
ein gutes Bett von Eiderdaun.
0: Die Gespenstermarchen,
ja doch, wer sie glaubte,

0: Away I will go, away!
to unmask the trickery,
with my sharp
sword to cut through the knot!
I: Ah gracious Sir,
I see your life
hanging in danger!
One can never trust spirits.
R: I fear nothing;
yet a good bed of eiderdown
seems to me better
than desolate castles.
0: The ghost-tales,
certainly, anyone believes them,
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war' belachenswerth!
I: Ach, an einem Harchen
tiber Eurem Haupte
seh' ich schon das Schwert!
0: Ha! Was zogr' ich noch?
Gib mir meine Waffen!
R: Besser war es doch,
Herr, wir gingen schlafen.
0: Jene Bauem tiiuscht
ihre Hoffnung nicht,
Htilfe bringen heischt
meine Ritterpflicht!
I: Grausenvolle Strafen
sind der Kiihnheit Lohn!
0: Gib mir meine Waffen!
R: Ich gehorche schon!
0: Ztinde Fackeln an,
leuchtemir voran!
I: Wollt Ihr in's Verderben
so freiwillig rennen? (Robert ztindet die Fackeln
an:)
R: Ich will mit ihm sterben!
Seht, die Fackeln brennen!
0: Fort will ich, fort!
den Betrug entlarven,
mit meinem scharfen
Sabel durch den Knoten hau'n!

would be laughable!
I: Ah, dangling by a little hair
over your head
I already see the sword!
0: Ha! Why should I wait any longer?
Give me my weapons!
R: But it would be better,
Sir, if we went to sleep.
0: Their hope doesn't deceive
those peasants-my knightly duty
demands that I bring help.
I: Punishments full of terror
are the reward of boldness!
0: Give me my weapons!
R: I obey you already!
0: Kindle the torches,
light my way ahead!
I: Do you want to rush into the ruin
so voluntarily? (Robert kindles the torches:)
R: I will die with him!
See, the torches are alight!
0: Away I will go, away!
to unmask the trickery,
with my sharp
sword to cut through the knot!

------------------- [Dialogue:] ------------------W: Aber was soH ich denn der gnadigen Frau
sagen?
0: Was ihr wollt. Ich babe erfahren, dass einer
meiner Freunde in der Nachbarschaft wohnt; ich
besuche ihn, komme bald zurtick und so weiter.
W: Haltet aber auch Wort, Herr Ritter; denn wenn
sie unruhig wird, so kann ich nichts
verschweigen.
0: Uingstens in zwei Stunden bin ich wieder bier.
W: Das gebe Gott!
0: Robert, voran mit der Fackel!
R: (nimmt eine Flasche vom Tisch.) Diese
Herzstiirkung wollen wir doch mitnehmen. (im
Abgehn) Behtit euch Gott Mutter! Wenn ihr
etwas an den Satan zu bestellen habt, so sagt's
geschwind.
(Oswald und Robert ab.)

W: What can I say to the gracious lady?
0: Whatever you like. I have found out that one of
my friends lives in the neighbourhood; I will
visit him, come back soon, and so on.
W: But keep your word, master knight; for if she
becomes agitated, I can't keep anything secret.
0: In two hours at most I'll be back here.
W: May God grant that!
0: Robert, go ahead with the torch.
R: (Takes a bottle from the table.) We'll take this
fortification with us. (while exiting) God
preserve you, mother! If you have any message
for the devil, say it quickly.
(0 and R exit.)
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D084No. 7:
Innkeeper.
What an outrage! That's men all over!

Welcher Frevel! So sind die Menschen!
(1)

(1)

sie suchen friih und spat
das bittere im Kelche;
wer keine Plage hat,
der machet sicher sich welche.

they search early and late
for the bitter in the cup;
anyone who has no worries
is sure to make some for himself.

(2)

(2)

Man hat genug zu thun
in seinem eig'nen Haus,
allein man kann nicht ruh'n,
man muss hinaus,

One has enough to do
in his own house,
one can't rest alone,
one must go out,

(3)

(3)

sucht bis zum fernen Pol
vergebens Lehrer.
Erwerben lernt sich wohl,
geniessen sicherer.

and search up to the distant pole
in vain for any teacher.
He readily learns to be acquisitive,
and enjoyment better still.

(4)

(4)

Es hat der Mensch genug
der milden Himmelsgaben,
wahlt aber Lug und Trug,
so mag er's immer haben!

Man has enough
of the charitable gifts of heaven,
but chooses falsehood and deceit,
so that he might always have it!

(5)

(5)
If one says to him enjoy yourself

Spricht man zu ibm: geniesse
doch in Rub', mein Sohn,
und war's ein Paradies,
er lauft, er lauft davon!

in peace, my son,
and even if it were a paradise,
he would run away from it!
Act I Scene 7:

(Der Biihne verwandelt sich in eine Halle des
wiisten Schlosses. Kahle Mauern, bin und wieder,
alter zerrissene und fast verloschene Gemalde an
den Wan den, Zweige der Baume rag en durch die
offenen Fenster herein, im Hintergrunde ein
gothisches Thor in einer Einsturtz drohenden
Mauer.)
(Oswald und Robert treten auf. Robert steckt seine
Fackel in eine Liicke der Mauer.)

(The stage is changed into a hall of the ruined
castle. Bare walls, here and there old tattered and
almost completely faded pictures on the walls,
branches from the trees poke in through the open
windows, in the background a gothic gateway in a
wall in danger of collapsing.)
(Oswald and Robert enter. Robert puts his torch in
a gap in the wall.)

D084No. 8:
Oswald.
(1)

(1)

Gesundheit ist mit Muth verschwistert,
sie ist's, die ibm Altare baut,

Health is intimately bound up with courage,
it is that [health] which builds altars to it
[courage];
when imagination whispers in confusion,
courage speaks loudly in command.

wenn Einbildung verworren fliistert,
so spricht der Muth gebietend laut.
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(2)

(2)

Er lacht der Schlangenbrut,
die ibn mit Zischen neckt,
er lacht der Kohlenglut,
die einen Schatz bedeckt,

He [courage] laughs at the snake-pit
that teases him with hissing,
he laughs at the glow of coals
that covers a treasure,

(3)

(3)

er spottet kiihn der Gunst
von einem Riibezahl,
der lrrwisch wird zum Dunst
im sumpfig nassen Thal.

he boldly ridicules the favour
of a mountain sprite;
the will-o'-the-wisp becomes vapour
in the marshy damp valley.

(4)

(4)

Ja Muth ist der Gesundheit Bruder,
der vor Phantomen nimmer weicht, [Schubert
mistakenly wrote 'immer']
durch ibn bewahrt Vemunft das Ruder,
und jeder Tauschung schwindet Ieicht.

Yes, courage is the brother of health
that never gives way before phantoms;
through him the rudder preserves reason,
and every illusion readily disappears.

Verses (2)(3)(4) repeated.
------------------- [Dialogue:] ------------------0: Nun Robert! wir haben ganze Schloss
durchkrochen, hast du etwas gesehn?
R: Nichts, gar nichts! es war nicht der Miihe
werth, das Abendessen deswegen im Stiche zu
lassen. Jedes Dorf, und auch wohl jede Stadt hat
ihre Gespenster, darauf halten die Leute viel, das
lassen sie sich nicht gem einmal ausreden. Bin
jeder ptlegt zu sagen: ich glaub' es zwar nicht,
aber es ist doch curios.
0: An Gespenster glaub' ich nicht; wohl aber an
Spitzbuben.
R: Ich denke, Herr Ritter, wir gehen.
0: Sind wir doch kaum eine Stunde bier. Lass uns
noch ein wenig verweilen.
R: In Gottes Namen. Ich will mich indessen mit
meiner Flasche besprechen.
0: (Geht in der Halle umber.) Die Gemalde
scheinen sehr alt.
R: So alt wie das Schloss selbst. Das tragt gewiss
seine 7 bis 800 Jahre auf dem Buckel. Nun, der
Mann sollleben, der den ersten Stein legte! (er
trinkt) Auch die Herren Geister sollen Ieben! (er
trinkt.)
0: Sie lassen lange auf sich warten.
R: Ach Herr Ritter! die Geister sind rarer, als man
gewohnlich glaubt. Viele von meinen Bekannten
mtichten sterben, und ich wiirde Himmel und
Holle aufbieten, ihre Geister erscheinen zu
lassen.
0: (umherspabend.) Diesen Winkel hab' ich noch
nicht durchsucht.
R: Ihr wollt mich allein lassen?
0: Fiirchtest du dich?

0: Now, Robert, we've crept around the whole
castle; did you see anything?
R: Nothing, absolutely nothing! So it wasn't worth
the trouble to abandon the supper. Every village,
and probably every town, has its ghosts, which
the people think a lot of, that they can't easily be
talked out of. Each one is accustomed to saying:
I certainly don't believe it, but still it's curious.
0: I don't believe in ghosts; but certainly in rogues.
R: I think, knight, we can go.

0: We've only been here an hour. Let's wait a little
longer.
R: In God's name. Meanwhile, I'll have a talk with
my bottle.
0: (Walks about in the hall.) These pictures seem
very old.
R: As old as the castle itself. That has certainly
endured its 7 to 8 hundred years on its back.
Now, long live the man who laid the first stone!
(he drinks) Long live the ghosts too! (he drinks.)
0: They are taking a long time.
R: Ah, knight! the ghosts are rarer than one
usually thinks. Many of my acquaintances would
die, and I would raise heaven and hell, to have
their ghosts appear.
0: (scouting around.) I haven't yet searched
through this corner.
R: You want to leave me alone?
0: Are you afraid?
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R: Oh not at all. It's just a matter of company for
me.
0: (exit.)

R: 0 ganz und gar nicht. Es ist mir nur urn die
Gesellschaft.
0: (ab.)

Act I Scene 8:
Robert alone.

Robert allein.

R: He is going. Now, as long as there's still a drop
R: Er geht. Nun, so lange noch ein Tropfen in
in this bottle, I'm not alone at all. -- How
dieser Flasche ist, bin ich ja auch nicht allein. -credulous people are! Hexes -- ghosts -- ha,
Wie doch die Menschen leichtglliubig sind!
ha,ha! -- I only want one to appear to me; I'd
Hexen -- Gespenster -- ha, ha, ha! -- ich wollte
knock him in the ribs with this fist of mine. -nur, dass mir eins erschiene, ich wi:irde ihm mit
dieser meiner Faust einen Rippenstoss versetzen.
(Indem er die Hand drohend ausstreckt, ragt aus
dem Boden ein ganz weisser colossalischer Arm
hervor, der ihm einen tiichtigen Puff in die Seite
versetzt und dann wieder verschwindet. Robert
schreit, Iasst vor Schrecken den Becher fallen und
wendet das Gesicht ab.)

(While he stretches his hand out threateningly, a
completely white colossal arm rises out from the
ground, that gives him a brisk thump in the side
and then disappears again. Robert screams, lets the
cup fall out of fear, and turns his face away.)

Act I Scene 9:
Robert und Oswald.

Robert and Oswald.

D084No. 9:
Oswald, Robert.
R: Herr Ritter, zu Hiilfe,
Herr Ritter, die Geister
sindda! 0 weh mir!
0: Was hast du? Was schreist du?

R: lch sah, ich sah, es war
schon die Klaue des Satans mir nah!
0: Es hat dir die Furcht alle Sinne beriickt,
so rede, du Memme, was hast du erblickt?

R: Es kam plOtzlich, wo ich stand,
aus der Tiefe eine weisse Hand.
Blau wie Schwefel, roth wie Feuer,
jeder Finger ein Ungeheuer,
und die Faust von Riesen grosse
gab mir derbe RippensWsse,
dass mir alle Knoch en krachten,
und die Geister Chorus lachten!
0: Ha, ha, ha, ha! ich lache mit,
ha, ha, ha, ha! in diesen Chor!
R: Mir ist das Lachen vergangen,
mich haben die Geister empfangen.

R: Knight, help,
knight, the ghosts
are there! oh woe is me!
0: What's wrong with you? Why are you
screaming?
[Bar 20]
R: I saw, I saw, it was
certainly Satan's clutch near me!
0: Fear has taken hold of your mind;
anyway, tell me, you coward, what have you
seen?
[Bar 31]
R:A white hand came suddenly, where I'm
standing,
out of the depths.
Blue as sulphur, red as fire,
each finger a monster,
and the fist of gigantic size
gave me a rough knock in the ribs,
that cracked all my bones,
and the chorus of ghosts laughed!
[Bar 53]
0: Ha, ha, ha, ha! I laugh with them,
ha, ha, ha, ha! in this chorus!
R: I've stopped laughing,
the ghosts have received me.
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0: Benebelt hat dich der Wein,
es zittert dein morsches Gebein.
R: Gestossen hat mich die Faust,
Horcht, wie es saust,
horcht, wie es braust!
0: Bin Windstoss dringt herein.
R: Die Geister schwirren,
die Ketten klirren,
die Fledermauser pfeifen,
o Herr, lasst uns Flucht ergreifen!
0: Ich will nicht weichen, will nicht flieh'n
und wenn der Teufel mir erschien.
R: Herr Ritter, lasst uns eilend flieh'n,
eh' wir im Hollenpfuhl verbriih'n!

[bar 63:]
0: The wine has befogged you
it has shaken your rotten bones.
R: The fist knocked me.
Listen, how it's blowing,
listen, how it's raging!
[bar 73:]
0: A gust of wind blew in.
R: The ghosts are whirring,
the chains are jangling,
the bats are squeaking,
oh, master, let's take flight!
[Bar 86]
0: I won't weaken, I won't flee
even if the devil appears before me.
R: Knight, let's flee hastily,
before we scald in the puddle of hell!

------------------ [Dialogue:] ------------------0: Ich sage dir, du bist ein Narr, du hast zu viel
Wein getrunken.
R:Narr, so viel ihr wollt. Ich babe die Narren nie
leiden mogen; aber jetzt gebt mir ein Dutzend
zur Gesellschaft, nur kein Gespenst.
0: Es irrt kein anderer Geist herum als der
deinige.
(eine dumpfe Musik laBt sich in der Ferne hOren.)

0: I tell you, you're a fool, you've drunk too much
wine.
R: Fools, as many as you want. I've never been able
to suffer fools; but now give me a dozen for
company, only no ghosts.
0: There's no other spirit straying around here
than yours.
(A dull music can be heard in the distance.)

D084No.10:
Oswald, Robert.
[The text is spoken during the music.]
R: Hort ihr, Herr Ritter, hfut ihr?
0: (stuzt) Still, was ist das?
R: Nun bin ich noch betrunken?
0: Dumpfe TrauertOne.
R: Unter uns bebt der Boden. Gott steh' uns bei!

R: Do you hear that, knight, do you hear that?
0: (taken aback) Quiet, what's that?
R: Now am I still drunk?
0: Muffled funeral sounds.
R: The ground is trembling under us. God be with
us!

Act I Scene 10:
(Der hintere Vorhang rollt plotzlich auf. Man
erblickt einen antiken Tempel, in der Mitte ein
Grabmal mit einer Urn e. Vier Krieger in
schwarzen Harnischen ruben auf den Stufen an
den vier Ecken des Grabmals in verschiedenen
Schmerz andeutenden Stellungen. Sie scheinen
unbeweglich von Marmor oder Erz. In einiger
Entfernung vom Grabmal zu beiden Seiten stehen
auf Piedestals zwei andere vollig bewaffnete
Krieger, die sich auf ihre Lanzen stiitzen.)

(The rear curtain suddenly rolls up. An ancient
temple is seen, and in the middle a tomb
[gravestone] with an urn. Four warriors in black
armour rest on the steps on the four sides of the
tomb in different postures signifying grief. They
seem immovable, made of marble or bronze. At
some distance from the tomb on both sides stand
on pedestals two fully armed warriors, who lean on
their lances.)

R: (kriecht zitternd in einen Winkel.) Nunda
haben wir's! Das ganze Geisterreich thut sich

R: (creeps trembling in a corner.) Well, there we
have it! The whole realm of ghosts has opened
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auf.
0: Es hat nichts zu bedeuten. Gaukelspiel, weiter
nichts. Doch werd' ich aufmeiner Hut sein. (er
zieht sein Schwert.)
R: Herr Ritter, was beginnt ihr? (Eine feurige
Schrift wird an dem Grabmal sichtbar.)
0: Sieh da, auch eine Inschrift. (er liest.)

up.
0: That doesn't mean anything. Illusion, nothing
more. But I'll be on my guard. (he draws his
sword.)
R: Knight, what are you doing? (A fiery writing
becomes visible on the tomb.)
0: See there, an inscription as well. (he reads.)

"Verwegner, des sen Fuss das Schattenreich
betrat,
"Fort, hebe dich hinweg mit stillem Grauen,
Wo nicht, so zittre ob der Frevelthat;
Denn nie wirst du die Sonne wieder schauen."

"Daring one, whose foot entered the realm of
shadows,
Away, get yourself away with quiet horror,
If not, tremble on account of the wicked deed;
Because you will never see the sun again."

R: Es sind doch grossmtithige Gespenster - sie
warnen uns- o lasst uns eilig die Warnung
benutzen!
0: Mensch! ist das der Augenblick zur Flucht?
R: Wir sind im Schattenreich -- im Reich der
Todten.
0: Desto besser! die Todten werden uns kein Leid
zufiigen.
R: Aber diese Inschrift 0: Nur die Lebendigen lassen die Todten sprechen.
R: Und das Grabmal 0: 1st ein Grabmal, auf dessen Stufen 4 Statuen
von Marmor oder Erz ruben. Ich will es doch
naher untersuchen.
R: Herr Ritter, ich beschwore euch.
0: zuerst wollen wir diese beiden betrachten. (Er
nahert sich der einen aufrechtsehenden Statue,
bertihrt sie, untersucht sie, und hebt ihr endlich
mit seinem Degen das Visier auf.) Siehst du? es
ist nur eine ausgestopfte Puppe. (Er geht zu der
andem, und will es eben so machen. PlOtzlich
Hisst diese die Lampe fallen, springt von ihrem
Piedestal, thut einen Schritt zurtick, zieht ihren
Handschuh, wirft in Oswald vor die Ftisse, und
zieht dann das Schwert.)

R: They are generous ghosts - they are warning us
- oh let's hastily heed the warning.
0: Man! Is this the moment for flight?
R: We're in the realm of shadows- in the realm of
the dead.
0: All the better! The dead will do us no harm.
R: But this inscription 0: Only the living can make the dead speak.
R: And the tomb 0: is a tomb, on whose steps 4 statues of marble or
bronze are resting. But I'll take a closer look at
it.
R: Knight, I implore you.
0: First we'll have a look at these two. (He
approaches one of statues that is standing up,
touches it, investigates it, and finally lifts up its
vizier with his sword.) Do you see? It's only a
stuffed puppet. (He goes to the other one, and
intends to do the same with it. Suddenly this one
lets the lamp fall, jumps off its pedestal, takes a
step backwards, takes off its glove, throws it
before Oswald's feet, and then draws its sword.)

D084No.ll:
Amazon, Oswald, Robert, four Statues.
R: (schreit) Ach, nun ist der Teufel los!
0: Hal was ist das? Der stumme Gotze
warf mir den Handschuh hin;
er kennt der Ritterschaft Gesetze,
ich nehm' ihn auf, und kampfe ktihn!
R: (in seinem Winkel)
0 weh! er will's wagen,
mit Geistem sich zu schlagen!
0: (die Statue angreifend)
Wer du auch seist!
wie du dich nennst,
Mensch, Teufel, oder Zwitter,

R: (screams) Ah, now the devil is loose!
0: Hal what's that? the silent idol
throws down the glove to me;
he knows the laws of knighthood,
I'll take him on, and duel boldly!
R: (in his comer)
Oh, woe! he will dare
to fight with ghosts!
0: (seizing the statue)
Whoever you are,
whatever you're called,
man, devil, or hybrid,
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it will cost you your blood!
[Bar 40]
(The struggle begins. The statue retreats.)
(Der Kampfbeginnt. Die Statue weicht.)
R:
What am I seeing! The ghost
R: Was seh' ich! Das Gespenst
is wt:;aker than my knight!
ist schwacher als mein Ritter?
I am getting fresh courage!
Ich schOpfe frischen Muth!
(Oswald
slips under the statue's guard, grasps it,
(Oswald unterHiuft die Statue und fasst sie, wirft
throws it to the ground and places his sword on its
sie zu Boden und setzt ihr das Schwert an den
neck.)
Hals.)
0: Rede jetzt, du bist besiegt!
0: Speak, now, you're defeated!
(Die vier Statuen am Grabmal springen plOtzlich
(The four statues on the tomb suddenly jump up
aufund ziehen ihre Schwerter.)
and draw their swords.)
S: Auf, auf! zu Hiilf er unterliegt!
S: Get up! Come to his aid-- he is succumbing!
[Bar 77]
R: (trembling) Ah, the last hope was false!
R: (bebend) Ach, die letzte Hoffnung triiget!
(Oswald leaves off from the defeated one, turns
(Oswald Ui.Bt ab von dem Dberwundenen, kehrt
sich gegen die iibrigen und sucht, sich den Riicken towards the remaining ones and tries to cover his
back.)
frei zu machen.)
0: Ha! noch mehr der Bosewichter?
0: Hal, yet more of these rogues?
Kommt heran, ihr Schelme!
Come here, you villains!
[Bar 94]
R: I can see pale faces
R: Bleiche Gesichter
through the helmets!
seh' ich durch die Helme!
S: Put your weapons down!
S: Waffen nieder!
0: (scornful) Wie befohlen!
0: As you command!
You can take them!
Konnt sie holen!
[Bar 116]
S: Your daring resistance
S: Dein verweg'ner Widerstand
fiihrt dich an des Grabes Rand!
leads you to the edge of the grave!
0: Wessen Herz die Tugend hegt,
0: Anyone whose heart cherishes virtue
der sich auch mit Teufeln schlagt.
will fight even with devils.
R: Keine Rettung, keine Flucht.
R: No escape, no way out.
Bitter fruit of pride!
Dbermuthes bitt're Frucht!
(Der zu Boden Gelegene gesellt sich zu den
(The one lying on the ground joins with the others.
iibrigen. Aile fiinf greifen der Ritter an, der sich
All five attack the knight, who bravely defends.
Suddenly an Amazon steps between them, in a
tapfer verteidigt. PlOtzlich tritt eine Amazon
black armour with golden buckles, on her head a
zwischen sie, in einem schwarzen Harnisch mit
goldenen Buckeln, auf dem Haupte einen Helm mit helmet with a tuft of black feathers.)
schwarzem Federbusch.)
[Bar 152]
A: Haltet ein!
A: Stop!
S: Wir gehorchen!
S: We obey!
(Sie ziehen sich in den Hintergrund. Oswald neigt (They withdraw into the background. Oswald
sein Schwert vor der Amazone.)
lowers his sword before the Amazon.)
R: (sich an Oswald drangend)
R: (pressing himself against Oswald)
New magic lies hidden! Look out for yourself!
Neuer Zauber liegt verborgen! Hiitet euch!
0: Memme, schweig'!
0: Coward, shut up!
A: (nachdem sie einigemale vor dem Ritter aufA: (after she has walked up and down several times
und abgegangen)
in front of the knight.)
Tapfrer Ritter, Euer Blut
Brave knight, you are risking
your blood unwisely,
wagt Ihr unbesonnen,
but the noble, daring courage
doch der edle, kiihne Muth
has won my heart.
hat mein Herz gewonnen.
[Bar 175]
R: Hort Ihr, wie der Vogel pfeift?
R: Do you hear how the bird is whistling?
es kostet dich dein Blut!
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Don't go into the trap!
Geht nicht in die Schlinge!
0: What astonishment seizes me
0: Welch' Erstaunen ergreift mich
at these marvels?
ob der Wunderdinge?
A: (indem sie ihren Helm abnimmt und das lange A: (while she takes her helmet off and undulates
her long hair around the nape of her neck.)
Haar ihr urn den Nacken wallt)
No swords should be drawn,
Keine Schwerter soli man ziehen,
for a maiden rules here;
denn ein Madchen herrschet bier;
gentler feelings glow
sanftere Geftihle gliihen
in your chaste breast.
in dem keuschen Busen dir.
[Bar 181]
0: Pride and joy of my life,
0: Stolz und Freunde meines Lebens,
true to my wife!
meiner Gattin treu!
R: (to the Amazon)
R: (to the Amazon)
You're troubling yourself in vain,
lhr bemiihet Euch vergebens,
for his heart is no longer free.
denn sein Herz ist nicht mehr frei.
[Bar 184]
A: Don't reject the gentle impulses,
A: Schmli.he nicht die sanften Triebe,
I have chosen you to be my husband.
dich erkor ich zum Gemahl;
Between death and my love
zwischen Tod und meiner Liebe
only an easy choice remains for you!
bleibt dir nur leichte Wahl!
[Bar 189]
S: Hail to the knight! Power and treaures
S: Heil dem Ritter! Macht und Schatze
beckon to you from a throne
winken ibm von einem Thron
and in the arm of the princess[es]
und im Arm der FikstentOchter[sic] *
bravery finds its reward!
findet Tapferkeit Lohn!
[* FikstentOchter, not Fikstentochter, in Kotzebue
(1801) p.516 and scores]
[Bar208]
A: Do you hear these voices?
A: HO!st du diese Stimmen?
Come to the altar!
Zum Altare komm!
R: Wollt Ihr Ianger schwimmen
R: Do you want to swim
against a stream any longer?
gegen einen Strom?
[Bar 215]
0: Reizendste der Amazon en!
0: Most enticing of amazons!
Ich verehr' Euch, wie's gebiihrt,
I respect you, as you deserve,
but go easy on the heart
doch des Herzens wollet schonen,
das kein fremder Glanz verfiihrt!
which no strange splendour can lead astray!
A: Ha, noch magst dich bedenken,
A: Ha, you can still reconsider,
reize nicht der Fikstin zorn.
do not arouse the princess's anger.
0: Nimmer werd' ich diesen Dorn
0: Never will I sink this thorn
in der Gattin Herze senken!
into the heart of my wife!
[Bar 229]
A: Tausend Qualen drohen Euch!
A: A thousand torments threaten you!
0: Keine Drohung kann mich riihren!
0: No threat can move me!
A: Alles werdet Ihr verlierien!
A: You will lose everything!
0: Mit der Treue bin ich reich!
0: With loyalty I am rich!
[Bar236]
A: Deiner warten ew'ge Ketten!
A: Eternal chains await you!
0: Doch es bleibt der Geist mir frei!
0: But my spirit remains free!
A: Nichts kann dich vom Tode retten!
A: Nothing can save you from death!
0: Nun so sterb' ich ihr getreu!
0: Then I'll die faithful to her!
[Bar 241]
A: Auf, herbei! Wir wollen prtifen,
A: Up, come here! We'll test
whether the boaster never shudders.
ob dem Prahler nimmer graust.
Let his blood trickle from
Lasst von seinem Blute triefen
your swords, your fists.
eure Schwerter, eure Faust.
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[Bar 257]
S: We already hurry longing for blood,
here on the princess's command!
[Bar 265]
S: Auf, wir wollen ... [above verse]
S: Up, we'll... [above verse]
R: Sie lechzen nach Blute.
R: They are longing for blood.
Schon seh ich sein Leben bedroht.
Already I see his life threatened.
0 web mir! (schliipft wieder in seinen Winkel.)
Oh woe is me! (slips back into his corner)
[Bar 281]
0: I stand here with firm courage
0: Hier steh' ich mit festerem Muthe
calmly awaiting death!
erwarte gelassen den Tod!
(Er macht sich bereit zur Verteidigung. Pause. Aile (He prepares himself for defence. Pause. All
swords are directed at him.)
Schwerter sind auf ibn gerichtet.)
A: Hear my voice, ghosts!
A: Hfut, Geister, meine Stimmel
Obey my fury!
Gehorchet meinem Grimme!
[Bar 299]
(Es steigt rings urn Oswald ein eiserner Kafig aus
(An iron cage arises out of the ground around
dem Boden, der ibn plotzlich einschlieBt.)
Oswald, that suddenly surrounds him.)
0: Ha, was ist das? Ihr treibt
0: Ha, what's that? You're making use of
verfluchte Zauberei!
cursed magic!
AS: In diesem Kafig bleibt
AS: In this cage he will remain
er seinem Liebchen treu.
true to his beloved!
[Bar 324:]
R: 0 web mein arme Herr!
R: Oh woe for my poor master!
0: (furious) I shake the bars,
0: (wiitend) Ich schiittle das Gitter,
ich will es zerbrechen,
I'll break it,
ich will mich fiirchterI'll take my revenge
frightfully.
lich dichen.
(He tries to break the cage.)
(Er versucht, den Kafig zu zerbrechen.)
[Bar 337]
AS: Hinab mit ibm, hinab,
AS: Down with him, down,
in's ewig finstre Grab
into the eternally dark grave
mit ibm! Es ist vollbracht,
with him! It is accomplished,
es werde Nacht!
let it be night!
[Bar 355]
(Wiihrend dieses Gesanges nimmt jede Statue
(During this song each Statue again takes his
wieder ibren Platz ein. Die Amazone schwingt sich place. The Amazon swings herself with ease on to
mit Leichtigkeit auf das Grabmal.)
the tomb.)
R: VerhOhnt, gebunden,
R: Mocked, tied,
er ist verschwunden
he's disappeared
in's finstre Grab!
into the dark grave!
AS: Die Stimmen schweigen,
AS: The voices are silent,
die Geister steigen
the ghosts are climbing
hinab in's finstre Grab!
down into the dark grave!
[Bar 372]
Es ist vollbracht,
It is accomplished,
es werde Nacht.
It is night.
(Tempel, Grabmal, Amazone und Statuen
(Temple, tomb, Amazon and statues disappear. It
verschwinden. Es wird finstre Nacht. Die Biihne
becomes dark night. The stage changes again into
wandelt sich wieder in die Halle.)
the hall.)
S: Schon eilen wir lechzend nach Blute,
herbei auf der Fiirstin Gebot!

End of Act I.
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D084 Act IT Scene 1:
The hall. Robert is still lying on the ground.

Die Halle. Robert liegt nocb auf dem Boden.

D084 No. 12a:

(Robert richtet sich Iangsam auf.)

Robert, then Luitgarde.
(Robert slowly gets up.)

(1)

Ich lebe noch und glaub' es kaum,
was bier geschah,
ich hOrt und sah,
war es ein Traum?
(2)

Mein Herr im Vogelbauer,
im Abgrund der Holle geschmort,
der Gattin zur ewigen Trauer,
das liebende Herz durchbohrt;
(3)
Und ich, was soll aus mir nun werden,
in dieser Finstemiss!
Hat je ein Menschenkind auf Erden
so schwer gebtisst fiir Eva's Apfelbiss?

(1)
I'm still alive, and hardly believe
what happened here,
I heard and saw,
was it a dream?
(2)
My master in the birdcage,
roasted in the abyss of hell,
to the eternal grief of the wife,
the loving heart pierced;
(3)
and I, what will now become of me,
in this darkness!
Has any earthly child of man
so heavily atoned for Eve's apple-bite?

(4)

(4)

Da hilft weder Klagen nocb Fluchen,
wo bin ich? Wie werd' ich erlost?
Den Ausgang will ich suchen
aus diesem bezauberten Nest!
(Er tappt an den Wanden herum.)
(5)
Hier nichts und wieder nichts, die dickste
Finsterniss
rings urn alles wohl verwahrt.
Die Geister haben mich gewiss
zum letzten Bissen aufgespart.
(Er stosst mit dem Fuss an seine Flasche.)
(6)
0 web! mein Fuss! es zwickt mich in den Schuh

Neither complaining nor cursing helps,
where am I? How will I be saved?
I'll look for the way out
of this place of magic!
(He taps here and there on the walls.)
(5)
Nothing here and nothing there, the densest
darkness
kept around everything.
The ghosts have surely
saved me for their last morsel.
(He bumps into his bottle with his foot.)

ein Lindwurm, der am Boden kroch.
Fass' dir ein Herz! greif zu, greif zu!
ein Kind des Todes bist du doch!
(Er tappt mit der Hand auf dem Boden und findet
seine Flasche.)
(7)
Ha! meine Flasche! sei willkommen
in dieser Noth!
Wohl mir, dass ich dich mitgenommen!
Erleicht're mir den Tod! (er trinkt.)

(8)
So wird das Herz
von keinem Freunde liebgekost,
fiir Angst und Schmerz
ist jeder Tropfen Freundes Trost!

(6)

Oh woe! my foot! a dragon that crept along the
ground
is pinching me in my shoe.
Take heart! grab it, grab it!
you're dead whatever happens!
(He taps on the ground with his hand and finds his
bottle.)

(7)
Ah! my bottle! welcome
in this hour of need!
Just as well for me that I brought you along!
Make death easier for me! (he drinks.)
(8)
The heart is
caressed by no friends like this,
for dread and pain
every drop is the consolation of a friend!
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(9)
But look! what's shining there?
a beam of light in the distance
it flickers strongly like a will-o'-the-wisp
not a torch, not a lantern,
(10)
a ghost condemned to nightly haunting!
it seems to me, it groans, I hear chains
it's approaching, it's flaming,
oh woe! who'll save me?
(He throws himself to the ground face down.)

(9)
Doch sieh! was schimmert dort?
ein Lichtschein in der Ferne
wie lrrwisch hiipft es fort
nicht Fackel, nicht Laterne,
(10)
ein Geist zu nachtlichem Spuck verdammt!
Mich diinkt, es achzt, ich h6re Ketten
es nabert sich, es flammt,
o web! wer mich mir retten?
(Er wirft sich auf sein Antlitz zu Boden.)

0084 Act IT Scene 2:
Luitgarde tritt auf. Bin Bedienter mit einer Fackel
leuchtet ibr. Der Bediente verrath alle
Kennzeichen der Furcht und des Entsetzens. Er
steckt hastig die Fackel in eine Mauerritze und eilt
davon.

Luitgarde enters. A servant with a torch lights the
way for her. The servant shows all signs offear
and terror. He hastily puts the torch in a crack in
the wall and hurries away.

0084 No. 12b:
[Bar
L:Vergebens schweif ich durch die Oden Hallen!
Ich find' ibn nicht!
In welches Netz ist er gefallen?
Wohin hat ibn gelockt ein Bosewicht?
R: Au web! Au au!
L: Was wimmert da? Wie? Seh' ich recht?
R: Gestrenger Geist, ich bin ein armer Knecht!
L: Robert, bist du's?
R: Sied Ihr es, gnadige Frau?
L: Wo ist dein Herr?
R: Ich erhole mich!
L: Blender, sprich!
R: Ihr durftet wagen?
Was soil ich sagen?
L: WelcheMarter, welcheQual!
Rede, wo ist mein Gemahl?
R: Er ist ich weiss nicht wo,
verschwand, ich weiss nicht wie.
L: So suchen wir ibn auf!
R: Vergeb'ne Miih'! Hier wohnen Geister,
Kobolde, Hexenmeister,
des Teufels Hochzeit feiert man bier!
L: Auf! nimm die Fackel, folge mir!
R: In unterird'sche Kliifte,
in kalte Todtengriifte
zog ibn ein Geist hinab!
L: Und war's ein Reich der Schatten,
ich folge meinem Gatten,
ich folg' ibm in das Grab!
R: Ich fleh' aufmeinen Knieen,
o !asset uns entfliehen.
Ihr findet keine Spur!

190]
L: In vain I roam through the bleak halls!
I can't find him!
Which net has he fallen into?
Where has a villain decoyed him?
R: Oh woe, oh oh!
L:What's whimpering there? What? Am I seeing
aright?
R: Gracious ghost, I am a poor servant!
L: Robert, is that you?
R: Is that you, gracious lady?
L: Where is your master?
R: I'm still recovering!
L: Speak, miserable one!
R: You had the courage?
What should I say?
L: What torture, what agony!
Tell me, where is my husband?
R: He is I know not where,
vanished, I know not how.
L: Then we must search for him!
R: A wasted effort! Here dwell ghosts,
imps, wizards,
they celebrate the devil's wedding here!
L: Get up! take the torch and follow me!
R: Into underground chasms
into cold tombs
a ghost drew him down!
L: Even if it were a kingdom of shadows,
I'll follow my husband,
I'll follow him to the grave!
R: I implore you on my knees,
oh let's get out ofhere.
You'll find no trace [of him]!
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L: Du flehest tauben Ohren,
ich hab' ibm Treu geschworen,
und halte meinen Schwur!
R: 0 fliehet! Ich werde die Pforte
beim Scheine der Fackel gewahr.
L: So fliehet, doch spare die Worte,
es zittert die Liebe keiner Gefahr.
L: Ich will ibn finden,
oder mit ibm sterben!
R: Wir sind verloren,
rennen in's Verderben!
L: Mein Oswald, bOre deiner Gattin Stimmel
R: Es opfern uns die Geister ibrem Grimme.

L: You are pleading to deaf ears,
I have sworn faithfulness to him,
and I'll keep my oath.
[Bar 260]
R: Oh let's flee! I can see the gate
in the beam of the torch.
L: Flee, then, don't waste your words,
love trembles at no danger.
L: I'll find him
or die with him!
R: We're lost,
rushing into ruin!
L: My Oswald, hear the voice of your wife!
R: The ghosts will sacrifice us to their fury!

D084 Act II Scene 3:
Eine weite grassliche Roble, im Hintergrunde ein
hoher Felsen, von niedrigen Klippen umgeben. Hin
und wieder d\irre Baumstiimme, Saulentriimmer
und dergleichen, matter Lampenschimmer
erleuchtet die Roble. Oswald sitzt auf einem Stein
und ist an eine der Klippen geschmiedet.

A wide horrible cave, in the background a high
rock, surrounded by low cliffs. Here and there arid
trunks, ruined columns and similar things, dim
lamplight illuminates the cave. Oswald sits on a
stone and is chained to one of the cliffs.

------------------- [Monologue:] -------------------

0: Ich bin herabgesunken in ein weites
unterirdisches GewOlbe. Mich umgaben plotzlich
geharnischte Manner in grosser Zahl, fesselten
mich und verschwanden. -- Ist diese Roble unter
den Triimmern des Schlosses oder ausserhalb
derselben? und diese rathselhaften Gesch<>pfe -sicher keine Bewohner der Geisterwelt -- wer sind
sie? -- Rauber? -- falsche Miinzer? -- Gleichviel!
gewiss sind es V erbrecher. Ich bin in ibrer Gewalt
-- entwaffnet -- gefesselt -- Mitternacht muss schon
voriiber sein -- meine Gattin -- wird sich angstigen
-- 0 Luitgarde!

0: I am sunken down in a wide underground
cellar. I was suddenly surrounded by men in
armour in a great number, who chained me up and
disappeared. Is this cave under the ruins of the
castle or outside it? and these enigmatic creatures
-- certainly no inhabitants of the spirit world -who are they? -- robbers? -- counterfeiters? -- no
matter! --surely they are criminals. I'm in their
power -- disarmed -- chained up -- midnight must
already be past -- my wife -- will be worrying -- oh
Luitgarde!

D084 Act II Scene 4:
Oswald. Bin Knappe reich, aber fantastisch
gekleidet.

Oswald. A squire dressed richly but fantastically.

------------------- [Dialogue:] ------------------K: Siebe da, den iibermiithigen Ritter, der auf die
Starke seines Armes trotzte.
0: Siebe da einen feigen Wicht, der eines
gefesselten Ritters spottet.
K: Bekenne, dass es Fa.lle giebt wo Tapferkeit nur
Tollkiihnheit ist.
0: Der Tapferste muss freilich der Uebermacht
weichen.
K: Du halst uns also fiir Mensch en?
0: Es war keine Luft, die meine Schwertstreiche

K: Look there, the proud knight, who is defiant on
the strength of his arm.
0: Look there, a cowardly creature, who mocks a
chained-up knight.
K: Admit that there are times when bravery is only
foolhardiness.
0: Bravery must give way to outnumbering.
K: Then you take us for men?
0: It was not just air that my swordstrokes hit.
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trafen.
K: Wohl! begreifst du nicht, dass, wenn Menschen
einen geheimen Zweck in solche Schleier hiillen,
es gefahrlich ist, dieser Schleier zerreissen zu
wollen?
0: Gefahrlich? allerdings.
K: Und dennoch wagtest du?
0: lch bin ein deutscher Ritter. Meine Pflicht legt
mir auf, den Wehrlosen zu schiitzen, die Bosheit
zu entlarven, das Verbrechen zu ziichtigen.
K: Du siehst, was deine abenteuerliche Tapferkeit
dir fiir Friichte getragen. lch iiberlasse dich dem
Nachdenken tiber deinen unbesonnenen Eifer.
Das versammelte Blutgericht ratschlagt so eben,
welche Strafe deiner Verwegenheit gebiihre.
Man erwartet nur noch meinen Ausspruch. In
wenig Minuten weisst du dein Schicksal. (ab.)

K: Well! don't you understand that, if men cover a
secret purpose in such a smoke screen, it's
dangerous to try to tear this smoke screen apart?
0: Dangerous? admittedly.
K: And nevertheless you dare [to do it]?
0: I am a German knight. My duty imposes on me
to protect the defenceless, to unmask malice, to
chastise crime.
K: You can see what your romantic bravery has
borne for its fruits. I leave you to meditate on
your foolish zeal. The assembled criminal court
of justice is sitting in council just now [to decide]
what penalty is suitable for your audacity.
They're only waiting now for my opinion. In a
few minutes you will know your fate. (exit.)

D084 Act ll Scene 5:
Oswald, allein.

Oswald, alone.

0: Bin Blutgericht! -- in diesen unterirdischen
Wohnungen? -- Mein Tod ist beschlossen! web
mir!-

0: A criminal court! -- in these underground
dwellings? -- My death is a foregone conclusion.
Woe is me!--

D084No.13:
Oswald.
(1)

(1)

Nie bebte vor dem nahen Tode

The hero never trembles in the presence of
approaching death
because he is familiar with it from battle;
yet it is a bearer of evil tidings to me,
because it separates me from my wife.

der Held, der ibn aus Schlachten kennt;
doch ist er mir ein Schreckensbote,
weil er mich von der Gattin trennt.
(2)

(2)

Dich, Luitgarde verlassen,
o das zerreisst mein blutend Herz!
lch sehe hiilflos dich erblassen,
du unterliegst dem herben Schmerz!

To leave you behind, Luitgarde,
oh that breaks my bleeding heart!
I helplessly see you growing pale,
you are enduring the bitter pain.

------------------- [Monologue:] ------------------0: 0 m6chtest du nie erfahren, geliebtes Weib,
welch ein grausames Schicksal deinen Oswald
betroffen!

0: Oh that you might never learn, dear wife, what
a terrible fate befell your Oswald!
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D084No.14:
Melodrama and March
Melodrama
------------------- [Monologue:] ------------------0: What do I hear? what tones? -- are they the ones
that announce death to me?

0: Was hOr' ich? welche Tone?-- sind sie es, die
mir den Tod verktinden?

D084 Act II Scene 6:
Die Btihne wird hell erleuchtet. Ein Chor
geschmtickter Jungfrauen erscheint paarweise auf
ttirkischen InstrumenteD spielend. Hinter ihnen die
Amazone sehr reich und anlockend
gekleidet. Als sie an Oswald kommt, bleibt sie
einen Augenblick stehen, betrachtet ihn zfutlich
und setzt ihm gegentiber auf einen Stein. Die
Jungfrauen umringen sie.

The stage is brightly lit up. A chorus of adorned
maidens appears pair-wise playing on Turkish
instruments. Behind them the Amazon very richly
and enticingly clad. As she comes to Oswald, she
remains standing for a moment, looks at him
tenderly and sits on a stone in front of him. The
maidens surround them.

March
------------------- [Monologue:] ------------------0: (nachdem er die Jungfrauen gewahr geworden:) 0: (after he has become aware of the maidens:)
What new vision? Do you come here to mock me?
Welch neue Erscheinung? Kommt ihr meiner zu
spotten? --Von welchem Zauberlichte schimmern -- By what magical light are these rocks shining?
diese Felsen?

D084No.15:
(mit Lauten, Cymbeln und Floten sich selbst
begleitend.)

(accompanying themselves with lutes, cymbals and
flutes.)

(1)

(1)

Hast du vergessen,
kannst du ermessen
der Lieber Zaubermacht?
Sie locket Rosen aus Cypressen
und funkelt Licht in schwarze Nacht.

Have you forgotten,
can you judge,
the magical power of love?
It entices roses out of cypresses
and sparkles light into dark night.

(2)

(2)

Frohlich und offen
barren und hoffen
verwandelt Schmerz in Lust;
ein Herz, von Amors Pfeil getroffen
klopft dir in einer schOnen Brust.
(3)
Ftihle schon wehen
lispeln und flehen
der Liebe Seufzer urn dich;
o wag' es nicht, sie zu verschmahen,
auf ewig schliesst dein Kerker sich!

Happy and open
to wait and hope
changes grief into delight;
a heart hit by Cupid's arrow
beats for you in a beautiful breast.
(3)
Feelings already wave
whisper and entreat
sighs of love around you;
oh don't dare to disdain her,
[or] your prison will shut you in forever!

A: (aufstehend)

[Bar 19]
A: (standing up)
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Noch einmal hat das Zauberspiel
der Hoffnung sanft mich eingewiegt,
zum letztenmal ein zartliches Gefiihl
den schon empfu'ten Stolz besiegt.
0: Vergebens schmeichelt Hoffnung dir,
nur meiner Gattin Bild wohnt bier.
(auf sein Herz deutend)
A: Bin Wort, und schnell aufmein Geheiss
verschwinden deine Ketten.
0: Kein Wort! ich mag urn diesen Preis
das Leben mir nicht retten!
A: Blick' auf! in ew'ge Nacht
sturzt dich von jener Felsspitze meine Macht!
J: 0 wag' es nicht, sie zu verschmlili'n!
Ihr Zauberwink wird schnell vollbracht.
0: KUhn wag' ich dem Zauber zu tluchen,

dich lad' ich vor Gottes Gericht!
Wozu mich noch liinger versuchen?
Nie weich ich von Liebe, von Ptlicht!
lch spotte des Kerkers, der Wunden!
Hast du mich dem Tode geweiht,
so sei doch die letzte der Stunden
von deinem Anblick befreit!
A: Hal dein Urtheil ist gesprochen I
Deine Hand den Stab dir bricht!
Bei den GOttern ungerochen
bleibt schmahte Liebe nicht!
J: Beklagt den Thoren!

Sie hat's geschworen!
Er ist verloren!
Ibm leuchten nimmer
der Sonne Strahlen.
A: Schon hfu'' ich sein Gewimmer,
schon seh' ich seine Qualen!
0: 0 lass' dich nicht bethoren,
dich und deine Rotten,
sterbend noch verspotten,
das nur wirst du hfu'en!

Once again the magical play
of hope has rocked me gently to sleep,
for the last time a tender feeling
conquers the already rebelling pride.
0: In vain hope flatters you,
only my wife's image dwells here.
(pointing to his heart)
A: One word, and quickly on my command
your chains will disappear.
0: No word! At that price I would
not save my life!
A: Look up! into eternal night
my power will hurl you from that rocky point.
J: Oh don't dare to disdain her,
Her magic signal will be carried out quickly.
[bar 59]
0: Boldly I dare to curse the magic,
I summon you before the judgement of god!
Why tempt me any longer?
I will never shrink from love, from duty!
I ridicule prisons and wounds!
If you have condemned me to death,

then let the last of my hours
be freed from your sight!
[bar 77]
A: Hal your sentence is determined!
Your have condemned yourself to death!
Spurned love doesn't remain
unavenged by the gods!
J: Lament for the foolish one!

She has sworn itt
He is lost!
The sun's rays will never
shine upon him again.
A: Already I hear his wailing
already I see his agony!
[bar 137]
0: Oh don't be deceived,
you and your rabble,
dying and yet ridiculing,
that's all you'll heart

A: Auf, auf zur Rache,
herbei die Wache,

A: On, on to vengeance,
come here, guards,

das Urtheil zu vollzieh'n!
J: Er ist verloren

to carry out the sentence!
J: He is lost
she has sworn it,
no imploring can save him!

sie hat's geschworen,
kein Flehen rettet ibn I
(Aile ab, es wird wieder dunkel.)

(All go out, it becomes dark again.)
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D084 Act II Scene 7:
Oswald alone.

Oswald allein.

------------------- [Monologue:] ------------------0: So muss ich sterben! nicht fiir mein Vaterland,
nicht in Kampf ftir unterdriickte Tugend! -- Nein,
mein Leben ist ein Opfer der beleidigten Liebe
eines wolliistigen Weibes -- Unbermerkt, ruhmlos
sink' ich in's Grab-- und ach, in einem
Augenblicke, wo Liebe und Rube mir die Pforten
meiner einsamen Burg offneten.

0: I must die, then! not for my fatherland, not in
struggle for oppressed virtue! -- No, my life is a
sacrifice to the offended love of a lustful woman -unnoticed, without glory I sink into the grave-and ah, at a moment where love and peace [would
have] opened the gates of my solitary castle.

D084 Act II Scene 8:
A slave. Oswald.

Bin Sclave. Oswald.

------------------- [Dialogue:] ------------------S: (sieht sich schiichtern iiberall urn, nahert sich
Oswald und spricht Ieise:) Herr!
0: Was willst du?
S: Leise, Herr Ritter! die Menschenliebe fiihrt
mich zu euch.
0: Menschenliebe? In dieser RauberhOhle?
S: Noch Ieise, urn Gotteswillen! die Wande haben
Ohren. Seit zwei Monden bin ich bier gefangen,
mein Leben rettete ich nur, indem ich mich zum
Sclaven herabwiirdigen liess. Uingst schon hatte
mein Korper der harten ungewohnten Arbeit
unterlegen, wenn nicht die Hoffnung der Freiheit
mich noch aufrecht hielte. -- Ausser mir
schmachten noch viele Gefangene in diesen
schrecklichen Felsenkliiften -- wir haben uns
insgeheim verschworen --in der morgenden
Nacht reift unser Anschlag. lch war Zeuge von
allem, was euch wiederfahren. Euer Muth, eure
Standhaftigkeit haben mich geriihrt und
entziickt, und ich komme euch zu fragen, ob ihr
mit uns euch retten wollt?
0: Ob ich will? 0 mein Freund! du wirst mich der
zartlichsten Gattin wieder schenken.
S: Fliehend stecken wir diese hOllische Wohnung
in Brand.
0: Aber sage mir nur, wer sind diese Mensch en?
was treiben sie?
S: Eine solche Erklarung wiirde uns jetzt zu weit
ftihren. Die Augenblicke sind kostbar. lch mag
euch nicht verhehlen, dass euer Tod gewiss ist.
Je grosser eure Tapferkeit war, desto
nothwendiger finden diese Unmenschen das
Opfer eures Lebens. Sollten sie beschliessen,
euch noch in dieser Nacht hinzurichten, so
vermag ich euch nicht zu retten; denn unsre
Anstalten konnen erst morgen vollendet sein.

S: (looks all around nervously, approaches Oswald
and speaks softly:) Sir!
0: What do you want?
S: Quietly, knight! brotherly love led me to you.
0: Brotherly love? In this cave of robbers?
S: Quietly, for god's sake! the walls have ears. For
two months I've been held captive here; I saved
my life only by allowing myself to be degraded to
slavery. My body would have succumbed long
ago to the unaccustomed hard work, if I hadn't
been kept alive by the hope of freedom. -- Many
prisoners besides me are languishing in these
frightful rocky chasms -- we have secretly
conspired -- tomorrow night our attempt will be
made. I was a witness of all that happened to
you. Your courage, your steadfastness have
moved and delighted me, and I come to you to
ask whether you want to save yourself with us?

0: If I want to? Oh my friend! you will give me
back to the tenderest wife.
S: When fleeing we will set this hellish
dwelling-place afire.
0: But just tell me who these men are? What are
they doing?
S: Such an explanation would take us too far afield
now. Every moment is precious. I don't want to
conceal from you that your death is certain. The
greater your bravery, the more necessary these
brutes find the sacrifice of your life. If they
should decide to execute you tonight, then I am
unable to save you; for our plans can only be
carried out tomorrow. But if your death is
postponed until the day after tomorrow, then I
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Aber wird euer Tod bis iibermorgen verschoben,
so komm ich in der kiinftigen Nacht, zerbreche
eure Fesseln, bringe euch zu meinen Gefahrten
-- o web, man kommt, ich zittre!

will come in tomorrow night, break your chains,
bring you to my companions -- oh woe,
someone's coming, I'm trembling!

D084 Act IT Scene 9:
The squire. The previous ones.

Der Knappe. Vorige.

K: (to the slave) What are you doing here?
S: (stuttering and trembling) Sir -- I just wanted to
see -- (he tries to slink away.)
K: What do you want there? Stay here!
S: What does my master command?
K: That you will learn, when the right time comes.
(to Oswald) And you, prepare yourself for death,
you have only a few moments to live.
0: It is irrevocably decided?
K: Irrevocably.
0: And what kind of death has been specified for
me?
K: From the peak of that rock you will be hurled
K: Von der Spitze jenes Felsens wirst du in den
into the bottomless abyss, as prescribed by our
bodenlosen Abgrund gesti.irtzt, so verordnen
laws.
unsre Gesetze.
0: Do villains have laws too?
0: Raben Bosewichter auch Gesetze?
K: Why do you take us for villains?
K: Warum ha.Itst du uns fi.ir Bosewichter?
0: Was ich sah und hOrte, verrath euch zur
0: What I saw and heard reveals you sufficiently;
Geniige; nur elendes Gaukelspiel-- der
only miserable deceit -- the cruel death that you
grausame Tod, den ihr mir bereitethave prepared for me-K: (spottisch.) Fi.irchtet ein Held, wie du, den Tod? K: (mockingly.) Does a hero, such as you, fear
death?
0: Auch ein Held stirbt ungem unter den Dolchen 0: Even a hero doesn't like to die under the
einer Bande Meuchelmorder, die er ungestraft
daggers of a gang of murderers, whom he must
lassen muss.
leave unpunished.
K: Schone deine Lunge. Du konntest die letzten
K: Save your breath. You could easily use the last
Minuten deines Lebens leicht besser an wenden,
minutes of your life better than for fruitless
als zum fruchtlosen Schimpfen. Sammie dich!
insults. Pull yourself together! I already hear the
Schon hOr ich die Todtenglocke!
deathknell!
0: (bei Seite.) Luitgarde! Luitgarde!
0: (aside.) Luitgarde! Luitgarde!

K: (zum Sclaven.) Was machst du bier?
S: (stottemd und bebend.) Herr-- ich wollte nur
sehen -- (er will sich fortschleichen.)
K: Was willst du bin? Bleib!
S: Was befiehlt mein Gebieter?
K: Das wirst du erfahren, wenn es Zeit ist. (zu
Oswald) Und du, bereite dich zum Tode, du hast
nur doch wenige Augenblicke zu leben.
0: Es ist unwiederruflich beschlossen?
K: Unwiederruflich.
0: Und welche Todesart bestimmt man mir?

D084 Act IT Scene 10:
Die Todtenglocke ertont. Wlihrend des folgenden
Trauermarsches erscheinen schwarz geharnischte
Manner paarweise, mit langsamen, abgemessenen
Schritten. Hinter ihnen tragen schwarz
verschleierte Jungfrauen eine Todtenbahre, die sie
vor Oswald niedersetzen, und dann die Arme
wehmiithig nach ibm ausstrecken, als wollten sie
Abschied von ihm nehmen.

The deathknell sounds. During the following
funeral march black-armoured men appear
pairwise, with slow, measured steps. Behind them
black-veiled girls carry a bier that they set down
before Oswald, and then stretch out their arms
towards him in a melancholy manner, as if they
wanted to take their leave of him.
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D084No.16:

Trauermarsch und Ensemble.
M: Auf, es ist Zeit!
Schergen, euer Amt vollzieht!
wie das Blutgericht befall!
J: Fliehet, Schwestern, fliehet!
Seid nicht Zeugen seiner Qual!
0: Ihr wollet mich zum Tode fiihren,

es sei, ich bin bereit,
doch eine Bitte: lasst euch riihren,
wenn ihr noch Menschen seid!
M: Der Sand im Stundenglas verrinnt,
geschwind, geschwind!

Funeral March and Ensemble.
[Bar 32]
M: Get up, it's time!
Executioners, carry out your duty!
as the criminal court commanded!
J: Flee, sisters, flee!
don't be witnesses of his agony!
[bar 60]
0: [It] you want to lead me to death,
so be it, I'm ready,
but one request: allow yourselves to be moved
if you are human beings!
[bar 67]
M: The sand in the hour-glass is running out,
quickly, quickly!

0: Das Band der Liebe kniipfte mich

0: The bond of love tied me

an eine Gattin ohne Gleichen!
M: Wir wissen es, was weiter? sprich!
0: 0 hfut mich an, lasst euch erweichen!
Das Dorf ist nahe, wo sie meiner harrt!

to a wife without equal!
M: We know that, what else? speak!
0: Oh listen to me, soften your hearts!
The village is nearby, where she is waiting for
me!
She will soon, too soon, miss me,
ah, it is bleeding to death, ah, it is becoming
numb!

Sie wird mich bald, zu bald vermissen,
ach, es verblutet, ach, es erstarrt!
M: Was kiimmert uns? Wir kennen uns're
Pflichten!
0: 0 lasst mich eilen,
durch wenig Zeilen
von meinen Schicksal sie zu unterrichten!
Dass ihr den letzten Trost
des Gatten Stimme ruft,

dann Henker, stosst
mich in die Gruft.
M: Umsonst! Vergebens!
0: Die bange Liebe schreibt
kein Wort von euren Grauelthaten;
was man bier treibt,
soH meine Feder nicht verrathen!
Ich bitte, ich flehe! Es sei die letzte Stunde
meines Lebens!
M: Erspare die Worte, Betriiger,
wir sind auf uns'rer Hut!
0: Wohlan, so leckt ihr Tiger
mein schuldlos Blut!
M: Nehmt ihm die Fesseln ab,
hinauf zur Todespein!

M: What do we care? We know our duty!
0: Oh let me hasten

through a few lines
to inform her of my fate!
That her husband's voice might call to her
for a last consolation,
then executioners, thrust
me into the tomb.
M: In vain! In vain!
0: The anxious love will write

no word of your grisly deeds;
what is being done here
my pen should not divulge.
I ask, I implore! It is the last hour of my life!
[bar 134]
M: Save your words, trickster,
we're on our guard!
0: Well, then you tigers will lick
my innocent blood!
M: Take off his chains,
[Take him] up to the death agony!
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(Sie nehmen ibm die Ketten ab.)
(Oswald indem er fortgefiihrt wird.)
0: Willkommen nahes Grab!
K: (der ein weisses Tuch wehen Uisst, tritt pltitzlich
mitten unter sie.)
Ihr Manner, haltet ein!

(They take off his chains.)
(Oswald while he is led away.)
0: Welcome nearby grave!
K: (who waves a white cloth, [and] steps suddenly
into their midst.)
You men, stop!

D084 Act II Scene 11:
------------------- [Dialogue:] ------------------Der Knappe. Die Vorigen.

The squire. The previous ones.

K. (zu Oswald): Verwegner, der du kiihn in unsre K. (to Oswald): Daring one, you who boldly dared
Geheimnisse zu dringen wagtest, du siehst, der
to penetrate into our secrets, you see that death is
Tod ist dein unvermeidliches Loos. Doch einmal
your unavoidable fate. Yet once more it is in
noch stebt es in deiner Gewalt, dein Leben zu
your power to save your life.
retten.
0: Tell me, bow?
0: Sprich, wie?
K: Unsre junge und schtine Gebieterin ist die
K: Our young and beautiful ruler is the daughter of
Tochter eines Heiden, der als unser Anfiihrer
a hero, who died as our leader. Why she lives in
these underground chasms, it is not yet fitting for
starb. Warum sie diese unterirdiscben Kliifte
bewohnt, geziemt dir noch nicht zu wissen. Sie
you to know. She rules over thousands. Your
power, your courage have aroused her sympathy.
berrscht iiber Tausende. Deine Gestalt, dein
She gives you your life; she will do more for you,
Muth baben ihr Theilnahme eingefltisst. Sie
schenkt dir das Leben; sie wird mehr fiir dich
if she can count on a gratitude without bounds.
thun, wenn sie auf eine Dankbarkeit obne
Grenzen zablen darf.
S: (Ieise zu Oswald.): 0 Herr! verspricht alles!
S: (softly to Oswald.): 0 master! promise
everything!
K: Entschliesse dich, allem, was aufErden dir
K: Resolve to renounce everything that is dear to
you on earth.
theuer ist, zu entsagen.
0: Wie? ich sollte-0: What? I mean-S: (heimlich.): Verstellt euch! gewinnt nur Zeit.
S: (privately.): Pretend! Just gain time.
K: Wir wissen, dass du durch ein Band gefesselt
K: We know that you are bound by a bond, which
bist, welches eure abgeschmackten Gesetze
your corny laws call indissoluble. Here we obey
unaufltislich nennen. Hier gehorchen wir bios
only the drives of the heart. Swear then freely
dem Triebe der Herzen. Schw<>re daher,
and on your knight's honour, that you will forget
freiwillig und auf Ritterebre, dass du eine Gattin
a wife, whom you will in any case never again
vergessen willst, die du ohnehin nie wieder
see.
sehen wirst.
0: Blender! du verlangst-0: Miserable one! you are demanding-S: (Ieise.): Verstellung nur bis Morgen! Morgen
S: (softly): Disguise just until tomorrow!
rette ich euch.
Tomorrow I'll save you.
K: Schw<>re unsrer Gebieterin Treue, und im
K: Swear loyalty to our mistress, and I'll lead you
Triumph fiihre ich dich zu ihren Fiissen.
in triumph to her feet.
S: (Ieise.): Sagt nur einige zweideutige Worte.
S: (softly.): Say only a few ambiguous words.
K: Dein barren Reichtum, Wollust, Ebre; du wirst K: Riches, pleasure, honour await you; you will be
unser Hauptmann.
our captain.
S: (Ieise.): Sprecbt zu allemja. Morgen sind wir
S: (softly.): Say yes to everything. Tomorrow we
frei.
will be free.
K: Nun? du besinnst dich noch?
K: Now? Are you still thinking about it?
0: (bei Seite.) Luitgarde! dir zu Liebe will ich zur 0: (aside.): Luitgarde! For the love of you I will
Verstellung mich berablassen.
condescend to dissemble.
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D084No.17:
Finale
Oswald, Squire, Slave, the Men.
0: (stockend):
Die SchOne, die dich hergesandt,
ich muss es nur gestehn,
mein widerstrebend Herz empfand -sie sei nur allzuschon!
K: Du stockst, dich uberfallt ein Schauer?
0: Die Macht der Wahrheit reisst mich bin!
K: Wird das Bekenntniss dir so sauer?
0: Geh, sage der Gebieterin,
sie sollen nicht den Liebenden erwfirgen
sie finde des Gehorsams Bfirgen,
der Reize sich bewusst,
in ibre eig'nen Brust!
K: Willst du aus freier Wahl
ibr ganz dein Leben weib 'n?
Denn wisse, nur dem Gemahl
wird sie verzeib'n.

0: (coming to a standstill):
The beauty that sent you,
I must now confess it,
my resisting heart felt -she is altogether too beautiful!
K: You have come to a standstill, has a shudder
seized you?
0: The power of truth is overcoming me!
K: Is the confession so distasteful to you?
0: Go, tell the ruler,
she shouldn't strangle one who loves
she finds security of obedience,
which is aware of the charm,
in her own breast!
[Bar 23]
K: Will you by free choice
consecrate your whole life to her?
For know that [it is] only the husband
she will pardon.

0: Was ich ibr werden soH,
steht in des Schicksals Willen!
K: Du scheinst geheimnissvoll
die Worte zu verhullen?

0: What I become to her
is in the will of fate!
K: You seem
to veil the words in mystery?

0: lch rede, wie ich muss
und du von mir begehrt!
M: Auf! auf! pruft ibn,
ob ernstlich sein Entschluss,
ob der Gnade werth!

0: I speak as I must
and [as] you require of me!
M: Up, up! test him,
whether his resolve is serious,
whether [he is] worthy of mercy!

0: Bis morgen nur verschonet mich,
dass nicht Erinnerung die Lust vergalle!
K: Die erste Probe erwartet dich
bier auf der Stelle!

0: Spare me just until tomorrow,
so that memory does not spoil the desire!
[Bar 53]
K: The first test awaits you
here on the spot!

0: Wohlan, was wollt ibr? sprecht!
K: Herbei! elender Sclave,
verratherischer Knecht!
Empfange deine Strafe!

0: Well, what do you want? tell me!
K: Come here! miserable slave,
treacherous servant!
Receive your punishment!

S: Web mir! Erbarmt euch!
M: Verrather, schweig!
K: (Knappe schleppt ibn vor Oswald.)
Hier knie nieder, bier!

S: Woe is me! Have pity!
M: Traitor, hold your tongue!
K: (The squire drags him in front of Oswald.)
Kneel down here!

M: Dort knie nieder, dort.
Auf, zuckt das Eisen,
gebt ibm den Tod!

M: Kneel down there!
Up, draw the sword,
Give him death!
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0: Was soil clas heissen?

Ernst oder Spott?
S: Die armen Waisen
befehl' ich Gott!
K: Hier knieet zu deinem Fossen
ein grauer Bosewicht,
den Hochverrath zu biissen,
sprach Tod das Blutgericht.

0: What is this supposed to be?
Serious or a joke?
S: The poor orphans
I commit to God's care!
[Bar 85]
K: Here kneels at your feet
a horrible scoundrel,
to atone for the high treason
the criminal court pronounced death.

Der Fiirstin zu beweisen,
dass du gehorchst mit Lust,
nimm clas geziickte Eisen,
stoss es in seine Brust!
(Reicht ibm ein Schwert.)

To demonstrate to the princess
that you obey with pleasure,
take the drawn iron,
thrust it into his breast!
(Hands him a sword.)

0: Wer? Ich? Der Henker dieses Sclaven,
der mit Gefahr des Lebens zu mir .kam,

0: Who? Me? The executioner of this slave,

und mich zu retten unternahm.

who came to me in danger of his life,
and attempted to save me.

K: Durch deine Hand, bedenk,
will ibn die Ftirstin strafen,
sein Leichnam sei ibr Brautgeschenk!

K: By your hand, think it over,
the princess wants to punish him,
his corpse will be your wedding present!

M: Die Fiirstin begehrt,
ergreife clas Schwert,

M: The princess demands it,
take hold of the sword,

den Frevel zu rachen.

0: (Oswald clas Schwert fassend.)
Wohl, ich ergreif es ibm zum Schutz!
Ha! Geboten sei euch Trutz!
Rachel Rachel Rache eurem Verbrechen!
(Er tritt vor den Sclaven und schwingt clas
Schwert.)
K: So vergiltst du ihre Gnade durch Betrug?
0: Sag' ihr, class ich meinen Fluch
zehnfach auf sie lade,
class ich meiner Gattin treu,
nur verspotte ibre Bande,
und lass meine hOchste Schande
einer Rauberftirstin Liebe sei!
M: Welche Raserei! Welcher Ubermuth!
K: Krieger, sttirtzt herbei!
K,M: Kiihlt die Rach' in seinem Blut!
0: Auf! ibr Ungeheuer!
Waffen habt ihr mir gegeben,
sterben muss ich, aber theuer,
theuer kaufet mein Leben!
(er springt auf eine der Klippen.)
(Chor umgiebt Oswald auf einer Seite mit
geziickten Schwertern.)

to avenge the crime.
[Bar 124]
0: (Oswald taking the sword.)
Well, I take hold of it for his defence!
Ha! defiance be offered to you!
Avenge! Avenge! Avenge your crime!
(He steps in front of the slave and swings the
sword.)
K: Thus you reward her grace by trickery?
0: Tell her that I invoke my curse
tenfold on her,
that I am true to my wife,
I only scoff at her bond,
and may my greatest shame
be the love of a robber princess!
[Bar 150]
M: What ravings! What arrogance!
K: Warriors, rush here!
K,M: Cool the vengeance in his blood!
[bar 188]
0: Up! you monsters!
You have given me weapons,
I must die, but at a high price,
[you] buy my life at a high price!
(he jumps upon one of the reefs[cliffs].)
(Chorus surrounds Oswald on one side with
drawn swords.)
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M: WelcheRaserei! Welcher Dbermuth!
M: What madness! What arrogance!
K: Krieger, stiirtzt herbei!
K: Warriors rush here!
(Der Chor theilt sich in 2 Theile)
(The choir divides into two parts [for singing])
M2:Wir eilen herbei!
M2:We are hurrying there!
Ml:Krieger, stiirtzt herbei!
Ml:Warriors, rush here!
(wieder vereinigt)
(reunited [in singing])
K,M:Killllt die Rache in seinem Blut!
K,M:Cool the vengeance in his blood!
(Bin Haufe dringt zwischen den Klippen hervor
(A crowd presses forward between the
reefs[cliffs] and holds out a forest of spears
und streckt dem Ritter einen Wald von Spiessen
entgegen.)
towards the knight.)
K: Siehl Du bist in uns'rer Hand,
K: See! you are in our hand,
keine Gottheit kann dich retten!
no deity can save you!
Fruchtlos ist dein Widerstand!
Fruitless is your resistance!
Up! place him in chains!
Aufllegt ibn in Ketten!
M: Umzingelt ibn und fesselt ibn,
M: Encircle him and chain him,
dann schleppe der Biittel ibn fort
then have the executioner drag him away
to the place of execution there on the rock!
zum Richtplatz auf den Felsen dort!
(Sie erklimmen von allen Seiten die Felsen.)
(They climb up the rock from all sides.)
[Bar 277]
0: (sich vertheidigend)
0: (defending himself)
Des Todes ist, wer mich berilllrt!
It is death to anyone who touches me!
Doch Ungeheuer, jubiliert,
Monsters, rejoice,
ich stiirze selber mich hinab,
I'm hurling myself down,
bier findet treue Lieb' ibr Grab!
here true love finds its grave!
(Oswald springt, als er sieht, dass er iibermannt ist, (Oswald jumps, when he sees that he is
auf die hOchste Felsenspitze, schleudert das
overpowered, on to the highest rocky point, slings
Schwert von sich und stiirtzt in den Abgrund.
the sword away from himself and hurls himself
Zugleich fa.llt der Vorhang.)
into the abyss. At the same time the curtain falls.)
End of Act II
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D084 Act ill Scene 1:
The hall as at the beginning of the second Act.
Luitgarde sits on a stone sunk in sorrow. Robert.

Die Halle wie zu Anfang des zweiten Aktes.
Luitgarde sitzt auf einem Stein in Schmerz
versunken. Robert.

D084No.18:
Luitgarde
(Vorhang auf.)

(Curtain up.)

(1)
lhr unsichtbaren Geister,
erbarmt euch meiner Qual!
dass mir die Erde gooffnet werde
hinab zu dem Gemahl!

(1)
You invisible spirits,
take pity on my torment!
Oh that the earth would open up to me
[leading] down to the husband!

(2)

(2)

Was eure Sprache Kerker nennt,
wird neben ibm mir ein Palast,
doch auf dem Thron, von ibm getrennt,
wiir mir das Leben eine Last.

What your language calls prison
would be to me, near him, a palace,
but on the throne, separated from him,
life would be a burden to me.

------------------ [Dialogue:] ------------------R: (fur sich) Edles Weib! -- wie unerschrocken sie
zwischen diesen Triimmern wandelt und sucht!
--Alles vergebens! -- Keine Spur von meinem
verlornen [NN: verloren] Herrn! -- Umsonst hab'
ich im Dorfe Hiilfe aufgeboten --die Furcht hat
jeden Arm, jeden Fuss gellihmt!
L: So schwindet mir die letzte Hoffnung! Oswald!
war das der Lohn deiner muthigen Aufopferung
zum Heil der Bewohner dieses Dorfes?
R: Ach! batt' er meinen Rath nicht verschmiiht?
L: (springt verzweifelnd aut) Wie, keine Spur
dieser schrecklichen Begebenheit! Son ich nicht
einmal den kleinen Trost geniessen, seinen
Leichnam zu fin den?
R: Haben wir nicht alles vergebens durchsucht?
L: Hier sagst du, bier verschwand er?
R: Hier auf diesem Platze sank er lebendig hinab in
die Tiefe, von Geistern der Holle umringt.
L: Rauber waren es!
R: Rauber konnen nicht Wunder thun.
L: Sie haben ibn ermordet!
R: Er lebte noch, er war unversehrt. Noch diirfen
wir hoffen, ibn wieder zu finden.
L: Und die barbarischen Einwohner dieses Dorfes
--Keiner, keiner wollte mir zu Hiilfe kommen.
R: Ach! sie zittern und beben schon, wenn sie nur
des Teufels Lustschloss nennen horen.
L: Was hOr ich! --Robert!-R: Gnadige Frau?
L: War das nicht seine Stimme?

R: (to himself) Noble wife! -- how fearlessly she
wanders and searches among these ruins! -- All
in vain!-- No trace of my lost master!-- In vain
I have summoned help in the village -- fear has
paralysed every arm, every foot!
L: So the last hope disappears for me! Oswald! was
that the reward of your brave devotion[sacrifice]
to the salvation of the inhabitants of this village?
R: Ah! if only he hadn't disdained my advice?
L: (springs up desperately) How [can it be?] -no
trace of this frightful event! Shall I not enjoy
even the small consolation of finding his body?
R: Haven't we searched everywhere in vain?
L: Here, do you say, here he disappeared?
R: Here in this place he sank down alive into the
depths, surrounded by spirits of hell.
L: They're robbers!
R: Robbers can't perform miracles.
L: They have murdered him!
R: He was still alive, he was uninjured. We can
still hope to find him again.
L: And the barbaric inhabitants of this village -No one, no one would come to help me.
R: Ah! they tremble and shake already when they
merely hear the devil's pleasure castle
mentioned.
L: What do I hear! -- Robert! -R: Gracious lady?
L: Wasn't that his voice?
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R: lch bOre nichts.
L: Grausame Tauschung! o Robert! Robert! gib mir
meinen Gemahl wieder!
R: Konnt' ich es! mit meinem Blute. (Eine Trophae
von Waffen hebt sich aus dem Boden, tiber
derselben eine leuchtende Inschrift.)
L: Ha! was ist das? (sie liesst) "Die Waffen des
Ritter Oswald von Scharfeneck" -- Gott, mein
Blend is gewiss!

R: I don't hear anything.
L: Cruel illusion! Oh Robert! Robert! give me back
my husband!
R: If only I could! with my blood. (A trophy of
weapons arises out of the ground, over which [is]
a gleaming inscription.)
L: Ha! What's that? (she reads) "The weapons of
Knight Oswald of Scharfeneck" -- God, my misery
is certain!

D084No.19:
Luitgarde, Robert
(1)

(1)

R: 0 war ich fern,
0 war ich blind!
Gerechter Gott! es sind
die Waffen meines Herrn!

R: Oh that I were far away,
oh that I were blind!
Good god! they are
the weapons of my master!

(2)

(2)

L: Ja, seine Waffen!
Sein Blut urn Rache schreit!
W arum ward ich geschaffen?
Den Tod, nur aus Barmherzigkeit!
(3)
R: 0 hOllisch Gaukelbild!
Dies ist sein Helm und Schild,
sein Wappen, selbst von Feind geehrt,
des tapfern Oswald Schwert!

L: Yes, his weapons!
His blood calls out for revenge!
Why was I born?
[Give me] death, only out of mercy!
(3)
R: Oh hellish illusion!
This is his helmet and shield,
his crest, honoured even by enemies,
the sword of the brave Oswald!

(4)

(4)

L: Der Unterdriickten Schutz geweiht,
des Krieges Flamme zu dampfen,
fiir's Vaterland zu kampfen,
war dieser Degen stets bereit!
(5)
L,R: 0, musst' ich das erleben!
0 unseliges Geschick!
L: Wer wird den Tod mir geben?
den Tod, mein Wunsch, mein Gluck?

L:Consecrated to the protection of the oppressed,
to dampen the flame of war,
to struggle for the fatherland,
this sword was always ready!
(5)
L,R: Oh, did I have to live through this!
Oh, unholy fate!
L: Who will give me death?
death, my wish, my lot?

------------------- [Dialogue:] -------------------L: (bleibteine Weile sinnend stehen, erblickt
Oswald's Schwert und fa.hrt auf, sprechend:) Ha,
sein Schwert! sein eignes Schwert soll mich auf
ewig mit ibm vereinigen! (sie rennt nach der
Trophae, urn das Schwert zu ergreifen. Die
ganze Trophae verschwindet plOtzlich.)
R: (ihr nacheilend.) Gnadige Frau! -L: Ha! -- Auch diesen letzten Trost versagt man
mir! -- 0 ihr Unholde! die ihr zwischen diesen
Triimmern haust! ihr wisst nicht, was ein
liebend Weib vermag! ihr kennt nicht
Luitgardens Herz! --lch weiche nicht von diese
Stelle! Hier will ich wimmern, heulen,
kreischen, bis die Bosewichter mir den

L: (remains standing thinking for a while, catches
sight of Oswald's sword and starts up, saying:)
Ah, his sword! his own sword will forever unite
me with him! (she runs to the trophy, in order to
seize the sword. The whole trophy suddenly
disappears.)
R: (hurrying after her.) Gracious lady! -L: Ah! --Even this last consolation is denied to
me! -- Oh you monsters! you who dwell among
these ruins! you don't know what a loving wife is
capable of! you don't understand Luitgarde's
heart! -- I will not leave this place! Here I will
whimper, howl, shriek, until the villains hand
over the body of my husband to me, or join me
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Leichman meines Gatten ausliefern, oder micb
ibm zugesellen. -- Nimm, treuer Robert, nimm
diesen Beutel; du hast meinem Gemabl redlich
gedient, ich gebe dir, was ich babe. Geh, verlass
mich, flieh! ich bleibe bier.
R: Ich euch verlassen? Nimmermehr!
L: Ich bitte dicb, nimm, geb zurtick in dein
Vaterland, und weine dort urn deinen guten
Herrn.
R: Ich nehme nicht, und gebe auch nicht. Es ist
wabr, ich bin furchtsam vor Gespenstern; denn
was bilfts, dass man sie durch und durch baut?
Sie fliessen immer wieder zusammen; aber sollt
es auch mein Leben kosten, icb verlass euch
nicht! Ich babe ja niemand mebr auf der Welt,
und wenn mein Herr wirklicb todt ist, und wenn
ibr entscblossen seid, wirklich bier zu bleiben,
nun so babe ich obnebin nichts mebr zu
verlieren! Und wenn ibr sterben wollt, so kann
ich auch! -- He da! die V erzweiflung giebt mir
Muth.lbr verdammten Hollengeister! lasst
sehen, wie viel Macht der Himmmel eucb tiber
fromme Seelen eingeraumt bat.
(Er rennt nach dem grossen Thor in der alten
Mauer des Hintergrunds, und thut gewaltige Stosse
dagegen mit HJ:inden und Ftissen. Das Thor fabrt
krachend auf, die Mauer sttirzt zusammen, man
erblickt ein enges Thai von Felsen ringsum
eingeschlossen. In der Mitte dieses engen Thais
oder dieser V ertiefung erbebt sich ein Hugel, auf
dem Hugel ein Block. Neben dem Blocke steht ein
Knappe mit aufgebobenem Beile, ein anderer
Knappe ibm zur Seite. Hinter dem Blocke eine
bohe vielastige Eiche.)

with him. -- Take, faithful Robert, take this
purse; you have served my husband honestly, I
give you what I have. Go, leave me, flee! I'll
remain here.

R: I should leave you? Never again!
L: I ask you, take [it], go back into you fatherland,
and weep there over your good master.
R: I will not take [it], and I will also not go. It is
true, I'm afraid of ghosts; for what's the use of
cutting them through and through? They always
come together again; but even if it should cost
my life, I won't leave you! I have no one else at
all in the world, and if my master really is dead,
and if you are really decided to stay here, then I
have in any case nothing more to lose! And if
you want to die, then I can too! -- Hey bo there!
the despair gives me courage. You damned
spirits of hell! let's see bow much power heaven
has given you over pious souls.

(He runs towards the large gate in the old wall of
the background, and makes powerful thrusts
against it with bands and feet. The gate starts
creaking open, the walls collapse together, a
narrow valley surrounded all around by rocks is
seen. In the middle of this narrow valley or this
hollow a bill arises, on which bill [is] a block of
wood. Near the block stands a squire with raised
axe, another squire at his side. Behind the block
[is] a high oak with many branches.)

D084 Act m Scene 2:
D084No.20:

Luitgarde, Oswald, Squire, Robert, Chorus of Armed Men
L: Ha! Die Morder meines Gatten!
Raserei wird <Iieser Scbmerz!
Opfert seinem blut'gen Schatten
auch der Gattin treues Herz!
R: Fluch des Himmels! Tod, Verderben!
Uber euch, ibr Morder!
mit dem Edlen lasst micb sterben,
denn auch mir er Alles war!
L: Stumm Barbaren! Wehe! Wehe!
Mensch oder Geist, zu dem icb flehe!
Was ward aus meinem Gatten? Rede!
wo nicht, so sei barmberzig und toote!
(Der Knappe ohne Beil kommt vom Hugel
berab.)
K: Erfiillet ward das strenge Gebot;

L: Ab, the murderers of my husband!
This grief turns to fury!
To his bleeding spirit
sacrifice the true heart of the wife as well!
R: Curse of heaven! Death, destruction!
be visited upon you, you murderers!
With the noble one let me die,
for he was everything to me too!
L: Dumb barbarians! Woe! Woe!
Man or spirit, whom I implore!
What became of my husband? Speak!
if not, then be merciful and kill me!
(The squire without an axe comes down from the
bill.)
K: The harsh command was fulfilled;
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for an hour Sir Oswald has been dead!
[bar 43]
L: Why have you monsters
L: Warum habt ihr Ungeheuer
stained yourselves with the noble blood?
euch mit dem edelsten Blute befleckt?
K: He wanted to tear to pieces the veil
K: Zerreissen wollt' er den Schleier,
that covers our secret.
der unser Geheimniss bedeckt.
L: Well! Then crown devilish desire!
L: Wohlan! so kronet die teuflische Lust!
Let the wife follow him,
Die Gattin lasst ihm folgen,
she offers to your daggers
sie bietet euren Dolchen
her defenceless breast!
die unbewehrte Brust!
K:Then hurry, you furious one, hurry up there,
K: So eile, du Rasende, eile hinauf,
to the glittering axe!
zu dem blinkenden Beile!
the death blow awaits you!
der Todesstreich erwartet dich!
L: Oswald, I'm hastening [to you], I'm hastening!
L: Oswald, ich eil', ich eil'!
(She climbs up the bill.)
(Sie klimmt auf dem Hiigel.)
R: Not without me, not without me!
R: Nicht ohne mich, nicht obne mich!
(Robert hurls himself forward.) (Robert wants to
(Robert fortschleudernd.) (Robert will er nacb)
follow her.)
K: Get back! it's not yet time for you.
K: Zuriick! mit dir ists noch nicht an der Zeit.
R: Falls to his knees, wrings his bands.)
R: (sinkt auf die Knie, ringt die Hande)
Mercy! Mercy!
Barmberzigkeit! Barmberzigkeit!
(Luitgarde kneels in front of the block and bows
(Luitgarde kniet vor dem Blocke und beugt ihr
her head, awaiting the death blow.)
Haupt, Todesstreich erwartend.)
L: I am ready!
L: lcb bin bereit!
seit einer Stunde ist Ritter Oswald todt!

D084 Act ill Scene 3:
Oswald gefesselt, wird mit verbundenen Augen
Oswald is led bound into the foreground of the
von einigen Bewaffneten in den Vordergrund der
stage by several armed men with his eyes
blindfolded, and the blindfolds are quickly
Biibne gefiibrt, und ihm schnell die Binde
weggerissen.
removed.
[Bar 74]
O~Luitgarde erblickend.) Mein Weib! Was muss
O:(catching sight ofLuitgarde.) My wife! What do
ich seh'n!
I have to watch!
ab! no earthly power can resist me!
ba! keine ird'scbe Mache soll mir widersteb'n!
(zerreist seine Ketten und strebt sich von den
(tears apart his chains and tries to wrench
Bewaffneten loszuwinden)
himself loose from the armed men)
R: (knieend) Er lebt, er lebt!
R: (kneeling) He's alive, he's alive!
L: Ab! that voice!
L: Ha! welche Stimme!
0: (kampfend)
0: (struggling)
Give way to my fury!
Weicbtmeinem Grimme!
You monsters tremble!
lbr Ungebeuer bebt!
R: Dass sicb ein Gott der Noth erbarme!
R: May a god take pity on our need!
0: (schleudert einen Bewaffneten zu Boden)
0: (flings an armed man to the ground)
Zuriick!, du Bosewicbt! fort,
Back!, you scoundrel! away,
ihr haltet mich nicht auf!
you won't stop me!
(er reisst sich los)
(he tears himself away)
Mein Weib, in meine Arme!
My wife, into my arms!
(Er ist mit einem Sprunge auf dem Hiigel, stiirzt
(He is with a leap on the bill, throws the
den Henker mit dem Beile jenseits binunter und
executioner with the axe down on the other side
schliesst Luitgarden fest in seine Arme. Luitgarde and holds Luitgarde frrmly in his arms. Luitgarde
wird ohnmachtig.) (Donnerschlag.)
becomes faint.) (Thunderclap.)
[bar 101]
M: Ab! if we're too weak for you,
M: Ha! sind wir dir zu schwach,
so kampfe mit den Elementen!
then fight the elements!
(sie entfernten sicb)
(they withdraw)
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(Oswald hat Luitgarden sanft niedergelegt und
kniet neben ihr.)
0: Mein Weib, erwach, mein Weib, erwach!
Die Mfuder fliehen, die uns trennen!
R: Dass gute Engel ach!
Dem edlen Paar Erholung gonnten!
(Der Donner roUt, der Sturm braust, Oswald
ergreift Luitgarden, urn sie von dem Hiigel herab
zu tragen; aber wohin er sich wendet, stiirzt ihm
von jedem Felsen ein Wasserstrom
entgegen. Der Hiigel ist in einem Augenblicke mit
Wasser umgeben.)
0: Was rauscht urn mich? Was braust urn mich?
Von jedem Felsen stiirzt sich
ein wilder Strom herab!
R: Bin neues Wunder! Banger Traum!
Es findet in der Wellen Schaum
treue Lieb' ihr Grab!
[Bar
0: (Luitgarden niederlegend.)
Ha! schon umgibt uns die Fluth!
R: Ohne Rettung sind wir verioren!
O:Das Wasser steigt hoch, doch hOher mein Muth!

(Oswald has laid Luitgarde down gently and kneels
near her.)
0: My wife, wake up, my wife, wake up!
The murderers who would separate us have fled!
R: Oh that the good angel may grant the noble pair
recovery!
(The thunder rolls, the storm rages, Oswald takes
hold of Luitgarde in order to carry her down from
the hill; but wherever he turns a stream of water
rushes against him from every rock. The hill is in a
moment surrounded with water.)

O:What's this rushing about me? What's this raging
about me?
From every rock a wild stream rushes down!
R: A new miracle! A nightmare!
In the foam of the waves
true love finds its grave!
145]
0: (Laying Luitgarde down.)
Ah! already the flood has surrounded us!
R: We are lost beyond rescue!
O:The water is rising high, but my courage higher
still!
I will save her, or die with her!
Ich rette sie, oder sterbe mit ihr!
M: (behind the scene)
M: (hinter der Scene)
You defy in vain the powers of hell!
Ihr trotzet vergebens den Machten der Holle!
Already the raging waves grab you and swallow
Schon fasst und verschlingt euch die tobende
you up!
Welle!
0: And if with devilish trickery
0: Und wenn mit teuflischem Betruge
ihr Blitz und Donner urn mich schafft,
your lightning and thunder play around me,
up to the last breath
bis zu dem letzten Athemzuge
weih' ich der Liebe meine Kraft!
I consecrate my strength to love!
[Bar 177]
(Das Wasser fangt an, den Hiigel zu bedecken.
(The water starts to cover the hill. Oswald picks
Oswald ergreift Luitgarden aufs Neue und
Luitgarde up again and swings himself with her up
schwingt sich mit ihr auf den Baum.)
the tree.)
M: Verwegner! halt!
M: Daring one, halt!
0: Noch spott' ich eurer Gewalt!
0: I still mock your power!
R: 0 mir wird heiss und kalt!
R: Oh I'm becoming hot and cold!
(Der Sturmwind braust, der Donner roUt, der
(The storm wind roars, the thunder rolls, the tree is
Baum ist entwurzelt und schwankt gewaltig him
uprooted and sways strongly hither and thither.)
undher.)
Ich athme kaum,
I can hardly breathe,
es wankt der Baum!
the tree is wavering!
0: Ich sterb' in ihren Armen!
0: I will die in her arms!
R: er stiirzt, er stiirzt, Erbarmen!
R: it's falling, it's falling, mercy!
[Bar 219]
(Bin gewaltiger Donnerschlag. Der Baum stiirzt
(A powerful thunderclap. The tree falls over. At
urn. In demselben Augenblicke stiirzen die Felsen the same moment the rocks fall crashing together,
krachend zusammen, der Hiigel verschwindet, das the hill vanishes, the water runs away. Far in the
Wasser verrinnt. Tief im Hintergrunde erblickt
background one picks out an illuminated pavilion,
man einen erleuchteten Pavilion, zu dessen
to whose glass doors several steps lead up. Instead
Glasthiiren mehrere Stufen hinauffiihren. Statt der of the rock appear hedges of roses and in place of
Felsen erscheinen Rosenhecken und an der Stelle
the hill stands a grassy seat bestrewn with roses, on
des Hiigels steht eine Rasenbank mit Rosen
which the fainted Luitgarde is resting. Oswald, still
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bestreut, auf welcher die ohnmiichtige Luitgarde
ruht. Oswald noch ganz bet:liubt zu ihren Fiissen.)

quite stunned, is at her feet.)

------------------ [Dialogue:] ------------------R: Mein Herr! er lebt!
0: Wie ist mir geschehen!
R: (zu ibm eilend). 0 Gliick! ich umfasse eure
Knie wieder.
0: (mit Luitgarden beschaftigt). Meine Geliebte!
meine Gattin! komm zu dir!
L: (erwachend). Oswald!
0: Erhole dich!
L: Siisser Tod! du hast mich mit dem Gemahl auf
ewig vereinigt!
0: Nicht Todt, Geliebte! noch Ieben wir, noch
hoffen wir!
L: Wo bin ich?
0: In meinen Armen!
L: 1st's ein Traum?
0: Das seltsamste Rathsel. Von einem Felsen
glaubte ich in den Abgrund zu stiirzen, und
fand mich auf einem weichen Schilfbett' in
einer schimmernden Grotte. Aufs neue bot ein
verworfenes Weib mir Leben und Wollust fiir
Liebe und Ehre. Aufs neue ward sie
verschmaht. Wohlan, rief sie wiithend, du
sollst sterben, doch vorher noch Zeuge sein
von dem Tode derjenigen, die du mir vorziehst
-- Ihre Trabanten schleppten mich fort,
plozlich rissen sie mir die Binde vor den
Augen -- ich sah dich -- Lieb' und Angst
gaben mir iibermenschliche Krafte -- ich
zerriss meine Ketten -- ich rettete dich -L: (sinkt entziickt an seinen Busen).

R: My master! he's alive!
0: What happened to me!
R: (hurrying to him). Oh joy! I embrace your knee
again.
0: (occupied with Luitgarde). My beloved! my
wife! revive!
L: (waking up). Oswald!
0: Recover!
L: Sweet death! you have united me with my
husband for ever!
0: Not death, beloved! we're still alive, we still
have hopes!
L: Where am I?
0: In my arms!
L: Is it a dream?
0: The strangest puzzle. From a rock I thought I
plunged into the abyss, and found myself on a
soft bed of rushes in a glimmering grotto.
Again a depraved woman offered me life and
lust [as a substitute] for [or: in return for
giving up] love and honour. Again she was
scorned. Well, she cried out furiously: you will
die, but before that [you will] be a witness of
the death of the one that you prefer over me -Her henchmen dragged me away, suddenly
they tore off a blindfold before my eyes -- I
saw you -- love and dread gave me
superhuman strength -- I tore off my chains -1 saved youL: (falls blissfully on his breast).

D084 No. 21 (2nd version numbering):
Luitgarde, Oswald
L,O:Hab ich dich wieder!
seliger Traum!
Engels Gefieder
trugen uns rettend hernieder!
Arm in Arm, Brust an Brust,
Herz an Herz, himmlische Lust!

L,O:I have you again!
blessed dream!
Angel's wings
transported us down rescued!
Arm in arm, breast on breast,
heart to heart, heavenly joy!

D084 No. 22 (2nd version numbering):
Luitgarde, Oswald, Robert
R: Ich lach', ich wein',
ha!ha!hi!hi!ho!ho!hu!hu!
L,O:Es war ein Traum, aus dem ich frob erwach',
ein hOses Spiel der Phantasie!

R: I laugh, I cry,
ha!ha!hi!hi!ho!ho!hu!hu!
L,O:It was a dream, from which I happily awake, a
wicked play of fantasy!
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R: Ich Iache und springe,
ich tanze und singe,
ich hiipfe und springe,
ich tanze und singe,
ich hiipfe und springe,
vergesse Angst und Schmerz!
L,O:O wie selig
senkt allmahlig
sich die Hoffnung
in mein Herz!
R,O,L:
Sie sind verschwunden,
die rosen Stunden!
Bin neues Licht
aus diistern Wolken bricht!
Wenn gleich bedroht
mit Qual und Tod,
die Treue Liebe
zagte nicht!

R: I laugh and jump,
I dance and sing,
I hop and jump,
I dance and sing,
I hop and jump,
[I] forget anxiety and pain!
L,O:Oh how blessedly
hope
settles gradually
into my heart!
[Bar 69]
R,O,L:
They have vanished,
the bad hours!
Anew light
breaks through dark clouds!
Even when threatened
with both agony and death,
truelove
was not afraid!

------------------- [Dialogue:] ------------------R: Aber wares nicht besser, Herr Ritter, wir
verlassen uns nicht gar zu sehr auf die
Grossmuth der Gespenster, sondern suchten, so
bald als moglich aus diesem verwiinschten
Zauberschloss zu kommen?
0: Du hast recht. Nicht aus Furcht, sondern well
meine Gemahlin Erholung bedarf. Komm,
Geliebte! stiitze dich auf meinen Arm.
(Sie wollen gehn. Eine liebliche Musik lii.sst sich in
die Ferne hfuen.)
0: Halt! schon wieder neue Tone. Noch immer,
wie es scheint, wollen diese rlithselhaften Wesen,
welche diese Burg bewohnen, uns nicht in
Frieden ziehen lassen.
R: Zum mindesten klingen diese Tone freudlicher,
und scheinen nichts Boses zu verkiinden.
(Die Musik nlihert sich, die Thiiren des Pavilions
springen auf. Unter Begleitung eines zwar
feierlichen, doch sanften, Marsches wallt ein
langer Zug von Rittern, Knappen, Edelknaben und
reich geschmiickten Dirnen hervor, und theilt sich
zu beiden Seiten der Biihne. Zuletzt erscheint der
Graf von Schwarzburg. Er bleibt auf den Stufen
des Pavilions stehen, blickt zartlich auf Luitgarden
und streckt die Arme nach ihr aus.)

R: But wouldn't it be better, Sir Knight, that we
don't depend too strongly on the magnanimity of
the ghosts, but try to get out of this accursed
magic castle as soon as possible?

L: (ihn erkennend.) Mein Oheim! (sie stiirzt zu
seinen Fiissen.)
G: (sie aufhebend.) An mein Herz!
0: 1st's moglich?
L: Verzeihung!
G: Dir und deinem Gatten!
0: Welch ein neuer, welch ein siisser Traum!

L: (recognizing him.) My uncle! (she jumps to her
feet.)
G: (lifting her up.) To my heart!
0: Is it possible?
L: Forgiveness!
G: To you and your husband!
0: What a new, what a sweet dream!

0: You're right. Not from fear, but because my
wife needs rest. Come, beloved! support yourself
on my arm.
(They intend to go. Some charming music can be
heard in the distance.)
0: Stop! New sounds yet again. Never, as it seems,
will these puzzling creatures, which inhabit this
castle, let us leave in peace.

R: At least these tones sound friendlier, and seem
to proclaim nothing evil.
(The music approaches, the doors of the pavilion
fly open. To the accompaniment of a certainly
solemn, yet gentle, march a long line of knights,
squires, pages and richly adorned girls parades
forth, and divides to both sides of the stage. Last
appears the Count of Schwarzburg. He remains
standing on the steps of the pavilion, looks tenderly
upon Luitgarde and stretches his arms out towards
her.)
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G: (stepping forward.) Forgive me, children, the
G: (hervortretend.) Vergebtmir, Kinder, die
hard trial. It was all only a play of illusion,
schwere Priifung. Alles war nur ein Gaukelspiel,
arranged by my people. Knight of Scharfeneck,
durch meine Leute veranstaltet. Ritter von
you took my niece away from me, I hated you;
Scharfeneck, ihr raubtet mir meine Nichte, ich
yet the fame of your deeds and your generosity
hasste euch; doch der Ruhm eurer Thaten und
came to my ears, and disarmed half my anger. I
eures Edelmuths drang zu meinen Ohren, und
had an idea that my hatred could be unjust, I
entwaffnete zur Hillfte meinen Zorn. lch ahnete,
wanted myself to test whether you would justify
dass mein Hass ungerecht sein konnte, ich wollte
Luitgarde's choice through bravery and virtue. It
selbst priifen, ob ihr durch Tapferkeit und
was not unknown to me that you owned only a
Tug end Luitgardens Wahl rechtfertigen wiirdet.
small castle in this district. Immediately I bought
Es war mir nicht unbekannt, dass ihr nur eine
here an estate which was connected by an
kleine Burg in dieser Gegend besitzt. Sogleich
underground passage to these ruins. Superstition
kaufte ich bier ein Landgut, welches durch einen
had made a dwelling-place of ghosts out of it.
unterirdischen Gang mit diesen Ruinen
This superstition was welcome to me. I based the
zusammenhangt. Der Aberglaube hatte eine
plan ofmyplayofillusion upon it. By machinery
Wohnung der Geister daraus gemacht. Dieser
of all kinds, ordered at great cost from
Aberglaube war mir willkommen. lch griindete
Welschland [Italy or France], I brought about
darauf den Plan meines Gaukelspiels. Durch
miracles. What I had imagined, happened. The
Maschinen aller Art, mit grossen Kosten aus
inhabitants sought out enthusiastic people to
Welschland verschrieben, bewirkte ich Wunder.
undergo the adventure, and I had to hope that
Was ich vermuthet hatte, geschah. Die
you, like those, would fall into the trap, that was
Bewohner Wagehalse versuchten das Abenteuer
laid only for you. Finally my spies reported to me
zu bestehen, und ich durfte hoffen, dass ihr wie
your arrival. Everyone hurried to his post, and
jene in die Schlinge fallen wiirdet, die nur euch
seemed real to you.
gelegt war. Endlich meldeten mir meine Spione
eure Ankunft. Alles eilte auf seinen Posten, und
ihr erschient wirklich.
0: Ha! welche Entwickelung!
0: Ah! what a story!
G: Seht, da stehen sie rings urn euch her, die ihr
G: Look, they are standing all around you here,
als Statuen iiberwandet, als eure Henker
those whom you overcame as statues, who freed
befreitet. Die Amazone, deren Liebe ihr
[you] as your executioner. The Amazon, whose
love you spurned, see how she is hiding herself
verschmahtet, seht, wie sie sich lachend hinter
ihre Gespielinnen versteckt, es war die Tochter
laughing behind her playmates, it was the
meines Gartners. Die Roble ist ein GewOlbe
daughter of my gardener. The cave is a cellar
unter meinen Garten. Die Wasserkiinste, die
under my garden. The water arts, the painted
gemalten Felsen, alles das ist euch nun kein
rocks, all that is now no longer a puzzle to you.
Rathsel mehr. Ueberall waren die vorsichtigen
Everywhere careful arrangements were made so
Anstalten getroffen, dass euch kein Unheil
that you could come to no misfortune.
wiederfahren konnte.
0: Und der alte Sclave?
0: And the old slave?
G: Hier steht er: mein Schlossvoigt. Er hat seine
G: Here he stands, my castellan [castle governor].
He played his part well.
Rolle gut spielt.
0: Ja wahrlich!
0: Yes indeed!
S: Wenner mir aber das Schwert in den Leib
S: But if he had run the sword into my body?
gerennt hatte?
G: Es war nichts zu besorgen, meine Leute
G: It was nothing to worry about, my people
umgaben ibn. Hattet ihr euch durch Todesfurcht
surrounded him. If through fear of death you had
zu dieser grausamen unritterlichen Handlung
allowed yourself to yield to this cruel unknightly
treatment, or if you had given ear to the
bewegen lassen, oder hattet ihr den Lockungen
der Amazone GehOr gegeben, so war ewiges
enticements of the Amazon, then eternal prison
Gefangniss euer Loos. Doch mit Entziicken hab'
would have been your fate. But with delight I
ich erkannt, dass ihr euren Ruhm und die Liebe
have recognized that you deserve your reputation
meiner Nichte verdient. Kommt! Kommt beide
and the love of my niece. Come! Both come into
in meine Arme! meine Kinder! meine einzigen
my arms! my children! my only heirs! (He
Erben! (Er schliesst Oswald und Luitgarden in
encloses Oswald and Luitgarde in his arms.)
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seine Arme.)

D084 No. 23 (2nd version numbering) = 22 (1st version numbering):
Chorus
(1)
Heill dem macht'gen Triebe!
[Heill der treuen Liebe!]
[Heil dem macht'gen, schonen Triebe,]
der in edlen Seelen lebt!
Heil der echten, treuen Liebe,
die vor keiner Priifung bebt!

(2)
Heil dem stolzen, kiihnen Paare,
das sich jedem Kampfe weiht!
Heil dem edlen, schonen Paare,
das sich wahrer Liebe freut!
(3)
Nicht im Gliickes Sonnenschimmer,
nur in Ungliick und Gefahr,
auf der Hoffnung letzter Triimmer
wird die Liebe offenbar!

(1)
Hail to mighty power!
[Hail to true love!]
[Hail to the mighty, fine power]
that lives in noble souls!
Hail to the pure true love
that doesn't waver before any trial!
[Bar 59]
(2)
Hail to the proud, bold pair,
that consecrate themselves to every struggle!
Hail to the noble, beautiful pair
who rejoice in true love!
[Bar 124]
(3)
Not in the sunshine of happiness,
only in unhappiness and danger,
in the hope[possibility] of final ruin
love becomes manifest!

End of the opera.

ASS

APPENDIX IV
Translation of the Foreword to Schubert's works, Barenreiter edition.

Franz Schubert: Neue Ausgabe siimtlicher Werke. Kassel etc: Barenreiter, 1964- (in
course of production).
Translated by Nigel Nettheim (C) 1996
{p VII} On the Edition
The Neue Schubert-Ausgabe is a critical complete edition that also attempts to serve
musical practice. It comprises the following eight series:
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Church music (masses, smaller church-musical works)
Stage works (dramatic works, Lazarus)
Songs for several voices
Lieder
Orchestral works (symphonies, smaller orchestral works)
Chamber music (octets, no net, string quintets, string quartets, string trios,
chamber music with piano, dances)
VII,1 Works for piano for four hands
VII,2 Works for piano for two hands (sonatas, piano pieces, dances)
VIII Supplement
The work groups are chronologically ordered within themselves, apart from the
volumes of series IV; sketches, drafts and fragments appear in the appendix of the
individual volumes, the self-contained fragments of series I, II and V however separately.
Previous forms and earlier versions of a work are also found in the appendix; on the
other hand, versions that could be considered as alternatives are reproduced in the main
text, either completely or in the divergent parts as "ossia" above or below the systems.
The indexes of the volumes also list lost works and refer to Series VIII for works whose
authenticity is disputed.
To the work-titles are attached- with the sign D- the number from Otto Erich
Deutsch: Franz Schubert. Thematisches-Verzeichnis seiner Werke in chronologischer
Folge [Thematic catalogue of his works in chronological order], new edition in the
German language, Kassel etc. 1978.
Each volume includes after the score part a section Quellen und Lesarten [Sources and
Variants]. In it the sources are specified, important corrections by Schubert and
significant alternate readings of these sources are listed, and important editorial decisions
of the editor are substantiated (for volumes IV/1, IV/6, IV/7, V/1, VI/1, VI/2 and VI/8
the Quellen und Lesarten have appeared separately as supplements). Detailed
descriptions of handwriting and supplementary lists of the corrections and alternate
readings are found in separate Kritisch Berichte [Critical Reports]. These are not
printed, but photographically duplicated and deposited in various libraries (further details
in the Quellen und Lesarten).
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Additions of the editor in the score text are marked in the following manner: letters and
numerals by italics; main notes, accidentals before main notes, rests, dots and dashes,
fermatas and ornaments by small print; accent signs, crescendo and decrescendo wedges
by thinner engraving; slurs by dashed lines; appoggiaturas and grace notes, accidentals
before such notes by square brackets.
Without identification are added: missing clefs; missing rests; missing triplet-signs;
missing small slurs from the appoggiatura to the main note; fermatas, ritardando and
rallentando indications, provided they are to be taken over from one voice for the whole
setting.
Furthermore, identification of additions is abstained from where the added signs or
indications obviously follow, based upon the peculiarities of Schubert's notation manner,
or where the musical contents makes it compellingly necessary. Thus many times, for
example, Schubert indicates a certain articulation only at the beginning of a musical
section and expects that this will be carried forward correspondingly, or he places
dynamic marks in his score only for the uppermost and lowermost instruments; this
"framework-dynamics" is obviously obligatory for all instruments. Hence, similarly, the
following are supplied without identification: 1. articulation signs (slurs, staccato signs)
in consecutively played figures, in taking over from written-out repetitions (for instance a
scherzo after the trio or in a strophic song), in taking over from voices conducted strictly
in parallel or of instruments of the same instrument group; 2. dynamic signs (f, p, cresc.
etc., though not: fz, fp, accent), when they are actually placed only for one or a few
voices in the described sense of a "framework-dynamics", but are undoubtedly valid for
all voices; 3. accidentals that are established as obvious on the basis of Schubert's manner
of notation or are documented by other voices or parallel places; 4. ties in a chordal (not
voiced) manner of notation, when Schubert places only a single tie, for instance for a
chord held apart across a bar-line. The signs for articulation and dynamics added without
identification by the editor are recorded in the Quellen und Lesarten in the form of lists.
The work titles are always standardized, as are the designations of the vocal and
instrumental parts, printed throughout in italics. The score layout is the one customary
nowadays. The time of origin is recorded for each work, as far as is known, but the place
of origin only when it is not Vienna. Original titles and possible dating assignments are
found in the Quellen und Lesarten, as is also the original score-layout. {p.VIII} The
original manner of notating for transposing instruments is preserved. Vocal parts appear
only in the violin, in the octava violin and in the bass clef; in cases of rewriting, a
preliminary sign before the first brace indicates the original clef usage. Song-texts are
adjusted to the present-day spelling; Schubert's wording remains preserved even when it
departs from the original text.
Schubert's manner of notation does not distinguish between long and short grace notes.
Performance instructions for grace notes (in the main text always with a slur to the main
note [Fig. 1: grace note with one tail, slurred to a quarter-note], [Fig. 2: grace note with
two tails, slurred to an eighth-note]) and appoggiaturas (in the main text always without
a slur [Fig. 3: grace note with two tails and no slur, preceding two separately-tailed
eighth-notes]) are therefore given from time to time above the system, as are indications
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for the performance of grace notes, appoggiaturas and ornaments that are required but
not written down in the original; moreover, [Fig. 4: grace note with one tail and slash]
does not in every case indicate a short grace note in today's sense, but often only a
note-value that is shorter than half the main-note.
As a rule, Schubert differentiates clearly between the terms ritardando (becoming
slower), decrescendo (becoming softer) and diminuendo (becoming slower and softer).
After the latter, as after ritardando, a tempo often follows. Ritardando and diminuendo
then appear as a tempo prescription in the Neue Schubert-Ausgabe.
Schubert writes the accent very differently: [Figs 5, 6, 7: short wedge, medium wedge,
long wedge, all pointing up to the right] and often so long that it can hardly be
distinguished from a decrescendo angle; both signs obviously have a similar meaning for
him: that of an accent with subsequent sudden or gradual decrescendo. The accent signs
often refer not only to a single note, but to a group of notes - perhaps two eighths, four
sixteenths -, that together constitute a metric value. On technical grounds of notation it is
set for one note in the Neue Schubert-Ausgabe and normalized as [Fig. 8: quarter-note
with accent the width of the note-head].
The difficulty in principle of the transfer of handwritten notation into print is shown
particularly clearly by this normalization: The individuality and expressive power of the
individual handwritten sign must give way to the generalizing type; Schubert's intention
can be expressed only approximately in the score image of modem printing. The
facsimiles added to the volumes are therefore an essential complement to the edition.

The Management of the Edition
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APPENDIXV
Translation of the Foreword to Des Teufels Lustschloss, Barenreiter edition.
Schubert, Des Teufels Lustschloss D084.
Foreword to the Barenreiter edition, 1989/1990.
Translated by Nigel Nettheim, 1996.
[With paragraph headings added by the translator]
[Page numbers shown as [Eng p. xxx] refer to the English translation ofthe work cited.]
{p.09}
Foreword
[Contents of Paragraphs:]
[Schubert's earliest operatic impressions and attempts]
[Beginning of Schubert's work on the opera]
[Kotzebue as librettist]
[The plot]
[Schubert's choice of libretto]
[Schubert's attitude to the libretto]
[General character of the composition]
[Compositional reminiscences]
[Specific connection with Fidelio]
[Manuscript sources]
[Visual appearance of the first version of the manuscript]
[Schubert's revision process]
[Schubert's decision to write out the whole score again]
[Visual appearance of the second version of the manuscript]
[Comparison of the two versions]
[Ownership of the manuscripts]
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[Schubert's earliest operatic impressions and attempts]
"In the vacations I offered to take him to the opera occasionally. He had never heard
operatic music. In order to be able to repeat these visits to the opera often, we had,
owing to my small means, to take up our headquarters in the fifth gallery. The first opera
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he heard was the 'Schweizerfamilie' [The Swiss Family] by Weigl He was enchanted, and
was overcome by admiration for Milder and Vogl. Later he heard 'Medea' by Cherubini,
'Johann von Paris' [by Boieldieu], 'Aschenbrodel' [Cinderella] by Isouard, die
'Zauberflote' [The Magic Flute] etc. He always left the theatre full of enthusiasm for what
he had enjoyed, but 'lphigenie auf Tauris' by Gluck captivated him most of all. He was
quite beside himself over the effect of this magnificent music and maintained that there
could be nothing more beautiful in the world ... ". Thus Joseph von Spaun in 1858
describes the memory of his joint opera-visits with his former Konvikt mate and friend
Franz Schubert. 1 Schubert therefore received his earliest impressions of the music-theatre
during his grammar school time as a gallery-spectator in the Imperial Court Theatre near
the Kamtnertor. When the theatre invitations of the senior friend took place in individual
cases, and which Singspiel of Weigl it really was that Schubert first got to know- Das
Waisenhaus [The Orphanage] (about 1812 or already on the 12th? December 1810) or
Die Schweizerfamilie (on July 8, 1811 ?) - is uncertain, because the information on this is
too general, partly even contradictory. 2 More important than the biographical detail in
this connection appears an indication in the notes of Spaun, which says that Schubert
already wrote operas in the Stadtkonvikt, but that he discarded these together with other
compositions because he considered them to be "preliminary exercises" (Brinn., p. 149
[Eng. p. 127?][cf. endnote 2]). From the years ofthis earliest creation phase, apart from
a few overtures, only one composition is preserved that was written for the stage: the
Singspiel fragment Der Spiegelritter DO 11 of 1811/12.
[Beginning of Schubert's work on the opera]
On 30th October 1813, two days after fmishing his first symphony, Schubert started
writing down the three- act opera Des Teufels LustschloB to a libretto of by August von
Kotzebue. At this time it was settled for Schubert that he would leave the Stadtkonvikt
in order to obtain qualifications as school assistant at the beginning of the new school
year at the so-called Normal Junior High School of St. Anna. At this time he also made
his decision "to stick to music" (Doc., p. 26 [Eng. p. ?] [cf. endnote 2]). Mter attending
Gluck's Iphigenie the poet Theodor Komer is said to have supported him in this (Brinn.,
p. 151 [Eng. p. 129]). For a young unknown composer who hoped to gain public
recognition, it was vital to provide evidence of his proficiency not only in the genres of
the mass and the symphony, but also in opera. As Spaun reports, Salieri, who taught
Schubert regularly from June 1812, was particularly concerned about training his student
as an opera composer: "He [Salieri] gave him the scores of the older Italian masters to
study, which the young artist went through with enthusiasm and affection, without
however fmding in them that full satisfaction, which he derived from Mozart's operas,
which he got to know from the scores at the same time, and the works of Beethoven,
which aroused his very special enthusiasm." (Brinn., p. 26 [Eng. p. 19]).
[Kotzebue as librettist]
The libretto Des Teufels LustschloB was written by August von Kotzebue (1761-1819)
in his early years for the Bohemian musician Ignaz Walter (1755-1822), whom Mozart
admired as a singer. The Singspiel was frrst performed in 1787 at the Prague
Nostitztheater. Although Kotzebue, according to his own testimony, didn't favour
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writing music-texts, because in these one was not accustomed to make any pretence of
its significance, he supplied Walter, whom he regarded as a "tasteful tone-setter" and
knew personally, even several libretti. 3 To those belong, alongside Des Teufels
LustschloB, also Der Spiegelritter (produced in 1791 in Frankfurt am Main), the very
text that stimulated the young Schubert to the composition of his first [surviving- NN]
Singspiel.
[The plot]
Kotzebue's subject, prepared in the style of the conventional special-effects comedy,
mixes ghosts and plays of illusion with elements of the o_pera of fear and rescue in a
manner full of dramatic effects. It tells the sentimental story of the brave but poor knight
Oswald von Scharfeneck [Sharp Comer] and his young wife Luitgarde [Guardian of the
Light (NN: French, luire =to shine)]. Luitgarde's uncle and guardian, Count Hermann of
Schwarzburg [Black Castle], had once intended his niece as wife to another well-to-do
suitor but, after she was consumed with passionate love for Oswald and had married him
against the uncle's will, disinherited her.
{p.lO}

In his anger the Count formed the plan of putting the pair to a difficult test, to make clear
whether Oswald's bravery and virtue justified Luitgarde's choice. The fearsome
happenings of this love test determine the course of the magic play's plot, starting from
the first eerie apparitions in the ghost-palace (Act 1, Scene 7) up to the presentation of
the place of execution, where Oswald in the face of approaching death catches sight of
the executioner's axe, and simultaneously floods of water and fire plunge in, that threaten
to consume also Luitgarde (Act 3, Scene 3). This scenario offers the opportunity for
dazzling imagination, for shudders of horror and magic technically achievable by frequent
changes of scenery, underground settings, [theatrical] flies, lighting machinery & so
forth. The abrupt termination of the magic display by the Count's story leads to the
piece's happy ending, but allows the writer's parodistic purposes to come to light openly
for the first time. The rational explanation of the happenings as "natural magic", set to
work by the well intentioned hand of man, signifies not only total disenchantment, but at
the same time ironical treatment of the belief in ghosts and thereby parody of this stagegenre altogether.
[Schubert's choice of libretto]
With the choice of the libretto Schubert had (as already two years before, when he
tried his hand at Spiegelritter) decided upon the genre of the magic Singspiel or the
"magic opera" - so reads the genre-designation in the subtitle. With that, he let it be
clearly recognized which language he preferred for his artistic purposes. Salieri tolerated
this decision, though it could hardly have met with his full approval. The magic-opera
belonged - like Singspiel, parody and farce - to the play-pieces currently popular with the
Viennese public, in which musical interludes served for the breaking up of the spoken
text. In Schikaneder's time such pieces, particularly in the train of the Zauberflote, were
produced and performed by the hundreds. 4 Schubert aimed in his musical thoughts,
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though, less for the entertaitllng sing- and play-piece than for the large-dimensioned
opera-dramatic style, even though he held on to the Singspiel's genre-specific principle,
the alternation of closed music-numbers and spoken dialogues.
[Schubert's attitude to the libretto]
In the selection of the text the inclination of the youthful composer toward fanciful,
romantic knight-errantry may also have played a role. The story of the Spiegelritter, as
adventurous as it is foolish, supports this surmise. To the motives that allow a personal
relationship to the text-content to be recognized, belonged certainly also Schubert's
enthusiasm for Mozart's Zauberflote and Beethoven's Fidelio. The reading of the
Lustschloss must have awoken in him associations with these works. Here, as there, he
found the situation of a couple which has come into distress, which withstands the tests
of virtue, and defies the dangers that are placed in their way at the risk of his life, in
order to obtain the triumph at the end, happily united. It is thus on the one hand the
romantic elements of the knight subject, especially the mystical world of the irrational,
that excited Schubert's imagination. On the other hand the humanly touching fate of the
protagonists challenged his sympathy. The decision on the Kotzebue magic-opera is to
be rated as a fortunate one, because the source from the pen of the experienced dramatist
offers material effective on the stage in a dramaturgically skilfully organized form. To
that extent the quality of the book seems raised above the mass of the average librettoproductions of the time, although the sentimental language, trivial imagery and rough
verse allow the hasty scribbler to be recognized. That Schubert did not realize the
parodistic features of the text lies quite well-founded in the nature of the young
composer. It in no way impairs the artistic result, especially as the scenic performance of
the opera leaves open opportunities for representing moments of parody.
[General character of the composition]
The composition of the opera certainly shows, initially, Singspiel character. It is
manifested in the simply structured song-forms of the smaller, reflective numbers of the
first Act, Robert's drinking song No.2, the Luitgarde/Oswald love duet No.3,
Luitgarde's aria No. 4, the Innkeeper's aria No. 7 and Oswald's aria No. 8. In the duet
Oswald/Robert No. 9 on the other hand and in the emotion-laden arias No. 13 (Oswald)
as in No. 18 (Luitgarde) influences of opera seria come to light, that are increasingly
mixed with elements of romantic expression. 5 The large numbers of the first Act,
Introduction No. 1 and Finale No. 11, belong to the group of ensembles emphasizing
action, in which choral parts and solo song, ariosos and recitative are linked together.
That the dramatic imagination of the young Schubert is developed in these toward formcomplexes tending to through-composition6 in the most noticeable way, is shown
especially by the ensembles of the second and third Acts7 , where the frightening scenario
of the pleasure-castle is enlarged upon resourcefully. Sounds of mourning and hope,
enticement, vengeance and harrowing fear recall the romantic tone language of Weber in
moments of atmospheric pictorialness. In this sense the ensemble No. 20 "Ha, die
Morder meines Gatten" may be quoted as an example of a forward-looking tableau - its
nearness in mood to the wolf-canyon scene of Freischi.itz [ 1821] is astonishing. 8
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{p.ll}

[Compositional reminiscences]
Schubert's enthusiasm for stageworks of the classical repertoire had the effect that he
was - consciously or subconsciously - inspired by these, whether it be that he allowed
musical ideas to come into his work by association as reminiscences, or whether he
regarded certain compositions as model-like patterns and used [them] for the cultivation
of his own language. The impression on hearing the opera allows various affinities to be
perceived, which are mentioned here only as fleeting impressions: the reminiscences of
the Overture to the Air of Furies from Gluck's Orpheus and Euridice9, the chordal strikes
in the Amazon's song "Ha! dein Urteil ist gesprochen!" (No. 15b, Allegro agitato) taken
from the vengeance aria of the Queen of the Night, as also the trombone sound in the
middle part of the Finale No. 23 ("Nicht im Gllickes Sonnenschimmer"), which refers
back to the middle part of the Finale of the second act of the Zauberflote. Similarities in
the sense of idea and analogous imitation are repeatedly to be traced, as for instance the
Funeral March inc-minor No. 16, which seems to refer to the Funeral March from
Beethoven's Eroica, or the Finale of the second version "Heil dem mlicht'gen Triebe"
whose model might have been the Finale of the Fidelio "Heil sei dem Tag", although in
neither the former nor the latter case can direct dependencies be proven.
[Specific connection with Fidelio]
That Schubert actually worked on the score of his magic-opera under the impression of
Fidelio is shown by the second version of the duet Luitgarde/Oswald "Hab' ich dich
wieder!". There, that is to say, in the section sung with alternation [NN: of voices] "Arm
in Arm, Brust an Brust" [NN: bars 39-46], the F major part ofFlorestan's aria "Und sptir
ich nicht linde sanft sliuselnde Luft'' [NN: bars 16-19 of the aria= bars 95-98 of the
number, with the text "My angel, Leonora, Leonora, my angel, my wife", set in
alternation with the orchestral accompaniment] is brought into memory, as Schubert had
got to know it in the third, fmal version of Beethoven's opera. 10 In the new version of the
duet he added to the singing voices an orchestral accompaniment, which consists of a
linearly led wind movement and syncopatedly struck eighth-notes of the strings (bar 39ff.
and 103ff. respectively). The type of sound revision, in which the closing "piu moto" (bar
154ff.) is also included, reflects Schubert's intention to improve substantially the
originally only weakly set lyrical contents of this dramaturgically important duet. 11
[Manuscript sources]
The score of the opera survives in two autograph manuscripts. These contain different
versions of the work, both of which are incompletely preserved. The earlier originating
autograph (1st version) comprises the first and second Act complete, as well as numbers
21 (Terzet) and 22 (Finale) ofthe third Act. The later one (2nd version) contains the first
and third Act complete. The whole second Act has been lost through an accident. By
reciprocal text completion mixed versions can be reconstructed. Thus the first version
can be completed by numbers 18 to 20 of the second, as on the other hand the torso of
the second version can be completed by the insertion of the middle Act from the frrst.
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Johann Nepomuk Fuchs presented such a mixture :in 1888 :in Series XV, Volt of the Old
Schubert-Gesamtausgabe. He thereby gave the later "proper" version priority over the
earlier one by revis:ing the "superseded" one, someth:ing which seems logical :in
consideration of musical practice. In contrast to the source selection adopted there,
complete autograph sources are published separately :in the present edition. That gives
the possibility of compar:ing the two versions and permits new :insights :into Schubert's
manner of work:ing.
[Visual appearance of the frrst version of the manuscript]
The visual picture of the autograph of the frrst version mirrors graphically the susta:ined
devotion of the sixteen or seventeen year old youth to the task once begun. Evidence of
unremitt:ing work :in the sense of a cont:inuous revision is found :in all parts of the
manuscript. Thus, especially :in the frrst Act, there are corrections which proceed far
beyond the usual mass of improvements of detail: strik:ing out of larger passages, past:ing
over of whole pages, repeated corrections or even only the beg:inn:ings of corrections that
are not definitively worked out. The dat:ing :indications of 11th January, 16th March and
15th May 1814 at the ends ofthe Acts show that Schubert took two months or a little
more for the writ:ing of each Act, so that he was occupied with this score for a total of
six and a half months. The dat:ing "The 29th December 1813" at the end ofthe Funeral
Music No. 10 allows one to conclude that the F:inale of the first Act alone, :in so far as he
worked without much :interruption, occupied him for about two weeks.
[Schubert's revision process]
Certa:in correction-contents, but also externalities like writ:ing shape and ink colour
suggest that the revision of the first version proceeded :in several stages. 12 These are only
partially reconstructable, especially because :individual revision processes presumably
emanate from no longer exist:ing sketches for the frrst writ:ing-down. The presumably last
revision, carried out with pencil, proves to be relatively uncomplicated. It conta:ins
entries that Schubert probably put :in dur:ing his lessons from Antonio Salieri at some
places criticized by his teacher, for example "Rework beginn:ing here" (beg:inn:ing of No.
1), "this is to be improved" (beg:inn:ing of No. 7), "This section is to be improved" (:in
No. 8), "change" (beg:inn:ing of No. 22). In addition there are corrections :in the note text,
undertaken with strong strokes, and these are concentrated ma:inly at the beg:inn:ing of the
frrst Act, then appear less frequently, and fmally disappear altogether. Because Schubert
worked on his opera over an extended period and dur:ing it went to see Salieri several
times a week (Doc., p. 20 [Eng. p. ?]), it is to be supposed that the teacher took a look
not only once but more frequently, :in order that he could thus oversee the forward
progress of the work.
{p.l2}
Whether he had also himself taken a pen or pencil :in order to :indicate by mark:ings on the
edge compositional mistakes or faulty notations is unclear, because the exist:ing signs are
too unspecific to enable one to assign them to a particular writer.
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[Schubert's decision to write out the whole score again]
The increasing scale of the correction-work is certainly one of the reasons for the
emergence of the second version of the work. Also Schubert must have felt, by the
judgment of the recognized opera-composer, encouraged and stimulated to work out
this, his first large stage-work, as convincingly as possible. He therefore decided to
rewrite the extensive opus, which in the complete manuscript filled, as an estimate, over
600 pages, and while doing so in large parts to renew it. When he made up the title page
of the new score, he placed under his name the addition "Pupil of Herr Salieri, First
Court Musical Director in Vienna", surely not only as an empty formula taken over from
the teacher (Doc., p. 31 [Eng. p.40, item 60]), but also as a sign of pride in sharing in
Salieri's celebrity, 13 and as an expression of thanks for his patronly sympathy in the
coming to fruition of his frrst opera production.
[Visual appearance of the second version of the manuscript]
Schubert probably began writing down the second manuscript in the summer, in July or
August 1814. The end of the first Act is dated 3rd September, the end of the third Act
22nd October 1814. Although the score was finished off in a considerably shorter time
than the earlier one, Schubert's handwriting is here more flowing and neat than there.
Features of feverish strain in the pictorial appearance of the frrst have given way to calm
security and care.
[Comparison of the two versions]
Schubert's revision affects nearly all numbers of the opera. Of those that are present in
both versions, only two smaller pieces of the frrst Act remain unaltered: Robert's Lied
No.2 and the Funeral Music No. 10. Because Schubert was mostly concerned with
clarification of the musical diction, he changed in many cases the shape of melodybearing voices, corrected harmonic progressions and replaced indifferent movementstructure by conciseness and lucidity. The revision of large sections led in some numbers
to considerable changes of form, as in the Overture, the Introduction No. 1, in the Arias
No.7 and 8, as also in the Duets No.9 and 21. The Finales No. 11 and 22 (1st version)
and 23 (2nd version) also underwent extensive transformations. There Schubert worked
mostly with the orchestral setting, producing improvements of the sound as well as the
movement-structure, and established direct references to the [literary] text by fitting in
clearly perceived instrumental figures. Less extensive, but not less effective, appear the
corrections in respect of tone colour and dynamics in the duet No.3 as in the aria No.4,
and in the quartet No.5 especially concerning some word illustrations. Relatively minor
modifications are shown by the variants ofthe Terzet No.6 and Nr. 21 (1st version, 2nd
part of the number), respectively No. 22 (2nd version). The latter, as result of extensive
changes in the previous duet, was separated from this. 14
[Ownership of the manuscripts]
From an annotation on the title page of the second version it emerges that Schubert's
friend JosefHlittenbrenner acquired the manuscript from the composer. The annotation
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in Hi.ittenbrenner's handwriting runs: "This three-Act opera I from the composer into
ownership I purchased. I Joseph Hi.ittenbrenner I Imperial Chancery Registrar." An
invoice that Hiittenbrenner issued to Schubert at the beginning of 1823 documents that
in 1822 a copy of the opera was prepared, a task that was probably connected with
Hiittenbrenner's efforts towards a performance, and for which Schubert had to pay 90 fl.
(Doc., p. 179 [Eng. p.260, item 339]). The original for this copy was the autograph that
Schubert had probably given up to his friend for a small outstanding debt. 15 As Heinrich
KreiBle von Hellborn reported, not only the second Act of the autograph, but also the
complete copy of the opera was lost through the carelessness of JosefHiittenbrenner's
housemates, when they used these manuscripts, together with others, as heating material
for their stove, in Hiittenbrenner's absence from Vienna during the political events of
1848. 16 A title catalogue which is preserved and which lists the contents of the opera in
the order of the individual numbers leaves no doubt that the construction of the second
Act follows the first version, just as the first and third Act also concur in their
organization in both versions. 17
[Autograph fragments]
The attribution of the four autograph fragments 18 must remain largely hypothetical.
Relatively unproblematical is the arrangement of the score fragment I, that contains a
study for the Finale of the third Act. The 53 bars of the beginning render a compositional
position lying between the earlier and later version of the number. Bars 1-5 correspond
to the beginning of the Finale of the first version, in bar 6 the first deviations are shown,
and from bar 10 on the composition takes a different course. Entirely new compared
with the earlier version are bars 25 ff. (from here also two Flutes participate in place of
only one) up to the breaking off of the writing after bar 53. This complex Schubert has
then taken over in general in the first part of the final version (2nd version: bar 46-74). The score fragment II contains sketches for a second version of the Aria No. 13 (2nd
part), the Melodrama No. 14a (completely new version) and the March No. 14b
(beginning).

{p.13}
Certain external signs such as paper type, watermark and binding marks suggest this
arrangement. A special kind of problem arises however from the comparison of these
sketches and the corresponding numbers of the first version, because the latter
sometimes appear compositionally more carefully worked than parts of the later version.
A special investigation had to substantiate why the dramatic course in the closing part of
the earlier version of the hero aria (complete version, bar 54-91) is replaced by a less
effective formation (fragment, bar 54-90), and why the differentiated working out of the
eight-voiced wind setting in the Melodrama of the earlier version has to give way to a
melodic and tonal uniformity. It is further striking that the later version of the
Melodrama is initially kept in the minor, although in the text book a "gentle" and at the
same time "friendly music" is called for, while the earlier composition stays throughout in
F major and the mainly higher leading of the oboes strengthens the friendly character of
this little movement. Finally it has to be clarified why in the later version a modulation to
E-flat major was made and the March was transposed into this tonality. The investigation
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of this apparently contradictory state of affairs would have to start from instrumentaltechnical conditions and would therefore be of interest for the relationship of
instrumentation and manner of composition. - At all events, the score fragment III with
eight bars (ending) of an instrumental composition in d [minor] allows the presumption,
on the basis of dating (April24, 1814) and paper-quality, of a connection with the third
Act of the frrst version. The tonality hints that it was possibly connected there with the
Scene and Aria No. 18 in d minor, although the instrumentation clearly departs and apart
from that no musical relation is recognizable between fragment and complete number.The score fragment IV with 20 bars of an orchestral movement in B-flat (D094A)
suggests an attribution to the beginning of the third Act of the frrst version, among other
things also on account of the considerable loss of the source in this place. Paper type,
watermark and writing shape do not contradict that. Ernst Hilmar, based on the
placement-designation or its relationship to a prior placement-numbering in the
manuscript of the second version, comes to the conclusion that it is here a matter of the
part of a prelude to the third Act of precisely this second version, which was however
eliminated after the completion of the frrst three numbers of this Act. 19 Hilmar's
hypothesis is appealing on account of its logic. It points again to the many-layered and
complicated origin-process of this opera that includes, beside both "main versions" a
multiplicity of sketches, drafts and discarded versions which are probably documented
only to a slight extent by the preserved fragments.
[Reichardt's setting]
In 1801 Johann Friedrich Reichardt had already set Kotzebue's magic-opera, and in
fact on the occasion of the opening of the newly built theatre house at the Berlin
Gendarmenmarkt. August William Iffland, at that time director of the Royal National
Theatre, had granted "the former Court Conductor" the commission for it. The opera
came out under the title Das ZauberschloB [The Magic Castle] and was performed
several times at the beginning of January 1802 in alternation with Kotzebue's drama Die
Kreuzfahrer [The Pilgrim/Crusader]. 20 The change of title was ordered by the Prussian
censor, no doubt in order to avoid inappropriate associations with the new [theatre]
house.
[Other composers' settings]
Besides Reichardt and Schubert, still other composers have taken on the Kotzebue
magic-opera. To these belong the Swabian theater-composer Christian Ludwig Dieter,
who wrote his Singspiel Des Teufels Lustschloss in 1802 for the Wiirttemberg Court.
lgnaz von Seyfried revised the libretto, together with other composers, as a parodistic
pastiche for the technically excellently equipped stage of the Theater an der Wien. The
piece received the title Der Rosenhiigel [The Rose Hill] at the Blocksberg and after its
premiere on December 28, 1816 was repeated five more times up to January 9, 1817. 21 A
further musical arrangement of the material came from Fr. Weiss. This one was
performed in 1820 in Pest.
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[No performance in Schubert's lifetime]
Performances of Schubert's setting did not take place in his lifetime, although there
were attempts to popularize the opera by arrangements, as various sources of
handwritten and printed type document. 22 In 1822 JosefHi.ittenbrenner tried to interest
the Theatre Director Franz Ignaz von Holbein (Prague), the Count Gallenberg
(Kamtnertor Theatre), Karl Friedrich Hensler (Theater in der Josefstadt) and Peter von
Winter (Mtinchen) in the score, but his efforts in the matter remained without result. 23
[First performance of the Overture]
On 1st March 1861 the Overture to Des Teufels LustschloB sounded for the first time
in a concert presented by the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde [Society of Friends of
Music] under the direction of Johann Herbeck, where it served as prelude to a concert
performance ofthe Singspiel Der hausliche Krieg(= Die Verschworenen, D787).
[First stand-alone performance of the Overture]

As a stand-alone composition the Overture was performed for the first time on 7th
December 1879 in a society concert of the Musikfreunde under the direction of Eduard
Kremser. The programme paper points out in error that it is a matter of the "1st
performance". Two weeks later, on 21st December, Kremser repeated the Overture in a
concert of the Wiener Mannergesang-Verein [Viennese Male Choral Society] with the
Court Opera Orchestra. On the programme paper it is expressly remarked that the
"second version" of the composition was being performed and the first performance took
place in a Choral Society concert in 1861.
{p.14}
[First performance of the whole opera in concert]
The first performance of the whole opera was given on 20th December 1949, thus over
145 years after the date of its completion, in the form of a radio production from Radio
Bern. This recording was broadcast on 28th December 1949 (1st Act), on 4th January
(2nd Act) and 11th January 1950 (3rd Act). Willy Frey was the producer; the Bern City
Orchestra and the Choir of Radio Bern were under the musical direction of Christoph
Lertz. 24
[First performance of the whole opera with scenery]
The first performance of the opera with scenery took place on 17th March 1978 in the
Hans-Otto Theatre in Potsdam. In the press reports of the daily newspapers the premiere
received mainly favourable reviews. In radio commentary and periodical articles the
different aspects of the work and its interpretation on the stage were discussed in a lively
way. 25 They spoke not only of dutiful attention to the heritage, but dared raise the
question whether the performance could possibly be appraised as "beginning of a
thorough revision" of the Schubert image. 26 In connection with the performance
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preparation, a piano reduction of the opera was published in 1976, which adhered closely
to the score of the Old Complete Edition in the rendering of Schubert's musical
notation. 27
[First Vienna performance in concert]
In Vienna Des Teufels LustschloB was heard for the first time on 28th November 1986
in the form of the fourth "Wiener Schubertiade" initiated by Hermann Prey and organized
·by the Society of Friends of Music as well as by the Office of Culture of the City of
Vienna, performed in concert by the Choir and Orchestra of the Austrian Radio under
the direction of Bruno Weil. 28 Received equally favourably by audience and press, this
most felicitous performance up to that time aroused an active interest in this work among
the friends of Schubert.
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der Krise: 1818-1823. Bericht iiber das Symposion Kasse130. September bis 1. Oktober
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1982, Arnold Feil zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. by Werner Aderhold, Walther Di.irr and
Walburga Litschauer, Kassel1985, p. 74.
5 Cf. Siegfried Goslich, Die deutsche romantische Oper [The German romantic opera],
Tutzing 1975, p. 309.
6 Characteristic elements are described by Werner Thomas, Bild und Aktion in
"Fierabras", in: Franz Schubert. Jahre der Krise: 1818-1823, op. cit., p. 86.
7 An external indication of the dissolution of the closed form is that Schubert dropped
the initially set down numbering from the beginning of the second Act on. The numerals
I-IV in the 3rd Act of the 2nd version were inserted subsequently. See Quellen und
Lesarten. On grounds of clarity the numbering of the Old Gesamtausgabe was taken over
unchanged.
8 Bruno Weil pointed this out in the programme booklet for the performance of Des
Teufels LustschloB on 3rd and 4th November 1986 in Augsburg.
{p.ll}

9 Franz Liszt pointed out in connection with this opera that the dramatic style of Gluck
was evolved forward through Schubert. See Franz Liszt, Collected Writings, ed. by L.
Ramann, Leipzig 1880-83, Vol3, 1st section, p. 9.
10 Probably Schubert visited on 23rd May 1814, thus eight days after the completion of
the first version of his opera, the first performance in the Kamtnertor Theater. Cf. Doc.,
p. 33 [Eng. p. ?], and P. Branscombe, op. cit.
11 Similarities between the duet Luitgarde/Oswald "Ja morgen, wenn die Sonne sinkt"
and the duet Leonore/Florestan "0 namenlose Freude" were pointed out by JoachimDietrich Link in his dissertation Der Opern-Klavierauszug in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
Greifswald 1984 (manuscript), voll, p. 80f.
12 Cf. Ernst Hilmar, Catalogue of Schubert manuscripts in the music collection of the
Vienna City and National Library(= Catalogus Musicus VIII, Kassel1978), p. 15.
{p.12}
13 Cf. Alfred Orel, Der junge Schubert (Aus der Lernzeit des Kiinstlers), Vienna and
Leipzig 1940, p.7.
14 Cf. in this connection the different versions of the ballad Der Taucher D077, whose
origin coincided in time with Schubert's work on Des Teufels LustschloB. A comparative
description is found in Series IV, Lieder. Vol6 (1969), Forward, p. XVI ff.
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15 0. E. Deutsch gives the size of the outstanding debt as 50 fl. 20 kr. (Doc., p. 184
[Eng. p.267, item 348]). Therefore Hiittenbrenner obtained the autograph for a sum that
was 39 fl. 80 kr. less than what he had to spend for the copying.
16 See Heinrich KreiBle von Hellbom, Franz Schubert, Vienna 1865 (new printing
Hildesheim 1978), p. 71.
17 Illustration ofthe catalogue see facsimile p. XXVI f. Transcription see E. Hilmar, op.
cit., p.17.
18 See part-volume b, appendix.
{p.13}

19 See E. Hilmar, op. cit., p.15.
20 Cf. Rolf Propper, The Stage-works of Johann Friedrich Reichardt. A Contribution to
the History of Opera in the Time of the Change of Style between Classical and Romantic
(=Transactions on the Study of Art, Music and Literature XXV), Bonn 1965, Vol1, p.
118, and Vol2, p.150.
21 Cf. Anton Bauer, 150 Jahre Theater an der Wien, ZUrich 1952, p. 298.
22 Parts and piano reduction of a romantic-comic Oper Traumzauber [Opera of Magic
Dreams] with the Music of Schubert (Text adaptation by M. A Grandjean) in the
possession ofthe Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek [Vienna City and National
Library].
23 Cf. Doc., p. 166 [Eng. p. 238], and H. KreiBle von Hellbom, op. cit., p. 271.
{p.14}
24 Information kindly supplied by the Radio of German and R~i.to-Romanian Switzerland
(DRS), Bern studio.
25 The administrative officer of the Hans-Otto Theatre (dramaturgical section) made its
press material available for perusal, for which thanks are offered.
26 Cf. the report by Wolfgang Lange appearing under this title in Theater der Zeit,
Number 5, 1978, p. 14ff.
27 Franz Schubert, Des Teufels LustschloB, a natural magic opera in three Acts by
August von Kotzebue, text setting by Hans Dieter Arnold, piano reduction by JoachimDietrich Link, Berlin 1976.
28 For an informative conversation about questions of performing practice the Augsburg
General Director of Music must be thanked.
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APPENDIX VI
Translation of Hertin-Loser and Hinrichsen (1992).

Translation by Nigel Nettheim (1996)
[Translator's comments appear in square brackets]
{p.43}
THE DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF "DES TEUFELS LUSTSCHLOSS" D084
Remarks on the occasion of the edition in the Neue Schubert-Ausgabe

I
II
III
IV
V

[Contents:]
[The two versions and the intermediate stages.]
[Example of revision within v.l: No. 1.]
[Example of revision between v.l and v.2: Overture.]
[Survey of the main differences between v.l and v.2.]
[Conclusions.]

{p.43}
{p.52}
{p.54}
{p.56}
{p.63}

I [The two versions and the intermediate stages.]
Schubert's "natural magic-opera" Des Teufels Lustschloss [The Devil's PleasurePalace] of 1813/14, as is well-known, underwent a far-reaching transformation and
exists, first of all speaking simply, in two worked-out versions (that admittedly are not
presently complete). With the edition of all preserved autograph sources for this
important youthful work now appearing within the framework of the Neue SchubertAusgabe (NGA Il/1, 2 volumes [Teilbande], ed. U. Hertin-Loeser, Kassel etc.
1989/1990) the possibility is now at the disposal of everyone interested in Schubert to
obtain detailed insights into the development of Schubert's musical thinking by means of
a unique process - this is one the most comprehensive revisions in Schubert's entire
CEuvre. The following indications should be seen as a suggestion to undertake efforts
(modest, in proportion to the yield) of a detailed occupation with Schubert's youthful
opera.
The manuscript losses, which involve both versions, allow us to see however at least
that both versions of the opera mutually supplement one another; it thus allows - for
instance for performing practice- a "hybrid version" to be put together, completely
rendering the course of the opera. Specifically, the following material has been preserved
[table slightly modified by the translator]:
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First Version:

Second Version:

Overture

Overture

First Act:
Nos. 1 - 11

First Act:
Nos. 1 - 11

Second Act:
Nos. 12 - 17
Third Act:
No. 21
No. 22

Third Act:
Nos. 18 - 20
Nos. 21 - 22 (combined in v.l)
(22(v.1)=23(v.2))
No.
23

{p.44}
The first version (in the following v.1 throughout) is found in NGA 11/1, volume a, the
second version (v.2) in NGA 11/1, volume b (for some further materials presented in
volume b cf. further below).
Speaking of two "versions" of the opera, however, may cause the amount of material
to seem clearer than it actually is. Each of the two versions is indeed represented in its
own separate bundle of manuscript-papers (all in the Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek
[Viennese City and State Library]; v.1: MH 1, v.2: MH 2032) 1 - they each show
however a much greater number of correction and working layers. There are thus not
just the two versions published in the volumes a+b of the NGA 11/1, but in addition
varying developmental stages (thus strictly speaking again "versions") within each of
these two versions. These can first of all be broadly distinguished according to
conceptions of individual numbers already again discarded in the course of the writing
down, on the one hand (in v.1 such crossed out parts are found e.g. for aria No. 13, in
v.2 for instance for aria No.7), which are therefore spoken of as preliminary stages, and
- in this connection more important - according to later corrections on the other hand, of
which the intensity, apparently not yet foreseeable by Schubert at the beginning of the
revision, apparently finally led to the decision to begin anew the writing down of the
work once again. This new writing down, for its part, again underwent revisions. For the
avoidance of conceptual confusion all these correction-phases will however be described
here as "working stages" that merge into the final stage of the first or second "version"
of 0084, respectively. The two volumes of the NGA reproduce these respective final
stages, and in this process the fact that the first version (volume a) is indeed represented
in an individual manuscript, but on the other hand constitutes no conclusion at all, but
only a transitional phase within a continuous recasting process, is mirrored very
graphically in the following circumstance: The NGA tries to represent the final editionphase of the manuscript MH 1 as the "first version"; admittedly this is not always
possible meaningfully. That is to say, in many places (No. 1 ofv.1 may be mentioned as a
clear example; see more on that below) a final correction stage- carried out with pencilis found, that is not carried out consistently in all voices (and is also not always taken
over by the later "second version"). It is decided for the NGA in all comparable cases to
reproduce the last coherent, and thus musically meaningful, work phase; merely implied
correction layers over and above that are transmitted in the "Quellen und Lesarten
[Sources and Ways of Reading]" (volume b, p. 779ff).
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{p.45}
The decisive qualitative leap in the work on the opera undoubtedly resulted from
Schubert's decision, in view of the multiplicity of alterations coming about in the course
ofthe work, no longer to repair them within the manuscript (the "first version"), but to
give this up and to devote to the whole work a second record standing on its own certainly planned as a fair copy, but then still taking on several working stages. In some
places it is quite obvious that the state of the correction documented in the autograph of
v.1 already reaches further in thought (thus into v.2) than the written score-text shows.
One sees this for example in aria No.8 (Oswald, "Gesundheit ist mit Mut verschwistert";
volume a, p. 107-111). In the autograph of v.1 (first Act, fol. 96r; cf. Fig. 1) over bars
26 to 29 stands Schubert's pencilled note: "this section is to be improved"; at the same
time in these bars the sixteenth-note figures ofthe oboe (Fig. 1: in the fourth ofthe
written-down music systems) are found entered with pencil in the bars originally filled
with rest signs. The intention stated in the above-mentioned pencil-note could be fulfilled
at most partially, however, as v.2 then shows: Here the new oboe part is taken over and
apart from that polished in the singing part precisely within the section indicated by the
mentioned pencil-note (volume b, p. 510). The result offers a striking example of a real
melodic improvement and thereby of the measure of self-criticism that the whole work
process is based upon (whether under Salieri's instruction will not be discussed here).
Furthermore v.2 of this aria shows lengthenings- one notes for instance the effect of the
unpretentious insertion of a single bar between bars 31 and 32 of v.1 - and in its second
half generally expansions that are altogether typical of the tendency of the revision.
Thus one has to deal firstly with revisions within the first manuscript, secondly with the
reworking-process, which- undoubtedly prepared and given rise to by these revisionsmark the transition from the one manuscript to the other, and thirdly and finally with
revisions within this second manuscript. At least the first two of these working steps
should be made clear in an example of each, before a summary-style comparison of the
two versions.
{Six pages of Schubert ms facsimiles appear here. }
{p.52}
II [Example of revision within v.1: No.1.]
At the beginning of No.1 of the opera (Introduction) in the autograph ofv.1
Schubert's pencil note is found: "redo it beginning from here" (cf. the facsimile
illustration of this page in NGA 11/1, volume a, p. XVI); to this corresponds the remark
"up to here" at the end of the number. From the numerous corrections of detail carried
out partly in ink, partly in pencil, just one passage will be pointed out here, that strikingly
documents with what effort Schubert began the reworking at a time when he still thought
a second writing down of the work could be avoided. Whereas the manuscript is
arranged in quite regular layers up to the end of the Overture, it shows a profusion of
physical changes from the beginning of number 1: some pages are removed and replaced
by new ones pasted in (fol. 28+29), others are renewed by half or whole page pastings in
(fol. 35v-37r). These latter four pages (fol. 35v-37r; cf. Fig. 2-5) are specially interesting
because they still allow the discarded version to be clearly perceived. They concern
Oswald's recitative passages inserted in the chorus of peasants and servants (v.1, No. 1,
b. 116ff.): "Freunde, sagt wohin ich gehe, denn ich bin hier nicht bekannt... " (Fig. 2-4)
and "Robert eile, suche Zuflucht fiir die Nacht, ich verweile, bis die Botschaft mir
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gebracht" (Fig. 5). They are on the four indicated manuscript pages, without exception
on scraps fitted in with difficulty (made clear by arrows in the illustrations [NN: wedges
appear near the beginning of Fig. 4, but where else?]; the parts of the discarded version
remaining visible are carefully crossed out in ink. Specially the frrst two of the illustrated
pages make the effect of the correction immediately perceptible: the recitative-insertions
are only half as long as in the original version. In this original version they were - not
treated as recitatives at all- imbedded as singing lines in the prevailing six-eight metre of
the choir; after the correction they are abruptly contrasted from this through metre (C),
movement structure and declamation at any given time. The reduction on the fourth of
the illustrated pages can even be recognized by direct comparison: here the whole-page
pasting-over has left visible the bass system with the prevailing six-eight measure; the last
bar written down on the pasted-in strip corresponds to the last bar in this crossed-out
bass system and thereby creates the connection to the continuation of the passage. The
original six bars of the old version on this manuscript page correspond to only four bars
of the new version. The gain in dramatic conciseness and force that the revision produces
for the whole passage shows the transformation as clearly oriented to the criterion of
stage-effectiveness (that doesn't mean that the corrections in other passages cannot also
relate to numerous infelicities of setting technique and even mistakes - for instance
parallel fifths).
{p.53}
At the same time the edition principle of the NGA already mentioned above can be made
clear in the illustrated pages: In the pasted-in new recitative passages further corrections,
made in pencil, are recognizable (especially in the top system, violin 1). However, these
are not consistently coordinated with the overall tone-setting: Right at the beginning of
the first recitative (cf. Fig. 2) Schubert changes the octave ofthe 1st violin into a
component of the diminished seventh chord (f sharp-a-c-e flat), but leaves for the 2nd
violin and the participation of the voice part the d of the D major sixth-chord originally
found here. This inconsistency led to the decision of the NGA, in respect of all pencilcorrections of this place (the violin 1 and the voice part), not to record them in the text
of the "first version", although they undoubtedly belong to the fmal correction-phase, but
to report them in the "Quellen und Lesarten".
In the section shown it thus becomes clear how Schubert's corrections seek to heighten
the stage effect of the work. Not necessarily in contradiction to that is the fact that No. 1
underwent a considerable expansion in the further reworking, that is in the working out
of v.2. With few exceptions, such expansions are generally typical of the differences
between the two versions. The following is therefore to be noted especially for No. 1:
The instrumentation is expanded (v.l: one flute, two trombones; v.2: 2 flutes, 3
trombones), the speed accelerates (from C to Allabreve). Structural changes affect,
besides the passages just discussed, especially two complexes: The section b. 29-38 (v.l)
is newly formed and expanded by about 30 bars (v.2: b. 29-76). The choral voices have
become more succinct, and the harmonic course now follows a clear modulation plan (Fd-B flat). In place of an abrupt and monotonous chordal setting a coherent fluent
movement-structure now enters (in the winds). The second comprehensive alteration
involves the duet section "So warmet die Liebe" (v.l: b. 173ff., v.2: b. 20lff.). The
lyrical character of this section is effectively underlined by the enlargement of the
instrumentation (flutes, clarinets, and solo-violin are added as well); at the same time the
tone-setting becomes tighter through intensification of the motivic interweaving.
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Schubert has not carried out reworking [elsewhere] within the first version of the opera
in such an intensive way as in No. 1 discussed here, although corrections are found all
the way up to the end.
{p.54}
Instead of an application to the whole work of the system of work adopted for No. 1 substitution of whole manuscript parts, pastings-in - Schubert fmally decided upon
writing out a new manuscript. With many numbers of the opera a revision is not tackled
at all, but just noted as a task to be done (e.g. at the beginning of No. 7: "this is to be
improved" or at the beginning of No. 22: "to be changed"). Sometimes ink, pencil or red
crosses are found that point out individual details whose improvement is not included
until the second version.
As an example of the enormous structural changes that the second version brought in
for many pieces, the interesting case of the Overture is taken up in what follows.
ill [Example of revision between v.l and v.2: Overture.]
In the Overture Schubert has indeed also already corrected v.l in the manuscript;
however, it has experienced a radical redesign only in the new version. According to
Ernst Hilmar's conjecture, Schubert began writing it down in July 1814 (v.l bears the
ending date "15th May 1814"). In this reworking of Schubert's one can study a veritable
montage job (as the Table on p. 55 makes clear): The framed parts were taken over from
the frrst version into the second, apart from occasional changes of trivial detail; the
remaining parts were newly composed. How the expansion ofv.2 amounts to altogether
108 bars can be deduced in detail from the Table.
Possibly the most noteworthy change, because it is extremely revealing of Schubert's
thoughts on form, arises in connection with the re-composition of the side-theme
(although it is only only with an extremely generous usage of concepts that the piece can
be related to the sonata-main-movement form, 2 it is nevertheless reasonable to describe it
with the usage of the terminology "exposition," "reprise" etc.; "HTh" and "STh" in the
Table (see the figure on p. 55) denotes "Main"- and "Side-theme"). Apart from the
abundant melodic enhancement of the side-theme, with which v.2 follows the already
mentioned overall tendency of the reworking, a distinctive permutation is to be
highlighted here: Whereas in the exposition of v.l the side-theme moves from f-minor to
A flat-major, which in the third-transposed reprise recurs as a movement from d-minor to
F-major, the revised side-theme modulates in the exposition of v.2 from d-minor to Fmajor and now takes over the harmonic model from the exposition of v.l for the reprise
-the overall movement-plan is thus exactly reversed.
{p.55}
{An elaborate Table with boxes, for the Overture versions.}
{p.56}
Such a blatant case of a outright inversion of the course of the harmonic movement which naturally is supported by the fact that the relationship to the structure-model of the
sonata-form is only loose [in an Overture] -throws clear light on the state of Schubert's
musical thinking around this time. The key-plan is not understood in the frrst instance as
a determined course, but according to the mode of an arrangement that can even be
exchangeable if need be, and in any case one that is available. How far, despite
considerable outward differences, connections appear here between Schubert's early
form-thinking (cf. for instance in general the partly very unusual key-arrangements in the
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early symphonies and string quartets) and the far more complex and more professional
ones of the late years, as may be studied in, for instance, the revision procedures in the
top-movements of the last string quartet (D887) or the A-major piano sonata (D959),
cannot be pursued further here.
As with No. 1, so also with the Overture the instrumentation is expanded (from one to
two flutes, from two to three trombones). It is naturally to be seen much more
graphically in the autograph of the first version than in the printed score, how Schubert
spontaneously introduced the trombones (here still at first two) not until towards the end
of the Reprise (b. 249) and instead of the previously separately notated cellos and basses
had to draw them together on one system (v.l, fol. 18v; cf. Figure 6).
IV [Survey of the main differences between v.l and v.2.]
A survey of the most important differences between the two versions follows. The
parts lost in one of the two versions (Nos. 12-20) naturally remain excluded from the
comparison. Only two numbers, No.2 and No. 10, were not altered at all. The
description can thus continue with No.3, after the Overture and No. 1 (see above).
In the Duet No.3 "Ja morgen, wenn die Sonne sinkt" especially the close is altered.
The newly composed section comprises 18 bars (v.2: b. 94-111) and is positioned
between the original close of the singing voices (v.1: b. 91) and the fmal instrumental
bars (v.1: b. 113 ff.). The four last text lines are repeated for this purpose ("Sie reiBt mit
leichtem Sinn sich los ... "). For the extra heightening ofthe ending-effect the new section
begins pianissimo and is increased twice to forte (v.2: b. 103 and b. 110). The concluding
bars show once more that, in the reworking, structural expansion - as a general tendency
- and intensification of the dramatic effect by specific compression need not be
contradictory: The three unison-strokes at the end of v.1 are crossed out by Schubert in
v.2 as superfluous.
{p.57}
The Aria No.4 "Wohin zwei Liebende sich retten" is taken over into v.2 virtually
unchanged. Admittedly the new version contains one of the few abridgments that
Schubert undertook at all. The repetition of the 6th text-line ("Der wahre Liebe Wurze
leiht") of the piece, which is in any case rich in text repetitions, is eliminated, the section
up to the dominant conclusion at the fermata (v.1: b. 38, v.2: b. 30) tightened to the
extent of eight bars. An expansion of the instrumentation is found in the following form
section by the addition of the horns and bassoons (v.1: b. 38-53, v.2: b. 30-45); in the
second repetition of this section oboe 1 is used for the duplication of the vocal line (v.1:
b. 124-139, v.2: b. 117-131). The dynamic has been shifted by one degree of strength
(v.1: p and pp, v.2: mf and p), the tempo has been changed from Allegro into Allegretto.
In the manuscript of v.1 there is a preliminary version of this aria crossed out again after
19 bars, with an instrumentation effect adjusted to the text-beginning (see volume b, p.
827): Here cello and viola together accompany the voice part first of all in the position
that the violin 2 is then assigned in the valid version of v.1; in v.1 as in v.2 cello, and
viola, step back into the unspecific accompanying movement.
The Quartet No.5 "Kaum hundert Schritt von dieser Schenke" shows in v.2 in three
places variants which are undertaken with respect to the text. In v.1 in one single placewith the peasants' words: "Es schlagen, stoBen, zischen, zausen Gespenster mancherlei"-
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oboes and bassoons enter into the setting otherwise exclusively reserved for the strings
(v.1: b. 56-60). Quite obviously Schubert understands the replacement of the woodwinds
at this place by three trombones (v.2: b. 54-58) as a heightening of the text illustration in
v.2, as in general the use of the trombones in v.2. deserves a detailed study (cf. above the
remarks on the Overture). The alteration of the tone colour is accompanied by a
modification of the harmonic course of these bars (while the context in which they are
imbedded - before and after F-major - remains unchanged): In v.1 they cadence on aminor, in v.2 on d-minor, thus remaining here more clearly referring to the key of the
surrounding bars. Other variants referring to the text are found with the allusion to the
nightingale (v.2: b. 78, scale figure of violin 1) and with the mock mourning of the
landlady over "poor Hans", whose expressly prescribed sobbing in v.2. (b. 83-86) is
effectively supported by the oboe.
{p.58}
This place for example is one of those to which a discussion about Schubert's position
toward the parodistic character of the text should be attached: Did he see through it and
nevertheless (or even because of that) accept the welcome opportunity to exercise
himself in the total musical repertoire for the realization of fear, horror, dread, mourning
and despair? The last mentioned alteration offers, insignificant as it may seem, a strong
argument for this hypothesis; because that the mourning of the village-people over poor
Hans as a component ofthe arranged play is artificial (which didn't deter Schubert from
staging it with full musical effect), is established from the plot so unmistakably, that one
may suppose Schubert's lack of appreciation of it impossible. This clear awareness of the
lack of authenticity in the text (from which incidentally Oswald's real heroism and
Luitgarde's genuine despair are excepted [NN: surely they are humorously exaggerated
too, as a spoof on romantic operas - indeed the unstageability of Kotzebue's opera in
terms of physical effects seems to be a part ofthis send-up]) can thus just as well have
characterised Schubert's attitude to the whole plot.
The Terzet No.6 "Fort will ich, fort!" shows only small alterations in v.2 (modification
ofthe accompanying voices: compare e.g. v.1: b. 37-42 with v.2: b. 36-42, or the two
versions: b. 99-109). The syncopated string movement is encountered twice in v.2 (in v.1
only once, there b. 75-82) and gains in dynamic weight here at the return through the
augmentation of bass instruments (cello and bassoon). New as opposed to v.1 are also
the hom calls to Robert's words: "Ich will mit ihm sterben. Seht, die Fackeln brennen"
(v.2: b. 113-119).
The Aria No. 7 "Welcher Frevel!" offers the interesting case of a multiple change of the
draft. In the manuscript of v.1 it bears the pencil note: "this is to be improved". Actually
the first revision-attempt in the manuscript ofv.2 far exceeds a mere "improvement"; not
only is the conduct of the voice part completely altered, but the bar-type has also been
changed from 6/8 (v.1) to 2/4. [NN: But the 2/4 version is in triplets, so the change of
metre is notational only; the 2/4 version fragment is reproduced in NGA v.2 pp. 753-754
- compare this notational matter with the same situation in the three versions of the lied
'An Emma' 0113.] This attempt breaks off after 32 bars, and Schubert begins a second
time. Now he returns again to 6/8 metre, but this time changes the tonality: from Gmajor (v.1) to a-minor. The most important elements of the restructuring are therefore
the key-change and the altered conduct of the voice part; with them come numerous
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alterations in the detail. In v.2 the fundamental bass is enlivened (cf. on the other hand
the static tonic at the beginning ofv.l). An accompaniment figure running throughout in
tapped-out (gestoBenen) sixteenths is added (tenor of the text: the useless haste of men).
In v.2 the voice-part is doubled in the upper octave by oboe 1 and violin 1 (in v.l: only
by violin 1 in the same octave register). Flute, oboe 2 and horns are now engaged already
at the first repetition of the form-section (v.2: b. 11-18), whereas this happens only later
in v.l (b. 19ff.). A significant rounding off ofthe form is attained through the (only
slightly modified) return of this section (v.2: b. 36-51).
{p.59}
The Aria No.8 "Gesundheit ist mit Mut verschwistert" is likewise altered in respect of
sound and form. The four-part form scheme of v.l (prelude - A- B - A') is lengthened by
the apposition of two further form parts (B'- A') in v.2. Section B' (v.2: b. 43-51) brings
the actually new variant of the violins in the shape of a staccato movement, which is to
be understood as an imitative allusion to the text ("Er lacht der Schlangenbrut, die ihn
mit Zischen neckt"). How Schubert melodically differentiated the sequence of the voicepart - G-major, a-minor - characteristic of this B-section- on the way from v.l. to v.2,
was already pursued above [p.45 of the article].
The Duet No.9 "Herr Ritter, zu Htilfe" is considerably changed in v.2 in respect of
tempo (Allegro to Allegro vivace moderato), instrumentation (expansion by two
bassoons, two trumpets and kettle-drums) and form. At the beginning of the composition
Schubert undertakes a tightening, in that he deletes the seven-bar introduction and
shortens the first text line from 11 bars to 5. He thereby replaces the repeated-note
string-movement of v.l by a rapidly swelling scale motif, that with the reaching of the
dynamic climax runs into a diminished seventh chord, then dies down again just as
rapidly as a downward directional broken chord (v.2: b. 1-5). In contrast to most other
numbers, Schubert here undertakes an essential alteration of the voice-part (compare v .1:
b. 69-73 with v.2: b. 54-58, or v.l: b. 73-77 with v.2: b. 58-62). Here a rather
complicated voice-conduct, reinforced with many semitones, is replaced by a simpler
triadic melody. An originally indifferent statement is thereby changed into a clear, songlike diction, that is better suited to the text-content ("laugh" or "laughter"). Sound
alterations are given, as also in other numbers of the opera, by a general strengthening of
the bass, whether by an increasing linking of the basses (divided basses are found e.g. in
v.l: b. 8- 9, 35-36, 101-107, in v.2. on the other hand only b. 20-23), or by addition of
the bassoon.
The diverse part-sections from which the Finale No. 11 is assembled are very
differently affected by the revision.
{p.60}
Aside from the numerous changes of detail (instrumentation, tempo, dynamics) we note
here the [concluding] Allegro section with the cry ofthe Amazon "Aufherbei! Wir
wollen prtifen" (v.l: b. 245ff., v.2: b. 241ff.), with which the first structurally significant
intervention begins. As against the modulation from c-minor, the operating tonality of
the Finale, to d-minor, which v.l takes up at precisely this place (so that the 1st Act thus
ends in d-minor), Schubert remains in the main tonality (the 1st Act thus ends in v.2 incminor). Thereby he is saved the switching of the transposing instruments and somewhat
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withdraws especially the all too obvious Don Giovanni association at the end of the Act
of v.1 (which characteristically here already uses three trombones). The section begins in
v.2 incomparably more vigorously than in v.l, with involvement of virtually the full wind
apparatus (trombones are added later) together with kettledrums. For reasons of the
sound balance the deepest voice is shifted by an octave (deepest voice originally viola,
now violoncello and contrabass) and instrumentally more filled. The statues' answer
"Schon eilen wir lechzend nach dem Blute I herbei auf der Fi.irstin Gebot", set in unison
in v.l (b. 260-264), is loosened in v.2 by imitating insertions and expanded by text
repetitions. To the expansion of this complex belongs furthermore the repetition of the
Amazon's call, in which the statues sing along, while Robert's commentary is
simultaneously declaimed, extended to more than double the original length (v.2: b.
265-280). On the other hand, Schubert has tightened the transitional section of the
soloists "Hier steh ich" (Oswald) and "Hort, Geister, meine Stimme" (Amazone). Here is
the result of the reworking [for] a more striking diction, more definiteness and resolve of
the expression. For this purpose the course of the voice parts was harmonically
simplified, long note-lengths were shortened, the orchestra-setting more clearly shaped
(v.1: b. 273-300, v.2: b. 281-299). In the final part many places are newly composed in
the sense of a stronger dramatisation. In this the efforts of the composer in relation to the
sense of the words frequently plays a role. Unimportant passages are compressed
together or subordinated by simultaneous declamation of other passages. Words which
are characteristic for the situation are brought into prominence, as e.g. in Oswald's oath
of vengeance: "schi.itteln", "zerbrechen" und "rachen" ["shake", "break", "avenge"]. They
are portrayed musically by sforzato-strokes and downward-directional scale motifs, that
spread with domination over the whole orchestral setting (v.2: b. 325ff.). Similarly,
descending broken chords then symbolize the "Absinken ins finstre Grab", so that the
chromatic up and down in the unison strings, summarizing the horror scene at the end of
the Act (in v.2 a written-out ritardando), is musically quite differently prepared in v.2
than in the older version.
{p.61}
From the further course of v.2, whose complete handing-down doesn't set in again
until No. 21, some fragmentary materials have survived, whose status can not be clarified
beyond doubt in every case. This applies to the closing part ofthe Aria No. 13 and the
subsequent melodrama No. 14 (with the beginning ofthe March), that are notated
together on three double sheets running into one another (Wiener Stadt- und
Landesbibliothek, Sign. MH 11.802/c). Whether these sheets have survived because they
were removed from the totally lost second Act (and thus represent a first step ofv.2), or
whether they constitute a fragment from the valid v.2, must remain open. The first
hypothesis is more likely, because the close of Aria No. 13 exhibits significant
corrections, which Schubert has however not taken to the end (cf. the Facsimile-Fig. in
NGA 11/1, volume a, p. XXII); it is unlikely that the piece in this half corrected version
should have been a component of the final version. In any case, both fragments exhibit
considerable changes compared with v.1 (Melodrama and March No. 14 have for
instance received a different tonality). A further fragment (a double sheet, sign. MH
195/c) probably represents the excerpt of an again discarded Prelude to the 3rd Act of
v.2. (which has no correspondence in v.1). Just as the original and later-corrected
position-numbering can be recognized in the manuscript of this 3rd Act ofv.2, something
must have been rejected again at the beginning of the Act. This would be the only case in
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which v.2 departs - even if only in one temporary work-phase - from the numbersequence of v.l through the addition of a further piece.
The two versions only become directly comparable again from No. 21 on. The Terzet
No. 21 ofv.l, "Hab' ich dich wieder", became subdivided in v.2 into two numbers: the
Duet No. 21 "Hab' ich dich wieder" and the Terzet No. 22 "Ich lach', ich wein"'.
Schubert paid special attention to achieving, with the duet, an appropriate expressionform for the representation of the emotional state in which the protagonists find
themselves after the happy tum of their fate. If its dialogue-song in v.l was still wrapped
in gentle restraint, then it is developed in the revised version toward emphasis and even
adopts ecstatic features in the closing intensification. The six-lined text is lengthened by
repeats and regrouping, the instrumental setting spaciously organized through newly
added rhythmic, harmonic and sound elements. The section originally comprising only 63
bars (v.l: b. 1-63) [NN: properly bars 1-68] thereby expands to more than three times its
original extent (v.2: 219 bars).
{p.62}
Schubert's Fidelio-experience might have played a special role in the revision of this duet,
as is shown by the additionally acquired expression qualities of excitement and elation,
that were entirely lacking in the first version [NN: Schubert's possible debt to Beethoven
is not the expression but the expansion of the form]. The Terzet No. 22 ofv.2 is identical
in form with the corresponding part in No. 21 ofv.l. The wind and string setting in
"canon" (v.2: b. 69ff.) especially undergoes revisions, whereas the voice parts (thus the
three-voiced canon) remain unchanged.
The Finale No. 22 (v.l) or No. 23 (v.2) is constructed in three parts in both versions,
corresponding to the text pattern (chorus- voices- chorus), but the mere juxtaposition
of the bar numbers already allows one to recognize the broadening of the conception
which the Finale had experienced in v.2: v.l: b. 1-30, b. 31-56, b. 57-83; v.2: b. 1-123, b.
124-149, b. 150-228. The instrumentation is enlarged from one to two flutes and from
two to three trombones in v.2, as in the Overture and No. 1. In this finale the phases of
the revision can be observed very readily. In v.l it bears at the beginning the pencil
remark "to be rearranged[ altered]'. An again discarded first revision stage (51 bars), that
thus lies between the two versions, has survived (Sign. MH 14.278/c). It begins, if we
disregard details ofthe movement structure, like No. 22 ofv.l, but presently departs
from this: firstly through the introduction (or more exactly: the re-introduction) of a
motif, that comes from the March No. 14 (ascending scale run+ dotted march rhythm),
secondly through the following dovetailing of the soprano solo "Heil dem stolzen,
kiihnen Paare", whose text Schubert adds himself. The manuscript breaks off after that; it
doesn't constitute a "sketch", but was intended as a fixed cleanly written component of
v.2, as the location-figure "12" at the beginning ofthe file containing 4 double-pages
proves beyond doubt. Schubert took it out of the total manuscript and began the writing
down of the now final version on the new manuscript position 12 once more. Now the
Finale sets in immediately with the March figure, which was not added until the [later]
discarded transitional phase; it takes up and repeats the new idea of the solo insertions.
From the structural expansion, which can not be gone into in detail here, only the Adagio
middle part, which in both versions comprises 25 [NN: 26] bars, is not involved.
{p.63}
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V [Conclusions.]
To reduce the revisions to a common denominator is not possible. Certainly, besides
the refmements of pure composition technique, they are always concerned with the
increasing of the stage-effectiveness and the heightening of the expression qualities. How
this is attained (and whether it altogether is attained) at any given time partly by
reduction, partly by expansion of the musical substance, could only be clarified in each
separate case. It is not altogether obvious that every alteration even involves an
improvement. 3 For most acts of revision this could certainly be determined by accurate
analysis (some was suggested above).
In the sources preserved of these works, Schubert is observable as a thorough and
immensely industrious worker. One would certainly be mistaken if one related the
volume of the revision required here only to the young composer still lacking the mastery
of his craft. Such proceedings (if not of the same scope, yet comparable in quality) are to
be observed up to the late work. However, the different levels of Schubert's very rational
work organization- a feature which was not even noted by previous Schubert research-,
that is the type of groundwork as well as according to genre as also according to
biographical development ofthe work, the correction-types according to their relation to
particular formal and aesthetic emphases as well as the revision methodology and its
criteria, have so far been little explored in their context.
Hans Koltzsch had still unhesitatingly spoken in 1927 of Schuberts "rapidly outpouring
manner of work"; in 1958 Hans Martin Sachse suggested without any verification the
following creation typology: "a) the enormous speed of production and b) the lack of
readiness to change anything in what had once been written down". A certain reception
attitude to Schubert's music was thereby always at the same time pre-programmed.
Dozens of similar examples could be listed.
How very much the thorough and systematic exploration of this area - which could
hardly be accomplished by one individual - could promote the understanding of
Schubert's compositional thought, and also thereby the understanding of his music in
general, need certainly not be pursued further here.
{p.64}
The versions of Schubert's youth-opera Des Teufels LustschloB provide abundant
material for it; they are a unique - but not unparalleled - document from, as Alfred Orel
called it, the "learning time of the artist."

Uta Hertin-Loeser I Hans-Joachim Hinrichsen (Berlin)
Notes
1 For the detailed description of the auto graph material cf. E. Hilmar, Verzeichnis der
Schubert-Handschriften in der Musiksammlung der Wiener Stadt- und Landesbibliothek
(= Catalogus musicus VIII), Kassel etc. 1978, p. 13-17.
2 Cf. for instance the justifiably cautious formulation in Elizabeth Norman McKay, the
piece is "basically written in sonata form" (E. Norman McKay, Schubert's Music for the
Theatre, Tutzing 1991, p. 98).
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